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AVAll) DILITY NOTICE

AvanatWy of ReferenW MatorWs Cried 66 NRC Put*catons

Most documents cited ln NRC publ>cationt wm be avanable from one of tha fotio*ing sources:

1. The NRC Pubbe Document Room. 2120 L Street NW.. Lower Level, Washington. DC 20555

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U S. Government Pnnting Ofhc e. P.O. Box 37082. Washington.
DC 200134082

3, The National Technical Inf ormation Ser oce Sprin;6 eld, VA 22161

Although the littlng that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC pubthcations, it is not
intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents avatable for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Pubhc Document Room
include NRC c orresponder ce and internal NRC memoranda: NRC bulletins, c6rcuiars, information notices.
Inspection and investigation notices; f.censee event reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commis-.

slon papers; and appheant and bcensee documents and correspondence

The fotio*Ing documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales Program:
formal NRC staff and contractor reports. NRC sponsored conference proceedings, international agreement
reports, grant pubhcations, and NRC bockets and brochures. Also avallatJe are regulatory guir',s. NRC
regulations ln the Code of f eatral Regu arrons, and Nuclear Regulatory Comernssoon Issuancesr*

,

Documents availab'e from the Natlonal Technical Information Service include NUREG series reporto and
technical reports prepared by other Federal agencies and report. prepared by the Atomic Energy Commis-
slon, forerunr'er agency to the huc1 car Regulatory Commission

Documents available from pubhc and special technical 1:braries 6nclude a3 open 1.terature items, such as
books. jou nal articles, and transactions. Federal Heg< ster notices, Federal ar.d State legislation and con-
gressional reports can usually be obtained from these Lbraries

Documents such at theses. d ssertations, foreign reports and translations. and non NRC conference pro-
ceedings are available for purchase from the organgation sponsoring the pubhcation cited

Stng's cop >es of NRC draft reports are evallable free, to the extent of supply, upon written request to the
Of hce of Admirutration, Distribution and Mad Semces Faction. U S Nuclear Regulatory Cornmission.
Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substanti,< manner 6n the NRC regulatory process are
maintainod at the NRC Library. 7920 Nerf o k Avenue. Bethesda. Maryland. f or use by the pubhc. Codes and*

standards are usualty copyrighted and may be purchased from the orig:nating organ! ation or, lf they are
Amencan National Standards, from the Arnerican National Standards inst:tute,1430 Broadway. New York.
NY 10018.
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AHSTRACI'

The llealth Physics Positions (llPPOS) Data Base of the Nu<. lear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is a collntion of
sumnuaries of NRC staf f pwitions on a wide range of topics in radiation protection (health physics). The baws for the
data base are 247 original documents in the form of letters, nxmoranda, and escerpts from tnhnical etporta. The
llPPOS Data Base was developed by the NRC lleadquarters and Regional Officca to help ensure unifornuty in
inspntions, enfonement, and licensing a;tions. The summaries containn! in this NURllG are only nwant to provide an
overview of the contents of the original dmunwnt and the puitions reflected are not binding on the NRC or any NRC
licensee. Any questions, statenwnts or points of order coneroiing a paition must be addressnt from the standpoint of
the onginal document. Furthermore, the original docunwnto do not constitute official legal interpretations, which can -

only be provided by the General counwl, and they do not reflect of ficial NRC policy as approved by the Comminion.
The positions do reflect NRC staff decisions and technical opinions on spaific a9ects of regulatory rniuitenwnts.

Staff nxmbers of the Oak Ridge National laboratory (ORNL) have awided the NRC staif ir, summarning the original
docunwnts during the prrparation of this NUREG rep >rt, lhe.se summaries are aim tving rnade available as a ' stand
alone* software package for IBM and IBM-compatihh personal computers. A variety of indexing schemes were used to
increase the uwfulness of this NUREO report and its asweinted sof tware. Both the software pacLage and the summaries
in this report are written in the context of the current Part 20 of Title 10 to the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR
Part 20 (620.1 - 20.601). The purpose of this NUREG repirt is to allow interestal individuals to f amiliariu themvives
with the contents of the llPPOS Data Base and with the basis of nutny NRC danions regardmg inspection findings and
enforcemeat actions in the area of radiation protection.

The ORNL staff will assist the NRC staf f in subwquent revisions to the llPPOS Data Base and its awociated
software. TI e next revision will update the llPPOS Data Base to be coasistent with the newly revised 10 CFR Part 20
(6520.1001 - 20.2401). The llPPOS sumnuaries and original documents are intendal to nerve as a source of information
that will be extremely useful in radiation protation programs at nuclear researsh and power reactors, nuclear medical
laboratories, and other industries that either process or uw nuclear materials.

iii NUREG/CR-5569
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'FOREWORD

' Ilealth physics positions are Nuclear _ Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff positions on NRC regulatory requirements and I
guidance for radiatioa protection (health physics). Dooments that contain health physics positions include NRC |
memoranda, letters, information notices and gene 'c letters. De hwhh Physics Positions Data Base (llPPOS) is a

,

compilation of sumt . aries of the health physics p < ions and a categorization of those positions, nis data ke was
developed ad is being maintained primarily for b - i by regional inspector in an effort to maintain consistency in the
NRC inepection program in the area of raJintion protection (heaPh phys.cs). !

Ileahh physica positions originated within the headquarter r vp responsible for the inspection program in the area of
rWimtion protection in the NRC's predecessor agency, the ; 1 w Energy Commission (AEC). Inevitably, inspectors in
the field rai<ed questions concerning the applicabi!ity of AEC regulatory reqairements to afecific situations found at
AEC-licensed facilities and the AEC headquarters group was askal to answer these gatmus. An early prototype of
today's Ralth Physics Positions Data Base appears in the form of 'discussiora" of pertinent parts of the regulations in a
December 1.1959 Draft AEC Manual Appendix 0705 " Guide for inspection of Materials Licensees.'

'With the formation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis ion in 1975, programmatic responsibility for the inspection
! _ program resided in the Office of Inspection and Enforcetnent (IE) t.ntil it was abolaied and its functions divided

between the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) in 1987.
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, IE initiated efforts to ensure more consistency in the inspection program. At that
time, there was no central repository of health physics positions, although some of these pv .itions had btw placed in
Chapter 9900 of the inspection Manual as " Interpretive Guides.'

In the early 1980s, NRC obtained a contractor to contact cognizant NRC :adiation protection staff members in all
regional offices and IE to obtain copies of documents those individuals believed contained health r%ics positions.
These documents were screened for current relevance, summarized, and categorized by the radia m , ecction staff of

. IE. The initial ww 3. tion of these positions was completed in about 1984. During this time lo sonal, ,

computer software was developed to provide a computerized data base of the summaries of the healu. , .cs positions-
cnd this data base was given the n rne IIPPOS. This computerized data base can be seamhed by subject, regulatory
refmree and author, Personal computer diskettes contairing ttus daP base were first sent to NRC Regional Offices in
February,1986.'

- On April 3,1987, Inspectim Procedure 9910, "Ilealth Physics Positions * was added to the Inspection Manual _(The last
revisica of this document wza issue ' :n 2/19/91.) This procedure describes the llPPOS Dra Dase computer program
and provides instructions for using that program. The pmcedure also includes the following standards for inclusion of

i- - documents m the data base:

' ('s) The document contains unique (no' verwise avaihble) guidance whi:h inspectors can use in the NRC
' inspection pmgram (for reactnrs, fuel facilities, and materials licensees) or contains a position on a
regulatory requirement applicable to matters encountered by NRC inspectors who specialize in radiation
protection or by NRC materials licensing reviewers.

-(b) The document is a final version that has been signed, dated and issued.

=(c) ne document has been signed by, or has the concurrence of, an appropriate level of NRC management or,

I

by a representative of the NRC Office of the General Council (OGCh

-(d)- If the document raises an issue that is subject te the NRC backfit rule (10 CFR 50.109), then the matter has
been properly addiessal through the applicable NRC backfit procedares.

vii NUREG/CR 5569
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Foreword -

A few exceptions to the above standards have been made on a case-by-case basis. For example, the data base contains
an interpretation of the American National Standard (ANS-3) by the comnuttee that prepared the standard.

Although maim oed by the Rad!Mion Protection Branch in NRR, the HPPOS Data Base also is used by NMSS and
includes psitions provided by NMSS. Copies of the positions, including the summaries on personal computer diskette
and copies of the original doeurnents, are available at all five NRC Regional Offices and the NRC Technical Traimng

'

i

Center 4: Chattanooga, as well as at the NRC Hea dquarter Offices of NRR, NMSS, Nuclear Regulatory Researth (RES)
and Office of Enforcement (OE). After the positions were releasal to a reactor licensee in response to a Freedom of
information Act (FO!A) request in early 1989, all of the positions were plued in the NRC Public Dc- ument Room.

'

' Health physics positiona continue to be developed by the radiation protection staffs in tJRR : id NM2 in the course of
fulfilling their responsibilities to provide NRC Headquarters direction and guidance to the 1 :gional Oflices in $cir
implementation of the NRC inspection progrena (and the materials licensing program in the esse of NMSS). Usually, a
health physics position originates as a specific question or iswe concerning regua,ory rey emeras that is referred by a
region to NRR or NMSS for resolution. If the issue is determined to be applicale to ot! a licensees and is likely to be
_questioced by other insp* tors, the issue is considered generic and is considered for inec..p< ration into HPPOS. Under
current practice, the cognizant headquarters office (NRR or NMSS) drafts a response for n Solution of the issue and
sends a copy of the draft to all NRC Regional Offices and to other NRC Headquarter Offi es, as appropriate, for review
end comment before the final position document it, prepared. When the issue concerns a s .squirement applicable to all
licensees (e.g., the implementation of a provision of 10 CFR Part 20), the draft is reviewed by NMSS (when the draft is
preparn! by NRR), NRR (when the draft is prepared by NM'3S) and RES, as well as all Regional Offices. When the
draft position has potential applicability to enforcement actions, it is sent to OE for review. When the draft position may
be considered to be an interpretaion of the regulations, it is sent to CGC for review. When there is a change or a
perceived change to a previous poshion, the draft is sent to the Chairman of the Committee to Review Generic

*

Requirements (CRGR) to determine whether formal CRGR review is needed.

Before being included in the HPPOS Data Base, a position dowu imt meet the standards given in the inspection
manual as outlined above. The summary of each position is revie*cd by two or more senior health physicists before'

being added to the data base.

When the new major revision of 10 CFR Part 20 is implemented, many of the existing positions that refer to Part 20 i

may be applicable no longer, may need to be revised to refer to sections of thi *new' Part 20 that correspond to the
ctions of the "old' Part 20 referred to in the positions, or may need more extensive revision to be consistent with these

'new' Part 20. Before beginning the process of reviewing and revising the health physics pomions to reflect the "new'
Part 20, the NRR Radiation Protection Branch, with cdntractor support, is making the existing data base publicly
available in an NRC contractor report (NUREGICR-5569) and in personal computer software so that NRC licensees and
other interested individuals may have access to it in readily available and useful forms. The NRC radiation protection
staff welcomes public comments on these positions. However, it should be noted that the summaries contained in this '

NUREG are only meant to provide an overview of the cot 3nts of the original document and the positions reflected are
not binding on the NRC or any NRC licensee. Any qumtions, statements or points of order concerning a position must

'

. be addressed from the standpoint of the original docun~at. Furthermore, the original documents do not constitute
official legal interpretations, which can only , provida! by the General Counsel, and they do not reflect official NP.C'

_ policy as approved by tht ''ommission. The ,.ositions do reflect NRC staff decisions and technical opinions on specific
aspects of regulatory requirements, a '.

[ !
| // $~v

,

y ~ &wu~~ c%t ~~dV' LeMcine L~ ingham, Chici |

Radiation Protection Branch" i

Division of Radiation Protection j

and Emergency Preparedness
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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ABIlREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AEA - Atomic Energy Act FC n Free On Board-

AEC Atomic Energy Commission FOiA Freedom of Information Act-
-

AEOD - Office for Analpis and Evaluation of FR - Federal Register
,

Operational Data, NRC f5AR Final Safety Analysts Report '-

AIHA American Industrial HyL ' Association FTC Federal Trade Commission :
-

-

1AITS Action ' tem Tracking Syst - GC Ocneral Counsel, NRC |
-

-

-ALARA - As low As Reasonably Achievable GM Gieger&Nier (tube) |
-

ANI - American Nuclear Insurers GPA - Office vf Goveament and Public 1

ANO Arkansas Nuclear One Affairs, NRC-

ANS American Nuclear Society HEPA High Efficiency Particulate (filters)-
,

ANSI - American Nuclear Standards Institute HMR Hazardous Material Regulation-

AP&L Arkansas Power and Light Company HP Health Physics or IIcalth Physicist-

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory HPPOS }{calth Physics Posi:lon-
-

BWR - Boiling Water Reactor HPS Iscalth Physics Society-

CFM Cubic Feet Per Minute (also, cfm) HPT Health Physics Technician or HP Tech-
-

CFR - Code of Federal Regulations !!RNG - High Range Noble Gas (monitor)
CNSRB Corporate Nuclear Safety Review Board HQ Headquarters, NRC-

-

CP Construction _ Permit HT Tritiated Hydrogen Gas-
-

CROR Committee to Review Generic HTO Tritiated Water-
-

Requirements IAL Immediate Action Letter '-

-CTP. - Continuous Training Program ICAO International Civil Aviation-

DAC Derived Air Comentration Organization-

DE Department of Energy, U.S. ICRP International Commission on-
-

DOD Deprtment of Defense, U.S. Radiological Protection-

DOE Department of Energy, U.S. IDLH - - Immediately Dangerous to Life and-

DOL Department of Labor, U.S. Health..

-DOP - Dioctyi Phthalate IE Office of Inspection and Enfoiecment,-

DOR DMsion of Operating Reactors, NRC NRC
DOT _ Department of Transportatbn, U.S. IEC IE Circular-

-

DPM -- - Disintegrations Per Minute (also, dpm) lEIN - IE Information Notice
DRD diiect reading dosimeter IEP Interim Enforcement Policy-

-

DS Office of Standards Development, NRC INEL - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
-

DU Depleted Uranium JNPO - Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
-

EDO Executive Director for Operations, NRC LANL Los Alamos Nationallaboratoty
-

+

EEI Edison Electric Institute - LCD - Liquid Crystal Display-

EGM Enforcement Guidance Memorandum LCO - Limiting Conditions for Operation-

EI Enforcement and Investigations, NRC LLD - Lower Limit of Detection
Et,D Executive Legal Director, NRC LLNL Lawrer.ee Livermore National

-
-

EPA - Environmental Protection Agency Laboratory
EPRI Electric Power Research lastitute LLW Low Ixvel Waste-

-

ESTSC Energy Science and Technology Software LSA - Low Specific Activity-

Center LWR Light Water Reactor-

FAA Federal Aviation Administration MAELU - Mutual Atomic Energy Liability-

FEMA. - Federal 'Imergency Management Underwriters
-- Administration . MBL - Marine Biological Laboratory

.FES - _ Final Environmental Statement MC - Manual Chapter

lx NUREG/CR-5569
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Abbrcviations and Acronyms

MOU Memorandum Of Understanding PSIA Pounds per Square Inch - Absolute- -

MPC Maximum Permissible Concentration PSN Proper Shipping Name- -

Mine Safety Administration
.

PVNOS - Palo Verde Nuclear Generating StationMSA -

MSHA Mine Safety and IIcalth Administration PWR Pressurized Water Reactor- -

NAT Natural (also, nat) QA Quality Assurance-- -

NBS - National Bureau of Stands - QC Quality control-

NCRP - National Council on Radiation REP - Radiation Emergency Plan
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,Protection and Measurements RES -

NIOSl{ National Institute of Occupational Safety NRC--

Radiological Effluent Technicaland Health RETS -

NIST National Institute for Standards and
.RO

Specifications-

Technology Regulatory Guide-

NMSS Office of Nuclear Material Safety and ROS Radiological Operations Supervisor-

Safeguards, NRC krn Radiological Protection Branch, NRC-

NOV Notice of Violation RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.- -

NPDES - National Pollutsnt Discharge RPM Radiation Protection Manager-

Elimination System RSO Radiological Safety Officer-

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission, U.S, RWP Radiation Work Permit-

WRDC National Resource Defense Council SAR ' Safety Analpis Report- -

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, SAT - Systems Approach to TrainingNRR -

Self Contained Dreathing Apparatus.NRC SCBA -

NUREO Nuclear Regulatory Commission SD Oftice of Standards Development, NRC-

Document SEC. - Securities and Exchange Commission
Office of the Secretsry of the-NVLAP e National Voluntary Laboratory SECY -

Accreditation Program - Commission, NRC
Systematic Evaluation ProgramODCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual SEP- -

'OE -- Office of Enforcement SER - Safety Evaluation Report-

Office of the Executive 1/ gal Director, SFS - Spent Fuel Storage (pool)OELD -

-NRC SGT - Standby Oas Treatment (system)
Office of the General Counsel, NRC SOP - Step-Off PadOOC -

Standard Temperature and Pressure iOffice of Inspection and Enforcement, STPole -~ - -

NRC STS - Standard 'fechnical Specifications
Oak Ridge National Laboratory TIC Technical Information Center, DOE-ORNL - -

OSD~ . Office of Standards Development, NRC TLD -- Thermoluminescence Dosimeter
Operating Licensce TMI Three Mile IslandOL - -

PASS -- Post Accident Sampling System TP - Technical Position -
'PDR Public Document Record TS Technical Specificationsr - -

| PM Technical Support CenterPhotomultiplier (tube) TSC --

POC - P; ant Operations Committec TVA - Tennessee Valley Authority
Preplanned Alternative Method UCRL - University of California Radiation- PPAM -

' PPM' - Parts Per Million (also, ppm) Laboratory |
1Waste Gas Decay TankPRM ' - Petition for Ru!cmaking WGDT -

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report WNP - Washington Nuclear PlantPSAR - -

L

|
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INTRODUCTION

The llealth Physics Positions (HPPOS) Data Base is a ne document summary follows the first paragraph.
collection of summaries of 247 records that include it is important to realize that the one-page summa-
memoranda. letters, and excerpts from various technical ries are just what they are stated to be - summaries,
reports. These documents, pertaining to inspection, The sumniaries contained in this NUREG are not
enforcement, and licensing issues, are used by NRC bindine nor should they be construed to be bindinc
Headquarters and Regional 'ffices to help ensure unifor- on the NRC or any NRC licensee. ney are only

,

inity in inspections, enforcenw *, and licensing actions. meant to provide a brief overview of the contents of
the original document and to provide information to

This NUREG contains one page or less summaries of the interested public on the contents of the
each document contained in HPPOS based on the current documents used in the NRC. inspection program.
10 CFR Part 20 (5520.1 - 20.601). Dese summaries Any questions, statements, or points of order con-
are meant to provide the pertinent details of the original ceming a document contained in HPPOS must be
document and are composed of six elements. These are addressed from the standpoint of the original
as follows: document and nc4 the sumnury contained in this

NUREG. Furthermore, the original documents do
i 1, HPPOS Number, ne HPPOS document number, not constitute official legal interpretations, w hich can
,

assigned by the NRC, is used throughout this only be providal by the General Counsel, and they
{. document for 11PPOS identification. Wnen applic- do not reflect of!icial NRC policy as approved by

able, summarized documents that refer to or contain the Commission. The posnions do reflect NRC taff
e

;- 'similar or related topics in other documents are decisions arid technical opinions on specific aspects
| referenced by this number. A list ofIIPPOS docu- of regulatory requirements.
! ment numbers and titles is found in Appendix A,

4. Beculatory Reference. This section provides the
2. PDR Number. The PDR (Public Document Record) most relevant references for the HPPOS summary.

number is provided for users to obtait. copies of the ne references are typically to the Code of Federal
original document of interest from the NRC Public Regulations (CFR), F.rgt,latory Guides (RG),
Document Room. This' number must be used when Technical Specifications (TS), or other NRC-
documents are erdered. A list of PDR numbers associated regulatory sources. Appendix D provides
relative to the HPPOS Document Number is found a list of Regulatory References included in this
in Appendix A. NUREG; while Appendix E provides a list of

HPPOS summaries associated with each Regulatory
3. Title and Summ;a y. The title and document sum- Reference.

mary follow the identification numbers. De title of
each summary is descriptive in order to aid the 5. Subiect Code. Each HPPOS summary contained in
reader in identifying the contents _ of the summary this NUREG is coded for its most relevant subject
that follows. The first paragraph of each summary content. A list of subject codes used throughout this

| centams specific information abou' the document. NUREG is found in Appendix B. In addition,
This includes the type of document (memorandum, Appendix C provides a list of HPPOS summaries
letter, Information Notice, etc.), the author, and the associated with each Subject Code.
date the document was released. Men.wanda,
letters, or other types of documents ind Jed as 6. Apglicabihtv. Each summary was coded to aid
attachments with the original document e also

the reader in identifying the target audience, the type
noted. At the end of the fir 3t paragraph of each of licensee, or the particular situation for which the
summary, the more relevant points of the original HPPOS document was intended (All, Reactors,
document are stated.

Byproduct Materia', Source Material, Radiography,
wtc.). Appendix F provides a list of Applicability, ,

1 NUREG/CR-5569
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Introduction

while Appendis G provides a list of IIPPOS A software version of this NUREG document for IBM or

summaries associated with each. IBM-compatible systems is also available and can be
obtained from the Energy Science and Technology Soft-

- After each document summary was written and coded, it ware Center (ESTSC), the Department of Energy's
-

was arbitrarily assigned to one of eighteen categories. (DOE) centralized scientific and technical software center

The categories (such as Management, Authorized User, which serves as the agent for NRC software. The

etc.) are similar to book chapters in that individual docu- HPPOS software may be searched by Regulatory

= ment summaries are in sections with others of similar
Reference, Subject Code, or by Document Author and is

topics, it must be realized, however, that assigning provided to speed summary document access, ESTSC

HPPOS docunents to a single topic is difficult,if not responds promptly to eli requests for information about

impossible, in most cases. It is for this reason that each
the HPPOS software and its costs and may be contacted

of the HPPOS documents were cross-referenced with the as follows:

Regulatory, Subject, and Applicability codes. Through
Telephone: (615) 576-2606; FTS: 626-2606the combination of these.four categorization schemes, we- *

* Write: Energy Science and Technologyhave attempted to aid the reader in locating information
Sot'tware Centeron topics of interest as quickly as possible.
P.O. Box 1020

copies of any of the HPPOS documents contained in this Oak Ridge, TN 37S31-1020, USA
FAX Number: (615) 576-2865; FTS: 626-2865

report can be obtained from the NRC Public Document
*

Room for a nominal charge per page plus a shipping and
htndling fee. The HPPOS documents vary in length Availability of future r,0ftware revisions to the HPPOS

from as many as forty-nine pages to as few as two. In Data Base will be announced on the ' Energy Science

the preparation of this report, many of the shorter and Technology Database" (available through -

HPPOS documents were quoted essentially verbatim, DIALOG,3460 Hithiew Avenue, Palo Alto, CA

while only a brief critique of the larger HPPOS docu- 94304), the " Energy" data base (available through STN

ments was possible. Therefore, the summaries contained International, c/o Chemical Abstracts Service,2540

in this report must not be construed to nrovide or impose Olentangy River Road, P.O. Box 3012, Columbus, OH

NRC reculatorY requirements. .If a topic of interest is 43210), and by DOE's Integrated Technical

identified, contact the NRC Public document room at the Information System. In addition to these methods;

address or phone numbers list,.d to obtain copies of the ESTSC publishes a list of soft-are processed by the
- center quarterly and a semiannual newsletter contain.original HPPOS documents.
ing notifications of corrections, revisions, and replace-

Telephone: (202) 634-3273; FTS: 964-3273
ment releases of software. Persons or organizations

*

*- Write: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission wantirry to be added to these mailing lists should
contact ES'I3C in writing at the above address.

Public Document Room
2120 L Street, N.W.
Room LL6
Washington, DC 20013-7082
FAX Number: (202) 634-3343; FTS: 964-3343*

NUREG/CR-5569 2
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HPPOS SUMMARIES

2.1 MANAGEMENT academic training received by a person with a
bachelor's degree.

RG 1.8 states that the RPM shall have a bachelor'sIIPPOS4)20 PDR.9111210132
degree or equivalent in a science or engineering

Etic: Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.8 on subject. To provide clarification on this point,
. equivalent' in the content of RG 1.8 is defined as

Qualification of Radiation l'intection Manager gogjowg

See the letter from A. Schwencer to W. O. Parker, Jr.,
- dated October 11,1977, and the incoming request Four years of formal schooling in science or1.

engineering.
from W. O. Parker, Jr. (Duke Power Compat.y) dated
May 13,1977 De NRC position is that ANSI N18.l*

2.
1971 does not provide appropriate qualifications Four years of applied radiation protection

needed for the Radiation Protection Manager (RPM)
experience at a noclear facility.

whose responsibility is to manage an onsite radiation
protection program.- A clarification is provided for Four years of operation or technical3.

the equivalent of a bachelor's degree as used in experience / training in nuclear power.

Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.8.
4. Any combination of the above totaling four years.

ANSI N18.1 1971 states that 'the responsible person
shall have a minimum of five years experience in 11 should be noted that the above requirement is in

radiation protection at a nuclear reactor facility. A acidition to the requirement for five years of profes-

minimum of two years of this five years experience sional experience in applied radiation protection as

should be related technical training. A maximum of specif ed in RG 1.8 (HPPOS4)18 and HPPOS-217
contain related topic.)

. four years of this five years experience may be fulfilled
. by related technical training or academic training.

Regulatory references: ANSI N18.1-1971, Regulatory
*

RG 1.8 requires the RPM to have nine years of '

training and experience (e.g., a bachelor's degree plus Subject codes: 1.1
an additional five years of experience, three of which
must be in radiation protection). De requirements Applicability: Reactors

,- for Station Manager and Technical Senices
! Superintendent, established by ANSI N18.1-1971 and

deemed acceptable by RG 1.8, tre ten years and eight IIPPOS018 PDR-9111210120years of experience, respectively, with a degree not
being a requirement.

Ptle: Qualification of Radiation Protection
~

The requirement of a bachelor's degree is not
considered to be germane to the specific functions of

See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham tothe RPM. De only position at the station that
- presently requires a degree is that of the Reactor E. Greenman dated August 5,1982. Technician

Engineer. The attributes of a good RPM are experience is not equivalent to professional experience
when evaluating the qualifications of a Radiation

considered to be gained almost exclusively by
Protection Manager (RPM).

specialized on-the-job, practical and supervisory
experience rather than through tue broad generalized

3 NUREG/CR-5569
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The RPM experience factors mentioned in Regulatory nuclear power plants, preferably in a nuclear power
Guide 1.8, Rev.1, were reviewed by IE. A licensee plan t.'
proposed to alkyw a one-for-one substitution of an
incumbent technician's ex9erience for the Regulatory To clarify the intent of Regulatory Position C.1.k in
Guide's stated * at least 5 years of professional Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2, the three years

experience . / experience *... in applied radiation protection work in
a nuclear facility ./ should all be professional level

Consistent with the position of NRR's Radiological experience. This is consistent with the earlier position
Assessment Branch, IE agreed that ggpician of Revision 1 in Regulatory Guide 1.8 that *at least
experience was not equivalent to professional _

three years of this professional experience should be

experience. NRR also agreed that exceptions ruay be in applied radiation protection work in a nuclear
granted under certain circumstances but such cases facility dealing with radiological problems similar to
must be examined on a case +y-case basis. those encountered in nuclear power stations,

preferably in an actual nuclear power station.' In
Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide 1.8, preparing Resision 2, there was no intention to
Technical Specifications change the position of Revision 1.

Subject codes: 1.1 Regulatory references: ANSI /ANS 3.1 1981,
Regulatory Guide 1.8

Applicabi!ity: Reactors
Subject codes: 1.1,1.2

iIPPOS-217 PDR-9111220020 Applicability: Reactors

Title: Qualification of Radiation Protectkm
Manager - Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2 IIPPOS-172 PDR-9111210259

See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to '11tle: Qualification Requirements of line Health
R. R. Bellamy (and others) dated August 24,1989. Physics Supervisors
The minimum qualifica: ions of the Radiation
Protection Manager (RPM) at nuclear power plants See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
should include four years of professional experience. R. R. Bellamy dated March 14,1988, and the
At least three years of thh professional experience incoming request from R. R. Bellamy dated March 2,
should be ir applied radiatian protection work 1988. A line Health Physics (HP) supenisor -
similar to that encountered at nuclear power stations, according to ANSI N18.1-1971 must have four yean
preferably at an actual nuclear power station. of craft or discipline experience. A line supervisor

with first line foremen /supenisors reporting to him
Regulatory Ot.ide 1.8, Revision 2, " Qualification and and having broad scope responsibilities falls under
Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants," Section 4.2.2.

'

includes Regulatory Position C.I.k: "The radiation |
protection manager should have the qualifications On November 30,1987, Region 1 issued a licensee a !

_

described in Section 4.44 of ANSI /ANS 3.11981 Notice of Violation (NOV) for assigning an individual |

- with' the clarification that three of the four years to the position of Radiological Operations Supenisor
- experience in applied radiation protection should be who did not meet applicable TS qualification
professionalaevel experience * requirements for supenisors. The individual

_ _

possesseo cnly eight months of the required four years
ANSI /ANS 3.1-1981 includes the requirement that at - of directly applicable radiological controls experience.
least three of the four years experience in applied The licensee responded to the violation in a January -
radiation pre'ection * . shall be in applied radiation 8,1988 letter. The violation and licensee responses
protection work on a nuclear facility dealing with are included as Attachment 1 and Attachment 2 of
radiological problems similar to those encountered in this memorandum and provide other pertinent

information including applicable Technical

NUREO/CR-5569 4
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. HPPOS Summaries

Specifications (~IS), Radiation Protection individuals filling these types of narrow specialty
Organization charts, and applicable FSAR sections. positions with small support staffs should be expected

to meet the requirements specified for Section 4.3.2
la his response, the licensee contended that the supenisors.
indMdual assigned to this position need not be
qualified as a " supervisor' as defined in Section 4.3 2 NRR believes that the stated guidance is generally
et ANSI N18.1-1971, and therefore, need not possess consistent with past HQ and Regional actions in the
four years of experience 'in the craft or discipline he plant staff qualification area.
supervises' as specified in Section 43.2. The licensee
believed it appropriate to qualify this individual as a Regulatory references: ANSI N18.1-1971, Technical
" technical manager" as defined in Section 4.2.4 of Specifications
ANSI N18.1 1971. Section 4.2.4 specifies that an
individual should possess a minimum of eight years in Subject codes: 1.1,1.4,1i
responsible positions of which one year of this
experience shall be nuclear power experience, his Applicability: Reactors
section does not specify any experience requirement in
a particular craft or discipline.

HPPOS4121 PDR 9111210121
The Radiological Operations Supenisor has program
responsibilities for infield radiological controls, *Htic: Enforceability of NRR Ixtter Regarding
ALARA, and radwaste shipping. Because of the " Individuals Qualified in Radiation Protection. :

. scope of responsibilities of this individual, and the Procedurm.' L

impact his direction has on the health and safety of
personnel, NRC believes it appropriate that this See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
individual be qualified with the four year experience W. L Fisher dated December 20,1977. This memo
provision of Section 43.2 of ANSI N18.1-1971, ne provides a list of criteria for ' Individuals Qualified in
licensee elected not to place an individual in this Radiation Protection Procedures.' The criteria are to
position who was qualified to Section 43.2. be used as part of a determination of compliance with

Technical Specifications that require one member of
NRR believes an HP line supervisor should meet the each operating shift crew to be so qualified. Citations

. Section 43.2 supervisor's experience requirement. for non-compliance should be against Technical
Specifically, in this case, the Radiological Operations Specifications and not the list of criteria.
Supenisor (ROS) had two HP foremen and one HP
reporting to him, and he was also directly responsible Region 11I expressed doubts about the enforceability
for the infield implementation of the site radwaste, of the criteria contained in an NRR letter sent to all
classical HP Job coverage /RWP program, AIARA operating power reactor facilities and asked whether a
program, and job scheduling. Given this broad citation could be issued for failure to comply with any
spectrum and scope of operating activities and their or all of the criteria for certifying an indisidual as
direct worker safety implications, the ROS (a JLe qualified in radiation protection procedures.,

supenisor with first line foreman /supenisors!

reporting to him) unquestionably fell under Section The criteria for " Individuals Qualified in Radiation
43.2. The ROS, thereby, needs to have four years of Protection Procedures" are as follows:
' craft or <liscipline" experience to be in full
complian.ce with Technical Specifications 63. 1. Conduct special and routine radiation,

centamination and airborne radioactivity surveys
- A word of caution is necded in the generic application and evaluate the results.
of this guidance, With the expansion of the HP staff

| in the post-TMI period, many HP organizations have 2. Establish protective barriers and post appropriate
|: added staff HP specialists who are assigned narrow, radiological signs.
| specific areas of responsibility. For example,
!

incividuals may be assigned as Respiratory Supervisor, 3. Establish means of limiting exposure rates and
: Dosimetry Supervisor, etc. NRR does not believe accumulated radiation doses, including the use of

5 NUREG/CR-5569
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HPPOS Summaries .

protective clothing and respiratory protection qualification of contractor health phpics tethnicians.
equipment, His guidance recommends that 2,000 or more

working hours accumulated during a total period of
4. Perform operability checks of radiation monitors not less than 40 weeks is acceptable as representing

and survey meters, one year of experience.

5. Recommend appropriate immediate actions in the De ty[>e of work performed by the individuals,
event of a radiological problem and perform however, is important in determining whether the
necessary activities until the arrival of health hours worked meet the requirements for work
phpics personnel. experience, in addition, work experience is only one

of several criteria for qualification. Experience,
-6. . Conduct other routine radiological duties (e.g., TS education, training, and demonstrated proficiency are

surveillance items) as may be required on also required for qualification (see, for example,
backshifts or weckends. HPPOS-021 and HPPOS-022).

NRR stated that the 'Critetta' are to be used as part Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide 1.8
of the determination of compliance with the Technical
Specifications requiring fat least one member of each Subject codes: 1.1
operating shift crew be qualified to implement
radiation protection procedures.' Herefore, any Applicability: Reactors
citation must be against the Technical Specifications
and not the list of criteria. However, the list of
criteria may be referenced to detail the basis for the llPPOS-022 PDR-9111210126

citation.
Utle: Qualification of Reactor ilP Technician

Regulatory references: ANSI N18.1 1971, Regulatory
. Guide 1.8, Technical Specifications See the letter from R. C, DeYoung to J. A. Jones

(Carolina Power and Light Company) dated<

Subject codes: 1.1, 12.7 December 1,1981. Sufficient time and breadth of
experience are important for an HP Technician placed

Applicability: Reactors in a responsible position. The licensee used an HP
Technician with only cleven months experience, most
of which was observing personnel monitoring

ifPPOS419 PDR-9111210125 themselves for contamination, to control radiation
exposures to workers during steam generator'

' Blle: Qualification (Experience) of Contractor maintenance.
Ilealth Physics Technicians

A radiation exposure to the head in excess of NRC
See the letter from W. M. Morrison to B. E. Leonard limits was received by a worker during steam

. (President, Institute for Resource Management, Inc.) generator maintenance at a licensee facility. The
dated August 26,1980. For contractor health physics exposure of the worker was con' rolled by chest-worn,
technicians, two-thousand or more workhg hours in a self-reading pocket dosimeters, despite the fact that

: period of not less than 40 weeks is acceptable as evaluation of working conditions had presiously
repretenting one year of experience. revealed the head would receive a higher exposure

_ _ _ .

than the chest.-. Additionally, the use of an HP
De NRC staff recognizes that contractor health Technician (or so-called HP Tech) who did not meet

; 1 phpics technicians are ut_ilized at many of the power the minimum experience level required t,y TS,
| reactor facilities and that considerable overtime is appeared to be among the causes of the radiation

frequently associated with this work. In consideration exposure in excess of NRC limits,
of this situation- members of the staff of NRR and IE

- developed guidance for the application of man. hours Technical Specification 6.3.1 requires that each
to years of experience for use only in determining the member of the facility staff shall meet or ex,: ecd ANSI

'
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N18.1-1971 with regard to the minimun. qualifications l{PPOS-023 PDR-9111210130
for comparable positions. Paragraph 4.5.2 of this
ANSI standard states, in part, that technicians in 'ntle: Significant Finding, Big Rock Point IIcalth
responsible positions shall have a minimum of two Physia Appraisal
years of wcrking experience.

See the memorandum from J. H. Sniczek to J.G.
Contrary to the above, the Reactor HP Tech only had Keppler dated September 11,1980. Tec1,c! cal
eleve.a months of experience consisting primarily of Specificationi (TS) require that an indiv dual qualified
observing other workers surveying thernselves fot in radiation protection procedures be onsite when fuel
contamination. This level of experience was far below is in the reactor, ifPPOS.021, a memorandum from
that required for performing survcy work during steam L J. Cunningham to W. L Fisher dated December 20,
generator maintenance.: The overc~ posed worker was 1977, contains a related topic.
marking steam generator tubes, a high radiation
exposure task requiring vigilance on the part of the Guidance was requested on how to proceed with a
HP Tech to carefully monitor and control radiation contested item of noncomi,liance issued to a licensec.
dose rates and total worker doses. If the HP Tech The item of noncomphance was the failure to provide
had been more vigilant and experienced, he most an individual qualified in radiation protection
likely would have been aware of the need for procedures on back shift in accordance with TS
monitoring the exposure to the worker's head and to requirements. The licensee contended that the
control the four entries into the steam generator by ' criteria for individuals qualified in radiation
the overexposul worker. protection procedures" contained in DOR's letter of

1977, were not made a part of the license either by
While the magnitude of it.e radiation dose received by license amendment or licensec commitment; therefore,
the worker only slightly exceeded the regulatory limit the citation was not valid.
In this instance, NRC was concerned that, notwith.
standing the previous civil penalty for a similar ne NRC provides information for the purpose of
problem, the licensee did not adequately evaluate clarifying the specific meaning and intent of regolatory
radiological conditions, establish cifective protection requirements by numerous means; some examples are
measures, and implement applicable plant procedures. Statements of Consideration, Rrgulatory Guides,
%csc concerns were expressed in an enforcement NUREG Reports, Bulletins, Circulars, Branch
conference held on September 16,1981, at the Region Technical Positions, and Generic Letters. These
11 office. One of the issues discussed was the documents do not er,tablish regulatory requirements,
requirement for continuous HP coverage of steam but simply clarify the meaning and intent of existing

: generator maintenance work. During the enforcement trquirements or denote acceptabic methods of
comh.:e, tN Manager, Environmental and implementing the regulatory requirements. The
Radiation C(mtrol, denied the allegation of failure to licensec acknowledged receipt of this clarifying
provide continuous HP coverage of the steam information and did not propose or receive approval
generator tube msWng operation. NRC for implementing an alternative means of complying
acknowledged h presence of an HP Tech, but more with the subject TS. Based on these facts, the citation
thn mere presence was required during a high in question was valid and proper.

j' exposure task. Civil penalties in the cumulative sum
i of $85,000 were imposed for the three items in the Regulatory references: Technical Specifications
| Notice of Violation.

Regulatory references: ANSI N18.1-1971. Technical
Specifications Applicability: Reactors

Subject codes: 1.1, 1.2, 12.7

Applicability: Reactors

7 NUREG/CR-S$69
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HPPOS-238 . PDR-9111210M2 - Lead emergency search and rescue teams.

Etie: Health Physics Position on Task Onliikation Lead environmental monitoring teams.
of IIP Technidans

- Perform offsite dose assessment.
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
J. H. Joyner (and others) dated September 20,1991. Each Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
Health Physics Technicians (HPTs) may independently accredited licensec train:ng program will vary

_ perform specific tasks or job assignments if they rrect somewhat in its approach on qualifying its HPTs.
the required prerequisites and coinplete the required However, each program should be based on a systems
task qualifications of their plant training programs. approach to training (SAT). The SAT should include

_

_

Dere are certain tasks and job assignments, however, the following key areas: how were criteria derived
that require in4epth knowledge and can only be to select tasks to be done without supe vision, and
performed by fully qualified ANSI technicians. how are HPTs evaluated against these criteria to

permit / authorize them to work unsupenised
ANSI /ANS 3.1,1987, " Selection, Quahfication and
Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory references: ANSI!ANS 3.1-1987
states that while in an initial training program an
HPT may not make decisions (give authorization) or Subject codes: 1.1,1.2
take actions affecting plant safety until they meet the
performance requirements of the job position Applicability: Reactors
assigned. However, they may independently periorm
specific tasks or job assignments for which they are
qualified. HPPOS4167 PDR-9111210253

HI*Ts are allowed to perform (without supervision) Etle: Chemistry and Radiation Protection Technician
spccific tasks or job assignments (i.e., radiation Training and Qualifications
surveys, swipe surveys, air samples, and sunty meter
calibrations) if they meet the required prerequisites See the memorandum from D. P. Allison to F. A.
and complete the required task qualifications of their Wenslawski dated March 28,1984. If a technician fills
plant training programs However, there are certain a dual role as a responsible HP/ Chem Tech,
tasks that require in. depth knowledge and can only be then 2 years experience in each area is necessary.
performed by fully quahfied and experienced . Common areas may exist so that an experience period
personnel. ofless than 4 years could be acceptable. Preopera-

tional, design, camstruction, and startup experience
The following general items are examples of areas can be counted as well as operational experience,
which a non-fully qualified HPT should not be '

autharized to perform (without supenision): Technicians filling responsible positions in a specialty
are required to have two years experience in that,

De free release of radioactive materials from specially (see, for example, HPPOS4)20, HPPOS.062,-

'

the restricted area. and HPPOS4N6).- Therefore,if a technician is
fulfilling a dual role (as a responsible HP/ Chem

- Apptoval of effluent release permits. Tech), then a total of four years experience (two in
-

each area) is required by ANSI N18.11971. IE
- Approval of radiation work permits, understands that common areas of chemistry and

radiation protection may exist, so that some
- Receipt and shipping of radioactive material. experience period less than four years could be

acceptable for full, dual-specialty qualification. The
Also, as exampics in the area of Emergency overall goal of the TS requirement is to ensure that
Preparedness, a non. fully qualified HPT should not be technician., filling responsible positions have the
authorized to: necessary experience, education, and skill to perform

NUREG/CR-5569 8
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their assigned functions durir g normal and abnormal Part 26. Response No. 4.4 in the NUREO report,
conditions. addressed tcsting for cause, and states that 'the NRC

will use reasonable interpretation of 10 CFR Part 26
Nuclear power plant preoperational experience, as to determine if the licensee acted prudently * Durbg
well as design, construction, startup, and operations, a seminar on Part 26 implementation, one of the rules
can count on a one-for-one basis toward the two-year authors verified that the reference to release of
experience requirement defined in Section 4.1 of the radioactivity refers to plant effluents and was not
ANSI standard. 'Re licensec must make definitive intended to apply to inadvertent releases af minst
applicability.msessments of any type of experience as amounts of solid waste. It was also stated that ence
it relates to the technicians current or projected job Part 26 is finalized, a Temporary Instruction will be
responsibilities. Well documented training programs, issued and Team inspections will de conducted to
structured to specific job functions, should form tne ensure proper licensee compliance. As part of this
basis for licensee qualification assessments. effort, inspection teams will be given appropriate

training to ensure consistency of resiew.
Reg 1 : y references: ANSI N18.1 1971, Technical
Specifications Regulatory referencec to CFR 26.24

Subject codes: 1.1,1.2 Subject codes: 1.1, 12.14

Applicability: Reactors Applicability: Reactors

HPPOS-216 PDR-9111220013 IIPPOS-247 PDR-9111220100

'lllle: Fitness For Duty Rule 'Utle: Required Continuit; Trahing Program for HP
Professionals

See the mernorandum from L J. Cunningham to
R. R. Bellamy (and others) dated December 7,1989. See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to J. H.
The intent of 10 CFR 26.24(a)(3), which requires drug Joyner (and others) dated November 13,1990. This
terling *immediately . . sfter accidents in individual memo provides guidance on what constitutes a
performance resulting . . in a radiation exposure or reasonable continuing training program for HP
release ..,' is not for niinor releases. NRC will use professionals. -

reasonable interpraation of regulation to judge li-
cense action. Standard Technical Specifications require licensees to

be committed to some ANSI standard that establishes
in November of 1988, the NRC published a proposed a retrain;ng or continuing training program that
rule concerning the issue of Fitness for Duty (10 CFR includes HP professionals. The following guidance
Part 26). Paragraph 26.24(a)(3) of this proposed rule should be considered when judging the adequacy of a
lists instances that require drug testing "for cause.' In continuous training program (CTP) for HP
part, this paragraph requires drug testing *immediately professionals.
.. after accidents involving a failure in individual
performance resulting . in a radiation exposure or 1. Purpoce of CTP
release of radioactivity in excess of regulatory limits?
A strict reading of this criteria provides a very low a. To keep up with state-of-the. art technology
threshold since even a niinute amount or activity in a b. To keep abreast of current industry issues
solid fonn, inadvertently released from site would be c. To maintain awareness of industry
in excess of regulatory limits. NRC received severr.1 performance
questions from the region < about the impact of Part d. To refresh initial technical training
26 on the inspection program.

2. Guidance for CTP
NUREG-1385 was issued to respond to several
industry questions regarding the implementation of a. Professional programs need to be flexible

9 NUREG/CR-5569
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b._ Licensees need to formally document protection / chemistry technicians who were performing
comntitment for C'IT * safety-related* functions. Their definition of ' safety-

_

c. Time requirements for acmmplishing CTP related* was similar to that referenced in Generic
goals should be specified but can be letter 83-14 for maintenance workers. He licensee
flexible, with large degrees of freedom had concluded that only one radiation protec-

tion / chemistry technician per shift was needed to

3. What Counts as Technical / Supervisory Training perform the sole identified safety-related function and
therefore applied the overtime restrictions of Generic

a. Includes, but not limited to, related - Letter 8212 to only one designated radiation

formal course work protection / chemistry technician per shift. ,

b. Progress toward ABHP certification (and
- amtinuing credits toward maintenance or As stated in tne Commission's ' Policy on Factors

certification) Causing Fatigue of Operating Personnel at Nuclear
c. Professional technical meetings (e.g., Reactors * (see HPPOS-024), licensecs must ' establish

HPS, eel, EPR1, ANS, Westinghouse controls to prevent situations where fatigue could
REM seminar, etc.) reduce the ability of operating personnel to keep the

d. Trips or temporary assignments to other reactor in a safe condition." Health physics (and

plants chemistry) personnel can be called upon to perform
c. Structured self-education ' safety-related* functio:t during routine and
f. Others emergency conditions, it is v!tal that when personnel

are called upon to perform these tasks, they are
NRC is curremly planning to issue a proposed rule capable of performing the tasks in a safe, competent

: and attendant regulatory guide concernhg training. manner. %c guidance of Generic 12tter 82-12
in addition, the Human Factors Aacssment Branch applies to all health p'nysics/ chemistry personnel who
has reviewed and supports this guidance. _ However, as meet the following criteria:
a result of the rulemaking, the guidance provided here
may require modification. 1. Personnel who are assigned certain emergency

- response duties including assignment to in-plant
Regulatory aeferences: Technical Specifications rescue teams, cuvironmental monitoring and dose

calculations, or who handle, process or provide

Subject codes: 1.2, 12.19 data and input to emergency response decision
makers.

Applicability 1 Reactors -
2. Personnel who are assigned to perform, or who

could reasonably be expected to perform, safety-

HPPOS 173 PDR-9111210261 related work related to normal plant operations.
Such work includes maintenance and calibration

'Iltic: Applicability of Generic Ixtter 82-12 to of effluent monitors, ares radiation monitors,

Radiation Protection Staff enginected safety feature systems, or any that are
' safety-related* as this term is defined in 10 CFR

See the memorandt,m from L J. Cunningham to 50P(b)(1); the definition provided in Generic
W. D_. Shafer dated April 1,1988. Generic letter 82- letter 83-14 clarification of Generic Letter 82-12.
12 (uvertime) applies to Radiation Protection
personnct assigned to emergency response duties as A broader interpretation of safety-related work for

L part n; their job description or assigned to perform purposes of Generic Letter 82-12 can not bc

| safety related work (e.g., maintenance and calibration supported. It is the NRR position that performing

| of monitors, etc.) and does not apply to simple survey radiological surveys in support of maintenance work

support. - on a safety system does not meet the intent of the
Commission Policy statement. Providing adequate HP

|.

| A licensee had interpreted Generic letter 82-12 job cove: rage is an important worker safety issue,

| and the Technical Specifications reflecting Generic however, such coverage does not stand the test of--
l ' letter 82-12 to be applicable to radiation

i

_
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-

Generic letter 83-14's narrow definition of ' safety- 1. An indhidual should not be permitic4 to work
related.' more than 16 hours straight (excluding shift

turnover time).
Regulatory references: Technical Specifications

2, An_ indhidual should not be permitted to work
Subject codes:- 1.4, 1.5, 12.19 more than 16 hours in any 24-hour period, more

than 24 hou,s in any 48-hour periodi or more
Applicability: Reactors than 72 hours in any 7-day period (all excluding

shift turnover time).

-IIPPOS424 PDR-9111210135 3. A break of at least eight hours should be ellowed
between work periods (including shift turnover

Titic: Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working flours time).

See the letter from D. G. Eisenhut to All Power 4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use
Reauer Licenses dated June 15,1982. The letter of overtime should be considered on an indhidu21
provides a revised policy statement on working hours basis and not.for the entire staff on a shift.
for reactor power plant staffs, including HP's.
Indhidual staff members should not work more than Recognizing that very unusual circumstances may arise
16 hours straight, more than 16 hours in a 24-hour requiring deviation from the above guidelines, su:h
period, more than 24 hours in a 48-hour period, or deviations shall be authorized by the plant manager or
more than 72 hours in a 7-day period. his deputy, or higher levels of management. The

paramount consideration in such authorization shall
Licenses of operating plants and applicants tor be that significant reductions in the effectiveness of
operating bcenses shall establish controls to prevent operating personnel would be highly unlikely,
situations where fatigue could reduce the ability of
operaeng personnel to keep the reactor in a safe in addition, procedures are encouraged that would
con'lition. The controls should focus on shift staffing allow licensed operass at the controls to be periodi.
ano the use of overtime as key job-related factors that cally relieved and assigned to other duties away from
influence fatiguec the control board during their tour of duty.

<

The objective of the controls would be to assure that, Regulatory references: Technical Specifications
to the extent practicable, personnel are not assigned
to shift duties while in a fatigued condition that could Subject codes: 1.4,1.5,1.7
significantly reduce their mental alertness or their
decision making capability. The controls shall apply Applicability: Reactors
to the plant staff who perform safety-related functions
(e.g., senior reactor operators, reactor operators,
health physicists, auxiliary operaten, and key IIPPOS.128 PDR-9111210336
maintenance personnel).

'

'Iltle: Interpretation . RG 1.33, Meaning of .

- '
Enough plant operating personnel should be - * Procedure Implementation ,' STS Section 6.8.1
employed to maintain adequate shift coverage without
heavy routine use of overtime. The objective is to See the Interpretive Guide in the IE Manual on
have operating personnel work a normal 8-hour day, Regulatory Guide 1.33 dated April 1,1977. Technical
40-hour week while the plant is operating routinely. Specifications Section 6.8.1 states that wTitten
However, in the event that unforeseen problems procedures shall be established, implemented, and
require substantial amount of overtime to be used on maintained for aethities listed in Appendix A of
a temporary basis, or during extended periods of shut- RG 1.33. ' implementation" means the actions

j . down for refueling, major maintenance or major plant prescribed by tl e procedures must be accomplished
I - modifications, the following guidelines shall be

followed:

11 NUREG/CR-5569
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Region V had reviewed the TS requirements for the that require only that radiation protection procedures
Radiation Protection Program at Humboldt Bay. be ' maintained'should be interpreted to mean that
While they recognized that the requirements were the procedures should be followed A broader
unittfully drafted and that other 75 and STS reading of the word ' maintain" to include " adherence
requirements use the 5.otds ' prepared, maintained, to' is consistent with the intent of the Technical
and adhered t2", Region V thought that the Specifications that the licensee have a radiation
appropriate interpretation of the word ' maintained', program te meet the requirements of to CFR Part 20.
In the context of .he TS requirements, was that (HPPOS.128 contains a related topic.)
procedures not only be kept up-to-date but that they
be followed. Given the age of Iwmboldt Bay, these Regulatory references: Technical Specifications
procedures were probably among the first written; well
before the more precise language of the STS were Subject codes: 1.7
developed in summary, Regio t V thought a broader
interpretation of the word " maintain' included Applicability: Reactors
" adherence to" and that this interpretation is
consistent with the intent of the TS requirements that
licenses have a radiation protection program to meet 2.2 MJITIORIZED USER
10 CFR Part 20.

He Administration Control Section of S'13 Section llPPOS-18" PDR-91 t l210293
6.8.1 states that written procedures shall be
established, implemented, and maintained for 11 tic: 10 CFR 34.2(b) and (c) - Definitions -
tctivities that include applicable procedures Radiographer and Radiographer's Assistant
recommended in Appendix A of RO 1.33. NRR and
IE interpret the term ' implemented,' as used in See the excerpt from the NRC Inspection Manual
Section 6.8.1, to mean ' adhered to.' It is interesting entitled as above and dated June 13,1974. Bis
to note that ANSI N19.71976, Section 5.2.2, section states that a radiographer must he physically
' Procedure Adherence,' states thrt procedures shall be present at the site when radiography is taking place,
followed and that the requirements for use of Any individual who assists a radiographer by
procedures shah be prescribed in writing. Hence, the manipulating devices or instruments acts as a
term ' adhered to' means that the actions prescribed radiographer's assistant and mest meet the
by the procedure must be accomplished, it does not requirements of 10 CFR 34.31(b).
mean that the operator, technician, or engineer must
have a copy of the procedure in hand and sign off As specified in 10 CFR 34.2(b), a * radiographer"
cach step as the function is performed. means any individual who performs or who, in

attendance at the site where the scaled source or
Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide 1.33, sources are being used, personally supervises
Technical Specifications radiographic operations and is responsible to the

licensee for assuring compliance with the
Subject codes: 1.7 requirements of the Commivlon's regulations and the

'

conditions of the license.10 CFR 34.2(c) defines a
APP cability: Reactorsli . radiographer's assistant * as any individual who, under

the persor'" ;upersision of a radiographer, ases
radiographic exposure devices, sealed sources or

HPPOS-129 PDR-911121Q340 related handling tools, or radiation survey instruments
in radiography.

- 11tle: Humboldt Bay Radiation Psotection
Procedu m

| Licensing has construed (with OGC concurrence)
these definitions to mean that a radiographer must be

See the memorandum from K. D. Cyr to J. Wigginton physically present at the site where the radiography is
dated June 17,1985. This memo provides the taking place. This does not mean in the sicinity of or
following OELD opinion. Technical Specifications near the site of exposure, but the site where the actual

| ' NUREO/CR-5569 12
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-. radiographic operation is being conducted. A radio. An authorized user need not be present at all times
. grapher's assistant may not perform any operation but must be readily available for consultation. This
unless the radiographer 's physically present to guidance applies to all materials licensees except
perwnally supervise the operation, radiography; the requirements for supenision

of radiographic operations are defined in 10 CFR 34.
.1. He duties and responsibilities of the radiographer

may not be delegated to a radiographer's assistant, in developing the following interpretation with
and members of the NRC staff and OELD,it was

concluded that it was impractical to try and define
2. Any individual who assists a radiographer by numerical times and distances with respect to

manipulating radiographic exposure devices, supervision availability because of the wide variations
tealed sources, related handling tools, or survey in circumstanc( i. Similarly, it impractical to
instrume' l.s acting in tne capacity of a define the frequency of verbal orders or the
radiograpu.:r's assistant and must meet the performance of audits by supervision since these,

requirements of 10 CFR 34.31(b). wouM depencl in pan <m the degree of changes in
.. ope.aions, equipment, personnel, etc. Therefore, ,

| lt as possible for a radiographer to supervise the considerable judgment by the inspector (s) in
actMties of more than one radiographer's assistant, implementing the guidance will continue to be
For example, an in-plant operation with more than required (HPPOS-145 contains a related topic).

j one radiographic cell could involve a number of:adh .
'

graphers' assistants and only one radiographer. La 1. An authorized user named on an NRC license is
such a situation, the radiographer would can to be considered to be supenising the use of radioactive

_

physically present while any manipulation of the materials tvhen he directs personnel in the
exposure devices or survey instruments were being conduct of operations invoMag the licensed
performed. material. This does not imply that tha authorized

! user must be present at all times during the use or
it is usually the intent of radiographic licensees to such materials. However, the authorized user /
qualify indMduals to act as radiographers. The vast supervisor is responsible for assuring that
majority of programs do not have "carect" radio. personnel under his supervision have been
graphers' assistants. The designation of radiographer's properly trained and instructed.
assistant is usually intended for a person being trained
as a radiographer and who must meet the require- 2. The authorized user / supervisor is thercfore
ments to act as a radiographer's assistant in order to responsible for the supenision ioperations
gain the necessary experience to qualify as a involvieg the use of radioactive materials whether
radiographer, he is prisent or absent. When absent, the

authorized user should be available for
Regulatory r:ferences: 10 CFR 34.2,10 CFR 34.31 consultation (by telephone) in a reasonable

amount of time commensurate with the need fr*
Subject codes: 1.3 consultation, based on the adequacy of the

training of those personnel under the user's,

Applicability: Byproduct Material supenision.

I 3. For medical programs, the sup-rvising physician
'

liPPOM125 PDR-9111210141 should be kwated sufficiently close to the hospital
; in the event he is needed to personally supenise a
| Title: IJcense Condition, " Used by or Under the procedure or interpret the results of a procedure.

Supervision of " "Sufficiently close" cannot be defined for the
reasons rtated above; but the supervisor should be,

i See the Interpretive Guide from the IE Manual in the same city as the activity or close to the city
entitled a< above and dated Oc;ober 1,1979. It (if it is a small city or town) so that he can get to
prov%s guidance on tbc degree of supervision to be the facility in a reasonable period of time. (Many
exercisd by authorized users, including medical users, physicians use a paging system so they can be

13 NUREG/CR.5569
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alened to call a hospital if needed.) A supenisor direct) certain activities of properly trained
; that goes on vacation or cannot be reached is not paramedical personnel.
considered to be supervising. Further, for
physicians licensed to supervise,it is necessary- * LICENSED MATERIAL SHALL BE USED BY,
that they be available to interpret the results of a OR UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF *

medical procedure whet %r or not they actually
perforrn the scans, give injections, etc. His condition is used primarily on institutional

licenses issued pursuant to 10 CFR 35.11, and
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30,10 CFR 35, provides a means whereby unapproved physicians,
License Conditions under the supervision of an authorized physician. user, i

can obtain training to enable them to qudify as i

Subject codes: 1.3 authorized users. The authorized physician-user has ]
all the duties and responsibilities outlined above. plus, !

Applicability: Byproduct Material he may provide clinical training for unapproved ;

physicians and oclegate to them *.te activitiet listed in
10 CFR 35.32(b). Physicians wo@ p "under the

.

HPPOS-145 PDR.911121034% supervision ol' an authorized physici. n-user should be
physicians in-training. For short perixts of the, a -

Title: Authorized Users * Supervision of Medical physician may work 'under the supenizion of" an
Programs authorized user while the license is be ng amended to

add his name as an authorized user.
See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to

-J. H. Joyner (and others) dated December 23,1981, An authorized physician. user has the same responsi.
and the enclosed memorandum from V, L Miller to bilities as an authorized user on non.raed|callicensos
L., B. Higginbotham dated November 18,1981. These (e.g., ensuring radioactive materials are ha.sdled and
taemos help to clarify th- distincticn between used safely and in accordance with NRC regulations
conditions in medical lica,es that state ' Licensed and the terms of the NRC license, and ensunng that i

material shall be u ed by...* and ' Licensed material personnel such as technologists and physician trainees |
shall be used b , under the supervision of..." The have appropriate training and instruction). The '

discussions pros.l.xl by NMSS are helpful, but do not authorized puysician. user is expected to manage the-
solve overall problems in distinguishing between medical prograre authorized by the license, to set up ,

compliance and non-compliance situations on matters tha clinical parameters to be used by the personnel he
relating to authorized users and their supervision in supenises with regard to patient selection, dose
medical programs. selection, clinical interpretation and, at a minimum, to

closely review the radiation safety procedures used by, i

A person named as an authorized user on an NRC and the diagnostic and/or therapeutic procedures
- license is responsibic for ensuring that radioactive performed by the supenised physician trainee.
raaterials are handled and used safely and in
accordance with NRC regulations and the terms and One of the authorized physician. users should be
conditions of the NRC license. For activities present on the licensee's p'emises for ongoing and
involving human use of licensed material, the person reasonable periods of time.- If none of the authorized
must be a physician (10 CFR 35.3). users are present, one of the users should be available

by telephone an:1 sN ild be able to get to the
' LICENSED MATERIAL SHALL BE USED BY licensee's facility within a short time to hand:e any

emergency. If authorized physician. users aie ill, or*
.

otherwise unable to fulfill the responsibilities |

His condition is used on private pracdce licenses described above and in 10 CFR 35.32(b), they should
(i.e., those issued pursuant to 10 CFR 35.12). The not be considered as supenising or directing other
authorized physician. user has all of the responsibili. personnel. A phyeician, not necessarily one of the

,

ties of an authorized user on any NRC license. In authorized users, must be readily accessible when !

addition, he has the rtsponsibilities listed in the radioisotopes nre administered (e.g., to treat
proposed 10 CFR 35.12(b). He may delegate (or anaphylactic shock) pursuant to 10 CFR 35.32(b).

NUREO/CR.5569 14
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Regulatory references: 110 CFR OS, License reasoned judgemen'. The following guidance is
Coaditions provided:

Subject codes: 1.3 1. Cases involving unauthorized users in a nuclear
medicine program should be brought to the

Applicability: Byprcduct Material attention of Headquarters. Each case will
probably be different, so they should be handled
on a case-by-case basis,

llPPOS.182 PDR-9111210286
2. During inspections v'c should be primarily

Title: Liccase Regnirements Which Stipulate Specific concerned with users of the material, and

Individuals secondarily with the RSOs.

See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to 3. We should try to determin: if the ' unauthorized
A. B. Davis dated February 7,1979. De rnemo user' appears to have the requisite qualifications
provides guidance for handling noncompliance to be named as an authorized user; if not,it
involving ucauthorized users at hospitals. Non- would be appropriate to take action to require
compliance cases involving a critical servio to the immediate shut down of the operation -
public require a decision based on reasoned considering carefully the impact on patient care.
Judgement. De memo is es:,entially presented in its

| . entirety. 4. If the 'unauthoriicd user' appears qualified and

i. the program otherwise appears to be operating
Your reemorandum of January 17,1977 distinguished within regulatorv requirements, the hospital
the RSOs from the users of radioactive materials should be told to send in an application to NMSS;.
named on university, hospital and radiography with a request to expedite approval.'

licenses. While the RSO function of health and safety
is important, our primary concern should be with the 5. If there are no patients undergoing treatment, an;

| actual users of the material. We have no problem immediate requirement should be imposed to
! with university and radiography licensees ceasing cease the operation.

operations until they recruit and are authorized by
NMSS to permit work with new users and RSOs. 6. If patiena are in the middle of a series of
However, it is not the fault 'of NMSS if licensees fall treatments, th.s should not be stopped (see some
to request amendments for new users and RSOs, and alternative cons |o. rations below).t

IE should not request NMSS to expedisc approvals
because the licensee did not submit a timely request. 7. New patients should not be accepted for the

' Any request for expediting NMSS actions should program; they should be referred to another
come from the licensee, and it is up to NMSS to hospital with a similar program.
decide whether it will expedite action on the request.
With respect to what IE should do in these situations, 8. Again, the use of an IAL would be appropriate
an IAL is appropriate as an initial step. for an initial action.

In theory, hospitals should be handled the san,e way; Further considerations should include transfer of
. however, we all realize that an immediate actio.1 to patients undergoing treatment to another hospital,
shut down a hospital could have an effect on panient . provided that the hospital is nearby, consultation
treatment by not allowing a physician the use of between the two hospitals can be accomplished, and
certain nuclear medical tools. On the other hand, as the patient can be moved. Another consideration
you have indicated,if we are aware that a licensee is should be to ascertain whether only diagnostic
operating in noncompliance and somethiig adverse procedures are performed (less hazardous than

!

) happens to a patient or a worker we could be held therapeutic treatment) and to ascertain the probability
| accountable for taking no action. Consequently,in of improper diagnoses (by an inexperienced user) and

situations involving nuclear medicine programs, the . the use cf improper drugs. These considerations and
decision on a course of action must be tempered with others that may come to mind in handling a case are

15 NUREG/CR-5569
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important, and some of them should be discussed with Violation . vill exist and a civil penalty or order should
the licensee. be processed.

In summary, we (1) emphasize that the cases involving If the lic-t-ce concludes that the user (s) is qualified
a critical service to the public will require a decision and the inspector and his/her supervisor reach the
based on reasoned judgement, and (2) request that same conclusion, the violation will be categoriicd as a
these sort of cases be promptly discussed with Severity IV Violation and handled with a Regional
Headquarters. Notice of Violation (NOV). In addition, an

immediate Action Letter (IAL) will be issued
Regulatory references: License Conditions requiring the licensee to promptly request a license

amendment to resolve the problem of unauthorized
Subject codes: 1.3, 12.7 user or unauthorized materials for which the person is

qualified to use. Should the NRC subsequently
Applicability: Byproduct Material determine that the user (depending on the type of

licensed program) is not qualified, the NOV will be
rescinded and an appropriate enforcement package

IIPPOS4726 PDR-9111210144 prepared.

11 tic- Enforument Pertaining to Unauthorizal Users in such cases, an order suspending the license until an
and Unauthori7al Materials authorizal, qualified user (s) is obtained or materials

for which the user is qualified is placed on the license
See tne memorandum from D. Thompson to may be more appropriate than civil penalties. A
O. Snyder (and others) dated December 24,1980, suspension or a modifica' ion order appears to be
his metuo provides guidance enforcement for more appropriate in those cases, where more
medical'and small industrial licensees when hazardous materials are used, since a civil penalty may
unauthorized users are determined to be qualified. It not ensure that unknowledgeable users immediately
also provides additional guidance spplicable to use of desist for operations. For example, this action would
materials not included in the license. be more applicable to users in medical programs than

to users of gas chromatograph or licensed gauges
Supplement Vil of 45 FR 66754 establishes the where the radiation hazards are minimal,
conduct of licensed activities by a technically
unqualified or unaushorized person as a Severity til For materials where radution hazards are minimal,
Violation, a violati a that normally results in a civil such as materials of gas chromatograph, stationary
penalty oc the first offense. The use of materials not liquid level gauges, or thickness rneasuring gauges, the
on the license would also warrant a penalty under the unauthorized uscr(s) should be the subject of an IAL
criteria. ' suspending * the user until he/she becomes qualified

or another qualified user is found. If the IAL is
The routine inspection program disclases many cases ineffective, an order suspending tne user would be
of unauthorized or unqualified users or unauthorized appropriate. Generally, these kinds of radioactive

! materials not included in the license for medical materials are inspected only for cause, except initially,
programs and for small industrial licenses such as since they fall into priorities VI and Vll.
usera of certain gauges and gas chromatographs. ;n
many of these cases, a civil penalty is not apnropriate Because cases invohing unauthorized users and,

!' when, in reality, the person (s) is appropriately unaut' ori7ed materials will most likely be different,
; _ qualified to use the materials. the %gtonal offices should consult with appropriate

cognizant individuals in El:HO.
He enforcement guidance fot medical and small
industrial licenses is as follows. An inspector will Regulatory references: 10 CFR 2, License Conditions
request the licensee to explain whether er not the
current unauthorfied user (s) is qualified If the Subject codes: 1.3, 3.8,12.7
licensee or inspector and his/her superviser determine
that the user (s) is not qualified, then a Severity til Applicability- Byproduct Material

*
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HPPOS Summaries

2.3 RECORDS AND REPORTS a license is terminated by the NRC, the former>

licensee is no longer required to retain records. If the
NRC believes remrd retention should continue for a

HPPOS-204 PDR-91117103 di term of years its term' nation order could be
conditioned ca opitatian of the term.

J 'lltle: Request for laterpretation Regarding Ucensee
? Rr'wdkeepiag- Oc. May 27,1988, the Commission issued a final rule

on the Retention Periods for Records that affects 10
CFR Parts 4, 11, 25, 30-35, 40, 50, 60, 61,''0, 71, 73,See the memorandum from J. W. N. Hickey to W. L

Axelson dtted May 19, 1987.- Although computer 74,75,95, and 110 These parts contain all the
~

' storage of required records is a broad issue,it appears regulatory provisions referring to NRC requirements

that in general, records maintained on computer for retaining recor6 (with the exception of 10 CFR

- media would be appropriate. An example, where Part 20). De Commissiora regulations refer only to

computer storage is not appropriate,is the situation a Eensee' or at. ' Applicant.' Rete are no
in which a copy of a document is required to be held. references to t.;c applicability of the regulations to an

ex. licensee or former licensec. Because of the

Guidance was requested on whether records main, alnence of references to ex licensees, by inference,

tained only on computer media and not in hard copy remrd retention regulations do not apply to ex-

satisfy the Commission's requirements for record, licensees. Therefore, once a license is terminated by

keep:ng. Computer storage of required records is a the NRC, the former licensee is no longer required to
broad issue, and NRC is not able to address all retain records. His does not suggest that the

situations that may arise for all licensees. In general, Commission is without authority to require the

however, records maintained on computer media retention of necessary remrds, he Commission may

would meet the requirements of.he regulations in place conditions on an order of termination to be

many cascs, provided the records are available for fulfilled before decommissioning is complete. If the
Commiss!on believes record retention should continueinspection and can be produced in hard copy promptly

upon request. Computer recordkeeping would not be for a term of years,its termination order could be

acceptable for those requirements that specify a capy conditioned on the expiration of the term.

of a document must be held [sec, for example,10
. CFR 20311(d)(7) and 30.39(d)(1)]. It would be the The recordkeeping requirements of 10 CFR Part 20

,

licensec's responsibility to take such measures as are are the subject of proposed rulemaking. The

necessary to ensure the reliability of the recor is, proposed rules, in all but two sections, state that the
licensee sh:W retain records until the Commissionincluding protection from loss, tampering, alteration,

- or destruction, as is the case with any required terminates the license requiring the record. The

records. Such measures should include storing notice of the proposed ru'c did not state that the

separately one other copy (backup) of the compt,ter regulations nave been changed to require that records
be maintained until the license is ' rminated.storage medium for the time required,
Therefore an ex. licensee is not required to retain

Regulatory references: 10 CFR Mll,10 CFR 3039 records under Part '20 of current or proposed NRC
regulations.

-Subject codes: 2.1
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 401

Applicability: All
Subject codes: 2.1,11.4

HPPOS-205 PDR-9111210351 Applicability: All

11 tic: Record Retention at Ex-Ike- After a
Danse has beer Terminated

See the memorandum from P. Jehic to C. L Miller
dated February 27,1989; ne memo states that once

17 NUREG/CR-5569
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HPPOS-168 PDR-9111220185 that use of the word 'should* is not confined to the
instructions for item 5. Elsewhere, for cumple the

'ntle: Enfortracet of 10 CFR 20.401, 'Remrds of instructions state: "He period of exp)sure should
Surwys. Radiation Monitodng and Disposa!' specify the day the measurement of that exposure was

initiated and the day on which it was terminated.'
See the memorandum from J. Lieberman to P. F.
McKee dated January 13, 1987. De OGC opinion is De question of whether a licensee is required to
that,in cases whetc the eyes are not shielded to the follow these instructions was raised when NRC
extent specified in the instructions to Form NRC-5, it inspectors found that a licensee, in circumstances
is iuappropriate to cwulate doses as if the lenses of where lenses of eyes were not shicided to the extent
the eyes were protected since this could lead to of the protection factor specifi;d in the Instructions to
inaccurate results. Form 5, were still calculating exposures as if the

lenses of the eyes were so protected. After reviewing
Section 20.401(a) of 10 CFR Par' 20 provides that: the licensee's remrds, the NRC inspectors determined
'F2ch licensee shall maintain records showing the that using the licensee's method to calculate exposures
radiation exposures of all individuals for whom for the worst cases, the whole body dose could have
per>onnel monitoring is tequired under 20.202 of the been underestimated by 12 percent. He licensee wu
regulations in this part. Such records shall be kept on cited for not accurately recording the whole body dose
Form NRC-5,in accoidance with the instructions a required by 10 CFR 20A01. The licensee disputed
contained in that form or on clear and legible records the violat!on, asserting that although the dose to the
(untaining all the information required by Form lens ef the eye is required to be measured as a whole
NRC-5." These records are required to establish body dose, use of the word "should* in the two
compliance with 10 CFR 20.101(a) which provi42 sentences of the instructions for item 5 make these
that: , . no licensee shall possess, use, or transfer methods of ensuring compliance optional rather than*

licensed material in such a manner as to cause ar., mandatory,
individual in a restricted area to receive in any period
of one calend&r quarter from radioactive material and in an OGC opinion, the position taken by the Region
other sources of radiation a total dose in excess of the 11 in citing the licensee in this case h supportable. 10
standards specified in the following table;" CFR 20.401 requires that a licensee maintain records

of radiation exposure of all individuals for whom
REMS PER CALENDAR QUARTER monitoring is required. Although not stated. "nplicit

in this requirement is that the records accu y

1. Whole body; head and trunk; active blood forming reDect the dose received by an individual. The
organs; lens of eyes; or gonads . . . . . . 1.25 instructions on Form NRC.5 dealing with exposure to.

the lens of the eye are alternative descriptions of what
2. Hands and forearms, feet and ankles . , 18.75 coastitutes an exposure to the lens of the eye.

depending upon whether shielding of a specified
3. Skin of whole body . , 7.50 protective factor has been used. If eye shields of the, . ,,,,,.

specified amount are not used by the licensee, but the
The instructions for Item 5 state that the dose to the licensee still calculates that the dose to the lens of the
whole body *shall be deemed * (in accordance with 10 eye is that which occurs if such protection is used,
CFR 20.101) to include any dose to the lens of the then the licensee is not developing and maintaining
eye, De instructions go on to indicate: "Unless the accurate records of exposure as required by 10 CFR
lenses of the eyes are protected with eye shields, the 20A01 and potentially, is not limiting exposures to
dose recorded as whole body should include the dose workers as required by 10 CFR 20.101. Consequently,
delivered through a tissue equivalent absorbed having the citation made by Region 11 in this case would be

2a thickness of 300 mg/cm or less. When the lenses of correct.
the eyes are protected with eye shiciding hasing a

2tissue equivalent thickness of at least 700 mg/cm , the Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101,10 CFR
dose recorded as whole body should include the dose 20A01
delivered through a tissue equivalent absorbed hming

2a thickness of 1,000 mg/cm or less." It must be noted Subject codes: 2.1, R 1, K3
l

NUREG/CR-5569 18
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;

- Applicability: All De individual does not need to sign %rm 4 every
time he exceeds 1.25 rems / quarter since it is only a
history of previous employment exposures. Form 4 is

llPPOS-143 PDR-91112103K3 filled out and signed only once and remains in effect
for as long as an individual works for that employer.

'ntle: Requirement of Form NRC-4 Current radiation doses received by an employee are
,

recorded in the exposure records kept by the current
See the letter from E. Volgenau to T. A. DcVlieger employer known as NRC Form 5 or an equivalent as
dated January 25,1978. De letter included an specified in 10 CFR 20.401. If a Form 4 has
attachment that prosided answers to specific previously been filled out, an individual can receive up
questions. The attachment stated that NRC Form 4 is to 3 rer,s/ quarter. If no Form 4 has been filled out _
completed and signed only once and remams in effect and an individual exceeds 1.25 rems! quarter, a report

- for as long as an individual works for that employer. pursuant to 10 CFR 20.405 is required. An individual
The employee's signature does not grant his can not exceed 1.25 rern3/ quarter prior to hadng a
permission to exceed 1.25 rems per calerdar quarter Form 4 completed.
(13 weeks).

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101,10 CFR
10 CFR 20.101(b) and 10 CFR 20.102 provide a 20.102

means to exceed the limit of 1.25 rems / calendar >

quarter as specified in 10 CFR 101(a), provided that Subject codes: 2.1, M3
the lifetime exposure limit is not exceeded. De
lifetime limit is specified in 10 CFR 20.101(b) and is Applicability: All

- determined by the formula 5(N - 18), whcie N is a
worker's age in years. De occupational radiation
dose hmit provided for in 10 CFR 20.101(b) and 10 tiPPOS4150 PDR-9111210219
CFR 20.102 can not exceed 3 rems / calendar quarter.
However,if during an emergency or accident a Wic Guidance - Use of NRC Form 4 - Ilsting of
lifetime dose is obtained, there is nothing to prevent Exposure Periods
an individual from receiving up to 1.25 rem / quarter as
provided in 10 CFR 20.101. The lifetime dose See the Interpretive Guide in IE Manual entitled as
limitation only applies when exceeding 1.25 above and dated November 1,1978, it provides
rems! quarter as provided in 10 CFR 20.101(b). guidance on the use of NRC Form 4 with respect to

listing periods of exposure at different licensee's
- To obtain a certificate on NRC Form 4 requires that facilities while employed by another sing!c employer

the employer make a reastmable (fort to obtain the who is not necessarily a licensee.
total radiation exposure from each of the employce's

- previous employers so that the information can be De Westinghouse in-service inspection division
entered on the new Form 4. If the information is inquired about the listing of periods of exposure on -
unattainable, then the current employer may usc NRC Form 4 for radiation work ctmducted at many
assumed exposures as specified in 10 CFR - power plant facilities while employed only by
20.102(c)(1) or restrict the employee ,o 1.25 Westinghouse. Westinghouse maintains their own

- rems / calendar quarter. The latter option does not Form 4's, recording the highest exposure received for
require a Form 4. Each Form 4 must be signed by each plant where work wu conducted by comparing
the employee or the Form 4 is not considered valid. the facility badge results with their own. One power
The employee's signature on Form 4 does not mean plant licensee required a record of each period of
that permission is granted to exceed 1,25 exposure for each of the other facilities where
tems/ quarter; it only acknowledges that the history is insersice work was performed. This would have ,

g correct and complete 10 the best of his knowledge. resulted in several pages for each Form 4 since as
When all the dose information is received and - many as 30 or more facilities would be involved every
recorded, the lifetime dose remaining is calculated by six months per ma. Instead, Westinghouse requested
using the formula given above. that they be permitted to continue to add the

cumulative exposures for each place where work was

19 NUREG/CR-5569
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conducted and take the result to the facilitics as one 3 De licensee has in effect sorse means for main. 1

total eposure to be med as one entry for the Form 4. talning continued know! edge of occupational dmes )
received by the employee from sources outside the j

On August 8,1978, the siews of OELD were licensee's conuol.
requested on whether item 5 on the Form 4, *name
and address of employer * means each employer or Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.102
coch separate location where an exposure occurred.
In a written opinion, OELD stated that the term Subject codes: 2.1, R1
* employer * means just that. Dus, only one catry on
the Form 4 is necessary for the exposures received Applicability: All i

during the time period for which the employer did not
change. His view is consistent with the ,prpor of
Form 4 which is to provide a licensee with a hi3 tory HPPOS-W8 PDR-91112102t l
of the indMdual's exposure De circumstances of the l

previous exposures (i.e., numerou., small exposures, a 'Illic- Implementation of "I'ransient Worker" Rule l

few large exposures, kication, et ) is irrelevant Change
information to the licensee as such information is not i

necessary for the determination of the accumulated See the memorandum from L J. Cuaningham to
dose, G. H. Smith (and others) dated September 11,1979,

and the letter from R.11 Minogue to All NRC
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.102 Licensees dated June 18,1979. Noncompliance with

10 CFR 20.102(a) should not be considered an
Subject codes: 2.1, 8.1, &7 overexposure but a failure of administrative controls.

A copy of the notice rulemaking from the Federsi
Applicability All Registry regarding the amendments of 20.102(a) is |

provided as an enclosure to the above
correspondence.

HPPOS-243 PDR-9Ii122fXE9
De amendments of the regulations are designed to

Title. Health Physia Position on the Use of NRC minimize the possibility of overexposure to sherMerm
Form 4 workers, sometimes called * transient workers.' and

other individuals who may be employed by, or work in
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to the restricted areas of, more than one licensee within
J. H. Joyner (and others) dated September 12,1991, a single calendar quarter, and individuals who may
This memo reiterates the NRC position on the use of work for more than one licensee at a time (moon-
NRC Form 4 under 10 CFR Part 20.102(b)(1). For lighters).
additionalinformation, see record numbers HPPOS-
50 and HPPOS-143 cf this data basc. The amendments require NRC licensecs: (a) to -

obtain from a prospec'ive employee information on *

It is not necmary to repeat the certification required occupationally related doses received during a current
' by 10 CFX 20.102(b)(1) (NRC Form 4) every time a calendar quarter for sources outside of the licensec's
worker is to be permitted to execed the dose limit of . controlif there is a chance that the employee may
1.25 rem / quarter provided the following conditions are subsequently receive a dose in excess of 25 percent of
met: the regulatory dose-limiting standards in the facility of

the new employer; (b) to furnish prompt estimates of
'l. The employee has been continuously employed by occupational dose at the request of individuals up(m

the licensee since the Form 4 was completed. termination of work; and (c) to keep associated ,

'

records.
1 The licensee has maintained updated dose records-

for the employee on NRC Form 5 (or equivalent) A notice of the proposed rulemaking on this matter
so that the licensec has an up-to date dose history was published in the Federal Registry (43 FR 4865)
for the employee. on February 6,1978, and a copy of the notice was sent

NUREG/CR-5569 20
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to licemees by letter dated February 13,1978. If do not alter the licensee's control mer or
noncompliance with 20.102(a) is identified, this should responsibility for the licensed facilitics nor his control
not be considered an overexposure but rather a failure over or responsibility for his employees,
of adminbtration control since a regulatory limit is
not inmlved. In the case of individuals who are assigned to work in

the licensee's facility but who are not employed by the
it should be noted that these amendments do not licensee (including mntractor employees and so. called

. delcw the provisions of 10 CFR 20.201(b) regatding ' transient workers'), the licensee's obligation to,

the dose averaging formula 5(N - 18) or the require. furnish the required personnci exposure report for a
ment in 10 CFR 20.102 for obtaining the occupational particular indhidual arises at the time the indhidual
exposure history of an individual on Form NRC-4 or completes his work assignment in the licensee's
equivalent before alkning the individual to receive facility. - De report for such an indhidual shows the
doses up to 3 rem per calendar quarter. eumulative occupational radiation exposure received

by that fodividual during that particular work '|
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.102 assignment. His difference in treatment between I

employees and non.cmployees reDeets the fact that i

Subiect codes: 2.1, S.7, 12.7 the licensce's control over the latter ends with the
'

conclusion of the wurk assignment. It also reuccts the
Applicability: All fact that there is no assurance that the next work

assignment undertaken by the non.cmployee will be at
a facility which is licensed to the same licensee.

IIPPOS-046 PDR-9111210203
While there is a difference in the point of time at

'ntle: Reporting Requirement Under 10 CFR 20.408 which (1e licensee becomes obligated to furnish
for Employees Changing Assignment Under the Same personnel exposure reports for employees and_non-
Uccase employeca (upon termination of employment for the

former and up(m completion of a discrete work
See the letter from H. K. Sbapar to C M. Stallings assignmcat in the licensee's facility for the latter), ,

dated August 12,1977, and the incoming request from once the ot< ligation to furnish the report has arisen,
C. M. Stallings (Virginia Electric and Power there is no difference between the two classes of
Company) dated July 19,1977. In response to a individuals. For individuals in both classes, the report ,

request for a wTitten interpretation of 10 CFR 20.408 must be furnished on the earliest of the following <

by Virginia Electric and Power Company, it is an atternative dates: (1) within thirty days after the
OELD opinion that 20,408 does not require a licensee exposure of the individual has been determined by the
to furnish a report each time an employee changes licensee, or (2) ninety days after the date of
work assignment, including a change from one facility termination of employment in the case of an
of the licensee to another. Dis OELD opinion also employee, or ninety days after the date of termination
distinguishes between employees and non-employees. of the work assignment in the case of a non-employec.-

,

Licensees are also required in accordance with 10
in the case of individuals who are employees of the CFR 20AN(b) to notify indhiduals of personnel
licensee, the licensce's obligation pursuant to 10 CFR exposure reports at the same time those reports are
20,408 to furnish a personnel exposure report on a transmitted to NRC
particular indhidual arises only at the time of the

. indhidual's employment with the licensee is De reporting requirements of 10 CFR 20.408 are not
terminated. His report shows the cumulative exclusive. For example,20 408 does not preclude
occupational radiation exposure received by the individuals employed by licensees from obtaining-
indhidual during the period of this employment with information prior to termination of their employment.
the licensee. Section 20.408 does not requite the Pursuant to 10 CFR 20AN(a) and 19.13(b), each

- licensee to furnish a personnel report each time an licensee is required to advise any worker annually, at
. employee changes his work assignment, including a his request, of the individual's exposure as shown in
change in assignment from one facility of the licensee records maintained by the licensee pursuant to 10
to another. Changes in employee work assignments CFR 20.401(a) and (c). (De term ' worker" as

21 NUREG/CR.53@
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1

- defined in 10 CFR 19.3(c) 'means an indhidual determination that personnel monitorin>;is not
engaged in aethities licensed by the NRC and - required by 10 CFR 20.202(a) and those

- controlled by a licensee, but does noi include the indniduah for whom bicassay was prosided
licensec.' Both empk)yees and non-employeca may be but not required by 10 CFR 20.10R* (See
" workers' within the meaning of this deflrdtion), enclosed letter from A. Giambusso to Eyron lee. -

Jr. (Commonwealth Edison) dated July 17, 1975.]
In addition to the 10 CFR 20A08 report to which r

i worker is critit!cd,-a worker fortnerly (ngaged in 2. * Termination seports, in accordance with 10 CFR -

licensed aethities controlled by the liunsee is also 20.408, are required only for individuals for whom
authorized by 10 CFR 20AM(a) and 19.13(c) to personnel monitoring or bioassay was required

' obtain from the licenwe, upon request and for the under 10 CFR 20.202(a) and 10 CFR 20.10U
period of inne requested, a report of the wrker*r> |See enclosed IE Manual Interpretive Guide,
exposule. This report must cover, for the period of " Reports of Personnel Exposure Upon
time specified in the request, each calendar quarter in Termination of Employment or Work *, dated
which the worker's aethities involved exposure to October 1,1979.]
radiation from radk> active materials licensed by the
NRC and must include the dates and k> cations of the After consulting with the Office of General Council,it
licensed aethities in which the worker partic; pated. was decided that IF Adopts and reaffirms the position

stated in the IE Manual Interpretive Guide (Lc., i
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.13,10 CFR 20.408, Position No. 2 arme), '

- 10 CFR 20.4W '

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.202,10 CFR
Subject codes: 2.2,83,&7 20A01,10 CFR 20A08

Applicability: All Subject codes: 2.1,2.2,8.1

| HPPOS-167 PDR-9111220182
;

Titic: Reports of Personnel Exposure Upon itPPOS-215 PDR-9111220012

: Termination of Employment or Work
;

_

Titic Notifications and Reports to Individuals
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
R. Ri Bellamy (and others) dated March 11,1987. See the memorandum from J. D. Buchanan to

3 Termination reports are icquired only for those J. E. _Wigginton dated June 21,1988. Worker
indhiduals for whom monitoring or bioassay was requests for occupational exposure reports from ;

: required by 10 CFR 20.202(a) or 20.108. - A licensee _ licensees need not be in writing.
- need not record decisions on whether an indhidual
must be monitored. Region 111 requested NRR guidance ccmcerning a

difference of opinion between a worker and the
in an IE revicw of documents to be summarized in worker's former employer on whether a request
the Health Physics Positions database, two documents pursuant to 10 CFR 19.13(c) must be written.10

'

- were found that gave conflicting positions regarding CFR 19.13 subsections (b), (c), and (c) all require a
termination reports required by 10 CFR 20A08. licensee to respond to certain requests from a worker.
These two positiort, were as follom: However,10 CFR 19.13 does not specify that thesc

.
__ .

requests be in w:iting, and therefore, it is apparently
_

1. * Termination reports, in accordance with 10 CFR not required.
20A08, are required for all indhiduals for whom

,

personnel monitoring or bioassay was provided, Regulatory referer.ces: 10 CFR 19.13'

except for those indhiduals for whom personnel
monitoring was provided but for whom the Subject codes: 2.2, .'3
licensee has made and documented a prospective

NUREO/CR-5569 22
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a,

-_ Applicability: All Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19,13

'

Subject coder 2.2, &2,8.4
IIPPOS-178 PDR-9111210270 '

Applicability: All
Titie: Umitation of 10 GR 19.13(c) to Radiation
Done From Etternal Sourocs

IIPPOS-144 PDR.91Il2103M
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
R. R. Bellamy (and others) dated March 13,1989. 'ntic: Peaonnel Monitorirg Requirements for
The * radiation dose * reporting requirements of 10 Unlicemed Ctmtractors Worung at Uccased i acilitits
CFR 19.13(c) are limited only to radiation doses from
sources of radiation external to the body of the See the letter from J. N. Gtst to D, W. Waltkus

wmker. Licensees are not required under-10 CFR dated January 31,1985 and the incoming request
19.13 to report to the worker on bioauay data or from D. W. Waitkus (Iriryco, Inc.) dated December
other internal it take data. 13,1984. Unlicensed contracmrs who preform

services for NRC licensecs an e required to rep >rt
An inspector in Region 111 asked if 10 CFR Part exposures to their employees. licensee for whom

i 19.13(e) includes a requirement for the licensec to the services were performed must limit doses and
report the results of bioassays, such as whoic tuly make the required icports, .

counting, ne ar.swer is that 10 CFR 19.13(c) does
not require the reporting of b!oassay data or other he folk) wing are questions asked tyy Inryco, Inc. The
information on intakes of radioactive material. The answers prosided by NRC are in the context of inr)co
* radiation dose * reporting requirements of 10 CFR acting as e contractor supplying goods and services to_

19.13(c) are !!inited to radiation doses flom sources of a utility operating a nuclear plant (e g., in.sersire
radiation external to the body of the worker. Parts 19 inspections of post. tensioning systems b req'.: ired in
and 20 requirements regarding exposure to radiation RG 1.35).
sources within the tody are not given in terms of
*radiatis n dose *, 1. Do the NRC regulatium cited in NRC Form 3

daic4 6-82 regarding reports on radiation exposure
10 CFR Section 19.13(c) was one of the amendrnents history apply to non.liceret organi/ations such as
for the " control of radiation exposure to transient in yco?
workers', The statements of consideration for these
amendments (43 FR 46&5 and 44 FR 32349, for the No. The reports referred to in NRC Farm 3 ara
proposed and fmal rules, respectively) make it clear specified in 10 CFR 20.409 and 19.13. Although NRC

- that the term * radiation dose * in subsection 10 CFR Form 3 uses the phrase,'your employer,' the utility-

19.13(e) does not include doses resulting from licensee is considered the employer for purposes of
internal sources of exposure. In particular, the providing the required reports. The regulations in
statement of consideration for the final rule includes 20.409 and 19.13 are more specific in-this regard.

' the following (44 FR 32351):
2. While the terms " Restricted Areas * and

"One commenter noted that the proposed amend- " Unrestricted Areas * apply to licensees, how do
ments did not require action to control the total these terms relate to persoanel not in the cmpioy
exposure of workers to intake of radioactive of licensecs, even though these personnel are
niaterials during multiple employments. Such being monitored for radiation?
centrol was considered but has not been proposed
or effected at this time .. ' 'Restri:ted area * is defined in Part 20 as, *. any

ac<ns area to which is ct ntrolled by the licensee for
A related'NRC position regarding the termination purposes of protection of individuals from expmc to
reports required by 10 CFR 20.408 is provided in radiation and radioactive materials." The individuals
HPPOS-167. to be protected from radiation exposure are not
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limited to utility employees but include others such as individual's accumulated occupational dose to the
inryeo employees. whole body. This is one of the conditions that mmt

._

be met prior to permitting an individual to receive a -
3. . How does the terra ' Controlled Area * fit into the whole body dose greater than 1.25 rem during a ;

picture? Is thh just another serm for *Restlicted calendar qua ter.
Area *?

Regulatory references: 10 Cl R 19.lt 10 CFR 20.101,
' Controlled Area' is another term for restricted area. 10 CFR 20.409
Some licensees use itill other tens to define the
equivalent of a restricted area. Subject codes: -2.2,8.3,87

4. What radiatior exposure limits would apply to Applicability: All <

Inryco persont el in these circumstances? Would '

this mean because we are being monitored that
the qumerly anole body limit of 1.25 rads would llPPOS447 PDR-91112102fD
still apply? '

'lltic: Personnel Monitoring Requirements for a
T1.c radiation dose limits for a_lj individuals who work NRC/ Agreement State liansed Contrador Working
in a restricted area are contained in 10 CFR 20.101 at a Part 50-ljansed Facility i

for external exposure and in 10 CFR 20.103 for J

. exposure to coticentrations of radioactive materials. See the letter from L It liigginbotham to D. Romine
The basic whole body dose limit for external radiation (Chem Nuclear 3pte m, Inc.) dated _ October 3,1978.
is 1.25 rems per calendar quarter [10 CFR 20.101(a)[ When a contractor licensed by the NRC or an
Under the cenditions specified in 10 CFR 20.10l(b), a Agreement State performs work under his liccnse at a
licensee may pemit an individual in a restricted area Part 50 facility, only one party need provide personnel

- to receive an occupational dose to the whole bc.dy of monitoring if the other party assures that dosimetry
3 rems. and records are adequate to meet regulatory.

requirements.,

5. While it seems unlikely that Intyco pen.onnel
could exceed the whole body limit on a quarterly NRC was asked to proside an explanation on whether i

basis, there remains the possibility that this could a contractor's records of personnel radiation exposure
occur, especially when you consider that we satisfied regulatory requirements or whether the
anticipate perforraing four or more surveillances - contractor must obtain radiation exposure reccrds
per year. Whar n~ we required to do as a non. from Part 50-licensed facilities after employees
licensed employci ~ protect both the employee performed work at these facilities. The are,aer to this
and the company? question is in several parts, since the responsible party

must be identified and, in some cases, the
- As stated previously, the licensee at whose facility you responsibility may fall to more than one party.
perform contractual services is the person responsible
for assuring the radiation doses received by Inryco - If contractor-employees were performing work at a

.

= personnel do not exceed NRC limits. -1t appears Part 50-licensed facility and the work was performed
'

possible that latyco personnel could receive radiation under the Part 50 license, the responsibility to provide
exposure at two or more nuclear power plants during appropriate personnel monitering and taaintain -

. a single calendar quarter.10 CFR 20.102(a) requires exposure records fell to the Part 50 licensee.
a licensee to obtain a written signed statement from However, if contractor-employees were performing
individuals disclosing either (1) that the individual had work at a Part 50-licensed facility, but the work was
no occupational dose during the current calendar performed under the contractor's NRC or Agreement
quarter, or (2) the nature and amount of occupational State license, the responsibility fell to the centractor
dose which the individual may have received during to provide appropriate personnel monitoring and
the calendar quarter from sources of radiation maintenance of exposure records.
possessed or ccmtrolled by other persons. Further,10 '

CFR 20.102(b) contains the requirement to obtain an |
|
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in the case where the two liceraces (Part 50 and licensee may accep re remrd withaut further
contractor) were subject to this resymsibility, it b not question. His b p, dded, however, that the licenu
necessary for both to proviJe personnel monitoring is satisfied the record is comple*c The licernec must
equipment. One licensee may acapt the dosimetry be mindful of protecting himself in matters that may
program and records of the second licensee provided arise later and should perhaps request certification
that the dosimetry program and records are adequate from the worker that it is a complete remrd. If the
to comply with NRC requirements and his lianse worker does not have a complete record, the liceruce
conditions, in a similar manner, a licenwe may thould, from information supplied by the worker,
accept tne dosimetry program and records of a note check with former employers to obtain the history of
licensee (contractor) provided the conditiora are as radiation crposure.
described above.

Regarding what type of report is required (i e.
In the situation in question, most of the work was telephone call, handerried history, nailed history,
performed under the Part 50 license of the power etc.), a ' hand-carried * hhtory is acceptabic under the
reactor facility, it was acceptable for the contractor to c(mditions described above. A telephone call to
use their own rnonitoring equipment and maintain former employers would suffice as an interim measure
their own records, prosided the Part 50 licensee was if time constraints for the licensee to put the
willing to accept the arrangement. In this situation, individual to work exist. A written record (mailed
the responsibility for compliance with NRC require. history) should be requested to mnfirm information
ments was with the Part 50 licer.cc and they would obtained in a telephone call. If the licensee is unatle
have to perform such evalua Nns as necessary for to obtain a 'mmplete" history from telephone or
them to be satisfied that tN regulatory obligation was wntten inquiries (the number of which he determines
being met by the contranor's equipment. The may be reasonable; i e., the effort involved by him),
decision belongs to 11 Part 50 licensee and they then ha aly alternative is to auign prior exposure
cculd proside addhional monitoring equipment for according to the values in the table contained in 10
contractor personnel, if they so desired, to meet their CIE 20.102(c)(1).
own obligations

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.102
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.202,10 CFR
20.401 Subject cales: 2.1,R1,M.7

Subject codes: 2.1, 8.1, 12.2 Applicability- All

Applicability: AH
llPPOS-051 PDR-9111213222

IIPPOS-049 PDR-9111210234 litle: Guidance on Reporting Requirements of 10
CFR 20.403 - Notifications of incidents

Title: 10 CFR 20.102 - Determination of Pe
Radiataan Dme See the Guidance from the IE Manual entitled as

above and dated November 1,1978. Bis document
See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to provides an OELD opinion that clarifies the
A. B. Davis dated June 30,1980. This rnemo prosides conditions under which reports would be required for
guidance on the requirement in 10 CFR 20.102(c)(1) 10 CIH 20 403.
that * . the licensee shall make a reasonab;e effort to
obtain reports of the individual's previously accumu- On the basis of the guidance provided by OELD, the
lated occupational dose." The memo also addresses IE interim position for inspection and enforcement
the issues of hand-carried data and telephone calls. concerning 10 CFR 20A13 is:

Concerning wt'; may (or must) the hcensee obtain 1. In vivo data is not reportable under 10 CFR
prior radiatica dose reports from, if the worker has a 20#11 It would he reportable under 10 CFR
copy of hepecord and attests that it is complete, the 20.405 to the extent that, together with other
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measurernents, it indicates that an exposure to direct the actions of individuals within the facility and

concentrations in excess of applicable limits has by protective equipment, devices, and procedures.
occurred. Exposures to the public are controlled by limiting the

quantity and conantration of radioactive material that
2. The seporting requirements of 10 CFR may be released to areas not controlhd by the

20.403(a)(2) and 20.403(b)(2) apply only to licensee.

releases to unrestricted areas.
The sv ms and apyn6ixes incorporat.ng limits on

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20 403,10 CFR radiation lesels and contentrations of ra lioactne
20.405 material are designed to assure that indiTiduals in

*enrestricted areas' do not receise expwire in cuen
Subject codes: 2.2,2.3,8.4 of 10% of the limits established for per> ins exposed

in restricted areas For this purpme, it'ese regulations

Applicability: All hmit levels of radiation and concentra1ons of ('
radioactive material that may be crened in
uitrestricted area by licensecs, without special

llPPOS4152 PDR-9111210224 authorization from NRC, to ecemely low lesels.
These levels are believed to be sufficiently hiw to

Title: Efiluent Reporting Requirement Per 10 CFR assure that here h 1.o reasonable probability to ,

20.405(a)," Reports of Owrcxposure and Exmssive individuals in unrestricted ateas receiving expwures in

levels and Concentrations' excess of 10% of the permissible levels far restricted
areas under any circumstalce. Marcoser, as a

See the letter from T, F. Dorian to A. Mattox precautionary procedure,10 CFR 20.20. rquires
(Brandeis University) dated December 21,1979. It is licensees to make (or have made for them) such
an OEI D opinion that 10 CFR 20.405(a) requires a sursep (and with such frequency) as may be n xssary
report on effluent release only if the releases exceed to comply with the regulations in Part 20.
10 times the limit in 10 CFR 20.106 or in the license
when averaged over one year. Limits in Technical Within this scheme, section 10 CFR 20 405(a)(5)

Specifications were not addremed in this OELD requires wr tten reports within 30 days of lescis ofi

opinion. radiation or concentrations of radioactise matetial in
an unrestrbted area in excess of ten times any

10 CFR / art 20 was promulgated to establi: h applicable limit set forth in Part 20 or in the license. ,

permissibic doses for radiation workers and the The applicable limits in Part 20 are listed in Table 11
public, and permissible concentrations of radioactivity, of Appendix B and are modified to the extent that 10
based on the recommendations of the NCRP and the CFR 20.106 allows a licensee to average concentra-

'Radiat.sn Protection Guides * of the former Federal tions over a period not greater than one year. Thus,
Radiation Council. It was also promulgated to 10 CFR 20.106 and 20.405 are complementary;

establish precautionary requirements for personnel averaging is, in fact, permitted; and a licensee is not
mr nitoring, posting of areas and containcts where normally required to report in wnting releases of
radiation or radioactive materials exist, radiation single milliliters of air or water that exceed by a factor
surveying, record keeping, storage of radioactive greater than ten the concentrations specified in Table
materials, instruction of personnel, and reporting of 11 of Appendix 11
radiation oserexposure, accidents, and loss or theft of
licensed material. Each report under 10 CFR ?' t05 requires the

licensee to " describe the extent of exposure of
De regulation does not specify detailed procedures to individuals to radiation or to radioactive material,

be followed in meeting safety standards in most cases, including estimates of each individual's exposure , ,
but individual licenses may, and usually do, contain levels of radiation and concentrations of radioactise
special safety requirements and conditions material im olved; the cause of the exposure, levels or
necessitated by the particular situation. Radiation concentrations; and corrective steps taken or planned

exposure of personnel is ccmtrolled through the to assure against a recurrence." Clearly, the
licensce's ability to ctmtrol access to its facility and to regulaticas attempt to ensure that NRC knows about
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' abnorrnal conditions at licensecs' facilities; that conservative errors leading to substantial
licensecs control their activities, including procedures, underestimation of radiation crposures would bc

#

equipment and people, to protect against radiation considered reportable under 10 CTR 21.
hazards; and that every reasonable effort is made to
maintain radiation exposures, and teleases of IEIN-85-52 was issued following an evaluation by
radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas, NRC staff of an event whete errors were found in the
as low as is ru.sonably achievable. prediction of offsite doses using computer software

supplied by Nuclear Data, Inc. In the incident, a large
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.106,10 CFR discrepancy between the result of the offsite dose
20.405 calculations made by the licensec and the regional

office during an emergency preparedness exercise was
Subject codes: 2.2,73 noted. The licensee and Region V office used the

same input parameters (radiological source term and
Applicability:- All meteorological tunditions); however, the offsite -

calculated dose determined by the Region V office
was an order of magnitude less than the licensect

HPPOS4N9 PDR-9111210218 estimation, ne licensee found errors in the dose

assessmen, computer prograrns that were used to,

'Due: Attendon to LJquid Dilution Volumes in Semi. estimate emitonmental doses for teth routine and
annual Rad *oaalve Etnuent Release Reports emergency operation supplied by Nuclear Data, Inc.

In coordination with Nuclear Data, the licensec
See the memorandum from C. A. Willis to W. W. corrected the errors and notified other licensecs sia
Meinke and C. L Miller dated November 7,1984. INPO's electronic ' notepad * of the inherent program
De memo states that for semiannual efDuent reports error that led to predicting less atmospheric
pursuant to Regulatory Guide 1.21, licensees should dispersion than the code should hase calculated.
.use the total volume of dilution flow, not just the flow
during the time of liquified effluent release. De if errors result in substantially underestimating or
dilutional volume (or flow) inust be determined overestimating offsite doses, it could result in
specificttly for each plant. In addition, a table of inappropriate protective measures. An error that
expected dilution volumes may be prepared by the substantially underpredicts offsite doses (non-
ctmtractor using data from various emironmental - conservative) would be reportable under 10 CFR 21. *

statements, ODCMs, etc. De underestimation could cause a delay or deferral
of protective action leading to unnecessary exposure

Regulatory references:- Regulatory Guide 1.21, to a person in an unprotected area, tnereby creating a
Technical Specifications ' substantial safety hazard.' An error that substantially

_

over predicts (conservative) is not strictly reportable
Subject codes:- 2.2. 73 under 10 CFR 21, since it is unlikely that such an

overestimation could result in personnel radiation
Apphcability: Reactors exposures exceeding the referenced guidelines.

However, because of potential non.radiologica;
negative impact from unnecessary protectiw actions

-lIPPOS4M1 PD R-9111210186 _ resulting from overly conservative dose estimates,
licensees should continue to cooperate with vendors

Title: Errors in Dose Assessment Computer Codes and share information concerning commoti problems
cod Reporting Requirements Under 10 CIR Part 21 with generic computer codes.

See IE Information Notice No. 85-52 entitled as Regulatory references: 10 CFR 21
above and dated July 10,1985. 'Diis notice alerts
licensecs to: (1) errors in a dose assessment computer Subject codes: 2.-2, 73, 12.12
code supplied by a vendor, and (2) in general,
computer codes can be considered basic components Applicability: Reactors
under the requirements of Part 21, and non.
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}lPPOS-140 - PDR-9111210378 2. 25 mrem to any other organ or to the total body,

'Ilde: Guidaarx: on Reporting Dous to Members of he 40 CFR 1%) requirements differ in significant
the Public fmm Normal Operatk us. wap from the Appendix ! criteria. Specifically, for 40

CFR 190 purposes, consideration must include the
See the memorandum from D. R. Muller to T. M. following (as well as doses from effluents):

,

Novak and O. C. Lainas dated March 10,1983, he
memo summarizes dose design objectives of 10 CFR 1. Direct radiation doses, and
50, Appendix I, and requirements of 40 CFR 190
regarding off. site doses from normal operations. The 2, Doses from fuel cycle facilities, including other
memo also prosides guidance on the content of reactors.
required annual reports.

De term ' members of the general public* includes all
To meet the dose design objectives c' 10 CFR 50, persons who are not occupationally awociated with
Appendix 1, the following conditions must be satisfied. the plant. The term does not include employees of

,

the utility, its contractors, or vendors. Also excluded
I. The dose or dose commitment of a member of the are people who enter the site to inspect, senice

public from radioactive materials in liquid effluent equipment, or make deliveries, ne term includes
from each reactor does not exceed: pcople who use portions of the site for recreational,

occupational, or other purposes not associated with
a. during any calendar quarter,1.5 mrem to the the nuclear plant. ' Direct radiation" is radiation which

total body or 5 mrem to any organ, or reaches unrestricted areas even though its source is
retained within the plant. Examples are gamma rays

b. during any calendar year,3 mrem to the total from the decay of nitrogen.16 in BWR turbine
body or 10 mrem to any organ, buildings and gamma rays from low level wastes

stored on site.
2. The dose from noble gases in gas ous effluents

from each reactor does not exceed: he purpose of an annual report is to summarize the
calculations performed during the ) car to show

a. during any calendar quarter,5 mrad from compliance with Appendix I and with 49 CFR tw)
gamma radiation or 10 mrad from beta Technical Specifications. The information should be
radiation, or presented as indicated in Table 1 of the enclosure to

this memo. Where doses exceed the Appendix 1
b, during any calendar year,10 mrad from gamma criteria, an explanation should be provided.

'
radiation or 20 mrad from beta radiation. Compliance with the 40 CFR IM) dose limits must be

addressed explicitly. If the dose is below the 40 CFR
3. The dose to a member of the public from radio- 190 limits, all that needs to be added are statements

iodines and paniculates in gaseous efnuents from addressing doses from other fuel cycle facilities
each reactor does not exceed: (uranium mi!!s, conversion plants, enrichment plants,

fabrication plants, power reactors, reprocessing plants,
a. during any calendar quarter,7.5 mrem to any and vmte disposal sites), in most cases, this

organ, or requirement is satisfied by statements that there are
no other fuel cycle facilities within 8 km.

b. during any calendar year,15 mrem to any
organ. Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50,40 CFR 190,

Technical Specifications
The requirements of 40 CFR 190 are met if the dose
or dose commitment to any member of the public Subject codes: 2.2, 7.3, 12.8
from uranium fuel cycle source in a calendar years -
does not exceed:- Applicability: Re'etors

1. 75 mrem to the thyroid, or
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IIPPOS-222 PDR-9111220117 to the unknown cause of the increas.ed radiation levels
in the reactor building. This conservathc terponse

'Ilde: ReportaMihy of Operating Ewat was. commended by the region as ' prompt and
effective' with 'very good control' being maintained.

See the memorandum from C. E. Rossi to R. L Tbc actual radiological consequence of this event
Spessard dated June 1,192. Precautionary amounted to some localized hotspots on the letdown

- evacuation and manning of the Technical Support lines that did not interfere with free transit of the
Center (DC) are not reportaNe under 10 CFR reactor building, or affect the operation of any safety
Sections 50.72(b)(1)(vi) and 50.72(b)(2)(vi). However, sptem. Therefore, NRR does not agree that this
a press release of an operating event requires prompt event was reportable under 50.72(h)(1)(vi), since it did
notification to the NRC under 50.72(b)(si). IU21 significantly hamper the performance of duties

necessary for safe plant operation.
On March 23,192, with Susquehanna Unit 2 in '

Operational Condition 5 (Refueling Outage with On March 24,19M, the licensee made a press release
the core defueled), the fuel pool cooling regarding the event. They were required, therefore,
filter /demineralizer was_ inadvertently backflushed to make a prompt notification to the NRC pursuant
while shutting down the fuel pool cooling system. As to 10 CFR 50.74(b)(2)(vi) and their administrative
a result, radioactive resin was flushed into the fuel procedure AD.QA-425. In the inspection Report No.
pool ledown line that runs through the reactor 50-3&W6 (issued May 4,19M), the region cited
building to the condensate storage tank. Increased the licensee for failure to promptly notify the NRC
radiation levels throughout the reactor building along following the press release. The Region characterized
the letdown lind and in the candensate storage tank this violation as a severity level IV. Sinec the Region
were detected. Because of the potertial overexposure has taken appropriate action, NRR plans no further
of personnel working inside the reactor building to action on this event
these elevated radiation levels, all work inside the
reactor building was stopped and all personnel were Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50.72
evacuated from the reactor building. No radioacthc
material was released from the plant and no plant Subject codes: 2.2
personnel were overexposed to radiation 1 vels inside
the reactor building. Applicability: Reactors

in an enclosed memorandum dated May 3,19M. the
Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational llPPOS-101 PDR-9111210227
Data recommended that NRR take some ' appropriate
follow.up action.' This memorandum states that the Title: Clarifiation of 10 CFR 50.72 to Mainc Yankee

#event wu reportable under the two provisions of 10
CFR 5G72 listed below. See the memorandum front E. L Jordan to T. E.

Murley dated January 13,19M. His memo states
50.72(b)(1)(vi) "Any event that . significantly that 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(vi) does not require
haripers site personnelin the performance of notification for routine releases. However, when a
duties necessary for the safe operation of the licensee must report to another agency, NRC requires
naclear power plant."- notification only when that matter involves a news

release on an event related to health and safety of the
50.72(b)(2)(vi) 'Any event ... related to the public.
health and safety of the public or onsite personnel
. for whPh a news release is planned or ' Clarification of the intent of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(vi)
notification to other government agencici has as it relates to notifications required for all
been or will be made * radioactive releases. The ' inadvertent" releau: of

radioactive material was stated in the rule as an
it is NRRS understanding that the reactor building example which would require a 4 hour notification,
evacuation and manning of the TSC were pre. irrespective of magnitude,if a news release or
cautionary measures taken by the licensee in resjxmse notification to other government agencies is made.
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The 4. hour notification rule in Scaion 50.72 is not annual average, real time or worst case), and (2) what
for ' routine' releases, although they may be required kration sho ald be used (e.g., unrestricted area as
to be reported to the State. A ' routine' releme that defined by Part 20 or the expanded definition as
subsequently receives media attention should be specified in NJREG-0133). In addition. it was noted

_

reported to the NRC. The referenced paragraph is as that revised 10 CFR 50.72 was incorporated into 10
follows: CFR by Supplement No.12 i<. sued on September 20,

1983, although the rule change was not effective until
(vi) Any event or situation, related to the health January 1,1984. It was noted aho that a currently
and safety of the public or onsite perscmnel, or effectisc version was not in 10 CIR

-protection of ti,e environment, for which a ncws
release is planned or notification to other Inspection guidance for operating nuclear power
government agencies has been or will be made. reactors concerning 10 CFR 50.72 are as follows:-

Such an event may include an onsite fatality er,

inadvertent release of radioactively contaminated 1. Annual average meteorological data should be
materials. used for determining offsite airborne

concentrations of radioactivity. This is to
The key statement is * eveat or situation, related to maintain consisteng with the Technical
the health and safety . * Where a state er other Specifications.
government entity has a requirement or agreement

: with an NRC licensec for routine reporting of other 2. The expanded definition of an unrestricted area as
matters, the NRC only requires a report when that specified in NUREG-0133 should be used. This is

; matter gets escalated to a " news release' of a to maintain consistency with the Technical
' situation.' Specifications.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50.72 3, The lack of a currently effective version of 50.72,

in the 10 CFR liose-leaf sersion is an adminis-
Subject codes: 2.3,9.0 tratise problem only. Licensees and inspectors

should keep the old pages for reference until
Applicability: Reactors January 1,1984. The old version is still the

effective rule until January and deviation from
those requirements in favor of the new require.

HPPOS&5 PD R-911121fr251 ments would be a technical violation. However, in
such a case, notation in the inspection icport

'ntle: Inspecti(m Guidana on 10 CFR 50.72, without further enforcement action would be the
'Immcx!! ate Notification Rcquirement for Operating appropriate approach.
Power Reactors'

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50.72, NUREG-0133
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to R.

- Greger dated Novemrier 15,1983. This memo states subject codes: 2.3,4.4,7.5
that for reporting radioactive releases to unrestricted
areas: (1) the annual average meteorological data Applicability: Reactors
should be used for determining offsite cancentrations,
and (2) the expanded definition of unrestricted area in

- NUREG-0133 should be used. 11 'POS-174 - PDR-91112102(6

Clarification was requested on several aspects of the Title 10 CFR 50.72, Applicability of Notification
10 CFR 50.72 notification requirements. These Requirement to Non. Power Reactors .

questions related to the requirement that licensees
call in notification of radioactive releases that exceed See the memorandum from R. L Nimitz to Radiation
the specifiul concentrations. Specifically, the Support Section dated April 8,1981. The
questions were: (1) what meteorological data should requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 do not apply to non.
be used in determining offsite concentrations (e.g.,
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power reactors even though they may be licengd NOVs must be pmted pursuant to 10 CFR 19.11 only
under 10 CFR 50.21, when they contain one or more specific items of non.

compliance related to radiological vorking conditions.
During an inspection at Rensselaer Polytechnic Punuant to Chapter 0800 of the IE Manual, citations
Institute (RPI) Critical Faciitty, the question arow will not be included in the NOV for matters which
whether the licensee was required to report are identified and corrected by the licensee, and no
occurrences at their facility in accordance with 10 citation will be made if such matters are not posted at
CFR 50.72. De wording of 50.72 indicates that it the licensee's facility.
applies to * .. each licensee of a nuclear power reactor
licensed under 50.21 or 50.22. ' The Critical Facility Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.11
at RPI is licensed and is about a 1-wati training and
research facility. Subject codes: 2.3.46

-

Although the facility is not a nuclear power reactor Applicability: All
used for generating electricity, it is a nuclear reactor
and the licensee did not wish to be in noncompliance
with this requirement for failing to report an HPPOS228 PDR-91112200C
occurrence meeting 10 CFR 50.72 requirements. IE
IIcadquarters was contacted and it was their opinion Utle: Clanfication on 10 CFR 19.lla, 'Postieg of
that the 10 CFR 50.72 requirements did not apply to Notica to Workers'
non. power reacton, but a review is underway to
determine if the 10 CFR 50.72 requirements should See the memorandum from J. Buchanan to J.
apply to these non-power reactor facilities. Therefore, Wigginton dated April 9,199tt De requirement in
based on this discussion, the 10 CFR 50.72 10 CFR 19.11(a) for posting cnil penalties, orders,
requirements do not apply to non-power reactor and responses from licensees applies only to those
facilities even though they may be licensed under 10 proposed civil penalties, orders, and responses thai
CFR 50.21. are relevant to radiological working conditions.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50.21,10 CFR 50.72 10 CFR 19.ll(a) states that, Tach licensee shall post
current copies of the following documents: (1) the

Subject codes: 2.3, 12.1 regulations in this part and in Part 20 of this chapter; _

(2) the license, license conditions, or documents
Applicability: Non Power Reactors incorporated into a license by reference, and amend,

.

ments thereto; (3) the operation procedures
applicable to licensed activities; (4) any notice of

HPPOS-157 PDR-9111220134 violation involving radiological working conditions,
proposed imposition of civil penalty, or order issued

Etic: Posting of Notices to Workers - 10 CTM 19.11 pursuant to Subpart B of Part 2 of this chapter, and
any response from the licensee '

See the memorandum from J. G. Davis to J. P.
O'Reilly (and others) dated September 12,1975 his A question was asked whether the requirement for
memo states that Notices of Violation (NOV) must posting proposed civil penalties, orders, and responses
be posted per 10 CFR 19.11 only when they contain from licensees applies only to those proposed civil
an item of noncompliance related to radiological penalties, orders, and responses relevant to
working conditions. When such violations are not radiological working conditions. The answer is given
identified in the NOV, the NOV need not be posted. in the statement of considerations for 10 CFR Part 19

(38 FR 22217 August 17,1973), as follows: 'It has
10 CFR 19 requires that each licensee post any NOV been clarified that the requirement in Section 19.11
involving radiological working conditions, proposed for posting notices of violations, notices of proposed
imposition of civil penalty, or order issued pursuant to imposition of civil penalty, or orders issued pursuant
Subpart B of Part 2 of 10 CFR, and any response to Subpart B of Part 2 of this chapter, applies only to
from the licensee.
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' dccuments relevant to radiological working HPPOS-133 PDR-9111210357
conditions.'

Title: Exemption of' thorium-Containing Scrap
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.11 Under 10 CFR 40.13(c)(4)

Subject codes: 2.3, 4.6, 12.7 See the memorandum from L Dubirui to R. W.
Kirkman (and others) d;ted May 9,1966. This memo

Applicability: All states that the possession of tungsten or magnesium-
tborium terap with a thorium content <4% by weight,
is exempt from regulations pursuant to 10 CFR

2.4 POSSESSION AND TRANSFER 4a13(c)(4).

he following is an execrpt from a memorandum from

HPPOS-134 PDR-9111210360 the Enforcement Branch. Division of State and
Licensee Relation <., with which the Division of

Title: Explanation of 10 CFR 40.22(a) on Small Compliance concurred:

Ocantitics of Source Material
'Under the provisions of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(4) any

See the memorandum from L D. Low to R. T finished product pl paJr1 fabricated of or

Wcolsey (and others) dattd August 14, IMt. He containing magnesium-thorium alloy with a

maximum possession limit under the general license in thorium content not exceeding 4% by weight is

10 CFR 40.22(a) is 15 pcunds of source material at exempt from the regulations in Part 40, except

any one time. that the exemption does not extend to the
chemical, physical or metallurgical treatment or

The following statement with respect to 10 CFR processing of any such product or part.'

40.22(a) was received from the Division of Licensing
and Regulation: " Persons who receive possession of scrap

containing magnesium thorium alloys,in most

'The Office of General Counsel has advised us that instances, will have no definitive information as to

Section 40.22(a) should be treated as authorizing a the chemical content of the metal. Accordingly,it

maximum possession limit under the general license d es not seem reasonable or necessary to require

of fifteen pounds of source material, and not a these persons to obtain a source material license

maximum possession limit of 150 pounds. This to authorize possession of such material."

interpretation is based on the wording of the
penultimate paragraph of the statement of *The Division of Safety Standards recognizes the

considerations on page 8619 of the September 7,1960, problem of wording in 10 CFR 40.13(c)(4) and is
P anning to prepare an appropriate amendment oflFederal Register Notice which stat s in part, %c -4

- preposed amendment would generally license Part 40 to clarMy that no license is needed by

- possession and use of up to 15 pounds of contained persons who receive scrap magnesium-thorium -

uranium or thorium or any combination thereof at alloy containing not more than 4% by weight of
thorium.'any one time by certain classes of users .'.

This information will be incurporated in a forth- he above quotation deals only with magnesium-

coming revision to Annex C of the Inspection Guide. thorium alloys. However, the conclusion is equally
applicable to tungsten. thorium alloys.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.22 -
The net effect of the explanation is to construe "any

Subject codes: 3.3 fi'tished product or part" to include items that have
been discarded as scrap. Note that the exemption ;

. Applicability: Source Material does not extend to chemical, physical or metallurgical
treatment or processing of the scrap.
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Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.13,10 CFR 40.22 level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of .
1985.

Subject codes: 3.3, 3.&

Generic letter 81-38 can not be used as a basis for
Applicability: Source Material - citing licensecs for storing their normally generated

low-level radioactive waste past a defined time period
(e.g.,5 years). However, storage of such waste beyond !

HPPOS-239 PDR-9111210366 the perkid allowed by the Uceme (if specified) or
referenced in the FSAR, without arnending the liceme

'11tle: Clarification of Generic letter 81-38," Storage or performing a 50.59 cvaluation and submitting the
of 1.mt Level Radioacthe Wastes at Power Reactor UFSAR in accordance with 50.71(c), may be a basis
Sites * for enforcement action.

See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham and Regulatory references: 10 CFR 61, Generic Letter
P. lehaus to M. R. Knapp (and others) dated 81-38

'

January 31,1991. This merno provides guidance for
Generic Letter 8138 and stales that NRC licensecs Subject codes: 3,4,9.0,9.3,9.6
should minimize on-site storage of low-level radioac-

!' tive waste. Licensees who cx>nstruct storage facilities, Applicability: Reactors
or expand existing facilities with the intention of

,

i storing waste for more than Ove years should obtain a
separate Part 30 license. HPPOS4156 PDR 9111210233 ,

' Various questions from Regional inspectors and Titic: Violations of 10 CFR 20.207 (a) or (b),
Headquarter reviewers had arisen concernir;g whether * Storage and Control of ticrud Materials in

- Generic Letter 8138 required nuclear power reactor Unrestnded Areas *
licensees to limit the storage time for radioactive
waste generated by normal reactor operation and See the memorandum frcm J. Lieberman to R.
maintenance to five years or less Generic Letter 81- Carlson (and others) dated June 1,1982. Violations
38 reflects the position of the NRC that all licensees of 10 CFR 20.207 should be considered as Severity-

,

should minimize on-site storage of low-level level IV when the likelihood of unauthorized removal
radioactive waste. However, the Commission is small and the threat to public health and safety is
recognizes that reartor licensees need to have interim- minimal A sample paragraph is provided for the
(short term) storage capability while disposal capacity Notice of Violation.
is being developed by the States. The intent is that
licensecs who construct or expand storage facilities Region i forwarded two cases at hospitals involsing
with the intention of storing waste for more than five violations of 20.207(a) or (b). These violations;

years should obtain a separate Part 30 license The involved the storage of licensed material in
. guidance prosided_in Generic Letter 8138 was not unrestricted areas where access was possible and/or
. intended to be applied to single packages or just a few constant surveillance was not maintained. In both
packages of waste, Likewise, radioactive corviponents, uses, the likelihood of unauthorized removal of the
such as replaced steam generators or heat exchangers, material was small and the threat to the health and
generated through non-routine maintenance, were not safety of the public was minimal and remote, since-
intended to be included within the scope of Generic (1) the material was in an area of the hospital where

- Letter 8138. 'the Commission is considering a assess by unauthorized personnel was unlikely, (2) the
number of h>w level waste storage issues, including radiation levels near the material were k)w, (3) the

- factors that need to be addressed in deciding whether half life of most of the material was short, and (4) the
to authorize storage beyond January 1,1996. These material was clearly labeled and not in an * attractive"
activities are a part of the Commission's evaluation of form for theft. Because of the above, both Region ! -

| -possible actiorn to be taken in response to the 19% and the IE Enforcement Staff agreed that Severity
L title transfer and possession provisions of the Low. Level IV was the appropriate classification for these

violatier i
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in the future for similar cases, the folkwing should be An inspection was conducted on October 6 and 7,
done. 1980, to resiew the circumstances surrounding the

theft and subsequent recovery on September 25,1980,
1. De transmittalletter should contain a paragraph of a truck belonging to a Gamma Diagnostic

similar to the following: Laboratories, Inc. The truck was being used by the
licensee to deliver licensed materials to various '

Item A described la the attached NOV invohing customers. At the time of theft, the truck was parked
control of licensed material, is classified as a in front of a hospital with the engine running while
Severity Ixvel IV siolation. As indicated in the driver was inside making a delivery. The truck

- Supplement VI of the NRC Enforcement Policy contained packages of licensed materiah in a kicked
significant violations of this type are normally container that in turn was bolted to the truck. The
classified as Severity Level III. However, after theft was promptly reported and the truck was

- careful consideration of the factors invohed in recovered a short time later. There was no esidence
_

this specific instance, we have exercised out of any attempt to stea! or .amper with the licensed
judgement under the N'RC Enforcement Policy matertab within the locked container,
and have classified this violation as Severity level
IV, Similar siolations of this type 11 the future The theft of the truck highlights two quertions about
may result in additional enforcemen action. which guidance and policy are needed.

2. An enforcement conference should in held. A 1. When a licensee is acting as a private carrier, such
telephone enforcement conference should be as in the situation just descri"d, what regulations
adequate unices there are other significant are applicable? The regulati- , in 10 CFR Part
violations. 71 and the DOT regulations, t regulations in 10

CFR Part 20, or some combinanon of these?
3. De Notice of Violations can be issued without

prior notifications of IE Enforcement, but the 2- If it is assumed that a licensec acting as a private
Director of Enforcement should be inclujed on carrier must comply with the regulations in Part
the distribution. 20, does storage of licensed materiah in a h>cked

box that is physically secured to a truck constitute
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.207, EGM-82-05 adequate securing against unauthorind removal?

Subject codes: 3.4,12.7 Common and contract carriers are subject to DOT h
regulations but are exempt from NRC regulations, i

Applicability: All Private licensee carriers are subject to all DOT
regulations and 10 CFR Part 20. However, when
DOT and NRC have overlapping requirements, NRC

IIPPOS-IS4 PDR-9111220124 would not ordinarily take actions against the licensee
for a violation of Part 20 if the licensee was in

'ntle: Sekctice of Appropriate Enforcement Actkm compliance with the DOT tequrement. For example,
for Gamma Diagnastic Laboratorks, Inc. private c.4rricts are required to make a 20.402 report

_. for lost or stolen radioactive materiah (based on
- See the memorandum from D. H. Thompson to B. H. judgmental factors) no matter how the material is
Grier dated March 4,.1981, and the incoming request contained (see Interpretive Guides 20.402 and 20 402 -
from B. H. Grier dated January 16,1981. Under 10 Transportation in 10 CFR of the IE Manual). In this
CFR 71,1, a private carrier is subject to 10 CFR Part case, the licensee apparently did report the stolen
20. An unattended vehicle with the motor running in truck to kical police. They were not required to

-which licensed material in trattsport is stored in report the stolen truck to DOT (things reputalc w.
. locked containers, is not a reasonable effort to secure DOT are set forth in the second Interpretive Guide
material and does not meet the intent of 10 CFR listed above).
Section 20 20r7,

The intent of 10 CFR 20.207(a) is to secure material
from unauthorned removal of radioactive materich

?
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from any unrestricted area. The rule intentionally It came to NRC's attention that reactor facility
does not state how the material must be secured, only licenaces occasionally find it necessary to send a -
that it must be secutedi Under 20_207(a), the source mntaminated component to manufacturers or service
should be secured in such a way that it cannot (under companies for repair or cahbration. De,

reasonable circumstances) be removed, including manufacturers or senice mmpanies do not, in many
- removal of the containment in which the material is cases, have appropriate NRC or Agreement State
located, whether it be a small brick structure, vehicle, licenses authorizing renipt, possession, use and
or any other kind of containment. NRC believes a tiansfer of byproduct material nor do they have the
reasonable effort wouV have been to shut off the qualified personnel necessary to obtain such licenses.
motor and remove the keys. The shipment of these components by or to

unliansed persons has resulted in enforcement ac' ion
In the case at hand, by stealing the vehicle, the being taken against the persons shipping or receiving '

material was obviously also stolen, even though the the contaminated mmponents. Urgently needed *

material was secured to the truck. De fact is, the repairs and sersice have been delayed while the
truck was not reasonably secured. Clearly,if the truck concerned regulatory agencies attempic4 to resolve
theft had been successful, the ,ccurcd etainer could the problem.
have been breached. Therefore,in SRC's view,10
CFR 20.207 applies in this case and the licemec it is essential that appropriate licenses be held by the
should be cited but civil penalties should not be repair shop or the facihty licensec ir wrdance with

'

,

assessed (see EGM 81-08). Dere are no similar the guidance of this letter, prior to shipment of the
provisions to 20.207(a) arid (b) in DOT regulations, mntaminated comp (ment. Some NRC facility -

except for any carrier of pxplosives. licensees have obtained NRC or Agreement Staten
,

licenses, as apg.ropriate, authorizing possession and
'Although in this situation the license authorized use of components containing bypniduct material at
transport under 10 CFR Part 71,it must be noted that unspecified off site krations throughout the state in
Section 71 l(b) states "The packaging and transport which the facility is located. NRC sugges's this

- of these materials are also subject to other parts of option be considercd to avoid such problems.
this chapter .. * This means Chapter i of Title 10, org

~

in other words, it applies to other regulations in Appi; cations to NRC or to an Agreement State by ,

Chapter 1 including 10 CFR Part 20. NRC facility licensecs for such byproduct materials
licenses must be completely supported by necessary

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.207,10 CFR 71.1 information. This includes contract provisions to be
employed to demonstrate full licensee control of all

,

- Subject codes: 3.4, 3.7. 4.4, 12.17 related matters such as shipping procedures, health
phpics support personnel, health phpics procedures,

- Applicability * All training and experience, cleanup operations, and final
survey reports. In instances where full licensec
control of all matters relating to the contaminated

HPPOS132 PDR-9111210350 item while in the repair shop is not intended or
feasible, the repair shop must obtain the appropriate

'Utic: _lJcense Roquirement for Facilities Repairing license to permit the repair. If the licensee is able to
Contaminated Equipment . satisfy the requirements for a byproduct materials

license authorizing possession and use of his
See the letter from K. R. Goller to All Power Reactor contaminated materials at unspecified sites, he may,in
Licensees dated November 1,1977 When accordance with reciprocal NRC or Agreement State
contaminated equipment is transferred for repair or regulations, receive, possess, use and transfer such

- service, a license must be held by the service shop or contaminated components at unspecified off-site
the faciliy licensee prior to shipment Reactors in beations in other states.
Agreement States can apply to State, others to NRC

. for use of material at unspecified locations, if the facility is hxated in a non Agreement State, the
| NRC byproduct material license (issued pursuant to

10 CFR Part 30) wonld autMrne the possession and
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use of the contaminated component in other non. person may transfer licetac4 material to DOE or to
Agreement States. By Lotifying the appropriate persons working und(r contract to DOE. If on-site
Agreement State authority by letter, or if necessary by transfer is compicted, the NRC licensee has not '

. telephone, at least five dap prior to shipment of a delivered licerned matenal to a carrier for transport '

contaminated component, an NRC licensee authorized and 10 CFR 71.12 does not apply.
to possess and use components containing byproduct ;

; material at unspecified off site locations throughout a The expressed OELD opinion is that an NRC licemcc
non Agreement State can (pursuhnt to Agreement may tramfer byptoduct, source, or special nuclear-

State regulations similar to 10 CFR 150.20) obtain material or radioactive-contaminated fact'.ity
authorization to conduct the same activities within an components to DOE (or one of its duly authorized
Agreemeat Sate. representatives) pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR ,

_

30.41,10 CFR 40.51, and/or 10 CFR 70.42. If on sitej.
_ If the licensed facility is located in an Agreernent transfer to DOE was completed, the NRC licensee i

,
f

State, the facility licensee must obtain from . .e would no longer be in the position of delivering
'

Agreement State a license authorizing possession and * licensed material to the carrier for transport * under !

use of components containing byproduct material at the general license pronsions of 10 CFR 71.11 and 10
unspecified kications throughout that State. Under CFR 71.12 and the conditions precedent (e g., an
'he reciprocity provisions of 10 CFR 150.20 and simi- NRC-approved quality assurance program for shipping
lar provisions in other Agreement State regulations, packages) to the licensee's use of such a general
the licensee is permitted (for up to 180 days in any license would no longer be applicable.
calendar year) to conduct the same activitics in other
Agreement and non . Agreement States. If the Regulatory references: 10 CFR 71.11,10 CFR 7L12
shipment is to be made to a location in a non-
Agreement State, NRC Form 241 must be submitted Subject codes: 3.5, 12.13, 12.17
at least three days prior to shipment. Fct shipments

.

to locations in other Agreement States, apprpthte Applicabihty: A.: '

notification must be made. If the licensee conducts
the same activity for more than 180 dap n any
calendar year in any other staic than the one for HPPOS-142 PDR-91112 tam 1

.

which the license was issued, he must obtain another

! byproduct material license from the NRC or the *Dtle: Uccasing of Dial Painting Activitics by
Agreement State, as appropriate, authorizing him to Jewelen and Watch Repairers

( conduct such aethities in that State. ,

See the memorandum from T. F. Dorian to G. W.'

; Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.3,10 CFR 150.20 Kerr dated October 25,1976. It is an OELD opinion
that Agreement State licensees can manufacture

Subject codes: 3 5, 12.2, 12.9 exempt prodects but they must possess an NRC
license to distribute the exempt products.+

-Applicability: All'

NRC has retained the authority under 10 CFR >

150.15(a)(6) to li,;ense under 10 CFR 32.14 and
HPPOS-155 PDR-9111220128 30.15(a)(1) watch repairers and jewelers who strip

Title:
.

radium paint from dials and hands of watches and
_

. Transfer by an NRC Ucensee of Radioactive reapply tritium paint. Subsection 274c. of the Atomic
Material or of Radioactiwxontaminated Facility Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended, provides that
Components to the Department of Energy norwithstanding any agreement between the

Commission and any State, the Commission is
See the memorandem from L B. Higginbotham to. authori7co to require that 'the manufacturer,
G. H. Srni h dated October 1,1979, and the attached processor, or producer of any equipment, device,t
memorandum from G. H. Cunningham to R. F. commodity, or other pnxluct containing sourcc,'

Burnett and D. A. Nussbaumer dated August 22, byproduct, or special nuclear material shall not
1979. The memos express the OELD opinion that a

,
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- trartsfer pmsession or control of such product except Cnmmhsion licensing and regulatory requirements
. pursuant to a license issued by the Commission? under Parts 30 and 40, h not subject to the licensing !

and regulatory authority of an Agreement State even |

In issuing 10 CFR Part 150, which implemented - though the product is manufactured, processed, or
certain AEA provis;ons, the Commission exercised its produced pursuant to an Agreement State license.*

'
authority under AEA st:bsection 274c. by providing in De manufacturer of such products .n an Agreement
10 CFR 150.15(a)(6) that persons in Agreement State is subject to the Commission's regulatory |

'

States are not exempt from the Commhsion's authority with respect to transfer on any product
licensing requiremerits with respect to: "The transfer which has been so exempted from the Commission's
or possession or control by the manufactures,- licensing and regulatory requirements. The
processor, or producer of any equipment,. device, Commission has confined its regulation of the tran3fer i

commodity, or other product containing sourec, of exempt products to specifications for the products,
byproduct, or special nuclear material, intended for quality control procedure, requirements for testing,,

use by the general public? With tespect to the and labeling. The authority of Agreement States to i

meaning of " products intended for use by the general regulated any radiation haards that might arise
public,' the Statement of Considerations during manufacture of such products is not affected by
accompanying Part 150 read, in part, as follows: the amendment. Accordingly, dual regulation will
* Control over consumer type devices, such as continue to be amided? !

luminous watches, would be retained by the i

Commission? Watch repairers and jewelers engaged ei'her in
stripping radium paint from a watch and reapplying

On May 16,1%9, NRC amended 150.15(a)(6), and tritium paint or in repair or reconditioning a watch
the Statement of Considerations accompanying the and reapplying tritium paint, can be called processors i

'

amendment that read,in part, as follows: (sec, for example,10 LFR 32.22). This interpretation
matches portions in the Statement of Considerations

"In retaining regulatoty authority over transfer of of the amendment to 10 CFR 150.15(a)(6) quoted
products ' intended for use by the general public* the earlier.
Comrnission was sceling to maintain surveillance over
the safety of produw containing radioactive materials, Regulatory references: 10 CE: 150.15
without the imposition of regulatory controls, and to

L be able to assess the effect of the attendant Subject codes: 3.5, 12.2, 12.9
.

'
uncontrolled addition of these radioactive materiais to

!the ensironment? Applicability- Byproduct Material

"In view of the increasing difficulty in determining
whether or not such products are intended for use by llPPOS-136 PDR.91112103M
the general public, the Commission has adopted the

_

'

' . amendment of Part 150 set out below, which changes 'ntle: Letter Dated February 6, IW8 Regarding
.. 150.15(a)(6) by deleting the phrase ' product - Redistribution of Backlighted Dials'

,

intended for use by the general public' and substituted
the phrase ' product .4 whose subsequent possession, See the memorandum from J. R. Maples to G. W.
use, transfer and disposal by all other persons are Kerr dated May 31,1978. It is an OELD opinion that
exempted for licensing and regulatory requirements of an NRC distribution license is not needed to return to
the Commission under Parts 30 and 40 of this owners repaired watches containing the original
chapter." tritium sources. If the original tritium source is

, replaced with a new source, an NRC distribution
L "Under Part 150 as amended below the transfer or license is required.

possession or control by a manufacture, processor, or
producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or An OELD opinion was sought on the following

' other product containing byproduct material or source questions concerning the licensing requirements
raaterial whose subsequent possession, use, transfer, applicable to the repair and redistribution of watches
and disposal by all other person are exempted imm containing approximately 200 millicuries of tritium

,
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- enclosed in three glass vials. Rese watches are he preceding analysis and conclusions leave one
generally described as liquid crptal display (LCD) problem unresolved. If the manner in which the
watches back lighted by tritium activated luminous tritium source and/or tritium time module is inserted .
sources. %c tritiutu used in the luminous sources is into an LCD watch is significant from the radiological
byproduct material within the meaning of section lie health and safety standpoint, there would appear to be
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. no justifiable beis for distinguishing between repairs
OELD is of the opinion that under the Commission's that involve removal and reinsertion of the original
existing regulations these questions be answered as tritium source or tritium time module and repairs that
follows. involve replacement of the original tritium source or

tritium time module with a new tritium source or time
1 Are repair facilities required to have ar. NRC module. This concern raises the question of the

distribution license to return repaired watches propriety of treating any repairs of LCD watches
that contain the original tritium sources to the invobing the tritium source or tritium time module as
owners? exempt "uses' within the meaning of 10 CFR 30.19.

~

No. Since repaired watches containing original The propriety of authorizing distribution of these
tritium sources do not lose their status as exempt items as exempt from futther regulation in the face of
products under 10 CFR M19, an NRC distribution a safety evaluation that virtually calk for (i.e.,
license is not required to return these watches to the * anticipates *) certain repairs to be done by the
owners. manufacturer can also be questioned. How can

radiological health and safety be assured when the
2. Is an NRC distribution license required when the item (or its user) is exempt from reguiation? In the

. ,

(
original tritium source is replaced with a new absence of such assurance, how is the exemption
source and returned to the owner? justified? Perhaps a definitive health phpic analysis

may be needed to answer these questiorts, in any
Yes. When an LCD watch is repaired by replacing event. some further thought on this mat.er seems to
the original tritium soc.cc or tritium time module be called for.
with a new source or time module, the repairer must
obtain a specific NRC or Agreement State byproduct Regulatory references: 10 CW 3019,10 CFR 32.22,
material license authorizing the repair and a specific 10 CFR 150.15
NRC distribution license authorizing the return of the
. watch to the ownen Subject codes: 3_5, 3.6, 12.2, 12.9 |
3. Is it necessary for an individual offering repair Applicability: Byproduct Material

sersiccs on wtches containing 200 millicuries
tritium sources to be licensed by the NRC or an 1

Agreement State? HPPOS-189 PDR-9111210298

The answer depends on'the type of repair service Title: Transfer of Exempt Quantitics of By-product
offered. A pc' son performing repairs which do not Material from a Nucicar Power Plant
involve replacement of the original tritium source or
tritium time module is not required to be licensed. See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
That same person, however, must obtain a specific R. R. IMlamy (and others) dated July 15, 1987,
byproduct material license either from NRC or an Enclosed with this memorandum are two others: the

- Agreement State in order to preform repairs thrd first from L J. Cunningham to R. L Fonner dated
involve replacement of the origL ; tritium source or May 7,1987; and the second from R. L Fonner to
tritium time module with a new tritium source or time L J. Cunningham dated June 30,1987. These memos
module. Persons making such repairs are aho state that exempt quantities of byproduct material,
required to obtain an NRC distribution license pursuant to 10 CFR M18, can be transferred from a
authorizing the return of the repaired watches to their nuclear power plant to a non-licensed laboratory
owners. provided: the transfer must not be for waste disposal,

the transfer must not be for commercial distribution.
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and the material must not contain special nucMr or IIPPOS4N5 PDR.91 t l2101%
byproduct material other than that included in 10
CFR 30.71, Schedule B. lille: Distribution of Pralucts Irradiated in Research

Reactors
ne transfer of exempt quantities of byproduct j
material from a nuclear power plant to a non. licensee See the letter from F. J. Miraglia lo All Non. Power ;

is permissible, ptovided all of the following ge;cral Reactor Licensees dated June 25,19te. The letter
;

- conditions are met. states that irradiation of pin *ucts 'h a reactor is not i.

prohibited; however,10 CFR 30.14 prohibits the
1. The transfer meets all of the applicable introduction of b> product material into products for

requirements of 10 CFR Parts 20 71. distribution to unlicensed persons except per license
requirements contained in 10 CFR 32.11 or equivalent

2. De transfer meets all applicable radioactisc Agreement State regulations. Included with the letter
material transportation requirements of the U.S. is an NRC Policy Statement published in the Federal
Departnent of Transportation (49 CFR 1(G178) Register on March 16,1965 (30 FR 3462).
and the U.S. Postal Scrvice (39 CFR 124).

The NRR office had received inquiries concerning ,

3. The transfer does not violate any applicable state products irradiated la research reactors that were
regulations. sutsequently distributed to unlicensed persons. The

inquiries were related to the irradiation of gems,
in more specific terms, the transfer, purt.uant to 10 silicon chips, and other products.
CFR 30.18, must meet all of the following conditions:

ne NRC is concerned that thew products may
1. The transfer must not be for purposes of waste quire relatively long. lived induced radioactivity

disposal. when irradiated in a reactor. Although irradiation of
products in a reactor is not prohibited,10 CFR 30.14

2. The transfer must not be for purposes of prohibits introduction of byproduct material into a
commercial distribution, except in accordance with product for distribution to an unlicensed distributor,
a license issue 4 under 10 CFR 32.18 stating that unless the distributor has a specific license issued
the byproduct material may be transferred to pursuant to 10 CFR 32.11. Becauac Agreement States
persons exempt under 10 CFR 30.18 or equivalent do not issue this type of license, the NRC bas

,

Agreement State regulations [10 CFR 30.18(c) exclusive jurisdiction over reactors and distribution of
and (d)). radioactive consumer products. Licensecs are

responsible for assuring that distributors of any
3. The material transferred must not contain special product that has acquired induced radioactivity in

auclear material or byproduct material other than their reactor be licensed to distribute these products
'

that included in 10 CFR 30.71 Schedule B. The in accordance with to CFR 30.14(c) and 30.31. If
reactor licensee transferring exempt quantities of licensees directly distribute irradiated products to
byprodu *terial must provide reasonable unlicensed individuals, a new license mua. be obtained
assuran .a the material transferred does not to reflect this activity.
contain monuclides not included in 10 CFR
30.71 Schedule B. Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.14,10 CFR 32.11

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.18,10 CFR 30.71 Subject codes: 3.5, 3.8, 12.2

- Jubject codes: 3.5, 11.1, 12.10 Applicability: All

.-Applicability Reactor
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,

HPPOS203 PDR.9111210146 protect public health and safety from radiation ,
'huards,it would be absurd to determ:nc the

Titic: Transfer of Reactor Activated Materiah to protection of the public on the basis of whether a ,

Persons Exempt charge was made for a quantity of byproduct material. -

Derefore, the distribution is a * commercial
See the memorandum from S. A. Treby to V. L distribution * and must be licensed pursuant to 10
Miller dated July 21,1988. De distribution of CFR 30.18(d) and 10 CFR 32.18.
irrediated electronic components from neutron
activation must be licensed under 10 CFR 32.11. In Regulatory references: 10 CFR 32.11,10 CFR 30.14,
eddition, and in a different context, the commercial 10 CFR 30.18
transfer of products does not necessarily mean the

,

transfer of money between supplier and consumer, Subject codes: 3.5, 11.1, 11 3

Ouidance was sought on whether a possession or Applicability All
distribution license under 10 CFR 3? was required for
two separate situations, ne first situation involved
the irradiation of electronic components for the llPPOS-131 PDR-911121(B47
purpose of determining their * hardness * against
radiation exposure. The irradiation of these various Th. ' a LJconse is Required for a Person to Re-
components would result in induced radioacthity, cd acmpt Quantity Ityproduct Material

The NRC stated that they had previously addressed Scc the letter from T. F. Dorian to P. F. Gustafson
the issue of induced radiation in another context (sec (Illinois Department of Nuclear safety) dated July 30,
HPPOS-095, " Distribution of Products Irradiated in 1982. It is an OELD opinion that a person does not
Resec.ch Reactors *). From that issue, the term need a license to pmsess an er:cmpt quantity of
' introduction * was interpreted as encompassing not byproduct material even it it was received from a
only the introduction of byproduct material into person not licensed under 10 CFR 32.18 to distribute.
anather product, but the acthation of material within Rete are no restrictions on subsequent transfer,
a product or material and transforming it into execpt as provided in 10 CFR 30.18(e) and (dj.
byproduct material. Therefore,if the act'vated
material withip ' t electronic device being irradiated Prior to answering two specific questions,10 CFR
is in exempt conentrations,it may be possessed and Sections 30.14 and 30.18 were explained. Section
transferred pursuant to the exemption pirwided under M.14, * Exempt Concentrations,* is divided into four
10 CFR 30.14. But, the irradiator introducing the ,aragraphs. Paragraph (a) exempts persons from
byptoduct material must be licensed pursuant to 10 NRC regulations if they receive, possess, use, transfer,
CFR 32.11 if the materialis to be transferred to an own, or acquire products or materials that have less
exempt person under 10 CFR 30.14. than the concentrations of byproduct materiallisted in

10 CFR 3030, " Schedule A - Exempt Concentrations."
De second situation in which guidance was sought Paragraph (b) states that 10 CFR 30.14 does not
involved the distribution of a small number of exempt authorize the import of byproduct material or

. quantity " check sources' by un X. ray equipment products containing byproduct material. Paragraph
manufacturer, in this context, the manufacturer takes (c) exempts from NRC regulations a manufacturer,
the position that because it distributes the sources to processor, or produccr in an Agreement Sta e of a
its customers for *frec* (without monetary cnarge), bc - product or material containing byproduct material if
is not commercially distributing tbem. that material is less than the concentrations listed in

10 CFR 3030 and if it is introduced into the product
The manufacturer is interpreting the term or material by a specific licensee of the NRC or an
" commercial distribution' in a limited manner. De Agreement State that expressly authorizes the
NRC views the meaning of " commercial distribution * introduction. This exemption does not apply to the

. as the introduction of a material into the market transfer of byproduct material in foods, beverages,
place, whether or not a charge is assessed for that etc., used by people. Paragraph (d) specifies that a

,

distribution. Because the NRC is mandated to person who wants to introduce byproduct materia!
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into a product or material that is to be transferred to Facility B provided that it does not transfer the
'

- a person exempted under Pa.agraph (a) or under material as part of s commercial distribution under
equivalent Agreement State regulations can do so only the prosisions of 10 CFR 30.18(c) and (d) or does not
under a license issued by the NRC under 10 CFR have reason to bellesc Facility B will transfer the
32.11 or under the general license provided in 10 CFR material for purposes of commercial distribution to.

15a20. person exempt under 10 CFR 30.18 or equivalent
Agreement State regulations, nerefore, Facility A

10 CFR Section 30.18,' Exempt Quantities,' is also may transfer the raaterial provided it is an exempt
divided into four paragraphs. Paragraph (a) exempts quantity and that paragraphs (c) and (d) of 10 CFR
persons from the Commission's regulations if they 30.18 do not apply,
receive, possess, use, transfer, own, or acquire
byproduct material in individual quantities, each of Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.14,10 CFR 30.18, '

which does not exceed that listed in 10 CFR 3a71, 10 CFR 30.71
' Schedule B.' Paragraph (b) exempts from licensing
persons who received byproduct material before Subject codes: 3.5, 3 A
September 15,1971, under a general license provided
in 10 CFR 31.4. Paragraph (c) states that to CFR Applicability: All
30.18 does not authorize for ' commercial distribution'
the prodoulon, packaging, repackaging, or transfer of
byproduct material or the incorporation of byproduct HPPOS-137 PDR-91 M210369 :

material into products intended for commercial
distribution. Paragraph (d) specifies that a person can Tide: 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9): Altuaft at "Partkular
transfer byproduct material for commercial Imcation*.

_

distribution in the quantities listed in 10 CFR 30.71
only in accordance with a license issued under 10 See the memorandum from J. R. Wolf m N. Bassin

'

CFR 32.18. ' dated March 13,1979. This OELD opinion states
that ut.Jer 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9)(1), transfers to general

The first question concerned whether a facility must licensees are permitted under the provision only if
have a license to possess a quantity of radioactive 'the device remains in use at a particular k> cation? '

material less than the exempt quantity as stated in 10 An acceptable interpretation of this language is that a
CFR 30.71. NRC stated that a facility does not need specific airplane should be regarded as a 'particular
a specific license to possess an exempt quantity of location.' '

_

byproduct material provided it does not plan on
possession for the purposes outlined in 10 CFR The basis for this opinion is that the 'particular
30.18(c) and.(d). The facility does not need location' requirement appears in the regulations "to
documentation that the byproduct material was _ achieve a workable system for identifying users under
received from a person licensed under 10 CFR 30.18. the general license" (Statement of Considerations,
in addition, exempt material may be transferred from 39 F.R. 43531, December 16,1974). Because of the
a facility that possessed the material as an exempt documentation requirements applicable to aircraft.

- quantity and the facility is not responsible for transfers between the manufacturing company and an
providing labeling; a requirement pl.ced on the airline, or between subsequent parties in possession

_

manufacturer r,s specified in 10 CFR 32.19. should in no way impair the Commission's ability to
identify the users. In addition, a repot( to the

De second question concerned whether a licensec Commission wi;l be required under the second
(Facility A), who had bought an exempt quantity of sentence of 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9)(i).
radk) activity material from the manufacturer, can give
the radioactive material to Facility B. (As examples, Regulatory referenco: 10 CFR 31.5
Facility B is not licensed for the possession of any .

'

radioactive material, or Facility B does possess a Subject codes: 3.5,32
radioactive material license, but it is not licensed for

.this radioactive material.) In reply, NRC stated that Applicability: Byproduct Material
Facility A may give an exempt quantity of material to

|
'
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I
- ILPPOS124 - PDR-9111210287 blood pool imager, will also define the rate of bhul

flaw depending on the presence of embolistus in the
'Iltic: Regarding Transfer of Control of n venes system being imaged. Such embolisms could
Corporation lionding NRC Uccascos include bkiod clots in the veins. Venous imaging is

usually necessary to evaluate the outcome of lung
See the letter from V, L Miller to A. C. Myer* scans and are commonly used in conjunction with
(Attorney at Law) dated March 24,1981. ~ NRC lung scans.
approval for transfer of control of a corporation,
which owns subsidiaries with NRC licenses, is not if a licensee administers a radiopharmaceutical for a
required if (1) the name of the licensee does not license.authorind procedure, he may conduct any
change, and (2) the personnel actually invohed in number of addition:1 procedures whether they are -

licensed operations are not substantially changed. authorized or not provided that additional
admit Wrations are not performed for purposes of the

Onidance was sought concerning NRC policy unauthorized procedure (although additional
*regarding trrnsfer of control of a corporation that administratiam may be needed for the authorized

owns two subsidiaries holding NRC source matenal procedure). The basis for the aime is that once a
licentes. NRC approval would not be required on dose is administered to a patient for a procedure that
such a transfer, provided that (1) the name of the is authorized, no additional harm from radioactive
licensee does not change, and (2) the personnel materiah can result to the patient during the conduct ,

ectually involved in the day to-day licensed operations of other medical procedures. Of course, adtninistering
are not substantially changed. Otherwise, an a dose solely for an unauthortred procedure is in
application for license amendment should tw

_

noncompliance with NRC regulatory requirements,
submitted by the subsidiary for NRC review. Also, a '

license amendment must be applied for if expansion The above interpretation has the concurrence of
or rek) cation of tbc places of use of radioactive OELD and DBER,

material are planned.
Regulatory references: License Coaditions

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.34,10 CFR 40.46,
10 CFR 70.36 Subject codes: 3.8

Subject codes: 3.8, 12.19 Applicability: Dyproduct Material

Applicability: Byproduct Material
HPPOS 176 PDR-9111210268

HPPOS-156 PDR-9111220130 Title: Authority to Penallic Willful False Exposure of
Personnel Monitoring Devim and Other floasts

"

Titic: ' Resurrection Ilospital, Oticago, Illinois -
Apparent Unauthorind Use of Byproduct Material Soc ine memorandum from J. Lieberman to J. R.

Metzger dated August 26,1980, and the incoming
See the memorandum from L. B. Cunningham to request from J. P. Stohr dated May 7,1980. It is an
J. M. Allan dated August 14,1975. If a licensec OELD opinion that using licensed materials for

.

administeni a radiopharmaceutical for an authorbed malicious purposes or obtaining filse dosimeter
procedure, he may conduct additional unauthorized readings is not authorized by licenses. A pers<m who
procedures, provided that additional administrations does so is conducting activitics without a license.'

are not given. Depending on the circumstances,such a person could
be subject to enforcement sanctions.

- An interpretation of what constitutes a s < aogram in
nuclear medicine was sought A venogratn is defined Region 11 pointed out the apparent deliberate
as blood vein imaging that i.scludes both blood pool exposure of five pers(mnci dosimeter devices (film
imaging and blood flow studies. For all practical 5adges) at Whutaker Memorial Hospital to between
purimes, these two studies are inseparable; ; hat is, 3 and 71 rem as representative of false alarms and
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-

hoaxes that have exercised lleensees, NRC Regional 2.5 ACCESS CUf4 TROL
Offices, and State Agencies with increasing frequency
in recent years. This results in the dilution of safety

|

programs and the waste and misdirection of limited HPPO M14 PDR 9111210110 !

resources. The question imulves NRC authority to I

penallic this type of behavior. Title: Anxss Control to Iligh Radiation Areas - _ i

lt is an OELD opinion that a person conducting
activities without a license is in violation of the See the memoranduat from L B. Ihgginbotham to
Atomic Energ Act. A person as used here could -J. T. Sutherland dated March 8,1979. A licensee may
mean a licensec, employee, etc. It must not be establish controls at locations beyond the immediate
construed that licensees should always be cited for boundaries of a liigh Radiation Area to take
something an employee does in the way of hoaxes, advantage of natural or existing boundaries._

where the licensee has no control and no regulatory
reciuirement exists. Of course, this should be lleadquarters reviewed a citation made for conditions
determined on a case by-case basis.1

at Turkey Point and the licensect written objection to
the citation. This citation was against 5e technical '

One case mentioned by OELD involved two spectfication that requires each High Radiation Area
employees damaging some fuel bundles with corrosrve in which the intensity of radiation is greater than
material. Some 68 allegations were made and an IM) mreer to be provided with kicked doors._1he
investigation showed none of them to be valid. An - citation identified the regenerative heat exchangers .

extensive search of the Atomic Energy Act tn OELD and reactor cavity filters, that were both within
indicated that the licensee could not be found in containment, as creating High Radiation Areas.
violation o the Act because of what the employeesr

had done. In this case, the licenxe pressed charges lhe licensee responded that they did not believe the
and the employee, were found guilty and sentenced to conditions cited constituted an item of
jail terms. noncompliance. They stated that reactor amtainment

was identified as a High Radiation Area,it was
Hoaxes, willful false dosimeter exposures, or other maintained locked except when access was required,
similar events should be brought to the attention of and personnel access wm controlled in accordance
HQ. It rnay be that the licensee was at fault, such as

with 10 CFR 20.203(c)(2)(iii) when the door was notfailure to follow approved security measures, if an locked. A security guard was positioned near the
- employee commits an offense against the licensee, containment air h>ck for recording dosimeter numbers
- there may be something NRC can do depending on and readings up(m entry and exit of individuals into !

the circumstances, but it is doubtful. The most likely and out of containmenti and the two above
course of action would be for the licensee to dismiss components within containment were barricaded and,

the employee or to ask for kical police assistance and posted as liigh Radiation Areas.
press charges if the licensee desires.

The interpretation of present NRC regulations and
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.3

STS requirements is that a licensee may establish
controls to take advantage of natural or existing

Subject codes: 3.8 barriers This means that one locked door, or one
ccmtrol point, where positive control over personnel-Applicability: All entry is exercised, may be utilized to establish controls

over multiple High Radiation Areas. Although the
regulaticns refer to "cach' High Radiation Area, they
do not preclude the impleinentation of controls over a a

broader area that encewpasses one or more fligh
Radiation Areas. NRC recognizes that there are
limitations to the application of this " broad area
c(mtrol* cxmcept; however, these limitations are rather
subjective and must be evaluated in terms of the 3
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degree of access control necessary in light of the Re aatory references: 10 CFR 20.203, Technical
magnitude of radiation fields, accessibility to the Spedfications
rediation fields, and other administrative or phpical

'

controls utilized wjt)d!! the * broader area.' Subject codes: 4.1,4.6.

,

Under the current STS there are no provisions that Applicability: Reactors
substitute for 20 203(c)(2)(iii). Therefore, when entry

'

is necessary, the control specifico in 20.203(c)(2)(iii)
must be imposed. However, the positive control HPPOS-015 PDR-91t l210114 ;

_ required for 20.203(c)(2)(iii)is not defined. Since the
STS does spell out specific controls for High 'lltle: Safesy Evaluation of the Progued Yankee
Radiation Areas (i.e, posting, barricading, RWP, and Atomic Power Company's Modifiation of their -
instrumentri), these controls ran be used as a Technical Specifications Relating to liigh Radiatkm
reasonable guide for the 'posiths control * that must - Areas.
oc implemented in addition to prosiding access
control which serves as a substitute for the lockco See the memorandum from D. G. Eisenhut to K. R.
door. Gotter, dated March 16,1977. Enclosures with the

document provided the basis for revised Technical
For situations where a reactor containment structure Specifications relevant to entry into high radiation
is designated as a High Radiation Arca (>1,000 areas. These allow entry controlled by RWP and

.

'

mr/hr), actcss control may be stablished at the access radiation monitoring, alarming dosimeter, or health
hatch for periods when personnel entries are physics qualified individual. (It should be noted that
necessary. The degree of access control may vary new Technical Specifications clarify the requirements
based on how and where the other controls are for high radiation areas in containment.)
implemented. For example,if the Highladiation

'

Areas (>1,000 mr/hr) within containment are readily Enclosure 2 states that in lieu of the " control desice'
recognizable (e.g., posted and barricaded),less or alarm signal required by paragraph 10 CFR
stringent access control is required at the hatch than 20.20)(c)(2), each high radiatien area in which the
if the individual High Radiation Areas are not posted intensity of radiation is between 100 and 1000
and barricaded. Also, if personnel are likely to enter mrem! hour be barricaded and conspicuously posted as
radiation fields of 100 to 1,000 mr/hr while in a high rafition area and entrance controlled by
containment, the requirement for providing requiring issuance of a Radiation Work Permit
indh'iduals with a rnonitoring desice that continuously (RWP). Any indhidual or group of individuals
indicates dose rate must be imposed at the access permitted to enter these areas must be provided with'

- hatch. one or more of the following:

Based on our evaluation of the situation at Turkey 1. A radiation monitoring device that continuously
Point, NRC does not support the Region 11 citation. indicates the radiation dose rate in the area.
Although the Region appears to have had some
concerns about the adequacy of the positive control 2. A radiation monitoring device that continuously
exercised over personnel access to and aethities within integrates the radiation dose rate in the area and
containment, this aspect was not adequately developed alarms when a preset integrated dose is received.
and the specific citation did not renect this concern. Entry into high radiation areas with this type of.
In light of the licensce's positive response concerning monitoring device may be mada only after the
the control of radiation exposure to their workers and dose rate levels in the area have been established
the corrective action that will be taken, NRC sees no and personnel have been made knowledgeable of
benefit in pursuing the adequacy of the licensce's them.
access control at this time. There is a need to clarify

;

i- some aspects of tbc SU requirements and discussion 3. A health physics qualified indn1 dual (i.e.,
has already been initiated a., a preliminary effort to qualified in radiation protection procedures) with
obtain a change to the SE. a r diation dose rate monitoring device and who

is responsible for providing positive control over
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i

the acthitles within the area and performs Subject codes: 1,7, 4.1, 7.1
periot radiation surveillance at the frequency ,

specified in the RWP ar>d established by the Plant Applicability: Reactors
licalth Phpicist. >,

t

licalth ! mics personnel are exempt frem PWP llPPOS-237 PDR.91112|l MM
issuance quirements during the perictmance of their
nsigned radiation protection duties, providing they Htic: Rcs ust for Comments on Resjonses to
are following plant radiation protection procedurcs Daerme Qucstkms on Iliph Radiatkin Area Controls
for catty into high radiation areas.

See the memorandum from J. Wigginton to W. J.
The above procedures also apply to each high Pasciak (and others) dated June 21,1989. Thh memo
radiation arca in which the intensity of radiation h provides guidance on the tcmporary use of lead
greater than 1000 miemehr. To prevent unauthorized shielding as a long. term solution in reducing radiation
entry into high radiation areas, locked doors with the levels and states that magnetic computer cards meet
hp maintained under the administrative cimtrol of the kxking requirements of to CFR 203(c)(2)liL
the on-duty shift supervisor and/or the Plant licalth

;
Physicist must be provided. De NRc was asked to provide guidance to a licernee

concerning implernentation of 10 CFR Part 20 and '

IndMduah are mnsidered qualified in radiation Technical Speciflatfora (Adminhtration Section 6) ,

protection procedure * when they are certifkd as requirements for high radiation area controls, he
capable of successfuby accomplishing the following hecnsee had questtora amecrning IE!Na79 that "

actMties as required by federal regulations, license alerted lleensecs to severa' lastances where plants had
1

ccmditions, and facility procedures perJining to not properly controlled areas having greater than ;
radiation protection: 10lX) mR/hr (improper me of the ' flashing light"

option). Spedrically, the licensee asked whether
1. Conducting and evaluating special and routine temporary shielding may be used as a long. term ;

indiation, contamination and airbornc solution in reducing radiation levels below ifKK)
'

radioacthity wurvep. mR/hr (to avoid locking an area >lfxx) mRtt). De
licensec abo requvsted guidance concerning the use of

2. Establishing protective barricts and posting a computer card (magnetic card) used in Ikn of a
appropriate radiological signs. clauical, phycai key lock to meet thu hdin/

requirements of 10 CFR 20.203(c)(2)ill.
3. Establishing a means of limiting exposure rates

and accumulated radiation doses, including the TI,e i!RC stated that other techniques to reduce'
use of protective clothing and respiratory saurce t>*m should Iv: med (c g., chemical dectm,
protection equipment. permmut shielding); however, as long as reasonable

progress is made toward the long. term lix (and an
4. Performing operability checks of radiation effective sptem to preclude unauthorized removal of

- mon! tors and survey meters. temporary shielding crbts) 'he judicious use of.

_

'emporary shielding coutd bc justified on an interim
5. Retommending appropriate immediate actions in % sis. In general the radiation source ingrowth rate.

the t.went of a radiological problem, and whoulj allow fed prudent and time |y compensatory
_ performing necessary acthities until the arrival of wbn to svoid frequem use of temporary shielding;
health physics personnel. Im this purpose.

6. Conducting other routir : adiological duties as An access c<mtrol splem governed by computer mag.
required on bukshifts or wkends, carch is acceptable and meets the STS and 10 CFR

20.203(c)(2)lii requirements for hxking high radiation
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.203, Technical areas pursuant to the security requirements of 10
Specificatloas CFR 73 [ Physical Protection of Planu and Material, *

Paragraph 73.2(m)).110 wever, the licensec must

1
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maintain positive cuntrol over each entry and satisfy llPPOS-245 PDR-911123U12
all other existing entry and surveillance requirements
for high radiation areas. Title: Acms Controls for Spent i uct Storage Pools

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.203, Technical See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to
Specifications J. IL Joyner dated November 9,19'Ak 'this inemo

provides guidance comtrning the 'estabibhment of
Subject codes: 4.1,5.3 locked high radiation areas' Radioactive materiah

that could result in dose rates greater than 10b0
Applicability: Reactors miem!hr are stored under water in a spent fuel

storage (S15) pol. 'these radioactive materials arc
sometimes contained in buckets hung from tallings

llPPOSr416 PDR 9111210ll6 arourd the SPS pool, it is assumed that when the
_

materials arc stored in the pool, the dase rates above
Title: Applicability of Aars Controls for Spent the pel in the vicinity of the stored maierials are less
FuctPook. than 1(O mrem'hr.

See the memorandum from L B. liiggintotham to llPPOS416 states that because of the inaccessibility
A. B. Davis dated July 9,1980. Spent fuel pool areas to per'.onnel of the area in which radioactive materiah
are not high radiation areas due to inaccessibility of are stored (under water),515 pools are not

- highly radioactive materials stored in the pool. If n - considered to be high radiation areas and therefore
diver enters the pool or upon movement of highly the requirements of 10 CFR 20.203(c)(2) do not
radioactive materials stored in the pool, then proper apply, llPPOSol6 also states that when a diver

- health phpics controls must be instituted. enters the pool or upm movement of highly
radioactive materials stored in the pool, proper health

A review was made of the applicability of 10 CFR physics controls must be instituted. Mosement of
20.203(c)(2) to spent fuel pools. Materials in spent radioactive material stored in the pml has the
fuel pools that could cause an individual to receive a potential to create a high radiation arca around the
dose equivalent to the total taly in excus of 100 pool; however, a high radiation arca is not created
mrem in one hour are normally ten or more feet until movement of the nitterial actually results in a
below the surface of the pool. Under these radiation level, in an area th.i n aucssible to.

conditions, spent fuel-pool areas are not high personnel, that could rewit in a dose in excess of 1(U ,

radia' ion areas due to their inacccasibility to mrem in any one hour. Therefore, the relative
personnel performing 'above pool surface duties', and accessibility of radioactive material stored in buckets
therefore, the requirements of 10 CFR 20.203(c)(2) hung from railings arc,und the pool is not applicable
do not apply. to the requirements of 10 CA 20.203(c)(2).

Ilowever, when a diver enters the pool to perform IE Information Notice %33, dated May 9. lWO,
'under pool surface dutics' or upon movcinent of provides suggestions for radiological control
highly radioactive materials stored in the pool, proper considerations that can help minknite the pnsibility
health physics controls must be instituted. See IE of unexpected exposure from radiation sources in SI5
Information Notice No. 83 31 dated July 23,1982 pools. The suggestions include: ' Measures to ensure
(llPPOS-002). that highly radioactive objects stored under water at

one end of a line whose other end h secured atmve
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.203, Technical the surface of the pel are not unexpectedly pulled to
Specifications the surface ' Such measures may include locking

mechanisms that prevent inadvertent and
Subject codes: 4.1 unauthorized withdrawal of such sources. This

practice is not a regulatory requirement; however, the
Applicability: Reactors requirements of 10 CFR 19.12,' Instructions to

Workers' apply. Workers in SFS pool areas must 'bc
kept informed of the storage, transfer, or use of
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:
,

radioactive materiah' stored in the pol and must be 3. An indhidual qualified in radiation protection
instructed in ' precautions or proadures to minimin procedures with a radiation dose rate monitoring !

exposurc' that may result from this method of storage. device, who is respomlble for prosiding posithc |
1 Appropriate formal training and pating of signs that mntrol over activities within the area and shall

warn of the harards of source withdrawal are among perform perkxtic radiation surveillance at the ;

; the ways to meet thh requirement. frequeng spectfled by the Radiation Protation .

Muager in she RWP. ,

Regulatory references: 10 CIH 19.12,10 CIM 20.203,
IE.lN90-33 Only provision (3) of S'f 3 fol2.1 h causing problems

,

for Region !!. In part, * . Region 11 interprets
Subject axles: 4.1 positive mntrol as continu.d vbual mntact between

the acmmpanying flP Tnh and those workers . .'
Applicability: Reactors The position to require continual, visual contact by

the ifP Tech is inconshtent with the specification To >

require 'cye.balP awetage for mh and every tast
ilPPOS&H PDR.9111210154 petform(d within a high radiation area poca contrary

to the intent of the $~M to alkiw licensec management
Titic: Ratponse to Regkm Il Interpretatkm for personnel to exerche their professional judgement in i

Control of liigh Radiatk>e Areas deciding what level of IlP coverage is necded. This
devel covers a broad spectrum, ranging frorn a single

See the memorandum from E. L Jordan to J. A. thit to the wurk area (spit check of radiation
Ohhlmkl dated November 7,1983. For Standard conditiom, compliance to RWP, etc.) up to umiinual,
Technical Specification 6.12.l(c) regarding presence of line-of. sight coverar (of those jobs with high,

an 11P Tech with a work party in a high radiation p icntial for drastit,iast changing radiological
'

-

field, continuous ' eye-ball' mverage is not required. conCtions).
One hundred percent coverage of an llP Tec5 for all
high radiation work is munter 10 AIARA Several negative outcomes could result from the
requirements. suggested *umiinual coverige' interpretation.

Licensecs, siewing it as an onerous choice, would t

IE was requested to re icw a Region 11 interpretation probably be rnore apt to select 'wolker.scif coverage'
of ST5 Section 6.12.1,"High Radiation Control.' In options (1) and (2). By increasing their reliance on
addition, IE v/as requested to cumult with NRR and these non.11P mverages, IE believes the overall
psovide inspection and enforcement guidance, After quality of radiological protection provided to workers
review of the position with NRR, IE cannot support - would decrease. Going in the other direction, another
the STS interpretation because it is inmnsistent with problem could be increasing the logistics / manpower
the intent of the specification. burden. To provide 100 percent job mverage for j!)]

high radiation area work may well be beyond the
A typical STS Section 6.12.1 states that any indhidual licemec's resource capability. The additional burden
or group of indhiduah permitted to enter such areas of increased radiation exposures to 11P Techs would
will be provided with or acenmpanied by one or more be counter to ALARA principics, and again could
of the following: strain the finite resource put of qualified lip Tccht

1. A radiation monitoring doice which continuously Additionally, care must be taken not to mix genuine
indicates the radiation dose rate in the area, or AIARA concerns and STS 6.12.1 requirements. As,

an option for the high radiation amtrol requirements
2. A radiation monitoring device whkh continuously of 10 CIM 20.203(c)(2), the specification's basic

-integrates the radiation dose rates in the a:ca and purpose is to require lkensees to maintain positive
alarms when a preset integrated dose is teccived. controls over entries / work activitics in high radiation

_

Entry into such arcas with this monitoring desice areas. Thus, the primary focus and objecthc of the
may be made after the dose rate levels in the area inspection program in thh STS 6.12.1 area should be
hau been established and personnel have 'ocen directed toward ensuring that the licensee? positive
made knowledgeable of them, or controls program adequately minimizes the pouibility

|
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of excesive czposures. Voluntary ALARA Regulatory references: 10 Cllt 20 203, Technical
mmmitments made by the licensecs for external Specificailons
exposure reduction should form the basis for ALARA i

inspection and enforcement methities, not S'I3 6.12.1, Subject mies: 4.1
,

Regulatory referernes: 10 CFR 20.203, Technical Applicability: Reactors !*

Specifications ;
i

Subject codes: 4.1,3.5 llPPOS.234 PDR 911121(G45
,

ApplicablUly: Reactors Whe: Anus Conuul to liigh Radiatkm Arcas at ,

Nudcar Poect Plants '

ilPPOS.lHO PDR.91 tl2102K2 Sec the memorandum from L 1 Cunningham to
J. fl. Joyner (and others) dsted August 2,1Wl. A

Titic: Applicability of 10 CIR 20.203(c) to Plants . st.:p-off pad (SOP) at the ancss point to a high
With Standard Technical Spedficadons 6.12 radiation aru Les not constitute u barricade as ,

required by Technical Specifications.
Sec the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to

.

,

R. R. Bellamy (and others) dated May 9,1W). The hht Technical Specifications, in Section 6.12,'lligh
'

high radiation area access control Terhnical Radiation Area,' requite thst each arca in which the
. Specifications (SW 6.12) provide an asternate wntrol dosc rate h between 100 and 1000 mrem /hr be

method 'in lieu of the control device' |203(c)(2)(i)) or * barricaded and etmspicuously postat as a high
* alarm signal * [203(c)(2)(ll)). This TS does not radiadon area -..' A Region 1 licensee imtituted a
supersede the other provklons in 10 CFR 20.203(c). policy in which the '5arrhade' comists of a SOP at

the access to the high radiation area. The area h
issues have come up regarding the applicability of 10 toped off and posted but the entry at the SOP is not
CFR 20.203(c) for licensecs with liigh Radiation Area roped off. The llecmce maintained that Ibc SOP
Access Technical Specifications. In two cases, satistles the barricading requiremem in Technical
licensecs have requested unnecessary % changes to Specifications. Thh polig is used only in situations
alkw direct surveillance to prevent unauthorized where ,he area is a wnlamination arca as well as a
entries into high radiation areas of less than 30 day high radiation area.
duration (instead of locking them) in accordance with
20.203(c)(4), in a third case, questions on whether it Technicci Specifications with this barricade and
was allowable for a licensee to provide remote posting requirement provide a method for control of
survcillance through a video camera for positive high radialian areas that is an alternative to the
access control of an unk>cked area since it was not in method specified in 10 CFR 20.203(c)(2). Although
their Technical Specifications were asked. not explicitly stated, these controh are designed to

prevent inadvertent entry into the area. Controh ,

. In all three cases, the licensecs and the inspectors specified in Technical Specifications must achieve the
invched expressed confusion over the relatiomhip of same basic aim, namely prevention of inadvertent
the High Radiation Technical Specifications and entry, but in a different manner from that specified in
20.203(c). De High Raalation Arca Access C(mtrol Part 20. The didererne is to allow for the different
Technical Specifications (STS 6.12) provide an nature of the sources at nuclear power plants u well
alternate control method "in lieu of the contrci as the different adminntrathe controb and training
device" |203(c)(2)(1)) or ' alarm sign 91* |203(c)(2)(ii)). found at such facilities.
Thh T5 does not supersede the other provisiore in
20.203(c) and, it does not preclude a licensee from inadvertent entry b interpreted in this context to
locking a fligh Radiation Area (<1000 mR/ht) and mean entry by an individual who is not paying suffi.
controlling access pursuant to 20,203(c)(2)(iii), cient attec. tion to postings and who may walk into the

high radiation area unless his or her attention is
drawn to these postings. The assumption h that if an
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indhidual's attention is drawn to the postings, that De Part 20 definition of the whole t=xty as specified
indiidual will recogntic their implications and take in 10 CFR 20.101(b)(3) includes the head and trunk;
appropriate action. A barricah is one mechanhm to acthe bhxxl forming organs; lem of the eyes; or

| accontpluh this purpose. De dictionary defines a gonads. Whether these beams are narrow or not,if
;

barricade as 'any barrier that obstructs pauage? A - they muld possibly expow the lem of the eyes, the !
1 SOP is not a barrier to mmement into the area and gonads or any other major portion of the head and ,

therefore does not qualify as a barricade required by trunk or active bkxxl forming organs, then the bearm
'

Te(bnical Specifications. Implicit in the requirement must be controlled as high radiation areas. He
for the barricade is that the barricade can be partiaHy resised Part 20, which goes into effect January 1 ;

taken down for perkids of acccu. nh is acceptable IW3, will support this position, and will further clarify ;

as long as the access point h attended by an indhidual it by solding the term *the major portion of the !
who will prevent inadvertent /authorlied access to the whole b(x!y,' when defining a high radiation area. r
high radiation area

Pursuant to 10 CFR 20.203(c)(5),if the stated
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20203, Tec*.nical alternatives of 10 CFR 20.203(c)(2) and (4) are not

; 5pecifications feasible, a licensec may apply to the Commission for
approval of meth(xis not included in paragraphs (c)(2)

Subject ctxtes: 4.1, A6 and (4) of this section for controlling acccas to high .

radiation areas, if a licensee chooses 20203 (c)(2)(ill)
Applicab!!ity: Reactors es the control option, positive entry control is

required. Methods of positive entry control may
;

include, but are not limited to, the following:
IIPPOS21 PDR.91112Hn49

All entries into high radiation areas are mntrolled
'ntle: llcalth Phpics Pordtion on the Controlling of by requiring luuance of a Radiation Work Permit
Beam Ports, %ermal Columns, and Flux 'iYaps as (RWP) or a work procedure. His ctmirolling ;

liigh Radiation Areas permit or procedure contains any special
instructions and the requirements for entry into

See !he memorandum from 1.1 Cunningham to the high radiation area, which may include: apre-,_

111. Joper (and others) dated May 31, IWI. %c briefing on the actions to be performed, a resiew
narrow radiation bearns from beam ports, thermal of current radiation surveys, the requirements of a
columns and flux traps at reactor facilities may expose film badge or 'llD, and a pocket ionization
major portions of the head and trunk, and therefore, chamber or extremity dosimeters, signs and
must be controlled as high radiation areas, barriers to avoid contact with the beam, and

directions not to alter any shielding or experiment
This memo clarified the NRC staff position that the without health phpics supervision.
subject areas must be controlled as high radiation

areas. A number of Notices of Violation (NOV) Due to the nature of the potential harards involved,
concerning the posting and control requirements of 10 all facilities having these types of radiation beams
CFR 20.201 and 20.203 at research and test reactors need to control these areas as high radiation areas,
have occurred. nese licere.ces were not properly liowever, given the diverse nature of reactor types and !

controlling high radiation areas, speci0cally those experimental *:enfigurations in the nonpower teactor
invohing beam ports, community, we could expect these licensecs to

implement a wide variety of practices and controls to
The argument is made by licennes that the radiation satisfy the regulatory requirement for positive entry
streaming from these beam ports will not cause an control.
exposure to the whole body. These licensees have

- taken the position that narrow beams don't meet the his llcalth Physics Position has been reviewed by all
current 10 CFR 20.202(b)(3) definition that states in Regions; the Division of Advanec4 Reactors and

, part, *. a major portion of the body could teceive, in Special Projects, NRR; the Office of Nuclear Material
any one hour, a dose in excess of 100 millitems? Safety and Safeguards; and the Office of Enforcement
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it A - , .r" $ces: 10 CFR 20.201,10 CFR levels may r.ot cxist la u restricted areas so that,if an
%6 indbidual were continuously present in the alca,it

(vuld restdt in that inJNidual receiving a dose in

? ..iject codes: 4.1,4.6, excess of 2 mrem in any one hour or 1(0 millitem in
any seven comecutive dap. It is importaet to note

Applicability: Reactors that comphan-c must be established with both
paragraph 20.105(b)(1) and (2) As an cumple,if a
hospital treated a sufficient number of brachytherapy

IIPPOS4tH7 PDR-9111210241 patients to maintain continuous occupancy in one
room and radiation levels in adjacent unrestricted

% )c: Cbntrol of Radiation Irwis in Unrestiktcd areas were greater than 0.6 mrenth, the facility would
Arcas Adjsent to Brachytherapy Patients be in violation of paragraph 20.105(b)(2). Specifically,

a situation would exist where an individual who
See IE Information Notice No. 82-33 entitled as continuomly occunied the unrestricted area might
above and dated August 20,1982. His jocument receive more than 1(0 mrem in seven consecutive
states that radiation levels in unrestricted arcas mu'.t dap.
meet requirements of both 10 CFR 20.105(a) and (b).
Under paragraph 10 CFR 20.105(b), continuous in establishing omplian(c with 10 CFR 20.105(b)(1)
radiation levels in unrestrictrd areas must bc <0.6 and (21, it le ne rssary to conduct a suncy as required
miem/h or <100 mrem /wcek (l.c.,0.6 mrent h times ty 10 CFR 20.2]I(a) and (b). An evaluation of the/

168 h/ weck). radiation bazarii must be made that would include
measurements of the radiation levcl. If the radiation

During the course oIseveral inspections, NRC levelis greater han permissible limits, actions must
impcctors had found radiation levels exceeding be taken to red ace the lew1. %csc actions may

regulatory limits in unrestricted areas adjacent to include increarng the distance between the patient
brachytherapy patients. Radiation lewis in and the untcstlicted area or the use of portable
unrestrictal areas may not exceed the limits specified shicids. After :mploying such methods, a new suncy

in 10 CFR 20.105(b)(1) and (2) unless the licensec must be condu:ted to assure the radiation levcl in
has been granted an exemption. The exemption adjacent areas is below permissible limits. Records of
requires the demonstration at the time of license these surwys ~nust be maintained as required by 20

oppikation or amendr.icnt, that the requirements of CFR 20A01(t ).
10 CFR 20.105(a) will be met and thh must be stated
as a specific txmdition of the license. Regulatory ri ferences: 10 CFR 20.105,10 CFR

,

20.201

The t'eatment of patients with brachytherapy sources
may rymse the public to unnecessary radiation. Subject codes; 4.4,7.1
InsuMeient distances between restricted and
unrestricted areas and a lack of shiciding material in Applicability: All
brachytherapy rooms has resulted in isdiathn levels
in adjacent areas, in some cases, greater than the
permissible limits specified in 10 CFR 20.105(b)(1) IIPPOS4117 PDR-9111210118

cnd (2). Adjacent 6tcas may include adjoining rooms
and hallways, as well as areas on floors above and Titic: Temporary Job Sites for Radiographic
below the brachytherapy treatment room. The Operations.
regulations require that unless an exemption under
paragraph 10 CFR 20.105(a) has been granted, See the Interpretive Guide from the IE Manual
radiation doses receNed in adjacent areas must be <2 entitled as above and dated October 1,1979. His

mrem in any one hour or <100 mrem in any seven guidance clarifics the length of time and defines
camsecuthe days. temporary job sites for radiographic operations. It is

applicable to all radiography licensees whose licenses
he regulations require that, unless an czemption permit the ;;se of radiographic devices at temporary
under paragraph 20.105(a) has been granted, radiation job utes.

I
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De term "tempirary job sites *, as rcierenced in Subject codes: 4.5
various conditions of NRC licenses, authorites
licensecs to mnduct radiographic operations at Applimbility: Radiography
kications othcr than at the address specifically
described in the lianse. Ocnerally, specific kicatiom
are not described in the license which means that 2.6 POSTING AND 1AlmLING
' permanent * kications are also within the definition of
a temporary job site. For exarnple, the addrence
listed on the license may perform no radiographic ilPPOS-242 PDR.911122iM1
operations at the listed address but can maintain sites
anywhere, permanent or not. Permanent h defined as Utic: licalth Physks Pmition on Pmting of liigh
a shielded facility in which radiography is mnducted Radiatkm Areas
within the facility. Field operations are defined as a
job site where radiography h conducted outside the See the memorandum from L J. Cunningharm to
facility or office such as at a construction site. J. Il Joyner (and others) dated August M lW1. An
flowever, both permanent facilities and field area containing fields that would require clau!fication
operations are all considered temporary job sites' as a kicked high radiation area was enclowd by a

licensee using an inacccuible wire cage which is
The main intent of this license mndition b to provide sotnetimes referred to as a nwon. Although staff
some fleubility to licer>wes in their aethities and practice has been that the cocoon need not be pated,
permit thern to conduct radiographic opcrations it is a good safety practice to identify the area
without first obtaining amendments to their respective as hazardous by putting up a sign saying ' CONTACT
heenses. The term was never meant to limit radio- liEALTil PilYSICS BEFORE ENTRY * or other
graphic operations at any location for given lengths of appropriate warning.
time or for time periods of short duration.
Additionally, the term was never meant to preclude A licensee in Region V enclowd an area ccmtaining
the radiographic use or storage of byproduct material radiation sources in a wire cage (or comon) that
at permanent structures or installations. A licensee extended from the floor to the cciling with no gate or
muld therefore be in compliance with the ' temporary actess point, ne sources of radiation were some
job site" concept if it worked for an extended period valves and awociated piping that produced a radiation
of time (possibly numbering in yean) at a permanent field of up to 1.5 RAr at IS inches from their
or field installation such as his license address, a surfaces. Such fields would require that the area be
shipyard, or at another mmpany's facility. Conversely, controlled as a locked high radiation area. Ilowever,
a licensec would be in noncompliance with the license instead of locking the whole area, which was a room,
only if it moved its authoril.ed place of business (spec- the licensec constructed a wire cage around the
ified in the license) to another h) cation without first source. The cage was of such a si/c that the radiation
obtaining NRC approval' fields outside the cage were consistent with the

postings for the roorn. No postings were attached to
it r.;ay, on occasion, be to the lice nsce's advantage to the cage.
request a specific license amendment authorizing
radiography operations at a named permanent According to 10 CFR Part 20, Paragraph 20.203(c),
location since procedures for field radiography are 'flach high radiation area shall be conspicuously
usually more restrictive than for operations at a pnted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation
permaner.!y installed structure liovner, as long as caution symbol . .* De requirement does not
the radiography license permits 'tempgry job,nte' indicate whether the posting is designed only for
use and the licensec follows its operating 4nd eh accus control purposes, or also to identify the area
ernergency procedures and complies fully with ab itself, regardless of immediate intent to enter it.
NRC rules and regulations,it may work at a_gy site
(under NRC jurisdiction) for .a_Dy length of time. Paragraph 20.202(b)(3) defines high radiation area as

"any area, accessible to personnel, in which there
Regulatory references: License Conditions ex sts radiation . " Derefore, an area that is not

accessible would not be clauiried by staff as a high
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rodiation area requiring posting. Since the cocuon is for a large room or building must adequately alert
- constructed to be inaccessible, the staff practice has personnel to the presence of radiation areas such that
been that it need not be posted, llowcwr, the cocoon they may minimize expaurce they recche. Posting
may be made accessible by breaking the barrier, such only entrances to reactor buildings does not provide
as, for examp, by cutting a hole in the wire cage. personnel with sufficient information for them to be
Once opened and 'accessibic', the arca becomca a able to minimlic c'xposures f om the radiation areas
high radiation area requiring posting. within the reactor building.

Although staff practice has been that posting the in a letter dated June 15,1981, NRC stated that
caoon does not involve the posting requirement of Violation D of Inspection Report Nos. 50 325ML45
Paragraph 20.203(c), identification of hazardous areas, and 50-324Mb43, regarding radiation area posting of
such as putting up a sign saying ' CONTACT reactor buildings was under review and that a final
HEALTH PHYSICS BEFORE ENTRY,' is good deculon would be tuued at a later date. On
safety practice. Records that identify the nature of October 7,1981, in a letter to NRR, a licensee
the barard in the cocoon may be lost or may not be requested a wTitten interpretation of the requircinents
readily available to persons who may have to enter the set forth in 10 CFR 20.202(b)(2) and 20.203(b). na,
arca, capecially in an emergency. Although a cocoon request was sutnequently forwarded to Region 11 fo'
doca not have an access point such as a door, a major evaluation and action. De licensec's requot that
leak, fire, or similar contingency may make it Violation D be withdrawn and a request for
necessary to break the cocoon and enter Mc absence interpretation were evaluated by the NRC staff. %c
of postings in such situations could present a hazard NRC position is that p niing practices must
to personnel making the entry. In addition, once the adequately alert personnel to the presence of
cocoon has been broken and the area has been made radiation areas such that they may minimlic
accessible, the licensec would be in violation unicss erposures. The practice of posting only the entrances
proper postings had been made before opening the to a reactor building does not provide personnel with

- cocoon. Regardless of the policy adopted for areas sufficient information for them to be abic to minimlic
enclosed in a cocoon, that policy must be included in exposures from the radiation areas within the reactor
the rediation worker training material to satisfy the building.
requirement of '.0 CFR 19.12, 'Instructiora to
Workers.' The intent of 10 CFR 20.202(b)(2) and 20.203(b) is to

alert personnel to the presence of radiation and to aid
his position was develop (d by NRR's Radiation them in minimating expsures. NRC reallies that
Protection Branch and has been coordinated with all circumstances of cach case must be evaluated to
NRC Regional Offices and NMSS. The Office of the assute that posing practices do not detract from this -

. General Counsel has no legal objections. intent by: (1) desensitizing personnel through over-
posting, or (2) falling to sufficiently alert personnel to

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.12,10 CFR 20.202, the presence and location of radiation areas. Thus,
10 CFR 20.203 radiation area postings should warn individuals in the

vicinhy of radiation areas of specific radiological
Subject codes:- 1.2, 4.1, 4.6 wnditions in their immediate vicinity.13y the same

token. It is also (unsidered outside of the regulations
Applicability: Reactors and counter. productive if substantial areas which are

not radiation areas are posted s such. Since the
regulations do not provide implementing Octails such

HPPOS4136 PDR.911121016"7 as whether a room or building containing a radiation
.

_ nrea may be psted at the entrance or whether every
"Ihic: Posting of Entranca to a large Room or disuete radiatien area must be posted, the following
Bulkling as a Radiation Area is used as guidance: Posting the entrances to a very

large room or building is inappropriate if most of the
See the letter from J. P. O'Reilly to E. E. Utley area is not a radiation area and only discrete areas or
(Carolina Power and Light Company) dated January individual roms actually meet the critelia for a radia.
27,1984. The NRC position is that posting practices tion area. If dnerete areas or rooms within a large
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arca or building can be scuonably posted to alert pating may fall to properly inform wvikers of
individuals to radiation areas, these discrete areas or radiological hazards in their work arcat
rooms should be posted indhidually.

,

A 'rsdiation area' is defined in 10 CFR 20.202(b)(2) i

Re interpretation h the official NRC staff puition, as any area, accessible to permnnel, in which .

but as such,is not binding on the Commission. Such radiation, originating in whole or in part within .

binding interpretations can only be bsued by the licemed material, exhts at such lewis that a major ;

Office of the General Counsel pursuant to 10 CFR portion of the tuty could recchc a dose greater than '

20.6. De office of the General Counsel normally 5 millirem in 1 hour or greater than 100 millitem in 5
refers technical matters such as this hsue to the NRC consecuthc days. The provhions of 10 CIM 20 203(b)
staff for resolution. He licenwe's letter of October 7, require that cach radiation area be conspicuously
1981, enumerated six remons for pnting the pated with a sign or signs bearing the radiation
entrances to buildings as radiation areas imtead of caution symbol and the words: ' CAUTION - !

discrete area within the buildings. None of the RADIATION AREA'
reasons were sufficient indhidually or milecthcly to
effecthely aid workers in minimizing their exposure. In respmse to past requests for guidance from nuclear

- Dey do not provide a substitute for the information power reactor licensecs concerning proper
or worker awareness provided by a posted sign that implementation of the posting requirements for
identifics the presence and approximate boundary of radiation arcas, the following NRC staff guition was
specific radiation areas and do not support ALARA developed and transmitted to several power plant
as dhcussed in 10 CFR 20.l(c). NRC mntinues te licensecs. The intent of 10 CIH 20.203(b) is to alert
maintain that most of the area within the reactor permnnel to the presence of radiation and to aid
building fails to meet the critoria for a radiation area. them in minimizing czynutes. The circumstances of
Consequently, posting just the entrances to the cach situation must be evaluated to ensure that
reactor building does not meet the intent of the pating practices do not detract from this intent
regulations. by (1) desensitizing personnel thtough overpnting or

(2) failing to sufliciently alert permnnel to the
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.202,10 CFR presence and location of radiation areas. .

20.203
Radiation area posting should warn individuah of

Subject crxlcs: 4.2,4.6 specific radiological camditions in their immediate
vicinity. It is rounterpnxluctive to put substantial

Applicability: All areas whkh are not radiation areas.- Since the |
regulations do not provide implementing details, such
as whether a room or building containing a radiation "

IIPPOS4Wi PDR.9111210252 area must be pmted only at the entrance, or whether
'

,

every dherete radiation area must be pated, the
'lltic: Guidance for Posting Radiatkm Areas following should be used as guidance.

Sec IE Information Notice No. 84-82 entitled as 1. Posting only the entrances to a very large room or
above and dated Nowmber 19,1984. Posting only the building is inappropriate if most of the area is not
entrance to a large room or building is inappropriate a radiation area and only discrete areas or :
if most of the area is not a radia! ion area and only individual rooms (cubicles) actuaUy meet the
discrete areas are radiation areas, if discrete areas criteria for a radiation area.
can reas(mably be posted, they should be.

2. If discrete areas or rooms within a large area or
Some power reactor licensees do not adequately post building can be reasonably posted to alert
radiation areas in large buildings such as auxiliary ~ indhiduals to radiation areas, these disciete areas
buildings or reactor buildings, it has been argued that or nxmu should be posted indhidually.
posting only the entrances to buildings and large areas
meets the literal 10 CFR 20.203(b) requirements for 3. Items (1) and (2) above are not mutually
posting radiation areas. Ilowever,in many cases this exclusive. Where much of a large area faib within

:
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f

the definition of a radiation arca, but where establisheit for more than 30 dap. The esemption -

smaller, discrete areas within that radiation area prosiding for direct sutveillance as a substitution for
have radiation Icycis that are substantially above mntrol dwicca is limited to 'a high radiation area
the general area levels,it may be appropriate and established for a perkd of 30 days or less' [10 CIM

,

.

more informative to the workers to: 20.203(c)(4)]. %cre was no indication that the
'

cxemption was intended to be applicable to only
a. Post, as a radiation arca, the entrances to the temporary short durations of high radiation versus :

very large room or building. regular or perhidic short duratiom of high radiation. !
So long as a high radiation area exbts for less than 30 '

b. Define (and alert workers to) ducrete, smaller dap, whether or not it may be reestabikhed in the
areas or rooms (within the larger, puted area) same kication at a later date, the exemption of 10
in which the radiation exposure rates are CI'R 20.203(c)(4) is applicable and direct surveillance !

substantially higher than the predominant may be substituted for the controls required by 10
'

exposure rates of the larger, posted area. CfH 20.203(c)(2).

Good pating programs focus on making the workers Other than that indicated above, nothing in the staff
aware of their radiological em-ironment so that the papers or statements of comideration anociated with
workers can minimlic their exposure. By using an the publication of 10 CFR 20.203(c)(4) offers '

appropriate combination of posting and periodic guidance on this matter. Consideration might be
worker awareness training,licensecs can aid workers gwen to having this regulation (larified,
in minimirJng their exposures.

Regulatory referernes: 10 CIM 20.203
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.202,10 CFR
20,203 Subject codes: 4.1, 4.6

Subjc(t codes: 4.2, 4.6 Appikability: All
'

I

Applicability: Reactors
IIPPOS-210 PDR-9111210371

IIPPOS-211 PDR-9111220006 Title: 1101 Spot interpretation

'lltic: _ Guidance on 10 CFR 20.203. Cauth n Signs, See the memorandum ftom L J. Cunningham to
Labck, Signak, and Controls R. R, !!cIlamy (and others) dated March 8, lWL A

licensce was cited for failure to provide hot spot tags
See the memorandum from J. Lieberman to as required by its internal procedures, Although a .

L Higginbotham dated September 25,1978. For high licemcc can be cited for not following its own
radiation areas that exist for less than 30 dap, procedures, hot spot tags are not required in 10 CFR
whether or not they may be reestabibbed in the same 20.203 not are they alternatives to the mnspicuous
h> cation at a later date, the exemption in 10 CFR posting of radiation areas as required in the
20.203(c)(4) is applicable and direct surveillarne regulations.
is acceptable.

A resident inspector cited a licensec agairat their
' Ouldance was sought on whether an exemption procedures for failure to provide 110: Spot tags that ,

provided by 10 CFR 20.203(c)(4) is applicable to a could be identified from both sides as required by
high radiation area estabihhed intermittently over a those procedures. In the impcction teport, Section
period of time greater than 30 days and where the 20.203(b) that requires radiation areas be
duration of the high radiation is leu than 30 dap. conspicuously posted, was used as the basis for

_

_ requiring Hot Spot tags to be identifiable from both
ne Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for 10 CFR sides.
20.203(c)(2) indicates that high radiation controt
devices are required for each high radiation area
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Although, in thh case, NRC agrecs the licenwe can his exemption appears to permit licemees to emess
be cited for not complying with their own procedures, and store radioacAe materist in unpnted and uncon.
NRC doe 4 not agree with the rationale in the trolled areas for usu;-cifico perimis if the material h I

inspection report. Ilot spot tags are not required in patkaged for traraport. Tie expnure rates from the i

10 CFR 20.203 nor are they an sacptable alternative packaged waste can be quite high. For example, a
to conspicuous posting of radiation areas as requited single package of DiA material (if the esclusive use
in the regulatiom. In addition, there is nothing in pnwhions of 49 CIH 173.393(j) are applied) is ,

Part 20 that requires tags and pistings to have the permitted to have radiation levels of 1(NE) mr/hr (or ! |
Same information on both sidea. His citation should rihr) at three Icct. De only required rearking in the ;

not be rnistaken as an NRC position on llot Spot cumpic appears to be ' Radioactive ISA* on the
posting. package. Such a package or packages can preacnt a

significant radiation hazard but appear to be exempted
Resident impectors are reviewing more he-th physics from the normal pating and control requirements for
issues under the current inspection program than they radiation and high radiation areas.
did under the presious inspection program. - A review
scheme to emure that technical positions taken by The subject exception does allow both the '200 mr/ht'
residents for 11P issues are consistent with the and the *! r/hr* packages to be stored in unposted and '

regulations and established NRC posliions may need uncontrolled areas for unspecified periods, as long as
to be established. the material is packaged, marked, and labelled in

_

awordance with DOT regulations. Unfortunately, the
Regulatory references: 10 Cim 20.203 statements of(utaiderations for the IH publication of

20.204(d) shed no light on this rule. It would appear,
Subject codes: 4.2,4.6 however, that in the riginal promulgation of the rule,

f he 'l r/hi* packages Outhorized by 49 CIR 173.393(j)
Applicability: Reactors were not coruidered.

De best guidance IE can offer is to use persuasion
llPPO&lV2 PDR-9111210304 and reasoned argument with a licerace, who doca not

post an area where high dose rate packages are in
,

' Hue: Request for Guldarn Regarding 10 CIH storage for tramport, to try to get him to do ut IE
21L204(d), 'Caudos Signs, Labch, Signah, and will pursue this issue with RES with the view that the
Contrub: Esemptkms' subject rule be re-examined either as a separate

action, or as part of the overall revision of 10 CFR
See the memorandum from L B. liigginbotham to 20. Any revision of 20.2N(d) should lopcally
L R. Gerger dated August 4,1981, and the incoming comider the higher radiation packages allowed by
request from L R. Ocrger dated July 7,1981 The 173.393(j). Clarification is also needed as to the
regulations in 10 CFR 20.2N(d) allow both the duration of storage, and perhaps, al o some guidelines
*200 rnt/hr* and the 'l r/hr* packages to be stored in as to when the " operation" ceases and ' storage
unposted and unccmtrolled areas for unspecified awaiting tran port' commeneca,
periods, as long as the material is packaged, marked,
and labelled in accordance with applicable DOT Regulatory referencer 10 CIH 20.2N
regulations.

Subject enies: 4 6, 7.1, 12.17
Ouldance was requested ccmccrning application of 10
CFR 20.204(d). This regulation states that a room or Applicabihty: All
other area is not required to be posted with a caution
sign, and control is not required for each entrance or
access point to a room or other area which is a high
radiation area, solely because of the presence of radio- '

active materials prepared for transport and packaged
and labeled in accordance with DOT regulations.
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llPPOS4127 PDR 9111210147 IIPPOS412ft PDR.9t t l210150

Title: 10 CIR 2ft211Kf) Enfornmcal Guktana for 'lltic: Further Guktana on Labeling Rotuirements
Containes 12bcas

See the letter from 11. D. nornburg to D. C Tnmble
See the memorandum from A. F Olbson to Radiation daud September 14,1981, and the inmming request
Support Section dated March 7,1980. Thh memo from D. C Trimble (Arkamas Power & Light
contains enforcement guidance for wntainct lakts in Company) dated June 19,1981. In general, a
10 CFR 20.203(f) and states that the purpose of labels amtainct should be labeled when radioactive material
is to ensure adequate information is available to is added to it. Ilowever, conditiom may exist when
enable a worker to handle the matetials safety. (In addition of appropriate information to the label may
addition, see llPPOS-02M.) be delayed.

A label required pursuant to 10 CFR 20.203(f) must An NRC Radiological Aucssment Team Appraisal
~

bear the radiation caution symbol and the words resulted in a (itation for failing to label omtainers of
' CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL * or radioacthe material in accordance with 10 CFR
' DANGER, RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL *, as well 20.203(O(1) and (2). While Arkansas Power & Light
as provide sufficient information that includes the Company (AP&L) believed the speafie situation cited
radiation levels, kinds of material, estimates of was a violation of the 10 CFR 20.203(f)(1) and (2)
activity, date the acthity was catimated, mau guideline.s, the Radiological Assessment Team and the
enrichment, etc. This is required to permit individuals Regional NRC Inspector's interpretation of the 10
handling or using the conta'nct or working in the area CIH 20.203(f)(1) and (2) requirements were siewed as
to take neumary precautions to avoid or minimlic impractical and costly if applied to all radioactive
exposure and ensure worker safety. materiah on the Arkansas Nuclear one (ANO) site.

In the course of one day, ANO has generated as many
Unlabeled containcts are almost a certainty in any as 2/XO bags of contaminated trash and tooh. Most
large facility, such as a power plant. If the dhcovery of these packages contain material with cornamination
of unlabeled containers umstitutes isolated levels less than 20,0m dpm per 100 square
occurrences, enforcement action may not be centimeters or exposure rates leu than 1 mR per
appropriate. Ilowever, a very high radiation level hour, it is AP&L's belief that the intent of the
contalnct left untabcied would be a safety hatard, as regulation was to prevent sesere overexposures
well as a strong indicator of a defect in the licensec's (internal or external) and to emure miaimal ,.

radioactive materials control program. Should perstmnci exposure when working in areas containing
noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.203 bc suspected, it packages of radioactive material. l

Imust be determined whether umtrol is being exerciwd
by other methods described in paragraph (f)(3) er the Specific problems with the NRC Region IV
Section. In addition, the calculatiom used to interpretation of the regulation involve the following:
determine greater than Appendix C quantities present (1) the labeling of every package without regard for
in the amtainer should be included in the discussion the radiological contents of the container or the area
scetion of the inspection Report. It must be in which the package b used,(2) the type of
emphasticd to the licensec that the purpose of 10 information required on the label (no allowance is
CFR 20.203(f) is to ensure adequate information is made fot alternative steps such as color coding to
available to workers to enable them to safely handle display the potential harard of the material), and (3)
radioactive materials and minimii.e exposure. the point in time or situation whcre the label must be

affhed to the package. To aid in clarification of 10
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.203 CFR 20.203(f)(1) and (2) requirements and ensure

conshtene) in radiation protection practices, APAL
Subject codes: 4.6,12.7 requested an NRR statement regarding the following:

(1) the definition of a omtale ;r, and (2) the situation
Applicability: All or time when labeling must comrnence.
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Some degree of flexibility wth respect to 10 CIV llPPOS-159 PDR-9111220141
20.203(f)(1) and (2) requirements are allowed through |

the exceptions prosided in 20 CFR 20.203(f)(3). If Titic: NMSS Guidance to Manufadurers Reguding
these exceptions do not provide the relief necessary to fatding of Gas and Acrtw.ol Delcxtors
make a radioactive materials control program ;

practical to implement, exemptions may be requested See the letter from V. L Miller to Distribution :
in accordance with 10 CFR 20.$01. Since there is no (Certain NRC Ucensecs) dated August 7,1980. His ;4

special definition of ' container' in 10 CFR Part 20 letter was written to prodde gtildance to
,

the usual (dictionary) meaning of the term applica manufacturers regarding labeling of gas and acrosol
(i.e., a container is 'a thing in which material b held detectors (smoke detectors).
or carried *). In general, a mntainct should be labeled
when the radioactive material is added to it. On June 9,1980, the NRC published changes to NRC
lbwever, we appreciate that certain mnditions may regulations for the labeling of ps and acrosol

*

exht where the addition of appropriate information to detectors (smoke detectors). De resised labeling
the label may necessitate some delay. For example, requirements applied to manufacturen and other
dose rate information may not be added until the persons licensed by the NRC to tramfer En and '

container is filled, or the final dose rate information acrosol detectors for use by perwns exempt from
may not be added until the container can be moved to NRC's regulations. De letter was written in a
a low background area for measurement. question / answer style format. Spedric topics covered

in the letter included the following:
In summary, although 10 CFR 20.203(f)(1) and (2) do
not provide the *ilexibility' you desire, we suggest that The labeling requirements beame effective on
you mnsider the following possibilities for reducing January 1,1981, araJ that date was cornidered to be
the burden of labeling mntainers of dry radioactive the ' label application date.' Although a cut off date
waste. First, consider the possibility of utilizjng the was not established for transfer of detectors labeled in
exceptions provided in 10 CFR 20.203(f)(3) Second, accordance with the new requirements,10 CFR 32.26
consider applying for an exemption, pursuant to 10 specific licensees had until June 30,1981, to transfer
CFR 20.501, from the requirements of 10 Cim all such detectors manufactured prior to January 1,
20.203(f). In any case, to be acceptable, alternative 1981. Detectors intended for export need not be
methods of mntrol (such as those suggested by you of labeled and packaged as specified in the revised rules,
color mding and establishing posted h> cal radioactive but muld be exported under the general license of 10
materials storage areas) must provide worker CFR 110.24,
protection and material controls equhalent to those

of the labelins described in 20.203(f)(1) and (2). Under the new requirements, manufacturers would
Dese alternath>e methods should assure that not be required to provide disposal instructions for
exposures are ALARA and should be formally smoke detectors nor prodde disposal service. t

documented in procedures and included in training. (liPPOS 150 contains a related topic.)
Third, should you find that these approaches do not
provide the desired ficxibility, you might consider After January 1,1981, the labei on the detector must
submitting a petition for rulemaking, pursuant to 10 state 'CONTAINS RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL'
CFR 2.802. Under thh provhion, interested persons Although a minimum size for the type or label was
may petition the NRC to issue, amerl, or rescind any not specified, letter sizes acceptable in the past were-
of its regulations. still considered acceptable. De label on a detector

returned for warranty service after January 1,1981,
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.203 does not need to be replaced unless the original label

was destroyed during service. The manufactu'cr does
Subject codes: 4.6 not need to identify hirnself on the label, but may

instead state his license number as: 'U.S. NRC"

Applicability; All Lkense No. xxx' or ' Produced under U. S. NRC
License No. xxx.* No abbreviations for radionuclides
or the quantity of actidty can be used.
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Regulatory references: 10 CFR M20,10 CFR 32.26, 3. Provide $ptem schematin and dhcuulom that
10 CFR 32.29 clearly demonstrate PASS, including retirculation,

h pmsible without using holated auxiliary
Subject uides: 3.2,3.5,4.6,9.0 spicms.

Applicability: Dyproduct Material 4. Dheuss rnethodologies for measuring total ;

dinolved gas or hydrogen and oxygen and how
this information is related to reactor coolant

2,7 FACIllI'IES AND system concentrations. In addition, if chlorldca

EQUIPMENT exceed R15 ppm, wrincation that dinolved
oxygen is <0.1 ppm is required,

5. BWR's hicated near or ming sca or brackhh
IIPPOG011 PDR 911121010) water in heat exchangers with single battier

protection are required to analyre chloride within
Wie: Clarificatka of the 11 Criteria of NUREO. 24 hours. All other plants ha"e 96 hours. Initial
0737 on Postacxilcal Sampling Splem (PASS) chloride analysh must use dilutions of <1:1000, .

Capability tw reported in units of ppm, and have <0.1 ppm I

" #"'
See the letter from S. A. Varga to J. A. Jones (Vice :

President, Carolina Power and Light Company) dated 6. Pro ide information on predicted personnel
September 24,1982. Enclosed with this letter were '

exposures based en person motion sampling,
the 11 criteria contained in NUREO 0737, item transport and analysis of samples.
ll.B.3, on PASS capability and clarification developed,

by the NRR stalt %cse 11 criteria are b!10.0% 7. PWTs must perform boron analph on primary
discussed below; however, the document must be molant. B%Ts must have the capability to
reviewed in its entirety, De licensec must: perform boron analysh, but need not do them

E *
1. Provide information on tsampling and analytical

laboratory locations and their relative cicvations, 8. llave the capability to obtain diluted and
distat ccs, as well as sampic handling, transport, unJiluted backup samples when required. If off.
recirculation, analytical time limits, and prosistoris site laboratories will do the backup analpis, an
for sattpling during kxs of off-site power explarction of the capability to obtain and ship
sufficient to meet a 3 hour sampling and analysh one sampic per week until accident conditions do
time limit, not exht is needed.

2. Provide discussions of counting equipment 9. Discuss the predicted aethily in the samples to be
capabilitics including provisions for sample taken and the methods of handling / dilution used
handling and background radiation reduction 10 to reduce activity sufficiently for the required
personnel (ALARA); procedures relating analpls. %c predicted background radiation
radionucilde concentrations to reactor core levels in the counting room, including the,

| damage including the monitoring for short and contribution from other samples, must be stated.
| long lived volatile and nonvolatile radionuclides,

as well as provisions for estimating core damage 10. Discuss the accuraq, range, and sensithity of the
base 41 on radionuclide concentrations, core methods of analph Dese must be adequate to
temperatures and sample h) cation; dhcuss the provide the operator sufficicht and pertinent data
capability of obtaining a grab sample, transport describing the radiological and chemical status of
and analyzing for hydrogen; dhcuss capabilities to the reactor coolant sptem. De remmmended
sampic and analyze for accident sampic species; accuracy, sensitivity, and ranges for numerous
and discuss the suitabboy, reliability and compounds are described in this criterion.
maintenance information of selected on-line
instruments.
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:

11, Describe provisions for purging sample hr,es, ne limits in Table 1 of the report do not apply to |
reducing sample line platcout, decicasing sample prembes, equipment, or scrap amtaining induced
loss and distortion, preventing sample line tsdioactivity for whkh the radiological considerations
blockage, sample disposal, and limiting reactor pertinent to their use may be different. De relcaw of ;

coolant loss from ruptured sample lines. He such facai!tles or items from trgulatory control is
sentilated exhaust from the sampling station must umsidered only on a case by. case basis.
be filtered with charcoal absorbers and IIEPA
filters, however, the ventilation sptem need not Regulatory references: 10 CFR 303,10 CFR 403,
be dedicated. 10 CFR 703

Regulatory references: NUREG-07.$7, Technical Subject codes: 3.6, 5.0. 12.4
Specifications

Applicability: Dyproduct, Source, and special Nuclear
Subject codes: 5.0, 7.6, 83, 10.1, 12.16 Materials

Appilcability Reactors
IIPPOS-107 PDH 91112102S4

IIPPOS-4M4 PDR 9111210197 litle: Air intrusion into DWR Primary Systems

'Iltic: OuldcJines for Deu>ataminatkm of Pacilities See the memorandum from J. E. Wigginton to
and Equipmcat (July 1982 Revisk>a) R. R. Bellamy (and others) daad April 15,1983. % c

memo states that high radiation in main steam lines is
See the memorandum from R. E. Cunningham to O. likely from resin or amine injection from umdensate
Page (and others) dated July 22,1982. He memo demineraliters and not a result of alt intrusion, liigh
provides NMSS robion of 'Ouldelines for main steam radiation levels should prompt licensecs
Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to to note changes in other parameters.
Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of

'

Licenses for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Several facilities had attributed increawd main steam
Materials.' line radiation levels to increased N.16 production

from free oxygen. He consensus opinion following
More than one branch of the Divhion of Fuel Cycle informal discunions with representatives frorn
and Material Safety have been using a document General Electric, the Chemical Engineering Branch of
titled,'Ouidelines for Decontamination of Facilities NRR, and INPO, however, was that the more likcly
and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use cause for the increased radiation levels could be resin
or Termination of IJcenses for Byproduct. Source, or and/or amine injection from amdensate
Special Nuclear Materials.' Here are, however, two demineratinrs. Since a stagnant, offline demineralimr
versions of thh document, dated November 1976 and can produce antines, General Electric recommends a
June 1980, that have slight difference in wording but thorough rinse prior to returning an idic bed online.
not in technical umtent, in order to provide a single An improperly regenerated resin bed could 41so be a .

document that can be used uniformly by all branches source of amines. liigh main steam radiation leveh
of the Dhtion, the version dated June 19X0 was should prompt licensecs to note changes in other
revised, and this revised version, dated July 1982, chemical parameters (i.e., pli, chloride, conducthity)
should be used by all branches of the Division until a sensitive to potential intrusions and not concentrate
subsequent revision is required, solely on fission product analysh.

A copy of the July 1982 revision is provided as an Regulatory references: None
- enclosure to the memorandum. The instructions in
the report specify the radionuclides and radiation Subject codes: 5.0, 6.2, 7.1, 10.2
exposure rates which should be used in deccmtamina.

; tion and survey of surfaces or premises and equipment Applicability: Reactors
'

prior to abandonment or release for unrestricted use.
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IIPPOS-W9 PDR-9111210213 and dcctmtaminated, llowever,if it is mmidered
neccuary to continue operation with the

~ Bile: Coatsanimatba oC lionradioacihe Sptem and contaminated sptem, an immed; ate safety _
Resultlag Potcatial for Ummositored. Uncontrolicd evaluation of the operation of the splem as a
Re4 case of Radbactivity to the Envir ancel radioactive system must be performed in

acwrdance with the requirements of 10 CIH
See lE Bulletin No. 8010 entitled as above and dated 50.59. The 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation must
May 6,1980. Action item 3 of this bulletin states that comider the level of contamination and any
if o nonradk> active system becomes wntaminated and potential releasca of radioactivity to the
it is considered necessary to continue operation, an environment. The relationship of such releucs to
immediate safety evaluation must be performed in the radioactive effluent limits of 10 CIR 20, the
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. facility's Technical Specifications, and to the

environmental radiation dose limits of 40 Cim
An auxiliary boiler had been cperated for an extended 190 must also be evaluated. The record of the
period of time with contaminated water cantaining up safety evaluation mmt $ct fonh the basis and
to 2t108 Cl/ml. The contamination was caused by a criteria on whkh the determination was made,
tube leak in a temporary hose connecting the auxiliary
tcailer to a radioactive waste evaporator concentrate 4. If it is determined in the 10 CIM 50.59 safety
tank. Upon cooling and condensation of steam in the evaluation that operation of the system as a radio-
hose, contaminated water siphoned from the - active sptem is acceptable, provisions must be -
concentrate tank back to the auxiliary boiler. Because made to comply with the requirements of 10 CIH

- of additional and continuing leaks in the heat 2a201, Ocneral Design Criterion 64 to 10 Cl R
exchanger of the waste evaporator, the liccasec's 50, Appendix I to 10 CFR 50 and the facility's
efforts to decontaminate the auxiliary boiler fec4 water Technical Specifications. Specifically, any
were ineffective. Maintenance of proper boiler potential release points met be monitored and all
chemistry was dif!! cult because blowdown options release must be controlled and maintained to
were retricted due to contamination. As a result,100 ALARA levels described in 10 CIH 50 Appendix
mci of radioactive material were released off site in I and within the corresp(mding emitonmental
steam via the auxiliary boUer fire box and smokestack. dose limits of 40 CFR 190. If in the 10 CIM
De release resulted in increasol emironmental levels 50.59 determination it is concluded that operation
of cesium and activation products being detected eight of the system as a radioactive system cimstitutes
miles downwind from the site boundary, an un,eviewed safety question or requires a .

change to the Technical Specifications, the sptem
Actions to be taken by licensecs with operating shall not be operated as contaminated without
licenses to preclude the described situation include: prior commission approval.

1. Review facility design and operations to identi y RcEulatory references: 10 CFR 50.59
systerns considered as nonradioactive (or
described as nonradioactive in the FSAR) that Subject codes: 5.0,7.3,9.2
may bewme contaminated by radioactive sptems.
C(msideration should be given to the following: Applicability: Reactors
auxiliary boiler system, demineralind water
system, isolation condenser system, PWR
secondary water clean.up system, instrument air llPPOSa6 PDR-9111210LM
system, and sanitary waste system.

Blic: 10 CIR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for Changes
-2. Establish a routine sampling /analpis program for to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems

these systems to detect radioactive contamination.
See IE Circular No. 8018 entitled as above and dated

3. 1. w.aradioactive systems are or become August 22,1980. For changes in a facility radioactive
contaminated, further use of the system shall be waste sptem as described in the SAR, a safety
restricted until the cause is identified, corrected, esaluation is requiicd per 10 CFR 50.59. It also
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provides detailed guidance on application of 10 CFR HPPos tril PDR.9111210lHO
$0.59 to radwaste systerns.

'lille: IrAl hbickhng Attadud to Safcty Related
Recent impection efforts at operating power te. actors Spicms Without 10 CIH 50.59 t!valuathms
hase incalett numerous instances in which licensecs
have failed to perform adequate safety evaluatiom to See IE Information Notke No. 83M entitled as
support changes made to the design and'or operation abmc and dated Septemix t 29,19R Hn document
of facility radioactive waste treatment splems Desc informs Ikemea that failure to analy7c for pr.sible
safety evaluations are required by the regulations of scismic and structural effc(ts, both dynamic and
10 CFR 50.59 whennct changes are made in the static, from lead shielding on safety related spicms
facility as described in the Safety Analysis Report comtitutes an untniewed safety question. In addition

(SAR). to this dmument, see IE Ctreular No. 8alX, *10 CFR
50 59 Safety Evaluation for Changes to Radioactive _

De inadequacies of the evaluations have camed Waste Trcattnent Sysicm* (ItPPOSM).
radiological safety harards to occur unidentified and
therefore to remain unevaluated and uncorrected. In During a routinc impection, an NRC impector noted
two particular cases, the inadequately evaluated that portions of safety related piping in the primary
sptem changes resulted in system failures that caused ausiliary building of a p(mer station was covered with
an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the lead t.hielding. Discuwons with the plant engineering
environment. In each of these situatiota, a proper 10 staff rneated that liccmcc safety evaluations
CFR 50.59 safety evaluation would have identified and supporting this modification had not been done. He
corrected deficiencies in the sysicm modification licensce had neither formal control mechanistm to
and/or operation and would have prewnted the govern the installation, me, and acmunting of the
inadvertent release of radioactivity. tcmporary shiciding, nor rewrds to document the

dates and locations of the shiciding imtallatiora De
NRC follow up examination of the situation indicates shiciding wu placed on plant systems duttng a period
that the inconsistency and/or inadequacy c! licensec when high fuct element failure rates Icd to increased
safety evaluations may be widespread. A wide range radiation fields throughout the plant. After a
of opinions seems to extst among licensecs as to what refueling outage, the licensce began a program to
constitutes an appropriate 10 CFR 50.59 safety identify and remove temporary shielding imtalled on
evaluation, particularly for radwaste sptenn systems imide the containment building, but failed to
Therefore, discussion and guidance are provided for do this in other plant areas. Improvements in the
licensee use in preparing future 10 CFR 5039 safety maintenance and design program would have
evaluations to support changes in the design and/or prevented shielding installation without required 10
operation of the radioactive waste treatment spterm CIR 50.59 cvaluations.
of licemed facilities.

Failure to analy2r for powble scismic! structural
Although the detailed dkcussions of this guidance cifcas (both dynamic and static) of lead shiciding
document are specifically directed to radioactive wate on safety tclated spicms constitutes an unreviewed
sptems, the general principics and philosophy of the safety question. In regards to the above situation,
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation guidance are also safety tclated systems were modified with additional
applicable to facility design and operation as a whole; shiciding without supporting engincering evaluations
thus, the application of 10 CFR 50.59 should rc0cct a to ensure sptem operability under design basis cient
ccmistent approach. conditions, Although it is focmed on radioacthe i

'

waste treatment spicms, IE Circular No. 8018,
Regulatory references 10 CIM 50.59. Regulatory *10 Cim 50.59 Safety Evaluation for Changes to
Guide 1.21 Final Safety Analpls Report Radioactive Wane Treatment Sptem", provides

general guidance and clarification regarding the
Subject codes: 5.0,9.0 requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 (see HPPos-086).

Applicability: Reactors Regulatory referemes: 10 CFR 50 59

61 N U RF.G/CR.5569
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Subject codes: 5.3,8.5 2.8 INSTRUMENTATION
!

Applicability: Reactors i

IIPPOSal PDR-911121(074 '

i'

IIPPOS&9 - PDR.9111210156 'ntle: Proptscal Ouktance for Calibratloa and
Surwiliance Requirements to Meet item II.F.! of

'ntle: Ouktance on Test turetkms for Acthrated NUREGM37
Charcoal Using Methyl lodkle'

See the memorandum from D. O. Eisenhut to
See the letter from W. Garnmill to F. D.12ckle Regional Administrators dated August If 1982. Als
(Nuclear Containment Systerns, Inc.) dated memo includes 'Propmed Guidance for Calibration
September 24,1981. Ouldance was prwided on test and Surveillance Requirements for Equipment i
conditions for actNated charcoal using methyl iodide. Prmided to Meet item II.F.1,' prepared by the
Technically, the best approach is to use ANSI N5W. DMalon of Sptems Integration, NRR. Presented
1980, since it is an update and refers to the latest below is a bi,M description of tbc Proposed Guidar cc.
Industry. approved test procedures. It is strongly rc<ummended that the entire document

Guidance was requested on Regulatory Guide 1.52 for
used carbon, as to the proper temperature, relative ne noble gas cinuent rnonitors, particulate and -

humidity and the allowable percent penetiation. NRC radirledine sarnplers, and irsuntainment radiation
'

replied that plant Tes.hnical Specifications are the monitors described irt NUREO 0737, item II.F.1, '

over-riding and controlling document. If the Attachments 1,2, and 3, are substantial departures
Technical Specincations list spectue conditionA, the from conventional designs and operating cor ccpts in
test must be performed under those conditions. If detecting and measuring plant radiological conditions.
some, but not all conditions are specified, then the The nature an't purpow of these monitors and i
ASTM procedures in ASTM D38031979 " Standard samplers dictates an approach to calibration and I

Test Methods for Radiciodine Testing of Nuclear. surveillance requirements that differs widely from '

Grade Oas Phase Adsorbents'should be usal to esisting scquirements and procedures estahlShed for
satisfy the remaining conditions. If the Technical conventional monitors. The proposed guidance
Specifications refer to Regulatory Guide 1.52, addresses camccrns relathe to teview of licensecs
Revision 2, March 1978, page 6 of the docurnent implementing procedures and provides guidance on
provides the proper course of action. Technically certain matters pertaining to calibration.however, the best course of action is to follow ANSI
N5091980, since it is an update and refers to the APPLICATION OF ANSI N3231978: ANSI N323-
latest industry approved test procedures (ASTM 1978 recommendations as requirements for the rniew
D3803). of fixed area and efnuent inoniters are not

appropriate for either normal range or NUREOG37
Regulatory references: ANSI N509 980, Regulatory rnonitors. De standards contained in ANSI N323-

Guide 1.52, Technical Speciflations 1978 specifically address. hand. portable survey
instrumentation and are not applicable to fised area

Subject codes: 5.4 or efuuent rnonitors.

Applicability: Reactors MC 2515, INSPECTION PROCEDURE 84710: MC
2515, inspection Procedure 84710 was written specifi-
cally for monitors designed to operate at very low
concentrations of radioacthc %crials and is not
appropriate for use in ctmjunuion with NUREG-0737
noble gas efnuent monitors for the following reasons:
(1) ALARA ccmsiderations limit the handling of
gamma-emitting noble gases in concentrations '

sufficient to perform onsite upper range calibratton of
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these monitors; (2) Inspection Procedurc K4710 NUREG-0737 and this memor.ndum with its
suggests using Kr45, a ge not suitable for calibration attachments should proside the beh to initiate
of rnost NUREO-0737 cffluent monitors; (3) the only auion.
practicable means of in. place calibration of NUREG.
0737 effluent m"mtors in the upper rang ^s. ' solid * Regulatory references; 10 CFR 20 20L NUREG-
rources, is not cornistent with 84710, and (4) release 0737. Technical Spaificatium,
of calibration gases to the environment after
calibration could result in violations of plant Subject codes: 6 4, 7.3, 12,16
Technical Specifications.

App!!cabihty: Reactors
NRR STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
CALIDRATION OF NOBLE GAS ElRUENT
MON!!' ORS: An acreptable approach calb for a llPPOS-tHO PDR-9111210lR2
one time 'typc' calibration of a limited number of
production model monitors using radioactive gases, an 'lltic: Effluent Radhdon Monitor Calibratiom
acceptable alternative to in.p nc testing with
radioactive gascr due to ALARA corniderations. The See the memorandum from R. L Hace to C. J.
calibration, at ellber the manufacturer's facility or Paperiello dated November 13,1485. Regulatory
suitable contractor facility, would use NHS traccabic Guides and ANSI N13101974 do not suggest
radioactive gas t.ources of the appropriate eminne multip> int cabbratiorn are neccuary beyond the
characteristia6 at a minimum of three on4cale plues initial preoperational testing for cifluent monitors.
sep. rated by not less than two decades of scale. One Single point calibration ming setor.dary murces are
or more ' Laboratory Standard Sources * could be acceptable where dc'euors are inherently linear.
estabthhed using solid radioactive source material
having emissive radiation characterblics similar to After a review of the existing Regulatory Guides (1.21
thow of the cahbration gas. The solid sources could and 415) and ANSI industry standards (ANSI N13.10-
then be used to develop 'Secoadary Cahbration 1974) that estabikh relevant guidance, it n believed
Sources' used for on4ite in. place cabbration. It b that these documents do not suggest multipoint
huggested that periodic confirmation or verification of cahbratiorn are neccuary beyond the initial
calibration source values be made a part of preoperational acuptance testing for these ef0uent
surveillance procedures, monitoring systems (sometimes referrcJ to as ' primary

cahbration*, as used in ANSI N13.10-1974, Sntion
IN. CONTAINMENT HIGH RANGE RADIATION 5 4.10) Sution 5.4.10 further states that the primary
MONITORS: NRR rewmmends that licensecs verify * calibraticn shall be related to a secondary source or..

monitor design characteristics by requiring type-testing method whkh will t'c uwd for periodic in. plant
at sufficient points to dernonstrate lineanty through recabbrations.' This suggests that routine Ip
all scales up to 10' R/hr, in addion, licensecs slauld calibrations can be less rigorous than the one time,
specify that each production detector be tested r.t 10' initial primary calibratian. These periodic retalibra.
Pdhr to assure satisfactory response to high levels of tions should be viewed as cruuring the detection
radiation. system ha remained stable over time. Therefore,

* single. point * calibrations usmg secondary sources
PARTICULATE AND RADIO!ODINE SAMPLING (c g., solid seurces), should be considered adequate to
FROM ElRUENT GAS STREAMS: NRR would meet the requirements of standard Technical
accept crnpirical data on sampling line losses hec 41 on Speci0 cations where dctcctors are inherently linear.
actual tests of cither the tratallcd system or a full-
scale mockup in lieu of calculations based on ANSI Assuming a licensee calibrates at a single poim, the
N13.1 1969 appendices. licemee should consider selecting that point at or

near an alarm or action level. Routinely calibrating
NRR recommends OIE revhe MC 2515, inspection near an alarm point, coupled with the ongoing
Procedure F4710 or cornider preparation of a separate comparimn of real. time monitor readings agaimt
inspection procedure or temputary instruction for laboratory analysk of periodic grab samples
NUREG-0737 items. The suggested guidance in containing ' normal' lesek of radioacti e cifluents,
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seems ta provide an adequate assurance of proper Applimbility: Reactors
. monhosing sperabiUty. 5{owver, Calibration near an
alarm polat or ar. don level h neither a requirernent
not a posMor! in the relevat,1 guides or standards. HPPOS4tK8 PDR-91 t l210244

Region V premed input pertinere to this discussion *Iltic: Corrections for Sampic Conditiora for Air and
whlen focused ondetector saturation problexa They Oas Monitoring
provided documetted performanc r tating by o ,

Region V licence to determ!ne thv potential for See IE Informatico Notice No. 82-49 entitled as
'

saturation problems witis the plants' effluent nonitors. above and dated December 16,1982. Calibration of
,

in general, the Ikonsee found Ociger Mulle: (GM) monitoring systems for noble gases, particulates, and ,

tubes were most cerNsly aficeted, Na! sdnill. iodine must include correction for operailon at <

lator/photomultiplict (FM) tubes less afleded, *tM redxed pressures. Newer sptems provide bubt.in
plastic scintillatot/PM tubC tea 4 effected. comperaatior: but older analog systems may require ;

the use of manual wrrection factorA
Given the overall upgrade in effluent monitoring as a +

result of the NURE04737 requirements, each A problem of pmsure differentiah in gas monitoring :

licensee should already be able so demonstrate sptems was identified by the literace at the Diablo
adequate efUuent monitoring capability at high ranges Canyon nuc1 car power plant. At Diablo Canytm, the +

.needed during accidents to prmide meaningful gas mcoitor takes suction through an bokinetic
information relative to a monitored 'recident type' sampling head about 100 feet up the plant vent stack.
release stream. The oldence demonstrating monitor in maintaining a flow of 10 ofm, necemry to ensure
operability at idgh r?nge need not be verined by each isokinetic sampling, it was found that the gas monitor
licensee as primary calibrations since previous chamber pressure was about 12 inches of Hg below
guidance provided by NRR for calibratkm of atmospherie preuure (30 inches of Hg). 'Ihis resulted

'

NUREG-0737 monitors suggests other aweptable in a reduction in density of the s*mple chamber by
akernatives. about 40 percent. As a result of this reported

sampling deficiency, each NRC Region conducted a
in surnmary,' single-pcint' routim: calibrations are suncy of selected operating I WRs to determine
adequate for Kbtillation monitors, given the monitors whether licen ces were making the newaary
inhcrent stability and a thorough initial primary differential corrections for efnuent monitoring.
calibration. The use of single-poir. , routine Results of these Regional surveys indicated that a

! . calibrations for.OM tubes is acceptatale, given that the generic deficiency does exist. Twenty plants were
radiation monitor initiates a fall-safe trip funetton surveyed and eleven facill!!cs reported they made no
(isolates, or re-directs the effluent to another presure differential corrections.
monitored pathway) below the radiation level where
the initial primary calibration began to show Since calibration of normal range noble gas detectors
appreciable saturation losses. To ensure amtrol room (sensors) is usually done at atmospheric presure
operators understand GM cffluent monitor sptem using Kr 85 gas, h is essential that calibration and
limitations, emergency implementing procedures operational readouts be automatically corrected for
should clearly define these system limitations. For the reduced presure conditiota encountered in system ,

-example,in the event of a steam generator tube operation, or procedures specify the application of
failure, the procedures should highlight (e.g., caution appropriate correction factors. Particulate and iodine
notes) probable invalid readings from a SJAE OM einuent release determinations also are sensitive to
monitot /,down scale response as the detector sample now rate which may be affected by sptem
saturales, in response to a worsening primary- pressure variations. Errors in the order of 10% to ;
secxmdary leakage). 50% in the calculation of particulates and iodine can

result if no compensation is provided for measure.'

Regulatory references: ANSI N13.10-1974, ment of actual gas Dow in the sampling splem at
Regulatory Guide 1.2, Technical Specincationt reduced pressure. Operating variables such as the

length of sample run, and variation in the pressure
,

Subject (xxtes: 6.4,7.3 differential across a particulate filter can aho affect

NUREO/CR 5569 64
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operating pressure. In addition to long sample runs, Regulatory referenm: 10 CFR 2a103,10 CF
another significant factor is the increase in pressure 20.lth,10 CFR 20.201
drop across a particulate filter caused by dust loading.

SutSt codes: 6.4, 6.9. 7.2, 7.3
One of the simplest and most co amonly used gn flow

,

measurement devices is the variable area flow meter, AppHaibility: All
commonly known as the rotameter. A rotameter >

calibrated at atmospheric pressure will 1.ot read
correctly at either higher or lower precure, unicss llPPOS-223 PDR-9111220129 ;

properly compensated (D. K. Craig, }{calth Physics 21,
328 332 (1971)). Pressure correction factors for E le: Consideration of Measurement Unartainty
specific rotameters are availabic from the various When Measuring Radiatkm Luis Approaching
manufacturers as part of the instruction manuals Regulatory IJmits
suppWa with the equipment. Manufacturers of
sampfly,wsbr8g systems are aware of potential See the memorandurn from J. W. N. lilckey and
discrepancies in flow cate mare ~taents. Current L J. Cunningham to M. R. Knapp (and others) dated
systems provide built.in cornpensation of dr flor rate August 3,19W1 ne memo stait.s that as with any
indication for operation at less-than atmospnetk regulation, limits must be given as exact, precise
pressure through the use of pressure and temperature values. nc method of demonstrating compilance with
transducers and compulcr software algorithms. Older thme limits is usually left to the regulated person.
analog systems may require application of manual Any method that provides a reasonabic demonstration
correction factors. Instruction manuals provided to of compliance will be accepted.
licensecs by the vendors of older samplingmonitoring
systems should describe the procedures for making the The NMSS and NRR Offices became aware of a letter
necessary corrections. transmitting a notice of violation that appe.ared to

send an itmrtect message to licensecs. He incorrect
independent vetification of calibration of a flow rate message was inat lleensecs must ctmsider inherent
measurement system can be accomplished by placing a uncertainties when measuring radiation levels
calibrated rotameter in series at the sample intake end approaching regulatory limits and must establish
of the system and comparing readings of the system procedural limits that are less than the regulatory '

rotameter under various system pressure conditions limits by an amoum dat equals (or exceeds) the
with those of the calibrated rotameter. Since the * instrument error.' nat message is incorrect.
verification rotameter operates at ambient pressure,
the only correction needM for the calibration ne following statement was made by the NRC in
prowdure are the correction for ambient pressure resp (mse to a petition for rule making with regard to
(relative to standard) and a small correction for limits for surface radiation levels of packages prepared
temperature (the latter is only necessary for high for tran' port (44 FR 22233, April 13,1979): "As with
precision work the error in assuming a standard any regulation, the (safety) limits must be given as
conditions of 70*F is less than 5% for the exact, precise values. The methods of demonstrating
temperature taitge of 24*F to ll6*F which compliance with these limits are usually left to
encompasses most plant effluent streams). Existing the regulated person. Any method which provides a
NRC regulations require the control of radioactive reas(mable demonstration of cnmpliance will be
releases froni nuclear facilitics and require measure- accepted. In most cases, exact measured values are
ments of radioactive materials in effluents. It is not required.' Dis statement is still valid.
implicit in all requirements for effluent monitoring

. that these measurements be reasonably accurate. All measurements are inherently imprecise and
Licensees are expected to teview their facility's inaccurate to some degree. Inevita9y, there will be
effluent monitoring program to determine the cases invohing transportation of radioactive materials
applicability of the information provided in this in which a valid measurement by the shipper shows a
notice. radiation level behm the limit and a valid measure-

ment by the receiver shows a radiation level above the,-

limit. Without evidence that the shipper's measure-

|
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inent is imalid, there is no reason to assume that the including the pritary radiation detector, be exposed
stipper's measurement is inmroct and, anscquently, to a radioactive source. '

that the P'pper had inadequate mntrol over shipping
of packages. The licensce's amendment request would not change i

the definition for source chnk: however,if the
%c NRC position is that the reault of a valid amendment were approved, the liectocc would be free
measurement obtained by a method that provides a to relax the definition for soura check under its i

reasonable demonstration of mmpliance or of ODCM, provided they met the criteria that 'the over-
noncompliance should be accepted and that the all level of radiological effluent control is not
uncertainty inherent in that measured value need not reduced.' A violation of this criteria would be a
be considered in determining compliance or non- violation of the liccesce's Technical Specification.
compliana with a regulatory limit. Thus, only Ihe
measured value (and not the sum of the measured The NRR staff have adopted the position that any
vclue and its uncertainty) need be less than the value proposal by a licensee to relat the definition of source
of the limit to demonstrate compliance with the limit. check, whether through an amendment request or
Conversely, only the measured value (and not the under its ODCM pursuant to Generic Letter 89-01,is
measured value less its uncertainty) need be greater not acceptable without the Ikensec prosiding
than the value of the limit to demonstrate non, mmpcmatory measures for the nrogued relaxation.
compliance with the limit. Dis is neccasary because such changes on ;

'
meroutements can reduce the overall effluent control. !

Regulatory references: None Therefore, the following mnditions must be met:
>

Subject codes: 6.6, 7.1, 12.7 1. If the detector of concern is used as the ptimary
means of quantifying radionuclides in effluent

Applicability: All streams, the licensee must proved justification on
why an alternative and technically more accurate
measurement (e.g. taking grab samples) is not

HPPOS-229 PDR 9111210328 available, if an alternative measurement is not
availabic, then detector specific and other

'llt".c: Relaxatico of Defir.itkin of Sourtx Check in effluent-related infotmation should be prosided
Reference to Effluent Radiatkm Monitors - either in the ODCM or "her means for the staff

to evaluate whethe. *he o c.31 effluent control
- See the memorandum from L 1. Cunningham to will be reduced.

J. H. Joyner (and others) dated December 6,1990.
His memo states that any proposal by a licenser to 2. If the sciniillator pla tic /photomultiplier type
relax the definition of a source check is not acceptable detector is used only for detecting radiation that
without compesvatory measures to maintain cverall actisates the alarm / trip setpoint, relaxation of the
effluent ccm'rollof the proposed relaxation. current source check definition should be

accompanied by a commitment from the licensec
A licensec had submitted an amendment request to to proside compensatory measures to ensure the
move the existing procedural details of the current overall effluent centrol not be reduced over time
Radiological Effluent T.chnical Specifications (RE'13) and usage. A commitment by the licensee to
to the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM). Cross. check and Document the detector scaler
The licensee, as well as twenty-two other facilities, count. rate with the grab sample result (C&D
used plastic scintillator /photomultiplier type effluent measurement), where practical, in lieu of the
rediation rnonitors that contained either a built in monthly source check n.casurement, would bc
LED light source or a secondary deck wurce that did acceptable. In those situations where the CAD
not expose the primary detector, Dese alternative measurement or other comparable measurements
source check measurements were used to mect the r not practical, the use of the LED light source
monthly qualitative source check requirement. He and/or secondary check source measurements

- definition of ' source check' under the Technical wuuld be acceptable.
Specifications requires that the channel sensor,
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Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50, Regulatory Subject codes: 6.8,73
Ouldes 1.21 and 4.15, Technical Specifications

Applicability: Reactors
Subject codes: 6.6, 73, 12.12

Applicability: Source i tPPOS-221 PDR 9111220ll2

Titic: 14mer umit of Detection (llD) for
llPPOS-171 PDR-9111220193 Potentially Contaminated Oil

Title: lamer Technk:al Spedfication Umit of See the memorandum from F. A Congel to D. M..
Detection for Uquki Emucata Collins datcd January 30,1985. For cases it which na

release of radioactive material is authorized. the
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to appropriate lower limit of detection (LLD) is the
W. D. Shafer dated December 7,1987. Technical * operational state of the art' value used for lateratory
Specification requirements on iower limits of measurements of environmental samples. This is the _;

detection in effluerits apply to the sampling ar.d LLD value given in the standard Radiological Effluent
analysis sptems (equipment and procedures), not Technical Speci0 cations (RE13) for environmental
individual samples, samples.

;

it was found that a licensee's procedures were Region 11.cquested licensee guidance be developed -

designed to detect ecsium.134 at the required level in for acceptable surven of potentially wntaminated oih
distilled water, not in a normal ell 1uer. sample. This and referred to IE Circular No. 8107 as espousing the
did not mect the intent of the licensee Technical use of operational state-of the-art measurements for
Specifications on lower limits of detection for radio- reicase of materiah. However, IE Circular No. 81-07
acthe liquid effluents. Attempts were made to clarify does not catablish criteria for releasing radioactively
the requirements on lower limits of detection contaminated materials from restricted areas for
(NUREO/CR 4097) but these are still ambiguous. unrestricted use (see HPPOS-072).

De requirements are on the sampling and analpis De regulations applicable to nucicar power reactor
system (equipment and procedures) rather than licensees do not provide or the relcaw of materiahr
requirements for individual samples. Licensecs are that are known to be radioactively contaminated at ;

required to have equipment and procedures that any level. Authoriyation for disposal of specille i

attain the specified lower limit detection under radioactively contaminated materiah may be requested
. nounal conditions. Derefore, an occasional failure of as specified in 10 CFR 20302. The intent of the
an analysis to achieve the specified lower limit of above IE circular was to provide guidance on
delcction with an actual sample is not a failure to acceptabl limits of detection of portable survey
comply. Repeated failures to achieve the specified equipment, thus defining 'how hard you have to look'
icwcr limit of detection, however, are indicathe of a for the case in which no release of radioactive
system deficiency and do constitute a violation of the material is authoriicd.
Technical Specifications (TS).

'

When no release of radioactive material is authorized,
To perform the required measurements,licensecs the appropriate LLD is the " operational state-of the. '

must acmunt for the presence of various nuclides In art" value used for laboratory measurements of envi-
the samples. This may regi. ire measures such as . ronmental sampics. This is the LLD given in the

. increasing the counting time andA)r the use of up to- standard RETS for environmental samples (e.g.,
date software to resche peaks with similar energies. 15 pCi/L, or 1.5 x 10* pCl/mi for Co 58, Co40
This is indicated in the TS by requiring the use of and Cs 134). 49 FR 36653, PRM 20-15 states that
" blank samples as appropriate" for determining the the mcasured radioactivity for major sources of
background count rate. waste oil at BWRs and PWRs are typir. ally 1 x 10' to

1 x 10' pCi/ml.
Regulatory references: Technical Specifications .

,
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For caws in which disposal of radioactively where R is the bend radius of the sampling line and D
contaminated oil has been authortwd by the NRC is the diameter of the sampling line. Section A3.4
pursuant to 10 CFR 20.302, the nwessary LLD need docs, however, mntain the caust that in 'some probe
only be sufficiently lew to ensure that the particular mnfigurations . . depnition may be significant . '

limits are not excccde4. 'lherefore, these LLDs may
he substantially abm the te.chnical specification in cxamining the installation of stack and vent sam.
environmental LLD if the NRC authorited sclease pling splems, a bend radius equal to or greater than
limits currespond to radioactivity concentrations five times the diameter of the umpling line should be
substantially above these levels. Since the relcase aa.cpted. However, some sort of an evaluation net
limits authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 20.302 are be preformed by the licensee to actually demonstrate
established on a case-by-case basis, the corresponding thrt rcpresentative samples are bcing mllected Such
LLDs necessary to ensure that the release limits are an evaluation can sometimes be done by mllecting
not exceeded will vary acmrdingly, special samples at the location of the umple probe

and correlating the results uth those obtained at the
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.302 ' remote' sample collector.

Subject codes: 3.6. 6.8, 7.6, 12.8 Regulatory referencer ANSI N13.1-l%9, Final Safety
Anaipis Report

Applicability: All
Subject codes: 6.9,7.3,9.1

IIPPOS4106 PDR 9111210091 Applicebility: Reactors

Title: Partkulate Sampling IJnc llend Radil
2.9 MONITORING AND

See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to ' SURVEYSW. L Fbher dated hiarch 8,1977, and the incoming
tequest from W. L Fisher dated January 24,1977.
Stack and vent sampling lines should have a bend

HPPO M12 PDRSilm0lmradius equal to or greater thar, five times the diameter
of the sampling line.

Title: Survey at End of Radiography O[-ration
-

During a preoperationalinspection of Unit I at Davis
Sec 7be letter from T. F. Dorian to E. L BanfieldBesse, several right angle bends wrre obsened in an
dated hiarch 18,1982, and the inmming request fromairborne sample line that lead to a particulate

monitoi, in response to the deviation for failure to E. L Banfield (htagnaflux Corporation) dated

comply with PSAR (Section 11.4.2.1) requirements for J.nuary 22,1982. It is an OELD opinion that a

representative sempting, the licensee stated that the suncy must be made at the end of a radiographic

right angle bends had been replaced with beruls of operation while the device is siill under surveillance
and before it is locked and taken back to storage.radii equal to five times the line diameters. The

licensee further stated that the new line configuration
was in conformance with ANSI N13.1-1969. Pusuant to 10 CFR, Part 30.5, hiagnaflux

Corporation requested that NRC provide an

ANSI N13.1 1%9 states: ' Elbows in sampling lines interpretation of Part 34.42(c). NRC Region 111

should be avoided if at all possible, but when they are wmte a violation against hiagnaflux for failing to

required, the bend radius of the elbow should be as comply with 34.43(c) necause the suncy at the

long as pra:ticable . * (Section BS). Although the conclusi n of the last radiographic exposure was not

phraw, 'as long as practicable" does not appear to be remrded hiagnanux contended that they complied

defined further in the narrative portion of ANSI with 34.43(t) based on 10 CFR, Part 20.207. It was a

N13.1 l%9, Section A3.4 and Figures A2 and A5 practice of hiagnaflux radiographers to perform and

appear to give some credence to the selection of R remrd the survey of the exposure device when the

equal to or greater than $D for sampling probes, device was removed from the storage area. The
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dnice was plact< in a shipping containct (Type II). area aceca to whkn b not mntrolled by the licenwe
Another surwy was preformed and documentut prior for purpmes of protntion of indhiduals from
to transport. Surity were aho preformed at the expuure to radiation and radioacthe materiah, and
conclusion of each radiopaphic expuure (i.e., cach any arca used for residential quarters? nm,
time the sour (c returned to the shielded puition). paragraph (b) of Part 20 2117 is intended to cover the
Finally, the expuure dnice was surveyed and use of licensed materiah in a spenfied area (i.e., an
reanded prior to placing the dnice back into the unrestricted area, and not the me of materials away
storage area. from that area, as is the cac in field og rations with a

radiographic expnure dnice).
OELD agiced with the interpretation of Region 111
inspectors. Part 34.43 (c) states that:'a record of the In summary, paragraph (c) of Part 34.43, as dhcuued
survey required in paragraph (b) Shall be maintained above, has an entirely different purpow from

,

for two years when the survey is the last survey prior paragraphs (a) and (b) of Part 20.207, namely, to
to locking the radiopaphic ctrosure device and ensure that a last survey is taken and recorded at the
ending direct surveillance of the opciation? end of the radiographic operation Rfore the
Paragraphs (b) and (c) of Part 34.43, read together, radiopaphic devi-c is hwked and put back to
require a survey to be taken at the end of the storage -- where it will no longer be 'under direct
radiographic operation while the radiopaphic surveillance /
exposure device is still under direct surveillance and
before it is locked and taken back to storage. ne Regulatory refercrucs: 10 CFR 20.207,10 CIH 34.43
requirement for a remrd is a measure intended to
emure, among other things, that radiographers out in Subject codes: 2.1,3.4,7.1
the ficid stop and record their actions, after they
finish the job and before they take a device back to Applicability: Radiopaphy
storage. As originally proposed, Part 34.43 (see 43
FR 12715 March 27,1978) attemptcd to make this
point by saying that the survey and rewrd should be liPPOS4)l0 PDR.91 t l210101
rnade 'at the end of the work perh>d? The language
in the final rule (sec 43 FR 50K05, August 30,1979) 'Dtic: 10 CIR 20.20l(h), "Surwys*,15nal Rule -
appears to be,in part, a result of comments Whorve Novembes 20,1981.
requesting that the proposed rule be made clearer
about the meaning of the phrase 'em of the work See the memorandum frun R. II. Weuman to
period? It f,hould be noted, though, t lat an R. T. Carlson (and others) dated November 5,19X1,
additional survey and record before tly dnice is put and the enchwure of the notice on final chanps to 10
back into storage is a useful fail. safe procedure. Cim 20.201(b) from the Federal Register (IH $V47
Nonetheless,it is not required after the survey and 5V48, October 30,1981). ne rnision to 10 CIH
record at the end of the field operation. 20.201(b) is enforceable whenever adequate surwys

(evaluations) are not preformed, even though failure
Paragraphs (a) and (b) of Part 20 207 do not apply in to perform adequate surwp did not result is a
this cme, ne security measures, such as lo ks, violation of another NRC radiation protntion
ctmtemplated in parapaph (a) have a different standard.
purpose than the *k)cking* of the radiographic 6evice
described in Part 34.43(c). The *ctmstant surveillance' The revbed rule on surveys is based on the
requirement in paragraph (b) is intended to ensure assumption that such failure to perform adequate
that ' licensed materials in an unrestricted area and surwys has the potential to cause a violation or a
not in storage shall be tended under the constant violation could have occurred. In the context of the
surwillance and immediate control on the licensce? rule, the principal role of performing surveys or
ne parapaph clearly refers to materiah in an making evaluations necessary to comply with
unrestricted area and not in storage, and requires that regulations b preventive, rather than to determine if a
the licemee keep these materiah under constant licensec has satisfied other 10 CFR Part 20
surveillsnce and immediate contrut Paragraph requirements.
(a)(17) of Part 203 defines " unrestricted arca' as "any
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It necas to be noted that the revised rule not only 1981). De matter was also ducussed with the !

requires sunrp as may be necessary to comply with Rulemaking Dhision of OGC. j
iregulations, but surveys must be performed that are

reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the Section 20.20l(b) originally provided: ' Eau i .nsee

; extent of the potential radiation harards. Thus, a shall make or cause to be made such surveys as may
,

'

survey serves as an effective means in preventing both be necessary for him to entnply with the regulations in ;'

the occurrence of a violation an '5e development of this part.' De proposed rule would have amended ;

conditions in which violations cous occur (see this section to read: "Each licernee shall make or |
Supplementary Information in FR 5.%47). cause to be made such surveys as are teamnably called '

for by circumstances su rounding the use of sourcc, j

While the revised rule on surveys wm effective on byproduct, or special nuclear material? ne i

November 30,1981, most licensees do not subscribe Statements of Cornideration whkh accompanied the i

to the Federal Register, nor are they requirel to publication of the proposed rule stated that the
subscribe. Derefore, enforcement actions should not regulation was redrafted 'to clarify the intent of the
be considered until the rule is published in the Rules surwy requirernent to auute that licensces are on ,

and Regulations for which licensees are required to notkc that the requirement b to make appropriate !

have current ceples. His is in keeping with past sursep and that the requirement may be violated even
practices. if compliance with some other requirernent of Part 20 [

does not result from the failure to survey...? In the ,

- Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201 final rule, the text of revised Section 20.201(b) 1

differed from thzt set out in the progned r ,le. De.

Subject codes: 7.1,7.2,7.6 cristing text of the section was retained, with the
addition of subparagraph (2). As indicated in the

Applicability: All Statements of Consideration which accompanied the :

publication of the final rule, this was done in resporne.

to a public comment received on the proposed
ilPPOS-138 PDR-9111210373 amendment to the section whkh questioned whether

the proposed language climinated the goal of
'11 tic: !r.terpretation of 10 CFR 20.20l(b), "Surwy preventing ovcrexposures. He commentary
Req.aucment' exphiined:

Stc the memorandum from J. Liebctman to P. F. 'While there is a significant relationsnip between the
McKee dated October 23,1986. Survep are required survey and other Part 20 requirements in that

"

to comply with 10 CFR 20. Licensecs must also make information obtained through responsible compliance
surveys as are reasonabic under the circumstances to with 20.201(b) may well prove essential in determining ,

'

evaluated radiation hazards that rnay be present. whether a liccnsee has or has not satisfied other Part
Citations are permitted against 20.201(b) when no 10 20 requ:rements, this is not the primary function of
CFR 20 limit or requirement is violated. the survey requirement. He principal role of the

sursey is preventive. Adequate surwy procedures -
A memorandum Sted October 2,1986, requested the provide measurable protection for the health and
siews of OGC on (Lwaning of subparagraph (2) of safety of the worker and the public because they

1: 10 CFR 20.201(b) vhi'. Us: "Each licensee shall provide the information necessary for the
make or cause to be made such survep as (1) may be catablishment of adequate protective racasures, ne

|_ ~ necessary for the lleensee to comply with the toefulness of this early warning system may be

| reptations in this part, and (2) are reasonable under seriously reduced if licensecs are not held responsible
the circumstances to evaluate the estent of radiation for failure to conduct any survey or for failure to'

hazards that may be present? In addressing the issues conduct an adequate survey when violations of other
raised, OGC consulted the Statements of Part 20 requirements have not occurred... The
Consideration which accompanied both the proposed clarifying phrase provides that when a violation of
rule amending Section 201(b),45 FR 45302 (July 3, other Part 20 requirements has not naurred, the
1980) and the pubikation of the final rule which Commission will consider in determining whether the '

added subparagraph (2),46 FR 53647 (October 30, 20.201 survey requirement has met the
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i
reasonableness of the actions taken in the lighi of all of NRR,in brict, b that radon and radon progeny
circumstanccs to evaluate the ettent of the radiation resulting from naturally oucurring radium and thorium
haralds.' that are present in the soil or in building materials ;

comfitute a natural background scurte of expaure to
-

radiation. Theri ore, mmistent with the provisions ofNowhen in the Statements of Comideration h the d'

view expressed that the surwys required are only 10 CFR 20.l(b), such radon and radon progeny at ;

those which relate to or are necessary to comply with nuclear pmcr plants are not subje4;t to the provblons
the regulations of Part 20. Indeed, the commentary of 10 CFR Part 20.
emphasites that the determination of whether a
licensee has or has not satisfico other Part 20 De position stated aNwe applies to nuclear power .

requirements is not the primary function of the survey plants and, more generally, to other facilities of NRC
requircrnent, llased on the above, OOC concluded lkensees that c4mtain no licensed source material that
that the correct interpretation of Section 201(b) is is a source of radon. Where there is a source of .

'
that sursep are required in accordance with specific radon in the facility, the mncentrations of radon and
Part 20 regulations and also are required by radon progeny from the licensed source usually are :

!subparagraph (2) as is resonable under the indistingubhable in practice from clevated levck of
circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation background sources; therefore, for coracnience, all

'

hazards that may be present. Conscquently, citations radon and radan progeny in such facilities may be'

are permitted against Section 20.201(b) when no other included in determining the total dose to an indhidual
specific Part 20 limit or requirement b vinh.ted, or the licensee may elect to establish a methodology

to distingubh betwecn the contribution from back-
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201 ground sources and that from licemed material.

.

Subject codes: 7.1,7.2,7.6 De pw.* tion stated above has long been the pwilion
of the NRC staff; howner, this pnition has not been

Applicability: All well documented. He need to clarify the meaning of
* natural background' was recogniicd during the
rulemaking praess of the new major rnblon of 10<

_

IIPPOS-230 PDR-9111210331 CFR Part 20. As a result, the definition of *back--

ground radiation? 10 which the limits of 10 CFR Part
'lltic: Appikability of 10 CIR Part 20 to

.

20 do not apply, includes * . naturally occurring radio.
Occupational Radistkm Expmurcs Resulting from arthr materials, including radon in concentrations or - |

'Pska and Radon Progeny at Nuclear Power Plants levels commonly found in structures or the
cnvironment; . Thus, the new Part 20 clarifics and*

See the memorandum from F,1 Congel to M. R. continues the puition that the Part 20 limits do not
Knapp (and others) dated November 26,1990. Radon apply to' radon other than radon arising from licemed
and radon progeny resulting from naturany oaurring material regulated by the NRC.
sources in the soil or in building materials comtitute

; _ a natural background source of exposure to radiation. For additional technical information, see the paper by
Cornistent with the provtsions of 10 CFR 20.l(b), %omas i VanderMay in Radiation Protettion
such radon and radon progeny at nucicar power plants Management, Vol. 4, July / August 1987, * Radon
are not subject to the provisions of 10 CFR Part 20. Daughter Concentratium in a Nuclear Power Plant,'
Dis position applies to nuclear power statiom and, . Sich reports the results of radon surwys in one*

more generally, to other facilitics of NRC licenses nuclear power plant. Radon daughter concentrations
that contain no licensed source material that is a found in this plant ender normal ventilation
source of radon. conditions wele very similar to c(mcentrations found

-

in a survey of public buildings in a city. Ilowever,
Region 111 asked if radon and radon progeny are to be radon daughter conecntrations in closed (poorly
considered when determining whether or not a room, ventilated) areas were comktently higher than those -
enclosure, or area constitutes an ' airborne radio- in well ventilated areas, as would be expcctedc
activity area * as defined in existing 10 CFR,

20.203(d)(1) and revised 10 CFR 20.3. De respmse i
'
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NRR has ccordinated this position with the Division mmpliance with the MPCs can be handled in the
of Regulatory Applications, RES, and the Disision of same manner as evaluatior, of mixtures of other
Industrial and Medical Nuclear Safety NMSS, who radionuchJes (see Note I to Appendix 11 of 10 CIM
have no otsjections. OOC also has no legal objection Part 20):
to this position.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.1,10 CFR 20.203 C(immersion) , C(r.olubic) + C(irnotubic)
4 x 10' 2 x 10'

Subject axlcs: 7.2
w here C (immersion). C (solubic), and C (insolubic)

Applicability: Reactors, Source Msterial are the air concentrations in pCi per cm' of the
gaseous, soluble, and insoluble forms of tritium,
respectively. The values of 4 x 10' and 2 x 10' are

llPPOS4n2 PDR.9111210159 the MPCs for releases to unrestricted areas for
gaseous tritium (including IIT or T ) and for soluble.3

Titic: Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluhtc, inwtubic, insoluble tritiust (including IITO or T 0),2

and immersion Forms respectively.

See the Interpretive Guide in the IE Manual entitled in order for this approach to be acceptablC, an
as above and dated October 1,1979. It provides applicant or licensee. (1) must have instrumentation
guidance on applying MPCs for air to different capable of measuring tritium as wutcr and gas
chemical forms of tritium. In the absence of separately at the concentration anticipated, and (2)
convincing evidence on the concentrations of tritium should have very convincing data supporting the use
in various forms,licernces should use the more of the immersion (or submersion) MPC for that
conservative soluble. insoluble MPC for tritium rather fraction which h present in the gaseous form. With
than the immersion (or subinersion) MPC. respect to the latter point, there arc differing opinioits

on the degrec and the speed at which gaseous tritium
This guidance must be used by all NRC licensecs for converts (either thlough oxidation or exchange) to
evaluatlog releases to unrestricted areas when the tritiated water after it is releaud to the environment.
tritium is in the form of a gas, as tritiated water, or in Factors such as open flames or atmospherte
other forms, or as a mixture. When exposures involve contaminants can significantly enhance or accelerate
the gas, the critical organ is the skin and the MPC is such conversions. It is prud:nt,in the absence of very
derhed on the basis of the dose equivalent to skin. convincing evmence to the contrary, that licensecs
When exposures itnulve tritiated water, the critical relcasing tritium gas should be conservative and use
organ is the total body and the MPC is derived on the the sc.iuble. insoluble MPC value for such reicases.
basis of the dose equhalent to the total body.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103,10 CIM
Any appropriate application of the insoluble MPC to -20.106
release of tritium when tritium is in the form of a gas
or tritiated water is not recognized. The insoluble Subject codes: 7.2,7.3,9.1
MPC was derived, rather arbitrarily, to recognire the
potential for airborr e contamination when tritiated . Applicability: All
luminous phosphon or tritides are used, it was
ree-gnized when the MPC was derivev that
considerable uricertainty of the dose epivalent to L..e llPPOS409 PDR-91 t l210178
lungs would be dependent upon the nssumptions
made regarding the molecular depth of water on the 'ntic: Generic Guidance on Preplanned Alternative
surfaces of the lung where the insoluble particle might Method for liigh Range Noble Gas Monitoring.
be located.

See the memorandum from E. L Jordan to R. A.
When releases occurring to unrcstricted areas involve Scarano dated October 22,19X5. This memo states
a mixture of forms of tritium, evaluation of that preplanned alternate methods of determining
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noble gas releases as backups to high range noble gas Regulatory reference., NUREG.0737. Technical
monitors need not be continuous r.tonitors. l.ocal Specifications - 7

radiation surwy instruments or meters on the effluent
line are an acceptable preplanned alternate method. Subject codes: 7.3, 9.1, 12.16

A r quest was made for generic guidance during a Applicability: Reactors
review sf the proposed alternative method (PPD 1)
for determining n ,ble gas releases proposed by Palo
Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS); he HPPr%170 PDR-9111220188
PPAM was required by PVNCS Technical ~
Specifications to be used as a bactu;. for the High litle: Sampling Drywell Atmosphere Before a
Range Noble Gas (HRNG) monitors required by Release
NUREG-0737, Jtem II.F.1. It was Region V's

: position that a backup to the HRNO monitors must See the memorandum from 1.1 Cunninghem to
be a continuous monitor with a cor:iparable range. R. B. Samworth dated November 3,1988. Sampling
However, based on discussions with cognizant drywell atmosphere is required befox each and every
members of NRR's staff,it was found that the PPAM purging or venting. Furthermore, methodology and
does r,ot necessarily have to be a continuous monitor. parameters in TS referencing the ODCM, should

accurately represert the cimtents of the ODCM.
NRR also stated that the current form of the-
Technical Specifications began with a memorandum Region V requested assistance in interpretation of
from D. G. Eisenhut to T. E. Murley dated October : two cunent Wash'ngton Nuclear Plant - Unit 2
20,1980. This memo proposed that provisions for (WNP-2) Technical Specifications (TS): TY 3/4.11.2.1,
monitoring noble gas in Standard Technical and TS 3/4.11.21 Specifically, Region V asked:
Specifications be relaxed. Prior to this time, the 'De>cs TS Section 4.11.21 and Table 4.11.2 require a
action statement for an inopereble HRNG monitor sample of dr)well atmosphere be taken and analyzed
required a plant shutdown. No technical basis could prior to each vent and/or purge operation through tne
be found for the shutdown requirements; therefore, S*.andby Gas Treatment (SOT) sptem?' Region V
the provision for initiating a PPAM was substituted in also asked: *1f prior-to-rel:ase samples are required,
the action statement. De intent of the revised action should this be reflected in the ODCM, along with an
statement was to ensure that the licensee devised a appropriate decontamination factor to account for
feasible method to monitor noble gases as a backup to SOT cleanup?"
the HRNO monitors, but not to require redundant.

HRNO monitors.- NRR reviewed the Inspection Report documenting
the positions of both the inspector and the licensee in

Prior to the issuance of NUREG-0737, interim regard to the subject question. NRR agreed with the
requirements for monitoring high range noble gases position expressed by the licensee's Corporate Nuclear
were specified in NUREG.0578 During its teview of Safety Resiew Board (CNSRB) member at the
these interim measures, NRR accepted a method of November 27,- 1985 meeting of their Plant Operations-
HRNO monitoring if the licensee could demonstrate - Committee (POC) recorded on pages 10 and 11 of the
that it was adequate to characterize the radioactive Inspection Report. WPN.2 TS 4.11.2.1.2 with its
release without exceeding the dose limits of GDC-19. Table 4.112 requires that a grab sample be taken
Many licensees found that the simplest method was to prior to each pym and vent from primary;.
instalt a local radiation survey instrumen_t or meter on containment TS 4.11.213 provides additional

| the effluent line. This rethod was preferable to grab requirements for the case of pmging or mi,t rigf
| sampling since it is less dose intensive and easier to through other than the SGTS, but says nothing almut

shield. For many plants, the interim system installed when the SGTS is used. He almlicabilitY of TS
ta meet the requirements of NUREG-0578 now serves 3/4,11.2.1 is "At all times.' Herefore, the answer to

- as the PPAM. However, taking the position that this the first question of Region V is *yes."
-is the only acceptable proposal is a significant "

deviation from the position established by NRR. In regard to the second question, TS 3/4.11.2.1.2 tiesi

|- the sampling and analpis program of Table 4.11.2 to
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dose rate determinations *in accordance with the in determinmg the curie limits during licen ing. NRR
methodology and parameters in the ODCM.* Bus, evaluates the expected radionuclide distribution and
statements regarding these determinations should be conservatively establi3hes a limit such that under
incorporated in the ODCM. accident conditions (decay tank rupture) offsite dose

will be less than 0.5 rem. De limit, as presented is a
Regulatoty references: Technical Specifications cumulative sum of the total radionuclide distribution

evaluated during licensing. Therefore, considering the
Sebject codes: 7.3 inventory limit as a gross activity lirnit is consistent

with the formulation of the * considered as Xe-133'
Applicability: Reactors (BWR) limit and the STS basis which describes the limit as

"Xe.133 equivalent.'

HPPOS4D4 PDR-9111210(H) hegulatory references: Technical Specifications
_

Titic: Definition of Waste Gas Storage Tank Subject codes: 7.3,9.1
Radioactivity limits

Applicability: Reactors
See the memorandum from J. S. Bland to J. P. Stohr
dated August 28,1980, and the incoming request from
J. P. Stohr dated July ,1980. The wording HPPOS-102 PDR-9111210230

* equivalent Xe-133' and ' considered as Xc-133' in
Standard Technical Specifications allow the licensee Title: Meaning of the Expressi(m * Dose Equivalcat
to use area radiation monitoring readings coupled Xe-133* in the Technical Specifications
with a calculational method to approximate
inventories in waste gas delay tanks (WGDT). See the memorandum from C. A. Willis to

D. M. Montgomery dated March 4,1985. * Dose
NUREG4M72, " Radiological Effluent Technical equivalent Xe-133' means equivalent in ability to
Specifications for PWR's," Section 3.11.2.6 limits the deliver gamma-ray doses to the wnole body. Either
amount of radioactivity in each waste gas storage tank 0.018 Ci of Kr-89 or 18 Ci of Kr-85 is equivalent to 1
to (x) curies of noble gas. Section 3.11.2.6 furthet Ci of Xe-133,
states that the activity shall * : considered as Xe-133.*
however, the document fails to provide a definition of Historically, the acti ity in entory limits for waste gas
considered as Xe-133' or provide a definition of how storage tanks have been expresmd in curies (Ci) of

-

this determination is to be mak. Here is also dose equhalent Xe-133, specifically * curies noble gas
inconsistent working between NUREG4M72 which (considered as Xc 133).* In the RETS implementa-
presents a ' considered as Xe-133' limit and the STS tion program, it was suggeited that this be clarified by
Guidance Document (NUREG-0133) which describes adding a definition to the RETS. His succestion was
the limit as *Xe 133 equivalent.* rejected on the grounds that the intent was manifest

from the "tasis' statement. The ' basis" statement sap
De wordings *Xc-133 equivalent" and *ctmsidered as that this limit is to ensure the release of a tank's
Xe-133' were included for the purpose of identifying can'ent will not cause a whole body dose to any
to license ; the applicable use of area radiation individual at the exclusion area boundary of more
monitor readings in determining an approximate tank than 0.5 rem. Questions have indicated that further
radioactivity inventory. The intent of the STS clarification may be appropriate.
requirement was not to require daily isotopie analysis
of the WGDT inventories. Instead, the liansee is The intent of the LCO is to ensure that the
allowed to use area radiation monitor readings inadvertent release of the content of a waste storage
coupled with a calculational method to approximate tank does not cause a gamma-ray dose to the whole
tank inventories. Realizing that isotopic distributions body of over 0.5 rem offsite. Thus, the LCO whole
change with increased storage times, hcensees must body was given in terms of Xc-133 equtvalent curies
demonstrate the applicability of any calculational to facilitate implementation. That is, the licensee
method employcu for this purpose, need never determine the actual radioactivity content
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of a tank; instead he may simply dctermine the da.c 1979, and (2) a copy of the Radioacthe Effluent
rate from gamma rays and convert to equh~alent curies Technical Spectfications (RETS) 3.11.4. A licenu c's
of Xc.133 based on a calibration with Xe-133. commitment to the Radiological Elliuent Technical

Specifications (RETS) 3.11.4 h acceptable to
nis approach seems more accurate than the demonstrate (umpliance with the EPA Uranium Fuel
alternative. The alternative is to determine the Cycle Standard,40 CFR 19tt
quantity present of each nuclide and calculate the
potential gamma. ray dose to the whole body using the in a letter dated September 17,1979, all power
various dow .anversion factort reactor licertwes were informed of the requirement to

comply with 40 CFR 190 as of December 1,1974
The problem is more difficult if the detector respaads Thb letter also stated that a licensec commitatent to
to beta-particles. The dose rate from be a particles is RL~FS 3.11.4 wuuld be an acceptable method of
not the quantity of interest and so cannot be used demonstrating compliance. Liccasces were requested
directly. It is necessary to determine the nuclide to submit that commitment, or an alternative method

-

composition of tbc gas and relate this to the total of compliance. Inspection for compliance with 40
aethity. %c quantities of the various nuclides can be CFR 100 should be made against those commitments
converted to Xc.133 equivalent curies using the dose for licenwes who do not have Technical specifications
conversion factors (DFBJ of Regulatory Guide 1.109, covering compliance with 40 CFR 190.
the values for gamma rediation of DOE /hC 11026,
the energy specific values for gamma rap from the Responses to specific questions concctning inspection
" Table of Isotopes * (7th Edition), or other conwnient for compliance with 10 CFR 40 were as follows
refetence. The slight differences in results obtained
with the different references is unimportant. Where 1. Qual:tative guidance on acceptable calculation
this approach is used the ' dose equivalent Xe.133' methods is provided in NUREG-0543, * Methods
concept offers no practical advantages; it is simply for Demonstrating LWR Compliance With the
another way of saying ' potential for delivering a EPA Uranium Fuel Cycle Standard (40 CFR
gamma-ray dose to the whole body.' 190)," (February 19S0). Smce there are no special

40 CFR 190 monitoring requirements, no
If the ir,ventory is determined by saOpliag and guidance is needed on this subject.
isotopic measurement by gamma ray spectrometry, the
problem is much the same as with the beta-particle 2. No letters or orders will be sent revoking the
measurements, and tr volves the weighting by various existing effluent limits. Licensees must comply [
dose-conversion factors, with 40 CFR 199 in addition to any other

"cxisting limits *
Regulatory references: Technical Specifications

3. Corr.pliance with 40 CFR 190 is not based on
Subject codes: 7.3,9.1 calendar quarters. As stated in Section 3.11.4 of

the RETS, the 40 CFR 190 annual limits apply to
Applicability: Reactors any twelve consecutive months.

4. Licensees are not expected to %ve difficulty in
llPPOS-008 PDR-9111210lFM complying with 40 CFR 190 Proposed

enforcement actions for licensees who cannot
'lltic: Response to Questions Conccming Enforce- demonstrate compliance with 40 CFR 190 should
ment of 40 CFR 190," EPA Uranium Fuct Cycle tw coordinated with the HQ staff. As indicated in
Standard * RETS 3.11.4, a licensee whose estimates of dases

eveeds the 40 CFR 190 limits, from a condition
See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to that has not already been corrected, should
A. F. Gibson dated July 29,1981, and the incoming request a variance in accordance with the
request from A. F. Gibson dated May 13,1981. provisions of 40 CFR 190, at the time the Special
Enclosures to these memos include: (1) a NRR letter Repott on exceeding the 40 CFR 190 limits is
to All Power Reactor Liecnsecs dated September 17,
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submitted. A nriance will be granted until staff otner nuclides. That is, if noble gas concentration
action on the request is completed by NRR. does not execed 200 picocurie /mi and the concentra.

tions of other nuclides do not add up to more than
5. No additional monitoring equipment is required, one MPC equivalent, the LCO is satisfied. There is

and no " grace perusd' is needed for procurement no need to include the noble gases in the Part 20
or installation of such equhment. summation formula (see Note I to Appendit B).

. 6. The use of Regulatory Guides 1.109-1.113 ma, Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.106, Technical
result in calculated doses that are too conservative Specifications
for determining compliance with 40 CFR 190.
See NUREG 0543 for a discussion of this point. Subject codes: 7.3,9.2

Regulatory references: 40 CFR 190, Technical Applicability Reactors
^

Specificatiord

Subject codes: 7.3, 9.0, 12.12 IIPPOS-122 PDR.9111210281

Applicability: Reactors Title: Clarificatkm of Regulatory Guide 1.21, Scalon
C10, "Sensithity"

ilPPOS-212 PDR 9111221W7 Sec the memorandam from L K. Cohen to J. T.
Sutherland dated October 5,1977, li clarifies the

'ntic: Dissobed Noble Gasc3 in IJ;uid EfIlucats provision in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.21 that allows
cad Compliancx: With Tech.r.ics! Spa:ifsca' dons 111.1 determination of ctmcentrations of certain

rado,nuclides based on measurements of other
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to radionuclides and predetermined ratios.
F. J, lieddon (and others) dated July 12,1987, The
TS limit for dissolved or entrained noble gases in Provided below are atawers to specific questions
liquids is 200 picocuric/mi total acthity. his limit is raised on Section C.10 of RC 1.21 which states: .. it*

- independent of other nuclides. There is no need to may be more appropriate to calculate releases of such
include noble gases in the 10 CFR 20 summation radionuclides to those radionuclides which are
formula of Note 1 to Appendix B. routinely identified and incasured, Measurements -

should be made periodically to establish and assure
Standard Technical Specification 3.1L1 states: the continued validity of the ratios used. Any
"The concentration of radioactive material released reported data determined by this method should be
in liquid effluents to UNRESTRICTED AREAS . clearly identified,"
shall be limited to the concentratiom specified in
10 CFR Part 20, Appendix D Table 11, Column 2 for 1. Should the nuclides to be ensWred include all
radionuclides other than dissolved or entrained noble 10 CFR 20 Table 11 nuclides?
gases. For dissolved or entrained noble gases, the
concentration shall be limited to 200 picoeuric/mi. No. His statement was inserted in RG 1,21 to cover

total activity * situations during routine analyses, where a particular
radionuclide or radionuclides predominated a mixture

la response to an inquiry from a licensee, RPB said or had a gamma energy spectrum which interfered
that the staff does not consider Part 20, Appendix B with other gamma energies. Under these circum.
to give limits for noble gases in water. . Specifically, stances,it would be difficult to measure certain
the footnotes addressing 'nuclides not listed above" do radionuclides which are known to be present from

= not apply to the noble gases because the noble gases more detailed extensive analyses. The techniques
- are listed. depends upon having a data base of detailed,

thorough analyses, perhaps performed with better,

RPB also said that the technical specification limit for sensitivity and resolution. For example, periodically,
noble gases is independent of the concentrations of the licensec should make a long measurement on a

,
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~
sample with GeLi system. Information from these tnemo states that a blanket requirement fur-
analyses would be then used to generate ratios and monitoring storm drains (yard drains) hm every
calculate other radionuclides unresolved in the Nat power reactor h unwarranted f.un r saMy

*

spectrum. standpoint. De information was abo ptexided to
. .

J. H. Joyner (and others) by L J. Cunningham in the
2. - Should the nuclides te be ratio'd be based upon form of a memorandum dated September 1.0, 1981. .

the botopic inventory of a cornposite batch
(weekly, monthly, quarterly, yearly) or single batch Based on an unmonitored release of radioactive water *

(preceding batch, or reference batch to be selected on July 30,1981, at the Northern States Power
by licensee)? Company's Monticello Plant and similar occurrences ,

at Millstone, Unit 1 (June 21,1981) and at the
The makeup of the. composite to determine ratios Japanese Tsuruga plant, it was asked if there were
depend upon the variability of the isotope mixture technical reasons for not continuously monitoring

-and ratios observed in the past data. If the mixture is storm drains for radioactivity.
- stable, then quarterly composited samples may be
sufficient,if not, then more extensive sampling and in the Monticello Plant incident, an unreviewed and '

analyses may be newary, improper action by a plant engineer resulted ic radio- .

- active water being used in the cement solidification of
3. If a reference batch, selected by the licensee, is radioactive wastes at a newly-installed portable solidi-

acceptable - what documentation requirements are ficat!an system located in the radwaste shipping
necessary? building. The building was not designed for this

purpose and did not have floor drains or curbs to ,

- The licensee must provide documentation to prevent spilled water from escapine De b- ident
demonstrate that the batch is representative of the occurred when the responsible engtmer ir. operly
efuuent streams being analyzed. The licensee must and inadvertently used slightly radioactive weter from
also provide and document a series of analyses over a the reactor's condensate storage tank by connecting a
reasonable length of ti te to demonstrate the stability rubber hose secured by a hose clamp to the piping of
of.the isatopic mixture. the concrete mixing system. The hose came loose and

an estimated 2,00() gallons of radioactive water spilled
4. Where should the ratio based sample be obuined onto the concrete floor of the radwaste storage

(primary coolant, secondary systems)? building. The water ran down the sloping floor, under
two closed overhead garage-type doors, and into the

ne sample should be collected from ,tn effluent storm drain system.
stream that assures a representative sample. It is
meaningless to calculate ratios from isotopic mixtures An estimated 100 gallons of water, contaminated with
of the primary coolant for determining aittene 4.5 x 10' Ci/mi 1-131 and 1.4 x 10 pCi/ml 1-133,4

cffluents.
4_ entered the Mississippi River at the storm drain -

cutfall. At the point of release, the isotope concen-
Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide 1.21 trations were approximately 300% of the mufmum

permissible concentration described in 10 CFR 20,
. Subject codes: 7.3, 10.1 Appendix B, Table 11, Column 2, but dilution and

dispersion by the Mississippi River was assumed to
Applicability: Reactors have resulted la essentially instantaneous reduction to

non-detectable concentrations with essentially zero
erwironmental radiation. dose impact. The remainder

- HPPOS4XTl - ~ PDR-911121(XN2 of the water entered the soil or was trapped in the
storm drain ditches.

Mile: _ Monitoring of Radioactive Re& case Via Storm
Drains NRR replied that no insurmountable technical

reasons existed with regard to the monitoring of ttorm
See the memorandum from W. J. Dircks to drains for radioactivity. However, practical difficulties
Commissioner Bradford dated August 28,1981. This in the automatic sampling or extttetion of material
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~ for radioactivity analysis, as .well as practical problems standards and the inspection of Oconee's liquid
of volumetric measurements from the highly variable radwaste cuntrol program did not identify any
stream flow rates would need to be resolved if the noncompliance with the Technical Specifications. The
total release were to be determined, la addition, if it doses to the public calculated using NRC models by
is assumed that each nuclear power plant is seniced Duke Power Company were beiow the numerical

- by a single storm drain system (also called yard guides of 10 CFR 50,' Appendix 1.
'drains); the initial cost of the installation of

monitoring equipment per plant would be NRR stated that the values of anticipated annual
approximately 200 to 500 thou.;and dollars and that releases of radioactive material in liquid effluents and
the annual operation and maintenance costs would be the corresponding anticipated concentrations in the

' 20 to 50 thousand dollars, tailrace as presented in the Oconee FES were exactly
what they were claimed to be - anticipated or

Because of the difficulties in monitoring radioactive estimated values. FES values are estimates of long-
discharge into storm sewer drains, the associated costs term averages for the 40 year life of the plant and - i

for installation and operation, the general knowledge ' these estimates may vary from the obsetved value for
of past experiences with this particular type of any specific year. In this situation, regulatory limits
unmonitored release from reactor operations, and the were not exceeded; there was no information that was

- small potential effect on public health, it was the presiously unknown to NRR; and there was no
opinion of the EDO that requirements for monitoring information contrary to that assumeri by NRR in its

'

storm sewer drains was unwarranted. Issuance of the license. Therefore, based on this '

<

criteria, the significance of levels in the emironment >

Regulatoly references: 10 CFR 20.201, Technical greater than estimated levels in the FES is minimal
Specifications and that concentrations of radioactive materials in

emironmental samples higher than those estimated in
- Subject codes: 73,7.4,9.2 the FES are not, by themselves, cause for concern,

Applicability: . Reactors The regional response to such incidences should be to
provide the SEP Branch with a brief summary of the
findings and these will be forwarded to Licensing for

HPPOS4XN PDR-911121(XM information. The Regional response need as irautve
an evaluation of the data nor a moditication of the ,

Title: Roquest for NRR Follow-Up on inspection schedule to inspect the subject area.
~ Environmental Sample with Levels Greater Than
FES Estimates - Regulatory references: Technical Specifications,

'
Final Environmv 'al Statement

See lhe memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to
.L Sutherland dated April 15, 1976.- The memo states Subject codes: 7.4
that the concentrations of radioactive materials
in environtnental samples higher than those estimated Applicability: Reactors
in the Final Environmental Statement are not, by
themselves, cause for concern.-

HPPOS-071 PDR.9111210163
An " Evaluation of the Results of Oconee
Environmental Survey" was forwarded to NRR. Title: Control of Radioactively Contaminated
Concern was expressed over what significance should Mate 4ial
be placed on observed environmental radioactive

,

levels found to be greater than the estimated levels in See IE Circular No. 81-07 entitled as above and dated
the Final Emironmental Statement (FES). The May 141981. This document specifies that the
submitted evaluation stated that the concentrations of monitoring of items and materials removed from a
radioactivity detected by the South Carolina restricted area should be done with instruments and

2- Department of Health in emitonmental samples were techniques suitable to detect 5000 dpm/1tXI cm
well below the South Carolina drinking water
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2total and 1000 dpm/100 cm removable beta / gamma in evaluating the radioactivity of inaccessible surfaces
contamination. (e.g., pipes, drain lines, etc.), measurements at

accessible points may be used. However, this method
E Information Notice No. 80-22 described events can be used only if the contamination at accessible

at nuclear power reactor facilities regarding the points is representative of contamination at
release of radioactive contamination to unrestricted inaccessible locations. If this can not be
areas by trash disposal and the sale of scrap material. demonstrated, the items should not be released for
These releases were caused by a breakdown in the unrestricted use.
contamination control program including inadequate
survey techniques, untrained personnel performing Draft ANSI Standard 13.12 provides useful guidance
surveys, and inappropriate material release limits. for evaluating radioactive contamination and should

be considered when establishing a cont:imination
The reertring problems associated with minute levels control and radiation survey limgram. '

of contamination Indicated that specific guidance was
needed by NRC nuclear power reactor licensees for Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201,10 CFR
evaluating potential radioactive contamination and 20301
determining appropriate methods of control. Dus,
IE Circular No. 81-07 provides guidance on the Subject codes: 7.6,9.7
control Of radioactive contamination. Because of the
limitations of the technical analysis supporting this Applicability: Reactors
guidance, however,it is on); applicable to nuclear
power reactor facilities.

IIPPOS472 PDR-9111210170
Contaminated or radioactive .tems and materials must
be controlled, contained, handled, used, and 'ntic: Guide on 'How Ilard You llave to Imok* as
transferred in accordance with applicable regulations. Part of Radioactive C4mtamination Control Program
items and materials should not be removed from
restricted areas until they have been surveyed or See the letter from R. C. DeYoung to E. D. Swartz
evaluated for radioactive contamination by a qualified (Commonwealth Edisor, Company) dated May 18,
individual. (A qualified individual is delined as a 1982. The intent of IE Circular No. 81417 (HPPOS-
person meeting the radiation protection technician 071) was to give guidance on *how hard you have to
qualifications of RO 1.8, Rev.1.) ne only exceptians look" for r:hitoactivity when the use of portable survey
are hand-carried petsonal effects (e.g., notebooks and equipment is necessary as part of a radioactive
flashlights) that are subject to the same survey materials control program. The detection limits in IE
requirements as the individual possessing them. Circular No. 81-07 (IEC-81417) are not release limits.

;
,

Contamination monitoring with portable survey The intent of IEC-81-07 was to provide guidance on
instruments or laboratory measurements should be acceptab!c limits of detection of portable survey
performed with instruments and techniques (survey equipment; thus defining *how hard you have to look*

. scanning speed, counting times, background radiation for radioactivity when the use of portabt swvey
' 2levels) that are capable of detecting 5000 dpm/100 cm equipment is necessitated as patt of a radioactive

2total and 1000 dpm/100 cm removable beta / gamma materials control program. Low background, fixed
contamination. Instruments should be calibrated with lahoratory counting equipment can readily detect
radiation sources that have energy spcotrum and in- levels of radioactivity severai orders of magnitude less
strument response characteristics consistent with the than the detection levels discussed in the circular.
radionuchdes being measured. If alpha contamination However, the use of laboratory counting equipment is
is suspected, appropriate surveys and/or laboratory not always practical for all situations and portable

2measurements capable of detecting 100 dpm/100 cm survey equipment may need to be employed.
2fixed and 20 dpm/100 cm removable alpha activity

?hould be performed. The circular did not establish criteria for releasing
radioactivity contaminated materials from restricted
areas for unrestricted use. Tl:*: regulations applicable
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to nuclear power reactor licensees do not provide for thcly contaminated inaterial and identified the extent
release of materials for unrestricted use that are licensees should survey for contamination (see
known to be radioactively contaminated at any level. HPPOS 071 and HPPOS 472). The criteria in IEC-
Authorization for disposal of specific radioactively 81-07 addressed sur ace contaminatmn lewis based onr

contaminated materials may be requested as specified the best information available at the time and were
in 10 CFR 20.302. De Commission recognizes the related to the detection capability of portable survey
need for *de minimis* classification of wastes and has instruments equipped with thin. window * pancake *
initiated work to define 'de minimis* levels on a Ociger-Mueller (GM) probes responding primarily to
specific waste basis. This work is continuing. beta radiation. The monitoring of aggregated,

packaged material was not addressed. There was no
With regards to your request for concurrence with major emphasis on segregating waste from designated
release criteria in your " Radiation Protection contamination areas in 1981. As a result, large
Standards," we cannot concur since the regulations do volumes of monitored wastes were not being released

,

not contain release criteria provisions as described for unrestricted disposal. However, beause of the
above. De method available to you for obtaining recent emphasis or minimizing the volume of
authorized release limits is to submit to the Of0cc of radioactive waste, current practices at many nuclear
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) a request for power facilitics results in large volumes of segregated,
license amendment that addresses specific release monitored wastes with large total surface areas being
limits. Although we have sent a copy of your letter to released as ' clean * waste.
NRR for information, the excerpt you provided from ,

your " Radiation Protection Standards * lacks specifics When scanning surfaces with hand-held pancake
which would support a request for specific release probes, there is a chance that some contamination will
limits for radioactively contaminated materials. not be detected or the total surface area will not be

completely scanned. [See papers by J. F. Sommen,
If you desire a specific at.thorization for disposal or a " Sensitivity of Portable Beta-Gamma Survey
license amendment for specific release limits, please Instruments,' Nuc! car Safety 16(4), pp. 452-457
direct your request to the Office of Nuclear Reactor (1975), and " Sensitivity of GM and lon. Chamber
Regulation. Beta-Gamma Survey Instruments," Health Physics

28(6), pp. 775-761 (1975).] Thus, when numerous
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201,10 CFR items of " clean' material are combined, the
20.301,10 CFR 20.302 accumulation of small amounts of contamination that

escaped pancake probe detectica may be detected
,

Subject codes: 7.6, 9.7 using detectors sensitive to gamma radiation (e.g., by
using a sensitive scintillation detector in a low.

Applicability: Reactors background area). Such measurements of packaged
clean waste before disposal can reduce the likelihood
that contaminated waste will be disposed of as clean

HPPOS473 PDR-91112iO176 waste.

Title: Surveys of Wastm Before Dispaal from To avoid the unintentional release of radioactive
Nuclear Reactor Fadlitia matcriah from nuclear reactor facilities, a good

monitoring program that includes the following is
See IE Intoimation Notice a>92 entitled as above recommended.
and dated December 2,1985. This document supple-
ments IE Circular 81-07 (HPPOS-071) as it applies to 1. Surveys made with methods for detecting very low
surveys of solid wastes before disposal from nuclear levels of radioactivity to discriminate between
reactor facilities. It also discusses typical surveys that materials that are contaminated and those that
could be made to preclude unintentional release of can be disposed of as clean waste. The surwy
radioactive materials. methods should provide licensees with reasonable

assurance that licensed material is not released
IE Circular 81-07 (IEC-8107) was issued by NRC in from their contro!.
1981 and provided guidance on the control of radioac.
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2. Surveys using portable survey instruments with guidelines for transuranium elements such that no
small pancake GM probes should be done only on individual will receive a radiation dose in excess of
small items and small areas. Because these 1 millitad per year to the lung and 3 millirad per year
instruments and probes kne detection sensitivity . to the bone from exposure to the contaminated soil
when moved and of the difficulties in completely (42 FR W)S6-60959). In_this case, the solubility
scanning large areas, this method of survey should classification of Am.241 is a W compound (see ICRP
be supplemented with other techniques on larger Publication 30) and its existence in soil will contribute
items. to the inhalation and ingestion pathwap through

resuspension of soil in air and uptake from plants.
3. Final measurements on cach package of aggregat- ne critical organ is the bone. Based on the total

ed wastes should be done to ensure that an accu- dose from inhalation and ingestion, the soil concen-
mutation of licensed material resulting from the tration limit for Am.241 is calculated to be 30 pCi!g
buildap of multiplc, nondetectable quantitles has in order not to exceed the 3 millirad per year limit.
not occurred (e.g., final measurernents using scrui- .

tive scintillation detectors in low background Regulatory references: None
'

areas).
Subject codes: 3.6, 7.6, R4,12.4

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201,10 CFR
20.301- Applicability: All

Subject codes: 7.1,7.6,9.7
HPPOS-149 PDR-9111220081

ApplicabiUty: Reactors
Titic: Allowable Contamination Umit for horium.
nal

HPPOS-110 PDR-9111210288
See the memorandum written for files by R. G. Page

Title: Decontaminatkm Limits for Ameridum-241 and dated August 27,1982. His memo concerned a
telephone conversation with Mark Whittaker of -

See the memorandum from R. E. Cunningham to Chem. Nuclear, Inc. The memorandum states that the
H. D. Thornburg dated September 15,1981. His allowable contamination limit in the Guidelines for
memo provides appropriate surface and soil Decontamination of Facilities for Unrestricted Use or
decontamination limits for Am-241. Based on the Termination of Licenses for Byproduct, Source or
total dose from inhalation and ingestion, the Special Nuclear Material for ' thorium-nat* is the total
soll concentration limit for Am-241 is calculated radioactivity present from thorium radionuclides plus
to bc 30 pCilg in order not to excced the 3 millirad all daughters.
per year recommended by the EPA.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.3,10 CFR 40.3,
Acceptable surface contamination levels for Am-241 10 CFR 70.3
are specified in ' Guidelines for Decontamination
of Facilitics and Equipment Prior to Release for Subject codes: 3.6, 5.0, 7.6, 12.4
Unrestricted Use or Termination of Licenses for

' Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material? Applicability: Source Material
The maximum and average levels of fixed Am.241
contamination permitted on surfaces released for
unrestricted use is 300 and 100 disintegration per HPPOS-179 PD R 9111210271
minute per 100 square centimeters, respectively.
Removable ccmtamination should not exceed Title: NRC Raponsibilities Omccrning Old

820 dpm/100 cm . Omtaminated Sites

With respect to soil decontamination limits, the EPA See the memorandum with attachments from J. G.
'

recommended on November 30,1977, radiation dosc Davis to R. C. Haynes (and others) dated April 6,
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- 1982.; This memo provides guidance on the extent of The NRC will also develop cleanup criteria for !

NRC actions regarding areas contaminated by contaminated areas under the cumrol of NRC
+|' byproduct, source, or special nuclear materials as the licensees and ensure to practical extents, that NRC

- result of licensed aethitics by present or former NRC criteria are consistent with EPA's general cleanup
or AEC licensees. Areas currently under DOE or standards and guidance. Cleanup criteria for specific
DOD responsibility are excepted. areas and contaminants will be presided by NMSS on

a case.by-case basis upon request from the Regions.
He NRC has responsibility and will take actions NMSS will consult with EPA as necessary in
dermed appropriate in areas that have been developing cleanup criteria. An area already ,

contaminated by source, byproduct,~ or special nuclear contaminated may be subject to different arca specific
material as the result of the licensed acthities of cleanup criteria that may be less stringent than ,

present or former NRC or AEC licensees. The only criteria applicable to current or future actMtics.
exceptions are for areas currently under the -
responsibility of DOE or DODi Ris includes 'on. NRC has the responsibility to ensure, to the extent -

site' as well as "off. site' areas with contamination that practicable under applicable law, that areas
resulted from licensed acthities. For radioactive contaminated by present or former NRC or AEC ,

contamination where NRC does not have the respon- licensees meet the cleanup criteria established for the-
sibility and authority to require actions concerning contaminated area. NRC Regional Administrators
contamination, or if exercise of its authority is should make contacts with the appropriate EPA
impracticable, the case will be referred to EPA. Regional Administrator as necessary to carry out the

above policy. The referral of cases to EPA should be
NRC will inform and coordinate the actions it takes confirmed in writing. In the event there are areas of
concerning contaminated sites with EPA to minimize uncerthinty that do not necessarily fall under either ,

unnecessary duplication of effort. . The acthities agency jurisdiction, the issue should be referred to the
include, but are not limited to: data collection,. _ Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety And Safe-*

monitoring, and development of remedial or cleanup guards for consultation and review.
requirements. NRC will exchange summaries of in-
spection records, investigations of potential health in light of the current limitation of resources,it is
problems, results of radiological assessment aethitics, incumbent that NRC limits itself only to those areas
and other information related to possible remedial or that are NRC responsibility and not expanded beyond

- - cleanup actions at contaminated areas, subject to those limits.
security requirements and statutory restrictions on the
release of information. ; in addition, NRC will ensure Regulatory references: None
that state and local government officials are fully
informed about federal actidties invohing ' Subject codes: 7.6,12.9, 12.19
contaminated areas,

Applicability: Byproduct, Source, Special Nuc! cat .

NRC will perform or 1 ave performed independent Materlats3

radiological assessments of contaminated areas, as
necessary and within resources to:

. 2.10 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
1. Determine whether present NRC licensees comply AND DOSEwith applicable requirements;

2. Determine whether contamination that may have
liPPOS-186 - PDR-9111210292been caused by present or former licensees has

: been reduced to levels consistent with NRC
requirements; and, Title: Determination of Radiation Exposure from

Dosimeters

3. Determine proper decontamination of areas that
See the memorandum from W. P. Ellis to G. Lare intended for unrestricted use (for present or

former NRC licensees only). Snyder (and others) dated March 25,1977. When
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both a direct reading dosimeter (DRD) and a film or hand, the exposurer estimated front DRDs could atm
TLD badge are worn, the film or RD reading is estabthh error on the high side, dosimeters can drift
normally considered the dose of record. If a film or or discharge when bumped and are not considered
TLD badge is expo <cd when not worn, it may be reliable even to the extent of their limited ranges.
appropriate to use a DRD reading. When exposure data is collected for an indMdual by

both DRD and either film or TLD badge, the dose as
The purpose of the badge dosimeter is to mer.sure the determined from the film or TLD should be accepted
radiation dose received by the indMdual who wears it, as the indMdual's exposure of record.
If a badge dosimeter shows a reading of 3.f rem for a
month or quarter, the nuclear industry and NRC have Often a lleensee will explain thai the DRD readings
historically accepted this as proof that the indMdual were 2.5 rem (the control point) and the film or TLD
received a radiation dose of 3.5 rem if one cannot readings was 3.3 rem or some similar value. The
show that the exposure to the badge tnost likely- latter reading is the most representative of the .
occurred when the empleyce was not wearing it. Indhidual's exposure to radiation if all other factors

are equal. This is frequently the wurce of failure to
Although all facts surrounding an exposure should be make adequate survey or evaluation of the radiation
established, the inspector does not need to establish levels which results in expwure to indMduals in
additior.al proof that a radiation exposure o curred. excess of the regulatory limits. We cannot accept the
However,if there is cause to believe that the licensee's explanation of error in calculations of the
indMdual was not exposed, it is incumbent on the estimated dose from DRDs as reasons to forgive
licensee to demonstnte or provide evidence that the failure to m.ske proper evaluations of such portial
exposure to the badge dosimeter did not constitute a exposures.
valid exposure to its_ user. NRC does not iake the
position that badge readings are not accepted as valid Finally, questions concerning exposures that resulted
exposures of personnel if there is not other positive from licensed byproduct material and other unlicensed
proof to support the finding; rather,in the interest of sources of tonlijng radiation such as x ray or radium
safety, we must accept the badge readings as valid were answered. If any part of an indMdual's exposure
radiation exposures of personnel unless the licensee results from licensed byproduct materials, the NRC
can provide reasonable evidence to the contrary. has jurisdiction for taking enforcement action 2 for the

total exposure, if an individual were to receive 3 rem
A second point of concern is the consideration of from x. rays and 03 rem from gamma rap emitted by
DRD values versus the film or TLD badge in estab- cobalt-60 for a total of 33 rem in a single quarter, the
lishing an individual's radiation dose. Generally, the NRC would issue a citation for a radiation dose of
DRD has not been accepted by the nuclear industry 33 rems and indicate that it exceeds the permissible
or NRC as the dosimeter of record. It is true that on quarterly limit.
some occasions when a film or TLD badge w~as
inadvertently exposed while not used by the Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101,10 CIM
designated user, the DRD has been used as the best 20.201
evidence of the individual's exposure. However, there
are too many variables involved to use the DRD in Subject codes: &l,83
lieu of the film or TLD badge. Therefore, the DRD
is considered to be a control device (i.e., only an Applicability: All
indicator of the estimated dose). The DRD as a
general rule is highly energy dependent. Many such

.

dosimeters are made of metal or other materials with HPPOS-224 PDR-9111220133
high atomic numbers which absorb many of the low
energy photons. Consequently, we find that the film 'lltle: Illind Spiking of Personnel Dosimeters and the
or TLD readings are higher than the DRD for the Inspecuan Program '

same exposure to multi-energy photons. The DRD
may show a lower radiation exposure than the film or See the memorandum from J. E. Wigginion to L R.
TLD bect.use of the error in nnnetous readings at the Greger dated June 27,1989 Blind spiking of
start and end of each work period. On the other personnel dosimeter has never been included explicitly
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in an inspation procedure for reactors. However, for gamma and beta radiation energies should be
there may be reason to cover this topic on a case-by- included in the spiking program.' Dus,
case basis. Under the NVLAP program and the ANI/MAELU clearly expects nuclear power plants to
ANI/MAELU inspection of personnel dosimeters, do blind spiking. ,
nuclear power plants are expected to do blind spiking.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.202
It was asked whether, considering that 10 CFR
20.202(c) requires NVLAP accreditation for personnel subject uwies: K.1,12.7,12 15
dosimetcrs, inspectors should continue to inspect for
blind spiking of personom dosimeters by nuclear Applicability: Reactors
}wer reactor licensees. He answer is that given the
coverage of personnel dosimetry QA/QC in the
NVLAP program and in the ANDMAELU llPPOS4r77 PDR-91 t l210194

_

inspections, there is no need for all NRC inspections
of personnel dosimetry to cover blind spiking of Titic: Ikx Assignment for Workers in Non. Uniform
dosimeters. However, there may be reasons to cover Radiation Frids
this topic on a case-by-case basis. He answer is
ba.ted in part on the following information. See IE Information Notice No. 83 59 entitled as

above and dated September 15, 1983. This IE
Blind spiking of personnel dosimeters has never been information Notice (IEIN.83-59) states that for the
included explicitly in an inspection procedure for extremitics, the dose received by each eppendage may
power reactors; however, such spiking falls within the be separately determined and compared to the limits.
more general item of ' quality assurance for dosimeter ' Hand and forearm' includes the hand, the lower arm
processing" (Inspection Procedure 83524, Section 3.03 below the elbow, and the cibow. The part of the arm
a) and " quality assurance of perstmal dosimetry above the elbow is considered paa of the Nhole
measurements * (Core Inspection Procedure No. body.'
83750, Section 3.05 a.7). Apparently inspectors in
Region Ill, and possibly other regions, have looked to IEIN.83-59 prosides guidance to licensees on the
see if licertsees are spiking badges. At least one proper dose assignments to workers in non. uniform
region (Region 1) has done NRC spiking of licensee radiation fields. Several power reactor licensees had
personnel dosimeters using the Radiological and asked the NRC for guidance regarding the proper
Environmental Research Laboratory to do the spiking. assignment of extremity and whole oody doses to .

workers involved in steam generator maintenance
To be actredited by NVLAP, a dosimetry processor activity, la efforts to reduce steam generator
must pass the proficiency 'est(s) and must satisfy corrosion rates, licensees were increasing the
documented NVLAP criteria. The NVLAP criteria frequency of sludge lancing. Although improved,
for accreditation include general requirements for a remote, dose-saving, ALARA techniq= were
quality assurance J ,ogram but no specific requirement becoming more available, workers were still required
for dosimeter spiking. However, conformance to the to insert an arm (one at a time) through the steam
NVLAP criteria is checked during onsite assessments generator handhole to assemble /disawemble and
by NVLAP assessors and tiie quality assurance check- position sludge lancing equipment. V'ith the arm
list prosided to the aser (to ' guide * the assessor) inserted, the head and trunk of the body were in a 0.5
includes #107. The processor's quality assurance to 1 Rshr radiation field, the upper arm in a 3 R/hr
program includes processing checks such as... blind radiation field, and the forearm and hand in a 20 to
audit dosimeters unknown to tL: technician.. ' 40 R/hr radiation field. Licertsecs questioned whether

each arm could receive the allowed quarterly dose, or
The ANI/MAELU inspection procedure on personnel shouid the doses to the individual arms be additive,

dosimetry (dated October 1986) includes the tcquire-
ment (Number 8.4.4.3): *Dere should be a IEIN-83 59 states that each arm can receive a dose up
continuing program of blind spiking TLD's or film to the applicable regulatory limit. More generally, the
badges.1. Spiked badges should be included in each _ dose received by each appendage could be separately
pmcessing cycle. 2. A reasonable range of exposures determined and compared to the applicable regulatory
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limit when irradiation occurred in a non uniform for the "whole body, ' apply to all parts of the body
| field; however, adequate sacp defining the radiatiott except the ' hands and forearms, feet and ankles.'
fields and a thorough dose evaluation needs to be-
pertarmed to satisfy cristing 10 CFR Part 20 require- ne term 'extremitics' has often been used to
ments. To demonstrate compliance, multiple designate the ' hands and forearms, feet and ankles,'
dosimeters may be required. Licensees were although this term is not used in 10 CFR 20. De
cautioned that increased personal monitoring for the term ' extremities" used in the pending revision of 10
remainder of the quarter may be required for affecwd CFR 20 has the different meaning of " hand, cibow,
workers and that records to satisfy 10 CFR 20.401 arm below the elbow, foot, knee, and leg below the
survey and monitoring requirements would become knee." However, this definition should not be used ,

more complex. until the effective date of the revision.

I'or additional information, see related documents: IE Information Notice No. 81-26, Part 3, Supplement
IE Information Notice 8126 Part 3: ' Placement of No.1, issued July 19,1982, discusses the placement of
Personnel Monitoring Devices for External Radiation personnel dosimeters for determining whole body
Exposure,' and IE Information Notice No. 81-26, doses in situations where the principal source of
Part 3, Supplement No.1: ' Clarification of Placement radiatigg came from underfoot. nat Information

- of Personnel Monitoring Devices for External Notice states 'a reasonable placement for a whole
Radiation." body dosimeter would be just above the knee" (see

HPPOS-033). De Notice also indicates that
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101 *extrem!ry monitoring requirements may dictate the

placetuent of additional dosimeters in the Icet and
Subject codes: 8.1,8.3 ankle area.' Some licensees and regional personnel

have incorrectly maintained that this notice defined or
Applicability: All redefined the terms ' extremity * or "extremitics* to

include the knee and the kiwer leg between the knee
and ankle and thereby extended the applicability of

HPPOS-177 PDR-9111210269 the 18.75 rem dose limit for the ' extremities' to the
lower leg above the ankle to the knee. De

'lltic: Correction of Misunderstanding Concerning misunderstanding of the requirements of 10 CFR 20
Occupational Dose limits for "Extremitics' has also been identified in relation to potertial

violations of occupational dose limits resulting from
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to radiation exposures from hot particles on or near the
R. R. Bellamy (and others) dated June 22,1989. skin. Some licensees have changed their radiation
This memo was issued to correct misunderstandings protection procedures to incorporate this
concerning occupational dose limits for " extremities', misunderstanding and misrepresent the dose limits of
and to provide guidance concerning potential enforce- 10 CFR 20.
ment actions in cases in which licensees have
incorporated this misunderstanding into their To correct these misunderstandings, the applicable
procedures. occupational radiation dose limits of 10 CFR 20.101

are:

10 CFR 20 provides different occupational dose limits
for: (1) the "whole body, head and trunk, active 1. De whole body vose limit of 1.25 rem per
blood forming organs, lens of the eye, or gonads;" (2) quarter or 3 sem per quarter, and
the ' hands and forearms, feet and ankles'; and (3) the
" skin of the whole body.' As indicated in the 2. The skin of the whole body limit of 7.5 rem per
instructions for NRC Form 5,' Current Occupational quarter.
External Radiation Exposure,' the dose to the hands,
forearms, feet, and ankles includes the dose to the Licensees who have incorporated the misunder-
skin of these body parts. De dose to the skin is standing concerning ' extremity" doses into their

3assessed at a depth of 7 mg/cm in tissue. Therefore, procedures should correct those procedures. No
the limit for all " skin of the whole body" and Ibc limit enforcement action should be taken if the licensec
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. corrects the procedure (s). Enforcement action should The parnmeters specified in regulatory positions for
be considered for any licensee who, after being given a determining dose for comparison with limits have
copy of this memorandum, refuses to currect a been established conservatively for protection of all
procedure that incorporates the misunderstanding of workers regardless of race, age, sex, or other
the dose limits of 10 CFR 20. individual differences. Consideration of differences

invohing race, sex, or age has the potential for
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101 violating state and Federal laws prohibiting

dherimination.
Subject codes: 8.1,8.3

11 should be noted that some changes will occur in the
Applicability: All future. The resised Part 20 will redefine the k)wer

extremities and a change to Part 20 will establish new
limits for hot particle exposures, in addition, the

IIPPOS-227 - PDR-9111220144 revised Part 20, although specifying a weighting factor
of 1.0 for external "whole tody" exposures, allows the

Utle: Determining Compliance with the approval of other weighting factors on a case-by. case
Occupational Donc limits in 10 CFR 20.101 basis until specific guidance is issued by the NRC.

See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to Although NRC-established requirements and positions
M. R. Knapp (and others) dated July 20,1990, must be used in determining compliance with the

- Dis memo reiterates the established NRC require. limits of 10 CFR 20.101, licensees may use other
ments and positions with respect to determining assumptions in determining doses for purposes other
occupational doses for comparison with the limits of than for comparison with NRC limits. The results of
10 CFR 20.101. these calculations may be entered as supplemental

information in the occupational dose record.
Questions had arisen as to which of three different Supplemental information may be used to obtain a
limits in 10 CFR 20.101 applies in a particular ' dose" value that is more representative of the actual
situation. In general,if the dose is to some part of risk to an individual worker in a particular case than
the body other than the hands and forearnis, feet ar d the dose value that must be used for comparison with
ankles, the 'whole-body" limit (1.25 or 3 rem / quarter) the dt.se limits of 10 CFR 20101. It is possible that
and ' skin of the whole body" limit (7.5 rem / quarter) the NRC may consider such supplemental
epply. De ' hand and forearm * laciudes the hand, the information, dependent on the circumstances of the
arm below the elbow and the elbow. De dose from individual case, in determining the nature and seventy
each appendage may be separately determined and of the enforcement action to be taken when the limits
compared to the limit. The term 'extremitics' is not of 10 CFR 20.101 have been exceeded.
used in 10 CFR 20; however, if used in the context of
the dose li tits of 10 CFR 20.101, it is understood to Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101
mean the ' hands and forearms, feet and ankles.*

Subject codes: 8.1,8.3
Assumptions for regulatory purpases concerning tissue,.

L depth determinations are provided in the Instructions Applicability: All
for Preparation of NRC Form 5 (Item 5) on the backi

of NRC Form 5. These instructions are regulatory
requirements. HPPOS4B3 PDR-9111210153

i =An area of I cm has been established for calculating Utle: Supplement 1: Clarification of Plamment of
2

skin doses for comparison with the dose limit for the Personnel Monitoring Devices for External Radiation
skin of the whole body or for the hands and forearms,
feet and ankles. The same skin area should be used See IE Information Notice No. 81-26, Part 3,
when exposure is highly localind and non. uniform, Supplement 1, dated July 19,1982. To monitor an
such as in the case of hot particle exposure on or near adult for whole body doses when the principal source
the skin.
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is from underfoot, a teasonable placement for a whole Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101
body dosimeter would be just above the knee.

Subject axles: & l, 8.3, 8.8
Supplement No.1 is an extension of IEIN-8126, Part
3,' Placement of Personnel Monitoring Desices for Applicability: All
External Radiation Exposure.' This supplement
advisc that to monitor an adult for whole txxty doses

'
when the principal source of radiation is from under- IIPPOS4X12 PDR-9111210ll75
foot, a reasonable placement for a whole Nxty -

,

dosimeter would be just abow the knee. Any further 'ntle: Overexposure of Diver During Work in Fuel
generalization for whole Nxty dosimeter placement Storage Pool
could be non-conservative, considering the reported
variability of age, race, sex, and general state of - See IE Information Notice No. 82-31 entitled as
health. Extremity monitoring requirements may above and dated July 28,1982. This notice cautions
dictate the placement of additional dosimeters around power reactor licensees about radiatica hazards to
the feet and ankle area. (Sec HPPOS-177 and divers working in spent fuel storage pools.
HPPOS-227)

On Jurr 1,1982, while installing fuel rack support
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101 plates in the storage pool at Indian Point Unit No.2, a

diver received a dose equivalent of &7 rem to the
Subject codes: & l, 8.3 head. IJpon exiting the pool the diver's 500 mR and

5.R pocket ionization chambers (worn on_ the head)
Applicability: All were off.s. ale. The licensee suspended all dhing

operations and read the multiple TLDs wurn on other
body locations, A second diver received a total t'ody

llPPOS4T15 PDR 9111210184 dose of 1.6 rem. The fuel storage pool modifications
had been ongoing for three months, with daily

#

Title: "Overexposures* - When Dom the "Whole averages for dose equivalent to total lxxty of aN>ut
Body * umit Apply ~ 50 mrem per diver.

See the memorandum from J. D. Buchanan to A resiew of the incident by the licensee and NRC
L J. Cunningham dated June 27,1984. His memo found several factors that contributed to the overexpo-
specifies that exposures are considered 'whole body' sure:
when they occur to any part of the txxly, except the
skin, hands, brearms, feet, or ankles. 1. An irradiated fuel assembly was mistakenly trans-

ferred to a k) cation within two to four feet of the
All parts of the lxxly are subject to the regulatory diver's work area. A poor-quality copy of the
limits covered in 10 CFR 20.101. Bree limits are fuel transfer procedures was apparently a factor

_

specified in 10 CFR 20.101(a) and include exposures in the linproper fuel transfer. Limited visibility
to: caused by cloudy water and a lack of underwater

lighting may have prevented visual detection of
1. The whole body, head and trunk, active bk>od the misplaced fuel assembly. No QA reviews

forming organs, lens of eyes, or gonads. were required or conducted of the irradiated fuel
assemblics between fuel movement and the

2. - He hands and forearms, feet and ankles. exposure incident.

3. The skin of the whole body. 2. A prior-to-work radiation survey of the pool was
performed with an underwater ionization

Therefore, for any part of the txxly other than the chamber connected by a long cable to the
skin, hands, forearms, feet, or ankles, the *whole txxty' detector. %e survey failed to detect the
limit applies (See HPPOS-077). misplaced fuel assembly and exposure rate of

several hundred R/hr within two feet of the
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dhi 's work area. -Intermittent, erratic behavior Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201er
of the survey meter had been observed dusing

; previous dives, and the licensee attributed the Subject codes: 6.5,7.1,8.1
erratic behavior to a buildup of moisture in the
housing for the underwater ionization chamber. Applicability: Reactors

3. The radiation monitoring devices used Juring the
underwater operations failed to function IIPPOS-233 PDR-9111210M2
properly. Alarming dosimeters, mounted inside
the diver's heltnet, failed to alarm at the 200-mR 'ntle: Applicability of Regulatory Position 13 of
set point. These dosimeters were under the Regulatory Guide 832 to Nuc! car Reactor Fadlitics
control of the diving contractor and were not
checked with a source on the day of the incident. See the memorandum from L J. Cunninghami
The licensec monitored the dive with the same J. H. Joyner (and others) dated February 6.1991. The
ionitation chamber imtrument used for the memo states that although there are relathcly few
predive survey and failed to detect exposure rates workers at nuclear reactor facilitics who meet the
in excess of 1 R/hr in the diver's work area. eriteria of Regulatory Position 13 those employees

who can come into skin contact, ingest or absorb
The licensec increased senior management oversight water or other substances with concentrations of
for the spent fuel pool project and implemented the tritium greater than 001 mci /kg must be identified.

- following corrective actions:
The purpose of this memorandum was to respond to a

1.'__ Whenever fuel movement occurs, QA personnel question as to whether or not Regulatory Position 13
will independently witness and verify the new - of Regulatory _ Guide 832," Criteria for Establishing a

; locations. Other irradiated objects with exposure Tritium Bioassay Program,' applies to nuclear reactor
rates of more than 1 R/hr at mntact will be facilities. As discussed below, Regulatory Position 13
controlled in a similar manner. After any does apnly to nuclear reactor facilities (and other
movement of either fuel or irradiated facilities); however, there are a relatively small
components (more than 1 R/hr at contact), an number of workers,if any, at nuclear reactor facilities
underwater radiation survey will be conducted who meet the criteria of Regulatory Position 13 and,
t'efore dh'ing operations will resume. therefore, a relatively small number of workers, if any,

at nuclear reactor facilities for which bicassay is
2. Daily, before any dhing operation, a radiation recommended as a result of Regulatory Position 13.

survey of the dhing pool will be made. Such
surveys will be performed with two independent Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 832 has two columns

- monitoring devices. A survey map of the pool listing quantities of tritium and a third (right-hand)
. ill be updated to reflect current status of the column listing concentrations of tritium in water.w

ongoing fuel rack modification Regulatory Position 1.1 refers to the first two (tritium
quantity) columns of Table 1 and does not apply to

3. Each diver will wear a calibrated, alarming nuclear reactor facilities. Regulatory Position 1.2
dosimeter that will be checked daily before any refers to the third (tritium concentration) column of
dhing operations, and a remote-readout detector Table 1, and, as stated in the position, applies to
that will tx: monitored continuously by health nuclear reactor facilities; however, nothing in Position

. physics technicians. Dhcrs will also surface 1.2 or elsewhere in the guidc indicates that Position
periodically and t_ heir pocket ionization chambers 1.2 is the only position that applies to nuclear reactor <

,

will be read. Any significant deviation from facilities. Regulatory Positions 1.1 and 1.2 are based
expected work patterns or radiation levels will be on considerations of intakes of tritium, as a gas or

'

grounds for dive termination. vapor, from the air. Regulatory Position 13
supplements Positions 1.1 and 1.2 and is based on

4. Pool clarity and underwater lighting acceptance censiderations of intakes of tritium in the form of
criteria have been established to help insure tritiated liquids that pass through the skin.
adequate visibility is maintained at all times. Regulatory Position 13 is applicable to all licensed

a
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facilities, including nuclear reactor facilities, for the Laboratory (BNL) report entitled " Interpretation of
situation described in that position. Bioassay Measurements?

Regulatory Pasition 1.3 is as follows: 't.3. Bioassays The NRC staff position, with respect to binassay,is
should also be perfortned when an employee can presented in NRC Regulatory Guides (RGs) &9, &ll,
come into skin contact with, ingest, or absorb into the &20, &22, and R26. In general, the position is that
body through cuts, abrasions, or accidental assessment of indisidual intake using bioassay data
(hypodermic) injection, water or any other substance should be based on the best data and models for that
with concentrations of tritium greater than or equal tc, purpose. However, IE Information Notice 82-18,
0.01 mci /kg (0.01 pCi/cc) such as may be common in " Assessment of Intakes of Radioactive Material by
laboratory applications? Workers,' issued in 1982, pointed out that the present

NRC limits on intake are based on ICRP Publication
The stipulation *., when an employee can .? should 2 and concluded with the NRC position: *%e NRC
be interpreted reasonably. We understand the will continue to 18e the ICRP Publication 2
intended n aning of this statement to be much nearer methodology in determining compliance with 10 CFR
to * . when an employee can reasonably be expected 20 until the revision of 10 CFR 20 has been published
to . ' than it is to * . when there is even a remote as a final rule?
possibility that an employee can . * Thus, there are
relatively few workers at nuclear reactor facilities that De NRC staff now recognizes that this position in
meet the criteria of Position 1.3 and those that do information Notice 82-l& (1) is incorrect in implying
meet the criteria must be identified by radiation that only ICRP Publication 2 can be used for
protection professionals, based on considerations of assessing bioassay data to determine compliance with
the circumstances of the particular duties of the 10 CFR 20; and (2) con 0icts with the NRC staff
workers in a particular plant. position expressed in relevant regulatory guides.

Although ICRP Publication 2 provides the basis for
Examples of workers who may meet the criteria of current 10 CFR Part 20 limits on intake (based on
Position 1.3 inchMle, but are not necessarily limited to, long-term, chronic exposures),it does not always
(1) divers in pools of water with tritium concen- provide an adequate basis for assessing individual
trations greater than or equal to 0.01 Ci!cc, and (2) intake because it does not provide information on
workers who routinely sample, and may be sprayed body content or excreta following single (acute) intake
with, or otherwise come into contact with, water with or information applicable to an individual differing
tritium concentrations greater than or equal to 0.01 from the ' standard man' defined in ICRP Publication -

pCi/cc. 2. This inadequacy is recogniwd in ICRP
Publications 10 and 10A which are endorsed in RG

Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide &32 &9 and which are mentioned in Information Notice
8218 as being used by the NRC to evaluate bicassay

Subject codes: R2 data to determine compli.nce with regulatory

Applicability: Reactors
De NRC staff became aware of the problem with the
NRC position as a recult of reviews and discussions in

IIPPOS-214 PDR-91112200ll the draft stages of the report," Interpretation of
Bioassay Measurements * (NUREG/CR-4884 and

11 tic: Interpret.ation of Bioassay Measurements, BNt NUREG 52063) which was prepared by DNL
Assessment of Intake under NRC contract. This report (which was

published in July 1987) is a comprehensive manual
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to that, for the first time, provides information on how
R. R. Bellamy (and others) dated March 14,1990. to compute intakes from both in vivo and in vitro
For purposes of determining compliance with the 10 bloassay measurements awl contains tables for the
CFR Part 20 intake limits, besides ICRP Publication imerpretation of bioassay 'sults, in terms of intake,
2, licensees may also use a Brookhaven National for several hundred nuclides. This manual conforms

to the positions in existing regulatory guides, and the
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computed intake retention fractions in the report have appropriate to the circumstances of the occurrence.
. been verified by comparison with results generated by Exposures so evaluated shall be included in
other computer models using the same set of determining whether the limitation on individual
assumptior.s (REMEDY and DOSEDAY/DOSEYR). exposurcs in 10 CFR 20.103(a)(1) has been exueded,'
he use of this report, with its straightforward The assignment of indhidual intakes using bioanay
methodology, could help licensees avoid the data should be based on the best data and models
difficulties associated with the use of the methodology available for that purpose. NUREG/CR-428,
in ICRP Publication 2. ' Interpretation of Bioassay Measurements,' contains

tables of intake retention and excretion fractions for
The NRC plans to issue, for comment, a draft several hundred radio-nuclides for intakes by
regulatory guide that would endorse the BNI. report inhalation and ingestion. De tables cre useful in
for use in assessing intakes of radioacthe material interpreting bicass.ay data arJ determining intake
from the results of bioassay measurements.- In the quantities (See the memorandum from L J.
interim, use of this report for the interpretation of _ Cunningham, ' Draft NRC Information Notice,
Dicassay measurements is consistent with the Interpretation of Bioassay Measurements; Assessment
regulatory positions in existing regulatory guides on of Intake," dated March 14, 1990.) The comparison of,

bloanay; therefore, the report may be used for this bicassay data, particularly from in vivo measurements,
purpose. _ Of course, the limits on intake given in 10 with the intake retention fractions for inhalation and
CFR 20.103 and based on ICRP Publication 2 ingestion may help in decidmg whcther a particular
continue to apply until they are changed in a revision intake resulted from inhalation or from ingestion.
of 10 CFR Part 20. Furthermore, to the extent it is
applicable, ICRP Publication 2 may continue to be ne 10 CFR 20 limits for internal exposure are based
used for assessing intakes of radioactive material for on limiting the dose to critical organs by limiting the
comparison with the intake limits of 10 CFR Part 20. organ uptake of radionuclides. De Part 20 limits for

internst exposure are expressed in terms of intake
Regulatory references: Regulatory Guides quantity. A particular intake quantity will result in

different critical organ uptake quantities depending on
Subject codes: 8.2 whether the intake was by inhalation or ingestion and

whether the material was soluble or insoluble.
Applicability: All %crefore, intake quantities resulting from ingestion

cannot be added to intake quantities resulting from
inhalation for determining compliance with intake

HPPOS-231 - PDR-9111210333 limits.

'lltle: Intakes hat Appear to Result from lagestion The quarterly intake limit (microcuries) for inhalation
is obtained by multiplying the concentration values in

See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, Tabic I Column 1 by
J. H. Joyner (and others) dated January 31,1991. 6.3 x 10' ml for all radionuclides except Rn.222
'Inis memo responds to questions regarding exposures [ Footnote 3 to 10 CFR 20.103(a)(1)]. Intake limits
from licensed material that appear to have resulted for ingestion can be obtained by multiplying the 10
from ingestion rather than inhalation. It outlines how CFR Part 20 Appendix B Table 1 Column 2 concen-
exposures from ingestion can be ' included in tration values by 7.15 x 104 m; (De conversion
determining whether the limitation on indhidual factor is based on a water consamption of 1100 ml per
exposures in 10 CFR 20.103(a)(1) has been exceeded!' 8. hour work day as given in NBS Handbook 69.)

|; When an indhidual has intakes from both inhalation
Although 10 CFR 20 says little about ingestion, Foot- and ingestion in a quarter, the fractions of the

, _ note (4) to 10 CFR 20.103(a)(1) states: "Significant corresponding intake limits and not the intake
l' intake by ingestion or injection is presumed to occur quantities, are summed to determine if the regulatory

only as a result of circumstances such as accident, limit has beca exceeded. If the sum of those fractions
' inadvertence, poor procedure, or similar special is less than one, the tual intake is less than the limit,
conditions. Such intakes must be evaluated and For example, assume a person inhaled 3 microcuries
accounted for by techniques and procedures as may be and ingested 10 microcuries of insoluble Co-60 in a
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- calendar quarter. The quantity intake limit for tritium takes into account that tritiated water vapor is
inhalation is (9 x 10$ x (6.3 x 10^) or 5.7 considered to enter the body in equal amounts
microcuries.- From the example, the quantity through the skin and by inhalation, thus providing two
inhalation intake limit expressed as a fraction of the means of absorption. These absorptlon phenomena
intake limit is 3/5.7 or 0.53. The quantity intake limit are characteristic of the biophplas involved and apply

_

frotn ingestion is (1 x 10') x (7.15 x 10') or 71.5 whenever tritium exposures are considered,irrespce-
microcuries. From the example, the quantity ingested tive of the explanatory notes [i.e.10 CFR 20.103(a)(1) ,

expressed as a fraction of the intake limit is 1001.5 or and 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2)].
'

O.14. The sum of the two fractions is 0.67. Since this e
sum is less than one, the intake limit for the quarter To illustrate, assume that the occupational MPC kr
has not been exceeded. tritium (soluble) is 5 _x IG' pCi/ml and the occupo.

tional brealiting rate is 6.3 x 10" rni per quarter. For
An ingestion intake can also be moverted to an a 13-weck quarter, the breathing rate per week would
equivalent inhalation MPC-hour value (for regulatory be equal to:
purposes only) by multiplying the ingestion intake
fraction of the quarterly ingestion intake limit by 520 6.3 x 1(f ml = 4.85 x10' mlfweek a 4.9x 10' mt%cck.
MPC-hours. The resulting ' equivalent * MPC hour 13 weeks
value may then be added to the inhalation MPC-hout
value. The maximum permissible intake per week by

inhalation exposure alone would be equal to:
To compare the quarterly intake limits or the 40
MPC-hour control measure, intakes from ingcation (45 x 10' ml/ weck)(5 x 10' Ci/ml) = 245 pCi/ week
should be added to intakes from inhalation using
intake values expressed as fractions of the respective or approximately 250 Ci,4cek. Therefore, if the
limits (or equivalent MPC-hour values) and not as the total intake per week does not exceed approximately
intake quantities (microcuries). 500 Ci (250 pCi/ weck x 2 to account for inhalation

and dermal absorption), there is no apparent violation
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, NUREO/CR- of the 40 MPC-hour precautionary hcit on intake
4884- described in 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2). But, if the intake

by inhalation alone exceeds 250 pCi/ weck, a violation
Subject codes: 8.2, 8.4 has occurred since the total intake (dermal +

inhalation) of tritium would be greater than the limit
Applicability: Reactors of 500 Ci,%cek.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103
HPPOMn5 PDR-9111210084

Subject codes: 7.2,8.2,8.4
Title: Applicability of Footnote (1) of 10 CFR

_2fkl03(a)(1) to 10 CIR 20.103(b)(2) Applicability: All

See the memoratvlum from L B. Higginbotham to
J. G. Keppler dated September 14,1978c and the HPPOS-148 PDR-9111220078
enclosed memorandum from R. E. Alexander to J.R.
Metzger dated September 14, 1978. He airborne Title: 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), Control of Exposure to

uncentration in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, for tritium Concentrations of Radioacthe Materials in Restricted
; is !!2 the actual limit for inhalation since half is Areas.
atwof bed through the skin. A bioassay sample
represents both absorption and inhalatien and the See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to
excretion would be twice that from inhalation alone. A. B. Davis dated June 26,198fL Recurrence of

exceeding 40 MPC-hour control measure constitutes
Footnote (1) to CFR 20.103(a)(1) is a reminder th .t noncompliance. Recurrence also includes a second
the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) for case of greater than 40 MPC-hours in a utfferent
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department or location psovfded that the same %c University of Vermont had received an NOV and
-Ikensee system of rnanagement controls or governs subsequent'y informed Region I that the corrective .
both cases, action they would follow for evaluating pctsonnel

_

nua.~ 'o sic; temtrations of 1-125 would be
.. in 10 CMt 20.103(b)(2), the 40 MPC-hout control the thyroid mordtoring e-sria contained in
- measure is not a limit except for recurrence of Regulatory GMdc &20. However, it wu noted that -
exposure to greater than 40 MPC hours. It was uked the referenced action level of 0.12 microcuries of

- if it is a " citable' recurrence if the second instance 1-125 in the thyroida of exposed indhiduals did not
occurs, for example, at a university in a different appear to be adequate to assure compliance with the
department in a different building, perhaps, even on 6 ALAtlA requirement of 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2).10
thfierent campus. CFR 20.103(b)(2) requires documented evaluations

and corrective actions vehenever the iritake of
The answer is yes, if the location and workers radioactive materials in seven consecutive days exceeds
involved in the recurrence are governed by the 'ime the intake for inhalation for forty hours at the
licensee system of management controls as the utst uniform conantrations listed in Appcndix B, Table J,
occurrence. NRC believes the reason is evident - the Column 1.10 CFR 20.103(a)(3) requires that
corrective action for the first instance should be broad licensees use measurements of radioacthity in the
and comprehensive enough to correct the problem body for assessment of individual intakes of
through out the operation where the potential for the radioacthity. Since the uptake by the thyroid may be
problem exists, not confined just to the particular in the range of 50 to 60 nanocuries for the referenced
locale or segment of the operation where the incideut forty hour intake (assuming 5 x 10' cm'/40 hours

-did in fact happen. Inhaled and 20 to 30% thyroid uptake), the 0.12
. microcurie action level of RG &20 may be inadequate

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103 to assure compliance.

Subject codes: 7.2, & 2, 12.7 De action level of 0.12 microcuries I-125 of RG &20 e

was based on making the action level equivalent to
Applicability: All 25% of a ' maximum permissibic* organ burden that

under continuous exposure conditions would produce
25% of the permissible internal exposure rate. This is

- HPPOS-163 PDR-9111220150 consistent with the requirement for personnel
monitoring of external exposure at 25% of the limits

Title: Request for Revtew of Regulatory Guide &20 of 10 CFR 20.101(a), and with the definition of
for Compatibility with 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2) * airborne radioacthity area". as given in 10 CFR

20.203(d). Based on a maximum permissible thyroid
. See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to burden of 50 nanocuries, the action level was made
' J. H. Joyner dated October 13,1981. De memo 0.12 microcuries I-l'25, however, with the uncertainties
concerns the action level for I 125 contained in associated with thyroid parameters, it is difficult to

. Regulatory Guide (RO) &20.- ne action level in RO conclude what an appropriate maximum permissible
8.20 was apparently greater than the 40 MPC-hr value thyroid burden for I-125 would be. In any event, .
of 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2).- Two additional memoranda whenever a conflict exists between RG's and
are enclosed: the first dated September 17,1981, was regulations, licensees should have the understanding
written by R. E. Alexander, anst the second, dated that the regulatory requirements are to be complied
February 2s, 1981, was written by G. H. Smith. These with, unless the conditions in their specific licenses

.

- two memos were to L B. Higginbotham nnd are more restrictive. -

concerned the roiew of Regulatory Guide R2u for
compatibility with 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2). His Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, Regulatory
situation i'lustrates that licensees should understaud Guide 120
that when discrepancies exist between Regulatory
Guides and regulations, the regulations must be Subject codes: 7.2, 12, &4, 12,7
complied with, unless the license conditions are more
restrictive. Applicability: All
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llPPOS-188 PDR-9111210296 reported excessive skirt exposures to indhiduah as a
resuh of contamination from single hot particles of

ttle: Calculating Dme from a flot Panicle on the taWeactive material. De notice stries that for
Skin purposes of showing compliance with 10 CFR

20.101(a), it is appropriate to calculaic a skin dose ,

See the memorandum from L 3. Cunninghara to averaged over 1.0 cm at a depth of 7 mg/cm .2

M. M. Shanbasy (and others) dated January 22,1987.
For purposes of showing compliance with 20.201(a), IE Informnio1 Notice h23 was used to alert

2calculating skin dose as an average over 1.0 cm at a recipients of a potentially significant problem
2depth of 7 mg/cm under the skin is appropriate, pertaining to skin contamination incidents. Thice

licensees reported excessive skin exposures to
As a rcuit of three incidents of excesshc skin individuals from hot particles transferred to the

.

crposures from hot particles, IE issued Information indhidual from * clean * protective clothing intended to
Notice No. %23 (see HPPOS-121). His notice prevent skin contamination. Hot particles are small
stats that "for purposes of showing compliance with (in some cases microscopic) particles of radioactive
10 CFR 20.101(a), calculating skin dose average over material with a high specific activity. Although the

2 21.0 cm at a depth of 7 mg/cm is appropriate.' The suggestions contained in this notice do not constitute
basis for this statement, as explained in the NRC requirements, recommendations for hot particle
Information Notice,is the NCRP dose limit control are presented below.
recommendations in NBS Handbook $9, which
provides the basis for current regulations. His 1. Plants with hot particle problems experience
position has a sound regulatory basis, and both NRR multiple contamination events. Once hot
and RES agree with this IE position. particles are loose in the plant, they are difficult

to detect and control. Plants with a potential for
For comparison with the dose limit, the continued generating hot particles (those with stellite

2use, as un in;erim measure, of the I cm area and components or poor fuct performance) should
27 mg/cm der h for calculating skin dose from hot consider additional contamination control

particles also is supported by recent publications that measures such as providing temporary
; consider the current state of knowledge of radiation containment for " hot * Jobs, where feasible. The

damage to the akia, the inadequacies of current ICRP INPO Significant Event Report (SER) 42 85,
guidance in this area, and methods for calculating skin " Personnel Skin Contaminations Due to
dose, Relevant information from these publications is Activated Stellite Particles,' includes a discussion
provided in an enclosure, which was prepared by J. D. on minimizing the introduction of stellite to a
Buchanan and dated December 1986. This enclosure reactor system _
also includes relevant excerpts from IE comments on
the proposed major revision of 10 CFR Part 20. 2. It is believed that the inside off tective

clothing is being contaminated in the laudry
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101(a) system. Reliance on laundry process monitors in

the cleaning fluid path and/or bulk gamma
- Subject codes: 83 surveys of ' clean * protecthe clothing are

ineffective for detecting hot particles. Licensees
Applicability: Reactors may want to segregate highly contaminated

clothing from potentially ctmtaminated clothing
and launder each group separately to reduce the

HPPOS-121 PDR-9111210279 chance of transferring hot particles.

Utle: Excessh'c Skin Exposures Duc To 3. In all the reported events, a need for more
Contamination With Hot Particles vigilance in personnel contamination cnntrol

(self-frisking, protective clothing removal
See IE Information Notice No. E23 entitled as procedures, etc.) is evident,
above and dated April 9,1986. Enclosures with the
notice provide descriptions from three licensees who
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A hot particic on the skin produces a very steep dose chant,e cny procedure. Le enforcement policy states
gradient with the dose dropping off rapidly as the what the NRC will do, not what licensees are requited-

- distance from the particle increases. The NCRP dose to do. Itis question arose primarily because of the
limit recommendations in NBS Handbook $9 (the statement in the policy that *In determining whether a
basis for current NRC regulations) assumes that the hot particle exposure has exceeded the limits of 10

acritical area of the skin is 1.0 cm and that the radkw CFR 20.101, . . hot patticle expmures wil! not be
2sensitive basal layer of cells is at a depth of 7 mgtm added to skin doses from sources other than hot

below the surface. For purposes of showing particles..? Licensecs, who have been adding hot
compliance with 10 CFR 20.101(a), calculating a skin particle exposures to other skin doses, asked l' Oey

2 2dose averaged over 1.0 cm at a depth of 7 mgtm is needed to change their procedures for recording skin
appropriate. doses. They were assured that they did not need to

change, bui that the NRC would follow this polig a
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101 determining whether or not an overexposure had

occurred. liowever, because of this statement in the
Subject codes: 7.7,8.3 policy, any licensec who chooses to change record-

keeping pnxedures so as not to add hot particle
Applicability: All exposures to other exposures is free to do so,

The answer to the second question is also no; existing
HPPOS-246 PDR-9111220096 Ocxibility in determinin; compliance with the Part 20

dose limits has not been climinated as a result of the
flitic: . Enforcement Policy For Hot Particle policy. This question arose primarily as a result of
Exposure - Ansacts to Drec Questions the statement in the policy, taken from NCRP Report

No.106. that * . the hot particle will be assumed to
See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to have been in contact with the skin." However, this
J. H. Joyner (and others) dated November 3,1990. statement applies to use of the policy after it has been
his memo notes that IE Inforrnation Notice No. determined that there has been an overexposure, it

. 90-48 states what NRC will do, not what licensecs are does not have to be applied in the determination of
required to do,in assessing the dose from hot particle compliance or non. compliance with the dose limits in
exposures. He enforcement policy does not require 10 CFR 20.101. However, once the NRC staff has
any licensee to change any procedure, and the existing been informed that there has been an overexposure,
flexibility in determining compliance with dose limits the staff is to use the assumptions required by the
in 10 CFR 20 has not been eliminated as a result of policy to determine whether a notice of violation will
this policy. The dose to be recorded on Form NRC-5 be issued and, if so, what the severity level should be.
(or equivalent) is the dose calculated to determine
compl!ance with the relevant Part 20 limit. The following exar le may help clarify the answer to

the second question. Assume a hot particle has been
IE Information Notice 90-48, * Enforcement Policy for found on the inside of an inner (modesty) garment of
Hot Particle Exposures," dated August 2,1990, was a workct. In detennining the skin dose for
sent to all power reactor licensees. Since that t me, comparison with the relevant Part 20 dose limit. thei

nearly everyone who has telephoned the NRR licensee and the NRC staff need not assume that the
technical contacts about this policy has asked if - particle was on the skin during the period of the
licensecs are required to change any of their exposure. As in the past, the particle may be assumed

. procedures as a result of this policy. Also, attendees to have been on the clothing where it was found and
at the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) Health Phric the dose to the skin may be determined using,

| . Group meeting in Ilmg Beach asked if, as a result of reasonable time and motion studies that take into
this policy, existing flexibility in determining account the movement of the garment and particle
compliance with the Part 20 limits has been relative to the skin. If the dose determined using

I eliminated. these assumptions is below the relevant Part 20 limit,
i - the. enforcement policy need not be considered.
i De answer to the first question is ao; the However,if the dose exceeds the limit, the

| enforcement policy does not iequire any licensec to enforcement policy, which is hased on NCRP Report
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- No.106, must be applied by the NRC staff. In materials are present, the exposures must be
applying this policy to this example,it must be limited as indicated in Note I to Appendix B o

,

- assumed that the particle was on the skin during the 10 CFR Part 20. In using this method,it is
entire period of the exposure, because it cannot b acceptable for the licensee to subtract from the -
shown that the particle was never on the skin. total whole body doses resulting from external

radiation that yrtion attributable to noble gas
The above example also raises the question of what exposures,
dose should be recorded on Form NRC-5 (or
equivalent). Since Part 20 requirements are not 2. If the licensee uses external exposure as a
changed by the enforcement policy, the dose to be method, the total dose received from noble gases
recorded is the dose calculated to determine may be related to the limits specified in 10 CFR
compliance with the relevant Part 20 limit. However, 20.101. If other altborne radioactive materials
ucensees may, if they choose, add supplemental are present, exposures must be limited pursuant
information mncerning methods and values used by to 10 CFR 20.103 and considered separately from
NRC staff in enforcement actions. external exposures to nobic gases.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101 Licensees must use only one of thme two methods to
evaluate noble gas exposure to indhiduals during any

Subject codes: 2.1, 8.3, 12.7 one calendar quarter.

Applicability: Reactors Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101,10 CFR
20.103,10 CFR 20.201.

HPPOM103 PDR-9111210078 Subject codes: 7.1,7.2,8.3

Title: Exposure of Indmduals to Concentrations of Applicability- All
Radioacthe Noble Oases in Restricted Areas.

See the Interpretive Guide in the IE Manual entitled HPPOS-076 PDR-9111210188
as above and dated October 1,1979. The guide
explains two methods that licensees may use to Title: Emergency Worker Doses
determine exposures to indMduals from noble gases.

See IE Information Notice 80'14 entitled as above
The maximum permissible concentration (MPC) for and dated May 30,1984. This informatian notice was
noble gases other than radon was based on the provided to inform licensees of instances of misunder-

= e::ternal dose that an individual would receive if standings concerning the proper management of
surrounded by a semispherical infinite cloud of personnel radiation exposures in excess of regulatory
radioactive gas. The MPCs were then derived by use limits occurring from emergency response activities,
of a whole body limit of 0.1 rem / week, except for All occupational doses, are required to be included in
argon 37 where a limit of 0.6 rem / week to the skin a worker's exposure history and affect subsequent
was used. Because noble gases, other than radon, quarterly dose limits per 5(N - 18). It also needs to
present an external radiation hazard, exposure can be be noted that footnote 2 to Part 100.11 does not
considered within the scope of 10 CFR 20.101, even imply endorsement of NCRP emergency doses limits
though concentration limits for noble gases are as recommended in National Bureau of Standards
contained in 10 CFR 20.103 with reference to (NBS) Handbook 69.
Appendix B. Therefore, licensees may evaluate
exposures to individuals from noble gases other than The NRC staff became awarc of several instances in
radon by either of these two methods: which misinformation concerning the handling of

emergency personnel exposures was being presented
1. The concentration and duration of exposure to during reactor operator and general employee training

noble gases are related to the limits contained in at nuclear power plants. Guidance from the NRC
Appendix B. If other airborne radioactive staff was provMed to clarify the issue of ernergency
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worker doses and to inform potential emergency dose guidelines / recommendations nor application to
preparedness voluntect workers of possible post 10 CFR 20 was ever intended.
emergency work restralats subsequent to their
emergency response actMtics Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.101,10 CFR

100,11, NBS Handbook 69
IJcensees are required [10 CFR 55.239(j)] to prmide
operator training in several areas, including the Subject codes: &3, 8.9, 12.13

'

tignificance of radJation hazards at levels in excess of
perniissible regulatory limits. Emergency planning Applicability: All
standards [10 CFR 50.47(b)(li)| require a means ofc

controlling radiological exposures to emergency
worters consistent with the Environmental Protection !!PPO M153 PDR-911121022A
Agency's (EPA) Emergency Workers and Lifesasing
ActMiy Protection Action Guides (a whole-body dose 'Utic: Assessment of Intakm of Radioactive Material
of 25 rem for emergency workers and 75 rem for by Workers
lifesaving actMtics).

See IE Information Notiec No. 82-18 entitled as
Several nuclear powei plant licensees have above and dated June 11,1982. The document states
misinterpreted these regulations and misinformed that the NRC will continue to use ICRP Publication 2
reactor operators and general plant employees that (ICRP-2) methodology in determining compliance
doses received ts part of performing volunteer with 10 CFR 20 until the revision of Part 20 has been
craergency duties are not included as part of the pub;ished as a final rule.
worker's current quarterly occupational exposure
record and are not added to the previous accumulated The limits on exposure of indisiduals to
occupational exposure record of the worker. concentrations of radioactive materials in the air in

restricted areas, as specified in 10 CFR 20.103, are
Under cut rent NRC regulations, alj occupational based on concepts, models, equations, and_

doses including rmergency doses ag required to be assumptions adopted by the international Commission
included as part of a worker's exposure history, and on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and published in

- hence, ran affect a worker's allowable exposure during ICRP 2 in 1959. Since that time, other ICRP
the current quarter and subsequent quarters. For publications have been issued that supplement ICRP-2
example,if a worker received a dose greater than 3 or have applied methods used in that publication to
tem {10 CFR 20.101(b)(1)], the worker could not be other exposure situations (see ICRP Publications 6,9,
allowed to receive any more occupational dose for the 10,10A, and 12).
remainder of that quarter; and, that same worker,
could not exceed 1.25 rem in any subsequent quarter ne NRC issued regulatory guidance on the assess-
until again permitted in accordance with the 5(N - 18) ment of Individual intakes of radioactive material in
dosc-averaging equation to satisfy tbc requirements of Regulatory Guide (RG) &9, ' Acceptable Concepts,
10 CFR 20.101(b)(2). Models, Equations, and Auumptions for a Bioassay

Program.* In addition, regulatory guides have been
- m.Jently,in the absence of definitive NRC regulatory issued providing guidance for the application of
guidance, footnote 2 to 10 CFR 100,11(a)(1) has been bioassay for specific radionuclides or operations (RG
misinterpreted. Referring to dose limitations on the &ll for uranium, RG 8.26 for fission and activation
sizing of exclusion areas for power reactor siting products, RG R20 for iodine-125 and iodine-131, RG .

considerations, footnote 2 says,in part: " Die whole &22 for bioassay at uranium mills). The models,
be:ty dose of 25 rem referred to above corresponds equations, and assumptions from ICRP Publications 2,
numerically to the once in a lifetime accidental or 6,9,10,10A, and 12 were used as the basis fer each -

emergency dme for radiation iorkers which, regulatory guide and are osed by the NRC to evaluate
.

according to NCRP recommendations may be bioassay data to determine compliance with regulatory
disregarded in the determination of their radiation requirements.
exposure status (see NBS Handbook 69 dated June 5,
1959).* No endorsement of these NCRP emergercy

.
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In 1979, ICRP issued Publication 30 (ICRP-30), should be based on cumulative airborne exposure and
" Limits for intakes of Radionuclides by Workers." not the irrational criteria of four standard deviations
This publication describes dosimetric methods for - over background. For example, exposure to more
evaluating the uptake of radionuclides and the than 40 MPC(a) hours in a week or more than 50 -
associated dose commitment. New information on the percent of the $20 MPC(a) hour quarterly limit might
uptake, disposition, and retention of radioactive require urine bioassay to be performed, where
material in the body, effect of radiation on the body, MPC(a) is the maximum permissible concentration in
and deny schemes of radionuclides obtained in the 20 air.
years since the 1959 publication are contained in
ICRP-30. De licensee considered the airborne Am 241 to be

'

insoluble. This is consistent with NUREO/CR.ll56
Although the NRC has not incorporated by rule which classifies Am 241 oxide as Class Y (relatively
change the recommendations of the ICRP contained insoluble). However, ICRP Publication 30 considers
in their newer Publication 30,10 CFR 20 is currently all int * . led form < of Am.241 oxide as Class W
being revised and if adopted, would, in whole or par , (relatively soluble). ICRP Publication 30 calculates a
embrace the recommendations and methods of the Derived Air Concentration (DAC) for Am-241 fifty
ICRP. Until that time, however, ICRP Publication 2 times lower than the MPC(a) for insoluble Am 241 in -

remains the basis for the requirements in 10 CFR 20 10 CFR 20. The NRC should decide if the licensee
and licensees must be able to demonstrate compliance should be allowed to control Am 241 exIosures on an
using ICRP-2 methodology. insoluble or soluble basis. It is hard to understand

how the material could be excreted in urine if it were
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, Regulatory completely insoluble.
Guide &26, Regulatory Guide 8.9

A review was conducted by the Office of Standards
Subject cxxles: & 4, 12.19 Development (OSD), and they provided the following

comments with regard to the recommendations of
App!!cability All Region III.

Since the ICRP Publication 2 report and the related
HPPOS-166 PDR-9111220180 10 CFR Part 20 standards of intake were adapted,

experience with human cases and animal research
'lltle: Questions and Answers Concerning Uptakes of have indicated that Am-oxide solubilizes in the lung
Amencium-241 Oxide - Information more rapidly than previously believed. Thus, the

' soluble * rather than " insoluble * columns of 10 CFR
See the memorandum from J. R. Metger to G. H. 20, Appendix B, should be used as a basis for
Smith (and others) dated August 11,1980. and the regulatory control in future licensing and inspection
enclosed memorandum frou. Allen Brodsky to V. L action unless information specific to a particular
Miller dated August 5,1980. Recent studies indicate - operation is available to justify other limits.
Am-241 oxide is more soluble than previously
thought. Intakes of Am.241 oxide should be in determining facility equipment and procedural
considered as soluble material when evaluating doses. requirements for safe operations with Am-oxide, the

substance should be assumed soluble, with substantial
Region lit submitted material for incorporation into a proportions of deposition going to Imne and liver
license undergoing renewal review in NMSS. This within months after intake. Table 1 of a paper in the
material included the following recommendations A!HA Journal, Vol. 26, May-June 1965, * Determining '

about current regulatory policy regarding uptakes of Industrial Hygiene Requirements for Installations
Am-241. Using Radioactive Material," indicates that when

Am-oxide may be subject to dispersal in particulate
ne bioassay program should include an action level form, consideration should be given to providing local
with respect to urine levels. Folksw-up bioassay exhaust ventilation when more than a tenth of a

'

should be required at certain levels. He airbotne microcurie is handled by a worker at one time, and
- level that triggers the requirement to perform bioassay
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glovebox operations should be considered above one it is not necessary that the licensecs' physician
-mirrocurie in process at one time. determine the rtedical status for the employees of

contractors at the licensee's sites. Licensecs can meet
Regulatory refercnces: 10 CFR 20.202,10 CFR the requirement for making the determinations by
20.401,10 CFR 20.408 obtaining proof from their contractors that the

required examinations of medical status have twen
Subject codes: 5.6,8.4 made.

Applicability:. All Currently, there is no standard method for medical
surveillance of this type. NUREG-0041,' Manual of
Respiratory Protection Against Airborne Radioactive

2.11 RESPIRATORY Materials / offers suggestions that a licensee's'

P ysician may wish to follow. (In addition, seehPROTECTION. llPPOS4bl and flPPOS.103.)

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, Regulatory
HPPOS-Il7 PDR-9111210273 Guide 8.15

'iltle: Medical Surveillance for Respirator Users Subject codes: 8.10

- See the open letter from R. B; Minogue to All Applicability: All
Licensees and Other Interested Persons dated March
14, 1978.. This letter states that the NRC does not
require complete physical enminations of each IIPPOS4El PDR-911121fr245
respirator user, only an initial medical examination
and annual reviews of medical status. Licensees can Title: Guidance Regarding Physicians * Determinatkm
obtain proof from contractors that determinations of for Physical Qualification of Respiratory Faluiprnent
medical status were made. on contractor employees- Users

NRC Regulation 10 CFR 20.103(c) permits licensees See the memorandum from W. L Fisher to R, E.11all
to make allowance for the use of respirators provided dated February 1,1984. This memo states that
that the equipment is used as stipulated in Regulai U physicians must make final determinations of fitness
Guide (RO) 8.15. Licensees who make allowance for for each respiratory equipment user.
respirators are required by RG 8.15 to determine:

Although physicians need not administer each test
... prior to assignment of any indkidual t ' personally, it is not acceptable for a physician to

*

tasks requiring the use of respirators that such an establish criteria and have the licensee (or any other
individual is physically able to perform the work designee) use these criteria to make the
and use the respiratory protective equipment. A determination. The physician may use a medical
physician is to determine what health and desigr.m Tsuch as an office nurse) for signing the i

physical ecaditions are pertinentc- The medical medica approvalAlenial form for the physician, as
status of each respirator user is to be reviewed at long as the designee's signature is clearly for
least annually.' administrative ccmvenience and the physician has not

relinquished ,a_nly responsibility for the fitness
The purpose of the requirement is to protect the determination.
health of workers who might have to use respirators.

-It must be noted, however, that the NRC does nct Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, Regulatory
require a complete physical examination of each Guide 8.15, NUREG4nt!
respirator user, only an Initial medical examination'

' and an annual review of medical status. The physician Subject codes: 8.10
; might or might not require a physical examination as

i part of his health sessment. Applicability: All

:
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llPPOS-103 PDR-9111210235 HPPOS-21' PDR-91 tl22f1115

'Utle: Rcquest for Clarifk:ation of Guidance Title: latervals Betwen Physical Esaminatkins for
Regarding Physicians Determination for Physical Respirator Users
Qualificatha of Respiratory Equipmcat Usen

See the letter from M. C. nadant to H. W. Keiser
See the memorandum from D. A. Allison to M. M. (Senior Vice President Nuclear, Pennsyhania Power
Shanbaky dated July 19,1985. His memo states that and Light Company) dated May 30,1989. This letter
phpicians need not sign all fornis regarding physical states that phpical examinations for respirator users
fitness. But, the physician should be involved in the are prescribed every 12 months by 10 CFR
supenision of the fitness program, the review of 20,103(c)(2). However, a phpical examination
overall results and indhidual cases that fall outside conducted every 9-15 months, provided that three
certain physical parameters, and the supeniston of consecutive exams do not exceed 39 months, is

personnel performing the tests. Simply establishing consistent with NRC staff interpretations of interval
the program with no further involvement is not requirements.
adequate.

A written request was made for exemption from the
In regards to determining compliance with the 10 requirement of 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2) regarding the 12
CFR 203(c)(2) requirement of who phpically signs month time interval for phpical examinations to
' fitness' forms, the intent is to have phpicians screen assure an indhid .al is physically abic to use
indhiduals for health probicms prior to respirator use. respiratory protective equipment. Specifically,
An acceptable compliance situation, hotever, could Pennsylvania Power and Light Company requested an
irnolve a trained nurse who physically administers exemption to perri,it phpical examinations every 915
medical testing and documents and signs the required months, providing that the total time of the three
forms. His situation is acceptable provided the consecutive phpical examinations did not exceed 39
results of the tests are within a tange established and months.
approved by a phpician, and the phpician agrees to
retain full responsibility. If the results of the phpical It was determined that the request was consistent with
tests fall outside the acceptable range, the indhidual's the NRC staff's position on implementation of the
case should be referred to the physician for more time interval requirements of 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2),
direct attention and testing. and therefore, an exemption was not needed.

Each form does not necessarily need to be signed by a Regulatory rcferences: 10 CFR 20.103
physician; however, the physician should be involved
in the supervision of the fitness determination Subject codes: 1.1,1.3, &l0
program. Physician supervision of the program is
indicated by the review of overall results, the review Applicability All
of individual cases that fall outside established raves,
and the general supenision of personnel actually
performing the physical assessments. Simply HPPOS-116 PDR-9111210l' ?2
establishing acceptable ranges for the tests, with no
further involvement,3 not adequate. 'Utle: OSHA Interpretation: Beards and "Ught-

Fittlag Respirators
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, Regulatory
Guide RIS, NUREG-0041 See the memorandum from R. L Baer to R. R.

Bellamy (and others) dated November 2,1984.
Subject codes: 8.10 OSHA's position is that no bearded individual can

achieve a consistent and satisfactory fit when any
Applicability All tight-fitting respirator is worn. Qualitative fit tests

are highly subjective and errors with this type of
testing are generally high.
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in respense to a request by Region Ill for technical llPPOSr.162 PDR-9111220148
- asaistance in April 1983, OIE issued a memorandum
- providing a broad technical basis to support the *Dile: Use of Contact Lenses with Respirators

position for prohibiting bearded users from wearing
SCBA's (see HPPOS-094). However, at that time, a See the memorandum from F. J. Congel and R. Il
strict legal reading of NRC regulations led to the Cunningham to M. R. Knapp (and others) dated June
conclusion that as long as no respirator protection 5,1989. Contact lenses may t c worn will full face
factor was assumed, a bearded individual could not be respirators under specified conditions. This
prohibited from wearing a respirator. permission is a policy change.

.

The controversy over bearded fire brigade members at a. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory report
a Region 111 facility continued and an OSHA written of August 16,1985 (DE86001775, UCRI-53653)
interpretation on the subject surfaced (see enclosures by R. A. da Rosa and C. Weaver, 'Is it Safe to
to memorandum). This OSHA interpretation is clear Wear Contact Lenses with a Full.Facepiece
and direct OSHA's 29 CFR 1910.134(e)(5)(1) Respirator?'
prohibits facial hair in the seal area, it is al.w
OSHA's position that; b. U.S. Department of Enctgy, Memorandum from

M. L Walker dated September 23,1986. Subject:
1. The employer is in violation of the standard if Amendment of the Occupational Safety and

- employees are allowed to wear respirators over Health Administration (OSHA) Prohibition on
facial hair at the sealing surface of the respirator. Wearing Contact lenses in Contaminated

Atmospheres with Full Face Respirators.
2. Qualitative fit tests are highly subjective and the

errors associated with this type of testing are c. U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety
generally high. and Health Administration, Memorandum from

T. Shepick dated February 8,1988, Subject:
3. _ Based on the information available, no bearded contact Lenses Used with Respirators (29 CFR

individual can achieve a consistent and 191134(e)(5)(li)).
satisfactory fit when any tight. fitting respirator is
worn. d. ANSI Z88.2-1989, American National Standard

. _
Practices for Respiratory Protection.

O!E recommends that if recalcitrant licensees
continue to allow bearded Emergency Response / fire References (a) and (b) accompanied the June 3,1986
brigade individuals to wear tight. fitting respirators memorandum from R. L Baer to the Regional
after being informed of OSHA's interpretation and Branch Chiefs of the Emergency Preparedness and,

| position, the region should refer this nonradiological Radiological Protection of the Division of Radiation
,

1- respiratory problem to the appropriat_c OSHA Safety and Safeguards. These relicuun. :.h:d new

| authorities,in accordance with Chapter 1007 of the IE light on the NRC policy on the use of prescriptive -
Manual (Interfacing Activities Between Regional lenses with respirators. As referenced in RG 8.15 and

,

Offices and OSHA). stated in NUREG-0041, the policy states: " Contact
j; jernes shall not hg worn with {ul facg respirators.l
j' By separate correspondence to RES, we plan to These devices present a distinct hazard _to the
!- recommend RES change the regulations to expressly individual owing to the possibility of the lenses

forbid facial hair in the seal area of tight-fitting slipping because of pressure on the outside corners of
respirators. the eyes from a full face mask or a speck of dirt

getting under them while the respirator is being worn.
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103 Corrective action would entail removing the

respirator, which would mean that the ind'
Subject codes: 8.10, 12.13 would either have to leave the contamin:

atmosphere or run the risk of exposure it .oved

Applicability: All the respirator in the contaminated area."

,
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On the basis of references (a) and (b), the Jcne 3 HPPOS147 PDR 911122fm9
1986 memorandum contemplated a policy change that
would permit NRC licensecs to use conta.t lemcs Ric- Rcspirator Users Notioc Use of Unapprmed

th respirators. However, at the time, OSilA Sutassexnblics

proh'.bited the use of mntact lenses with respiraten in
nonradioactive emironments. He NRC staff See the above entitled notice issued by J.11. Moran

postponed the coatemplated policy change rather than on November 6,19M. His notice states that
implementing different policics and regulations for NIOSil/htSHA approves only completc ; >pirator
radioacthe and nonradioactive emironments. Subsc- assemblics and not subanemblics such as cylinders or

quently, OSHA revisited this sutject. air supply hoses. Usen of approved r-spiraton must
not interchane,c subauemblica or make unapproved

Reference (c) modified 00HA enforcement modificatium to respiratory protection devices.
procedures so that, among others, violations imoking
the use e' gas permeable and soft contact lenses shall nc National Institute for occupational Eafety and
be documented but citations shall not be tuued. In Health (NIOSH) had recched many questiom and
view of this modified enforcement procedure of complaints in regard to the interchangeability of
OSHA, the previously contemplated NRC policy respirator subassemblies and unapproved
change to permit the use of contact lenses with mm!!fications to NIOSH/MSHA certified respirators,
respirators was reconsidered, ne staff continues to Further, some problems reported to NIOSH had,
believe that the use of contact lenses with respirators upon investigation, been found to have teen caused
will enhance overall worker safety by improving vision by user's rnodifying certified respirators that res.ulted
of those per:,ons who regularly wear contact lenses in the modified respirator failing to perform as '

and who are required to use respirators in the course anticipated, thus jeopatditing the respirator user.
of their jobs.

NIOSH/MSilA respirator certification regulatiom,
in respome to requests from NRR, the Office of Title 30 Code of Federal Regulatiom Part 11 (30
Nuclear Regulatory Research has budgeted for CFR 11), state that approvsd respirators 'are
comprehemtve revtsions of 10 CFR Part 20 and RG maintained in an approved mndition and are the
8.15. Dese revisiom will incorporate updatu1 same in all respetts as those respiraton for which a
standards includhg those developed by ANSI certificate has been issued.' no CFR 11,11.2(b)) In
Committec 71r4 Specifically, reference (d) states: addition, the regulations p. it NimlVMSHA to
'6.5.3.3. Use of mntact lenses is permitted with only approve complete tr fratec ?mblies and

_

resplotor wear provided the individual has previously prohibit the approval a wpirain osassemblics such
demonstrated that he or she has had successful as cylinders or air supply Mcs. nc.c requirements
experience wearing contact lemes. The contact lens are intended to insure that one manufacturer has
wearer shall be required to have practice wearing the overall control and responsir, u.y for the integrity of
respirator while wearing the contact lenses.' the approved respirator.
Accordingly, the NRC staff position is changed to
permit the use of contact icmes with respirators in in some cases even minor modifications to respirators
accordance wi? the above citation from ANSI 7M2- may make significant chang (s in the performance of
19d. the respirator. Manufacturers who modify certified

'

respirators must test the inodification to determine if
Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide R15 the respirator contlnues to meet the minimum

requirements of 30 CFR 11, and must submit the
Subject codes: 5.6, R10,12.19 modifications to NIOSil. A user who modifies a

certified respirator m:y hol be able to determine
Applicability: All whether a change will decrease respiramry protershm.

Several cases have been reported to NIOSil whetc
unapproved ne-difications or use of an unapproved
subassembly have resulted in respirator fail res.
Derefore, users of NIOSH/MSHA approved
respirator., are cautioned against inter.aanging
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subassemblies or making unapproved modifications to 6. The MSA OMR.I Canisten were to te used with
their respiratory protective devien. a full faceplece capable of providing protection

,

factors greater than 10ll.
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103 1

7 The MSA OMR.I Canisters were not to be used
Subject codes; 8.10 in total challenge concentraq n of 'ganic

kWises and other halogenated mmpounds
Applkability: All greater than 1 ppm, including mmradioactive

compounds.
.

IIPPO M B7 PDR 9111210173 8. The MSA GMR.I Canisters wete not to be used |
'

in environments with temperatures greaitr than
Utle: Farley 1 & 2 10 CFR Past 20 Esemptk>a i 10 * F. j
Rcquest, MSA OMR-1 Canister (h:1 No. 466220)

'

Radiokxline l'rotection Factor ne above exemptions are subject to amendment by
ir.c NRC staff and will rematn in effett until rescinded

See the rnemorandum from D. R. Muller to O. C. by NRC staff or superseded by regulation.
Lainas dated June 28,19M. It recommended an
exemption to alksw ibensecs to use MSA GMR 1 Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103,
canisten for protection against lodine gases and NUREO/CR MB
vapors with certain restrictions. This action set a '

precedent. Subject Code: 8.1, 8.10

De Radiological Aasessment Branch (RAD) reviewed Applicability: Reactors
a liccusec's application for an exenption to 10 CFR
20, Appendit A, Footnote d 2(c) to allow the me of
MSA GMR.I Canisters. Although the action llPPOS4T70 PDR-9111210lto

= catablished a precedent, the RAD recommended, in
ecsordance with he provisions of 10 CFR 20.103(e), Eths: Clarification of 10 Cm 20, Appendit A, Note '

that the exemption be approved with restrictions. (i) Rrx{uirement on ' Protection Factors of
Respirators *

he restrictiom were enumerated by the NRC staff in
' heir Safety Evaluation Report and are summarized as See the rnemorandum from D. P. Allison to.

follows: M, M. Shanhaky dated August 10,19M, and the
memorandum from M. M. Shanbaky dated April 11,

1. A pro'ection factor of 50 for radioh> dine gases 19M. Note (i) to Appendix A of 10 CFR 20 requires
and vapors was to be med. a standby rescue perxm with a self-c4mtained .

breathing apparatus (SCHA) whenever supplied air
2. The MSA OMR.I Canisters were to be discarded suits are used. If a licensee adequately e+uales a

! aft' r a maximum of 8 hours continuous u.;c time, situation and provides for cifective rescue capability,
.

equipment other than SCBA could be uscd by the :
,

'

3. He MSA OMR.I Canisters were not to be used standby rescue person.
'

l in the presence of organic solvent vapors.
A licensee was using an individual with an air.

4. De MSA OMR.I Cankteis were to be stored in purifying respirator as the ' standby rescue person' for
I- scaled, humidity barrier packaging in cool, dry a decontamination operation ernploying an air-

environments. supplied suit. He licensee was decontaminating scrap
steel with iron oxide ' sandblasting' equipment in a

5. He service life of the MSA OMR-1 Canisters confinement tent. The ' sandblast' operator wore an
were to be calculated from the time of unsealing, air-supplied suit. Contamination levels for the steel
iactuding pedods of non cxposure. ranged up to 25.000 dpm%0 cm'. Measurements of

airborne radioactivity in the tent made by the licensee
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at the beginning of the operation showed a matimum with ScilA was probably to emure that this rescuer
of 7.6 times the MPC for cobalt 4a leswr amounts muld suurssfully acwmplish the rexur mission in
of other contaminants were aho pra.s.ent bringing the case the work space shoald rapidly deteriorate.
total to R5 times the summation MPC for all airborne
radioacthity %c tcut wu suppikd with Sm Cl11 'n general, (H found that this Scil A requirement was
of fresh alt flow. too restricthe in the situation cited anne and will

provide remmmendations to change this requirement
he licensec stated that his evaluation of the hanids to make it leu prescripthc. Iloweser, when workers
indicated that an air. purifying respirator provided are ush g air 4upplied suits, the Ikensec must catclully
adequate protection for the ' standby rescue person.' evaluate the haards of the normal workers'
Hb paltion we supported by- (1) the atmosphete environment and aho postulate emergemy scenarios
wasn't immediately harardous to lifc; (2) the that could reasonably lead to a deltrioration of the
protection factor afforded by the air-purifying worker / rescue environment. %c licenwc must then -

respirator was sufficient for tre airborne radioacthily dedde what k+cl of respiratory protntion must be
involved, and (3) rcscoe of the indh-idual in the air- readily asailable for uw by the rescuer. Other
supplied suit muld be safely atmmpibbed without collateral rescue provisions (commenications, etc.)
respiratory protection due to the low concentration mentioned in the rule /NUREG sc.m reasonable and
and short time needed to recover the indhidual. In should be fully impicmented by the ikon ec. As a
view of these circunatances, guidance was needed on reminder, OSilA regulations |2u CFR 14101M(c)93)|
the requircinent of a ' standby rescue person * equipped explkilly cover proper uw of respirators for workers
with SCllA. in dangerous atmospheres.

An insi%t to the original intent of the Note (i) Regu?atory reference, 10 CFR 20.101
requirement is gained from NURE04n41. Sc(tion
5.1.3, ' Suits.' w hich 604 ten Subje(t codes: 13, 7.2, K10

"He need for un adequate continuous supply of Appbcability: Reactors
respirabic air to such suits is more important than
with other air line topirators. Such need stems from
the potential lack of adequate warning in case of loss llPPOS4r4 PDR 9111210195
of att supply and the difficullies that would be
encountered by the wearer in extricating himscif from Titic: Guidance Concerning 10 CIM 20.HH and Use -

the suit while carbon dimide, moisture, and heat build of Pituure Demand SCilA's
up, and oxygen becomes deficient inside the suit. A
kss of a continuous air supply and a mnscquent See the memorandum from L J. Cunningharn to
deficiency of oxygen as a result of rebreathing can R. J. Greger dated September 8,1983. Pers<mnel
cause rapid omet of unconsciousneu and death.' having any condition, including facial hair, that

presents a leak tight seal and proper operation,
'For thh reason, and because circumstances in which should not be qualified respirator wearcis. For
rescue is requird m!$1 include extremc respiratory emergency entries, a licensec can uw post work whole
haratas . womd indadual equipped with SCliA body counts to show compliance with 10 CFR Part 20
shall be stationed in respirable air outside the intake limits. (In addition, see llPPOS.ll6.)
contaminated area. Rh individual shall be prepared
and trained to render encrgency auistance in the Guidance was requested concerning to CFR 20.103
indhidualin the suit in case of railure of the air and the use of pressure demand SCBA's. A Region
supply. lie shall be in visual, voice, or signal line ill licensec's proposed respiratory protection plan to
communication at all timts' allow bearded personnel to use pressure demand

SCilA's was discus ed with RES and NIOSit Region
it must be noted that air 4upplied respirs, tors are not til objected to the licenwe's proposal but could find
allowed to be uwd in areas that are immediately no clear regulsorv Msis for the objection. IE
dangerous to life and health (IDLll) Rus, the supported the objection and felt there was a strong
original intent of requiring the rescuct be equipped technical basis for that objection.
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IE found several technical flam, in the licensec's facton and limit the stay time such that administratisc
prepmal to deviate from the normal indu<try practkT intake 'everespatrre * thm:Id m t occur. Ilowever,
of requiring clean. shaven facca in the scal alca of the case for fire fighters differs drastiudiy.
tight fittirig respirator >. One serious probicm is the
potential to *overbreathe' (e g , a perwn wurking Prompt emettency response does not icnd itself to
under beasy physical stress, such as fire fighting pre-wurk auessment of altborne haardt in
cflorts, can excced the SCBA's air supply capacity). emergency situatior6, it b cle 11) ilhigital to take a
When a beard-caused leak exists in the seal arca, the 'no. protection * aoumption far entry into IDLil af ra
additional ' makeup' air is drawn from the outside of unknown haurdt In the owe of fire Dghters,
atmosphere through the leak arer Another protlem exposure to radioacthe matersah h gencrulh of
b the beards interference with the operation of the scamdary importance, ar.d toxic fumes /gaca are the
facepkce's crhaust (exhalation) valve. A beard can principal haard. lloweser, e strict lept reading os
bold thb vab t 14 9, and on a deep breath, wuld the regulations leads us to conclude that rtothing

,

allow outsid , mu .ninatcJ air to enter the facepiccc. prohibits using pist work whole hkly cuur,ts for
Aho, on a nonna volume inhahition an open exhaust detnanstrating cornpliance with Part 20 timitt From
valve wuld allow loss of bit, thereby reducing the a toutine tu liological perspettnc, ll? is comfortable
user's service time. with this rewding; however, in the case of unqualified

respirator wearcts performmg emergency respmse
A major problem with the liccuscc's propnal centers actions in high risk arcas with the attendant unknown
on the high probability for increased outward leakage level of protection, IE strongly believes the
caused by beard interference with the ml. The regulatior6 should require high quality respiratory
Industrial liygiene Support Group at Lawrence protection.
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has not(d
during testing of bearded personnel that the SCDA Regulatory referenux 10 CFR 20.101
advertised 30-minute air supply (which normally lasts
about 20 minutes) ran out in 10 to 12 minutes at a Subject axles: X.2, 8. 4, M.10
moderate work load. As reporttd in an atticle,
' Facial llair and breathing Protection * (%c Applicability: All
International Fire Chict December 19m): 'It must
bc emphasized again that facial hair characteristics
change daily, so any test of faccpiccc fit or how long IIPPOS-IIM PDit.9111210275

the breathin3 gr cylinder will last on one day will be ,

different on r,ucceeding days.' IE and NIOSIl believe 'ntic: A1:0ow Measurement and Control for
that a daily quantitative fit test would probably be Supplied-Air Respiratois
required to ensure adequate air supply servke time i

for bearded users wha hase facial halt 4. the seal area. See the meroorandum from J. E. Wigginton to J.11.
The adminhtrative costs and problems with such a Joyner (and others) dAed August 5,1982. It provides
program seem to be tremendoas. guidance on auuring that the required minimum

airflow is being plovided to each individual respirator
IE aho addressed a specific question on whether 10 user when several uscrs are sharing a single air
CFR 20.103(a)(3) permits the use of post-ctposure regulator manifold supply,
whole body counts to determine compliance with Part
20 intakes. The regulations allow licensees who in respmse to a Regional in pector's request, the ins
choose not to fully implement the respiratory Alamos National laboratory (LANL) was asked how
protection requirements of 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2) to IE can be assured that required rninimum airflow is
use respirators, but does not allow them to take any being provided to each individual respiratar user when
credit for protection factors. IE fects this is a sescral users are sharing a standard air regulator
reasonable position from the perspective of providing manifold supply. This discussion is limited to contin.
workers protection during routinc, fmned operations uous now Type C respiratort The airflow require-
in airborne radioacthiry areas. For these operations, ments of regulator. controlled airline respirators (such
the degree of haard can be pic-dctermined by air as preoute-demand) are so much less than
samphng, and licensecs can then assume no protection

NUREO/CR-5569 Int
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matinuous. flow devices, th,' adequate airflow is not altflow, it is recommended that any air supply system
usually a problem. te daigned to dc!hrt greater than the minimum

seguired (4 cfm for tight fitting facepleas and 6 cfm
There appears to be a misunderwnding on what flow for hooda), but the flow should be adjusted so as not
mesurement b appropriate when admting the air to be so high as to be unmmfortable for the wearer.
presure on an airline. It h the airflow about the if the preuure required for each mnfiguration of hoe
head and face of the respirator wearer that largely and respirator mmbination k tecorded, future
dete mint * the protection ymided by the device. respirator set up of this type will be made
herefore, one needs to be concerned only with the melderably easier. Any questions as to the adequacy
airflow at ambient mnditions, Furthermore, the of airnow can be easily answered by actually
temperature and pressure at most actual wv! king meanring (L
conditions are sufficiently ckx.c to standard conditions
that either may be uwd for the calculations. An One finalimporunt paint must be mnde about the
esception veld be lot work at high altitude, such as use of appropitate hose fittings. It is extremely
above 6fXI) ft at les Alamos, where the r tmospherie important in a work plac4 using a variety of different
pressure is less than 80% of rica levci, requiring piped flukis, that the fitting used for breathing air be
correctiom for the difference la fimv. different and incompatit0c with any other in the plant.

Supp!!cd air respirators nay be ordered with one of, .

Manufacturers of airline respirators include wveral different quick-connect ultinp, and, if any one
instructions specifying a range of air pressure required of these b not in use in the plant, there h no
to produce the needed now rates based on both the problem. However, in the ever I that all of the hose
lengths of hose used and the number of $cctiora attinp available for the respirator manufacturer are |

connected together. Concern with the latter is already in use, then a different, uni {ue fitting will
because of the considerable pressure drop it, the have to be selected for breathing alt The mer

. quick-connect fittinp between each section of hosc< organization must then replace all of the fitting on i

If the appropriate pressure for the totallength of hose the valves and hoses with the special fitting. Since the
is used, ample flow should be available. resistance of the cew fitting may not be known, the

airnow to respirator with various hose lengths should
Problems may develop when more than one user is be measured as dhcuued above,
connected to an air manifold with a single regulator
and pressure gauge if each user has diffettut hose Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, Regulatory

-lengths or respirators with different air pressure Oulde &15
requirements, this manifold arrangement should not *

be used. . In this mse, it is difficult to determine if Subject mies: &l0
cach user h receiving the required alruow. A much
better approach would be a system where indMdual Applicability All
control is provided with a separate regulatory and
pressure gauge for cach user.

IIPPOS-146 PDR-91 tl210387
in addition, the user has the option of measuring the
airflow at the respirator. Dh is most easily done Title: Updated Guidarme on Fit Testing of Biopak
during the set up of the sptem before work begins. faP Respirator Users 5

The lengths of hose required for the job should bc
; connected, la most systems, there is a bell mounted See the memorandura from L 1 Cunningham to
;' vaht or regulator, De high. pressure air hose plup L N. Orace (and others) dated August 19,1984, it is

'

'

into this valve, and a low. pressure breathing tube runs acceptable to check the fit of the Biopak 60-P while
to the fecepiccc or hood. He end of the breathing the user h wearing just the facepiece equipped with a
tube is the best point at which to take the Dow high efficiency filter supplied by the manufacturer of
measurements. Disconnect the tube from the the device. A fit factor of 1000 is reasonable in the i

facepiece and insert into a calibrated rotameter or negative presure air purifying mode. This memo ,

other airnow neasuring instrument, and then, the line supersedes an earlier one from L 1 Cunningham to
presure may be adjusted to obtain the desired L R. Greger dated August 8,1983.

105 NUREO/CR-5569
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Liernsees and inspectors had inquired u to what For those persom who are unable to attain a 01 factor
wutituts &n acccptatic mcthat for p,ifoiniing of 10N wille jui iist f apine la utptise picause ;

quantitative fitting of the wearers of this apparatus as mode, participation in emergenn, poter tially IDLil ,

required in footnote 1, to Appendh A of Part M situatiom should be restricted. Rh person may i
Specifically, was it acceptah'e to chuk the St of the esperierne drastically reduced service time whkh
dedce (the face to faceplece scaling capability) by rcouces emergency respome cap bility as well as
testing the user while the user was wearing just the hindering escape from a potentially life threatening
facepiece equipped with a high effleieng filter situation.
supp! led by the manufacturer of the device?

,

ne intent of the ptcvion guidance was not to verify !;

< Predous guidance stated that the wearer must doti the proper functioning of the entire unit. De operaNiity [
cntire unn for Gt testing since it was felt that fitting of the anembled Unit b checke.d citer maintenance

'

I the facepica with a hfgh efficienq filter that is and before ca h w In addition, fit testing of
capable of aikming no more than 0.03% leakage workers wearing the asembled unit in the ca*.c of thh
would preclude meautement c f the requind 002% apparatus we prescuting other problems due to the !

icakage or less through the face to facepiece scaling low makeup volume and leakage detection inter.
area. Ilowever, the 0.03% icakage allowcd for high fcrence from background water vapor droplets and
efficieng Alter * is determined with a mc>re particulates from the calNm dioxide scrubber system. -

penetrating aerosol (monodhpersed) than uwd in lit
testing. Therefore,it is possible ta measure the Based on the interference problem that has been

!0.02% leakage aaurately with the facepica squippco - reported and trevaluation of the previous guidance,it
: with a high efficiency filter (0.02% Icakage is recommended that 0t testing of wearers of the

wrresponds to a fit factor of $0m). BioPak (AP be pelformed with jmt the faceplete
equipped with a high cluciency filter and that a

Rcquiring a fit factor of 3000 in the negathy pressure factor of 1000 be mmidered an acceptable fit. A
; air. purifying mode h too restrictive. his approach to recommendation will be made to RES to update

fit testing allows no credit for protection provided by Appendix A to include the intent of this
the positive pressure inside the facepiccc generated by interpretation in the next rule change. i

the device in its normal mode of operation. Positive !

pressure inside the faceplece can compensate for Regulatory references: 10 Cim 20.103, Regulatory
" inward leakage of contaminants to some extent by Guide K15

ensuring air circulating through the de" ice h leaked
outward instead of leaking contaminants into the Subject rodes: 7.2, R10

,

worker's breathing rnne, llowever, with this device,
protection is obtained at a large cost if the fit is poor Applicability: All

_ and outward leakage is substantial because reduced,

| service life results as outward leakage of air b made
up from the small volume of ongen carried by the llPPO 1175 PDR-91112102th
user. The volume carried is sufficient to exchange the
volume of carbon dioxide releastd in tespiration with 'lltle: Acreptability of New Technology Respirator

' compressed oxygen. CarNm dioxidi.,11 removed from Fit Testing Devims
the circulating air by the sorbent scrubber,

. _

See the Inemorandum from R. L Pedersen to
,

A hard and fast number that delineates good from M. M: Shanhaky (and others) dated April 10,1989.
poorly Otting respirators b not available. In the The memo states that new technology dnices can i

opinion of many experts in the field of respiratory be used to mnduct quantitative fit testing of
_

protection,1000 seems to represent a teas (mable respirators provided the device can be shown to be
number for distinguhhing between good and poorly technically adequate, satisfies regulatory commitments,
fitting respirators. It is remmmended that licensees and incets the intent of the reguli. tory requirements,
use thh number as a guide for determining if an
acceptable fit has been achieved with this desice. The Radiation Protection Branch wat queried on the

acceptability of new respirator fit testing dedces that '

NUREO/CR 5559 1(6
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were on f he market. When determining that a Ouldance was requested on whether a dispaabic high
method is technically adequate, an inspector should efficienn respirator manufactured by the 3M ,

keep in mind that: Company tuct the description of a half ma.sk
' i

respirator in 10 CFR 20 Appendix A footnote fr) and
.

1. Fil Facton determined by any quantitathe fit muld be afforded a prote(tion factor (PP) of 10.
I test are not Protection Facton and can not be NRC stated that PFr wie derhed from pctformance

used as such. testing and then aufgned to claues of respirators.
De PF aufgned in Appendix A was estabibbed for

"

'
2. Acceptance criteria for Fit Fanon should be fct half mask clastorncrie face piecca and was not

at least ten times the Protection Factor of the ipplicable to non.clastomeric dispsable respiraton.
mask being fit (Lc., to show a proper fit on a ne *under-chin' specification in footnote (g) is !

mask with a protection factor of $0 a Fit Factor intended to dutingubh between 1/2 and 1/4 mask j

of at least 500 should be measured). clastomeric face pieces; the latter not prosiding an
acccptabic r, cat

3. Testing methah should rewmabry simulate use
conditions. DisposaNe halbrnask scspitalon that preside a good

seal are re(ent innovations. NP.C h currently ,

4. An i,dequaic base lot correlating the parameter considering amending 10 CFR 20 to add a disposable i

being measured (acrosol concentratior., preuure respirator classification to Appendit A; however, the
drop, etc.) to a Fit Factor, should be eshblished. PF auigned to this clau has not been estabibbed.

Until Part 20 is arnended, NRC liccmees whhing to
It has been reported that one device un the market, uw 3M respiraton can apply to the Commluion for 7

QUANTAFIT, requires the subjeci to be absolutely authoritat|on under paragraph 10 CFR 20.103(d). *

still with no facial movement. Apparently momentary
breaks in the face scal, caused by facial movement, fall Regulatory references: 10 Cllt 20.103
the test, his type of leakage is well known even in a
good fitting respirator and it h a major contributor to Subject mdes: 8.10
the overall leakage (or fit) of the mask. If this infor.
mation is (nrrect,it h dif0 cult to see how ti:b method Applicability: All
can adequately measure the respirator fit.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103 IIPPOS-226 PDR-9111220140

Subject mdes: 5.6, &lo 110c: Intcal of the QA Testing of Resphator IIEPA ,

Fdters as Dhcussed in NUREG4XM1
Applicability All

See the letter from L J. Cunningham to S. K.
lierweyer (El Incorporated) dated February 27,199th

'

IIPPOS-225 PD R 9111220136 _Acrosol penetration testing of filters or canisters
should be performed with a testing protocol that is

'Itkr Footnote (g) of Appendix A to 10 Clit 20 capable of detecting significant filter damage or
Concerning Prutcction Factor for Respirator deterioration. It is ' at riccenaly, not is it required, to

recertify the litter as llEPA prior to use.
See the letter from L J. Cunningham to J. A. Kvikstat
(3M Oaupatform ficalth and Erwironmental Safety confirmation was asked whether the intent of the

| Divbion) dated July 25,1990. The protection factor Quality Anurance Testing of respirator high cfficicacy
I assigned in 10 CFR 20 Appendix A was established particulate (llEPA) filters dhcuued in NUREO4nti

for half mask clastomeric face piccca and is not was that they be tested to meet the NIOSil
applicable to non-clastomeric dispmable respirators. certification protocols. This is not the case. The
llalf mask disposable respirators capable of providing NRC does not require the recertincation of IIEPA
a goal scal are a recer1 intuwation. Licensecs can filters prior to usc
apply for protection factors under 10 CFR 20.103(d).

IM NUREO/CR.5569
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40 CFR 20dO3(c) requires that *when respirator 2.12 ItAI)lOAC1'lVil WASTl!
protcohe equipment i.s used to limit the inhalation
of airborne radioactive material . . the licensec shall
use equipment that h certified or had certification HPPOSN3 PDR.91 H 210193
catended by NIOSHfMSHA.' Thh pwilion is
echoed in Appendis A hiotnote (b) to 10 CIV 20 'litic Dispnal of Fxmpt Quantities of Radiushe
which indicates that the protection factors listed for Matend
air purifying respirators are vnhd only when the 'high
cfficiency particulate filtus (above 9%97% removal Le the mcmorandum from J. M. Outierre/ to J.11.
(fuciency by skrmally generated 0.3 pm dioctyl Joyner daird April 13,19M, and the incoming request
phthalate |DOP! test)* arc w,cd. Use of non HEPA from J.11. Joynct dated March 22,19M. It is an
ritters would be outside the NIOSitMS11A OELD cpinion that radinauhe material held under
CC HIUC^tiO"- license csn only be dhywed of pursuant to 10 CI'R

Part 20, even when the quantity dkpacd h leu than
Respirator niter manufacturers have quality assurance that listed in 10 CIH 30.71, Schedulc B. 'The
(QA) and quality control (OC) propams approved by document dktir guishes the scope and purpac behind
NIOSll to emure that their llEPA filters or 10 CFR Parts 20 and 10.
cartridges meet the certification criteria referred to in
the Appendix A footnote. 'The QA prograni dheitutd in an incident coWdered for enforcement ation, a
in NUREG4041 is provided to auure that this janitor employed by a licensce removed a Ovc gallon
certification has not been volded by deterioration or drum containing one to two microaties of tritium.
damage. Aerosol penetration testing of fibers prior to The drum was subsequently sent to a land 0ll before
their reuse is neces.ary to detect damage, incurred by the licensec discovered the lou. The opinion of
prior use, that may not be evident with a visual or OELD was sought because the incident raised the
preuvre drop test, question of whether a licensec should be cited for an

act with so little public health and safety comcquence.
In 1983, responding to a question regarding the in addition, it was sugfested that certain regulatiom
acceptance criteria for filter QA testing by our appear to authorlie disposal of licensed material in
licemecs, the NRC Offiu' of Research (RI?.S) took individual quantitics that do not escced those lhted in
the position that respirator filters had to be tested 10 CFR 30.71, Schedule 11 by transfer to any reapient,
with a 0.3 micron, thermally generated DOP actosol. Including garbage collectors and sanitary landfills.
This defaulting to the llEPA filter ccrtification -

criteria was a conservative position taken due to a 10 CI'R 30, specifically Part 3(L71, S(heduk B,
lack of data on other test methods. Since that time, establishes quantities of potentially licensable material
however, filter testing protocols with other actmol that are sufficiently small so as not to warrant
media and/or generating techniques has been shown licensing. In nintr'ast to the threshold determination
to provide adequate sensithity to detect damage to a of what quantitics should be licensed, Part 20 governs
filter which would void its HEPA characterhtics. the waste disposal process for material determined to
Therefore,it is the current position that aeromt be licensable, regardleu of the quantities being
penetration testing of filters and canisters by licen ces considered for dispnal.
should be performed with a testing protocol capabic
of detecting signincant filter damage or deterioratinn- As guidance, a general rule of statutory amstruction
11 h not necessary, nw is it required, to recertify the is that when two regulations are in apparent
filter as llEPA prior to use. contradiction, the specific governs the general. 'lhas,

although to CFR 30.18(a) does authori/c the receipt,
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.103, NUREO4n41 possession, use, transfer, ownership or acquisition of

potentially licensable material in quantities bclow that
Subject codes: 8 10 i sted in 10 CFR 30.71, Schedule B,10 CFR 20.301 is

the governtng regulation for purposes of waste
Applicability: All dispwal. Therefore, once a license h iuued, the

terms of that lleense and Part 20 govern with respect
to waste disposal. Schedule B is irrelevant to that

NUREG/CR 5569 108
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- question, but it rather gon, to the issue of whether a Subject mdes: 33,9.0
quantity of a particular substance in the first instance
should be licensed. Appsability: Dyproduct material

Therefore, when the licensee inadvertently disposed of
one to two microcuries of tritium, they were in 1(PPOS4LM PDR-9111210157
violation of both the terms of their license and 10
CFR 20301(a) of the regulations. From an Bile: Applicability of 10 CIM 2iLNI3(d) to
enforcement perspective, the fact that the amount Dispwable Diapers Contaminatml with Tc Wm.
di:< posed would not in itself be licensable is irrelevartt.
(llPPOS lu0 mntains a related topic.) See the memorar'dum / rom J. R. Maps to J R. -

Mctiger dated January 6,1979, the memorandum
Regulatory referencer 10 CFR 20301,10 CIM Mll8, from J. R. Metter to A. It Dasts dated January 18,

,

10 CFR NL71 1979, and the incoming requer.t of A. Il Davis dated
December 13,1978. It is an OELD opinion that the

Subject codes: 9.0, 9.7, 11.2, 12.7 esemption in 10 CFR 20303(d) for escreta applies
only to excreta discharged to a sanitary sewer and

Applicabdity: All does not apply to excreta remaining on disposal
diapers placed in trash cans or dhposed of otherwise.

IIPPOS-150 PDR-9111221UM During a Region 111 inspection of a (hlldren's
hospital, an intpcetor found an infant's disposable

Vt'e Dispsal Requiremcats for Spedfic and diaper contaminated with Tc-Wm in a trash can that |
Fxmpt l_Joenned Smoke Detedors was not labeled to indicate the presence of radioactive t

material and that in fact was a normal cold trash can.
See the letter from J. W. N. }ilckey to D. L Tremblay The hospital had given diagmatic doses of Te-99m to
(Simplex Time Recorder Company) dated October 5, infants. Diapers soiled with feces were rinsed in the
1981, imported smoke detedors possessed under a toilet and then placed in the mid trash (l.c., non.
specific license must be returned to the maaufacturer. radioacthe trash).
A licensee who possesses detectors distributed as
exempt items is exempt from regulatory requirements in response to citations for failure to survey
regarding the smoke detectors, and they may be diapers prior to disposal, and disposal of radioauive
disposed of as ordinary trash. material by a means not authortied by 10 CFR 20301,

the licensec r,tated they called several children's
Your letter to General Counsel dated September 8, hospitals across the country and determined that they
1981 has been referred to the Division of Fuel Cycle all use the same method of diaper handling. Hey
and Material Safety, in telephone conversion, you also point out that 10 CFR 20303(d) states that
explained that your company possesses two types of ' excreta from indhiduals undergoing medical diagnosis
smoke detectors: those imported, possessed, and or therapy with radioactive material shall be exempt
distributed in acmrdan(c with NRC License Nos. 20- from any limitations contained in this section,' and
175M-01 and 20-175M.02E, and those obtained from that this should crempt their diapers.
an American manufacturer as exempt units.

Region I was contacted and they stated that they have
We agreed that the imported detectors must be never looked into diaper disposal at medical
returned to the manufacturer in accordance with your institutions. Several llPs in both Regions I and 111
licenses, and that your letter concerns the domestic who have worked at medical institutions base stated
units. To the extent that you possess domestic smoke that persons reeching diagnostic doses of radioactive
detectors distributed as caempt unhs, you are exempt material are not consideted radioactive arid are not
from any regulatory requirements, herefore, you segregated from other patients and no special
may dispose of these units as ordinary trash. nandling is given to their bed clothes, bed pans, or

excreta. Special handling is reserved foi patients
Regulatory references: 10 CFR N120,10 CFR 32,26 under therapy.
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Diapers from toth children and excreta from During an inspection in a nuclear malicine
,

incontinent adults undergoing nuclear diagno<is would laboratory, a Reghin V insterior askal a medical |
be amsidered not radioactive.. On the other hand,10 technologist if any 1131 wate was disposed to the
CIM 20.303 addtcuca disposal by release into the sanitary wwer. When the answer was afiltmative, the
sanitary sewer. De exception in 20.303(d) applica to inspector asked to see the record of such dispwals
excreta that enters tht; wwer where it h held and required by 10 CIR 20A01(b). lie was told that no
diluted before retene to an unrestricted sica. De records ucre kept. On the basis of that information,
citation was not for the fcces washed into the wwcr a Notice of Violation was bsued, including a citation
but for material remaining on the diapers in normal for noncompliance with 10 CIG 30.51(a) awl
colJ trash that was disposed of by normal trash 20 401(b), both of which require remrds of dispnal. ,

inethods. Dere appears to be no exemption for '

material excreted and not disposed via the sanitary De licensee ressmded that urine collected during |
wwer. uptake studies and mntaining 1131 was disposed to !

the sanitary sewer after being hdd for some decay.
De OELD op!nion agrecs with the RcElon 111 While some remrds were maintained, they did not
opinion (l.c., diapers are not exempt from the- include the quantity of 1131 in the urine at the time

.

requirements of 10 CFR 20.303 because they contain of disposal. De phpician stated, as part of his
excreta residuc, and therefore, must be labeled as . corrective action, the quantity of 1131 in microcuries

,

!

contaminated waste). De exemption only applies to would be recorded for each disposal. Region V told
material actually released to the sanitary wwer. the licemcc they would request an interpretation of
Ilospitals ordinarily hold contaminated waste for the regulations. It was suggested to the lleensce that
about seven half lives or until there is no detectable he amtinue to maintain records of the dispnah, but
contamination and then dhpose of the material via that he would be informed the contents of the
normal trash channels. His would be particularly interpretation when received.
simple for Tc 99m with a hsiflife of 6 hr. Of murse,
waste destined for normal trash disposal must be 10 CfH 20.303 specifies the umditions under which ;

pletni in a suitable holdirq area as ctmtaminated licensecs may dispose of licensed material by release
wasa 4il the radioactivity has decayed to into a sanitary sewer sptem and provides only one i

nondetectable levels. cxception to these conditions. Hat exception is
contained in Section 20.303(d) which states in part:

Regulatory references: 10 Cim 20.303 -

* Excreta from indMduals undergoing ;.Jical
Subject codes: 9.0,9.3,9.7- diagnosis or therapy with radioactive mate. I

shall be exempt from any limitations contained in
. Applicability: . Dyproduct material this r,cction.'

It is an OELD opinion that as long as two basic
IIPPOS435 PDR-9111210162 conditions of the exemption are satisfied. licensecs are

permitted to dhcharge patient excreta into sanitary
"Illic: Scupe of Excmption in 10 CFR 20.303(d) for sewers without limitation. De two conditions for
Disposal of Patient F.acreta in Sanitary Scwus exemption that must be satisfied are: (1) the matter

to be disposed of must be excreta, and (2) the excreta
See the memorandum from W. J. Olmstead to 11. E. must be obtained from individuals undergoing medical
Book dateri Oc.ober 13,1982, and the incoming diagnosis or therapy with radioactive materials,
request from 11. E. Book dated August 31,1982. It is OELD also expressed the opinion that exempt
an OELD opinion that the exemption in 10 CFR disposals of patient excreta should not b subject to
20.303(d) applies even when disposah of patient- the recordkceping requirements mntained in 10 CI~R
cxcreta do not follow direct routes from patient to 20.401(b).
sewer (e.g., urine samples sent to a laboratory for
analysis). Dus, records need not be kept per 10 CFR In must be noted that in accordance with 10 CIV
20A01(b). 20.6, the opinions expressed by OELD do not

.

I
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,

constitute an Interpretation which will be remgnlied 11 tic: C4mtaminated Sml at liig Rock Point
as binding upon the Commission.

Sec the memorandum from F J. Congcl to C. J.
Regulatory sclerences: 10 CFR 20303,10 CIM Paperiello dated April 11. 1985. Contaminated soil :
20.401 cannot be left in place without NRC approval :

pursuant to 10 CFR 20301 Section 30.14 on '

Subject cales: 2.1,9.0,9.7 *P. tempt Concentrations * u not applicabic. -

Applicabit;ty: Dyproduct Matettai NRR reviewed the matter of contaminated soil with
regard to the need for the liccuscc to request
permiulon under 10 Cim 2tt302 to dnpose of the '

ilPPOS-lh9 PDR 9111220lM material by leaving it in place. NRC wnsidered the
information provided and made the following

'lltic: Dispool of 11yptixluct Material Used h>r conclusions:
Certain in Vam Clinical or 12toratory Testing .

1. The Ilcernec has Iken ed byproduct material in a
See the memorandum from J. D. Kinneman to hication and form where it is not secure (e.g.,
Materials inspectorn dated December 15,1980. Most against the weather). Even though the NRC
waste generated from use of in ritro test Lits under might find, after resiew of the circumstamos, that
the general lleense of 10 CFR 31.11 can be disposed leaving the material in place h sathfactory with -
in non radioactive trash. liowever, mock iodine-125 regard to the public health and safety and with
Sources listed in 31.ll{a)(7) must be dbposed of as regard to crMronmental impacts, the lleensec
required by 10 CFR 20.301, cannot unilaterally make such a determination.

De licensec must do something about the
1.lcensecs performing certain in ritro tests thr.1 contain dhposition of the material, the choices are either
byproduct materials are authorized to dispose of the to escavate the material, package it and ship it to
waste in non radioactive trash. Under the provisions a licensed burial ground or to request, pursuant

. of 10 CFR 31.11, a general license may be issued to to 10 Cim 20302, approval of a procedure to
- any physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory or dispose of it in wme other manner (e g., by
hospital to receive, acquire, possess, transfer or use leaving it in place).

- wrtain by~rxluct materials in prepackaged form for
in vitro r I or laboratory testing. De plovhions 2. Including the estiinated total quantity of
of this r aph exempt most byproduct materials radioactivity as released effluent in their second

- used pursuant to the generallicense frorn the require. half 1984 effluent report does not relieve the
mcnts of 10 CFR Parts 19,20, and 21. Because of the licensee of the responsibility for the proper
exemption from the provisions of 10 CFR 20, most disposition of the liccined malerial, the majority
radioactive wastes generated in the use of these of which remains in place in the soll. Even
in vitro tests may be disposed of as osdinary wate though weathering and leaching may deliver -

(i.e., nonyradk) active trash).' Before these materials some of the raJioactivity to Lake Michigan .
can be discarded in the trash, all radiation labeh within seven years, some will remain in the soll
should be removed and destroyed. [ Note: Mock at the h> cation of the leak; it continues to be

h>dinc.125 sources listed in 10 CFR 31.11(a)(7) must licensed byproduct material for which the
be disposed of as required by 10 CFR 20301.| licensee is responsible.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20301,10 CFR 31.11 3. For purposes of determining compliance with 10
CFR 20.105 and 20.106, the licensee is

Eubject codes: 9.0,9.7 resp (msible for accounting for sclease of
tvlionuclides to the environment (e.g., to take

Applicability: Dyproduct rnaterial Michigan,in the time periods in which they
actually occur).

liPPOS-042 PDR-9111210190
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- 4. Section 30.14, ' Exempt Concentrations ' is not (Itar that the licenwc is not Gligated to u e regional
applicable to these circumstancea; the licensec suggestions to prevent the Ikenwe from beliwing that

'

was nct given specific authoritation to introduce NRC is imposing new sequirements on him.
,

the byproduct into the soil. Applicable '

regulations 10 CIH 20, do not prwide lower in this particular caw, the implants would not hase to
limits to (uncentrations and quantitles for whkh be removed since permanent implants are not
licenwes are responsible, intended to be removed. The guidance in NCRP

Rcport No. 37 that drah with management of patients
Reguistory referencer 10 CFR 30.14,10 CIH 20.105, with therapeutic amounts of radionuclides establishca.

- 10 CFR 20.1%,10 CFR 20.302 levcb of radioactivity below which no precautiom are |

necessary. The deceased patient aho coritained |Subject codes: 9.0,9.3,9,7 materials below precautionary concerns, and NCRP
reporn are generally accepted e appropriate guidarne

Applicability: Reactors for use in the absence of regulatory requirements.
,

For patients who die, there are precautiom in NCRP
llPPOS4130 PDR-91112101$2 Report No. 37 to be taken for physicians performing

autopdes and percautions for handling the dcccawd
Titic: Burial of Patients With Permancnt implann when no autopsies are performed. There are also

precautions for crcmating, including total millicurie
See the memorandum from L B. Ilippinbotham to amounts pcr ) car that can be handled safely by a
A. B. Davis dated April 3,1980. It referencca NCRP single cicmatorium, with some eneptions for Ta.182
Report No. 37,' Precautions in the Management of and it-192 that have been shown to significantly
Patients Who llave Received nerapeutic Amounts of contaminate crematoriurm. %cre appears to be no -

Radionuclides,' regarding burial of patients with restrictions or pretautions on burial except in
permanent implants. This NCRP tcport gives levels preparing the deccawd for burial.
of radioacthity below which no precautions are
needed. he guidance in NCRP Report No. 37 is considered

to cover thh situation adequately, and it is not
A hospital requested guidance on the disposition of a believed a policy statement is needed on this issue.
deccasc4 patient with a permanent implant of 20 mci
of I 125 seeds. Dey were advised by IE: liq that, Regulatory references: NCRP Rcport No. 37
since there were no regulatory requirements, the
conservative approach wuuld be to remove the Subject codes: 9.0, 9.4, 12.8
implants, if practicable. It was abo suggested that a

,

policy might be needed on this hsue to provide Applicablhty: Byproduct Material |,

guidance.i

|

As a general rule, any licensee who requests guidance llPPOS-193 PDR-91 t l21030r,'

should be told that ne is obligated to adhere to all
regulatory requirements, and if no regulatory Title Marine Biological laboratory's incidental

| requirements exist, he may take any action he deems Discharge of IAcasal Material to the Sea
oppropriate Regional offices may inform licemees

; where to obtain guidance by suggesting generally See the memorandum from V. L Miller to J. II.
! accepted documents such as NCRP reports, ICRP Joyner dated May 22,1986. This memo states that '

committee reports, regulatory guides, and ANSI Marine Biological Laboratory's (MBL) incidental
standards. discharge of licensed material to the sea does not fall ,

under 10 CI'R 20.302, Section 20302 was meant to
if the licensec requests more specificity and doesn't apply only to ocean dispmal or dumping of
have certain reports and time is essential, regional radioactive waste. MBL's discharge should be treated
personnel may summartic applicable guidance sections as release to unrestricted areas per 10 Cl~R 20.106
(if available in the region) for tht. licensec, making it

- NUREG!CR 5569 !!2
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NMSS reviewed the statement of mnsideration request from W,11. S(hutti dated Nmember 5,1982.
concerning an amendment to 10 CFR 20302, NRC's enforcement respmsibilities punuant to 10
published in (Member 1971, and found that the CFR NI 41(b)(5) and (c) with rn.pect to state licerned
regulation was only meant to apply to ocean disposal waste burial site requirements do not include burial
or dumping of radioacthe wastes. ~lhe text states: site rec uiremeno other than tho<.e relating to type,
"the provkions of 2f t302 do not presendy, and will form. and quantity of materials.
not under this amendment, apply to low levels of
radioactive material in liquid ofnuents released from A resym>c from a liremcc to a Region ill Noticc of
nuclear facilities in aemrdance wnh other provisiom Violation (NOV) requested withdrawal of tme of the
of the Commhsion's regulatiota.' Therciore,10 Ci? cited violations. The violation mncernal adherena
20.302 does not prohibit the incidental MBL diwharge so an acaptance criterion contained in the burial site
or require that they provide information to show that liceme. 'The violation was based on 10 CIR
lt offers less harm than other alternathes. 30.41(b)($), that was interpreted to require that _

applicable byptmluct material trarnfers be made in
public Law 92-532 gave to the EPA the sole responsi- acmrdance with (under) terna of a Ikenw hsued to
bility for regulating the release of most radioactive the transferce. In the case in question, the
material into territorial or international ocean waters. transferce's license specified that drums must not be
Following consultation with a staff member of EPA's laid on their $1 des in the transport van. This liansec
Office of Water Regulations and Standards, NMSS condition was not met, as determined by a South
was informed that 40 CFR Subchapter 11, which caredina Staic irapector.
implemented Public Law 92 532, was not amended to
include ocean (or sewer) outfalls as originally Sina issuance of the NOV, further wraideration of
propmed. Therefore, an EPA ocean disposal permit the interpretation of 10 CIR 30 41 as a basis for this
is not required. *lhe EPA stall member also indicated citation was given. It was concluded that th9
that MUL's discharges would be subject to the Federal respornibilities of a person transferring byproduct
Water Pollution C4mtrol Act whkh is implemented by material under 10 CIH 30.41 are more appropriately
the state governments. defined in 10 CIR 30 41(c), whkh limits these

responsibilities to verifying that the transferer's
In conclusion, MBL can be authorind to release license authori/cs reaipt of the type, form, and
cinuent without further justification. Ilowever, it quantity of byproduct materials to be trarnferred.
should t< noted that since MBL is not connected to a
municipal sewer system, the discharges must be IE reviewed the case and agreed that the violation -

treated as a release to an unrestricted area pursuant involving that drums not being lain on their side be
to 10 CIR 20.106. It was not clear whether the retracted. This decision was based on the premise
licensa provided sufficient Information to show that that NRC's enforcement respnaibilities, punuant to
the average concentra; ions will be below Appendix B, 10 CIR 30.41(b)(5) and (c) with respect to state-
Table 11 limits. licemed burial site requirements, do not include

burial site requirements not relating to type
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 207.02 (radioisotope), form (chemical and'or physical), and

quantity (matiroum activity), in the subject cue, the
Subject codes: 9.2,11.8 requirement for positioning the drums should not

have been mnsidered a violation. tiowever,if a burial
Applicability: All site's license does not authorite it to receive liquids,

and a licenser tramfers materiah to the burial site
that have not been dewatered, a citation against 10

IIPPOS-130 PDR-9111210344 CFR 30 difc) for fadure to verify that the burial site
is authoriicd to recche waste containing liquid would

"13 tic: Request for Retraction of Violation by be appropriate because the violation involves the (9tm
Dairyland Power Cooperathe of the waste.

See the memorandum from J. A. Atelrad to W.11. Regulatory references: 10 CIR 30 41, Liccme
Schutti dated February 10,190, and the incoming Conditions
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Subject codes: 3.5, 9.4, 12.7 incineration, landfill burial, etc., and that all dhposal
,

techniques dettease the umrentration of waste ,

Applicability: All matetial. Any prtxtss, such as reclamation or
'

; recyclirg, that increases the wlume umcentration of
the waste byproduct h not an appropriate disposal |,

IIPPOS411 PDR 9111210155 technique and b subject to liceming.

; Titte: Esemption of 11-3 or C 14 Contaminated on the question of the importation of 113 or C 14 !
Sdatitiatkm Media or Animal'1haua Umler contaminated scintillation media or animal tissue, !

10 CIM 20305 NRR replied that the likelihood of this situation h
remote. Ikiwever, because scintillation media or

See the letter from D. A. Nussbaumer to J. D. animal tissue wastes originating outside the U.S. were i

Dunkleberger (New York State Energy Office) dated not disposed of by 'any [USNRC] licensec/10 CIM
September 8,1981. The letter states that 113 or C 14 20.3% <h>cs not apply. Pursuant to 10 CFR 110.11,
contaminated scintillation nedia or animal tissue that an NRC or Agreement State liwnsee, such as a waste
qualifics for disp > sal under 10 CFR 20.306 is exempt broker, is exempt from an import license to the extent-
from further regulation. If it is transferred to he imports byproduct material that he h authorised to
an Agreement State without mmparable regulation, possess under an esemption from liceming require-
the waste is subject to regulation by that State. ments or a specific or general liceme issued by the

Commksion or an Agreement State.
Representathes of New York State's radioactive
material control agencies had met and reviewed Regulatory references: 10 CIH 20 306
NRC's rule (FR, Vol. 47, No. 47, pp.16230-16234,
March II,1981) on the disposal of certain 1i 3 and Subject codes: 9.0. 9.7, 12.9

'

C 14 contaminated wastes.- In considering the NRC
rule, questions concerning the exemption, jurisdiction, Appbcability: All
recycling and importation of wastes arose that needed
to be resolved or clarified before the State of New
York could formally adopt comparable provisions. IIPPOS-1fo PDR-9111220143

In response to the exemption question, NRR replied 'illic: Dispsal of Radiaactive Wastes ,

that up m determination by a licemcc that li-3 or
C 14 contaminated scintillation media or animal tissue See the memorandum from R. E. Cunningham to
qualified for disposal as non radioactive waste under J.11 Martin dated July 2,1981. No licensec
10 CFR 20.E or equivalent Agreemct,t State amendment b needed to dispose of wastes pursuant to
provisions, the material h exempt from further 10 CFR 20.306(a) and (b). Criteria are provided for
regulation as radioactive material. approving requests for disposal of carbon 14 and

tritium wastes by burial,
in response to the jurisdictional question, NRR
replied that if radk> active wastes were exempt from in our joint memorandum dated July 3,19S0, we
regulations under 10 CFR 20.306 in onc jurisdiction agreed with the need for close coordination between
and subsequently transferred into the jurisdiction of our NMSS divisions on licensing cases involving burial
an Agreement State that has not adopted comparable of radioactive waste. The Dhision of Fuel Cycle and
regulations, the wmte is subject to regulation and Material Safety is currently reviewing a case that
licensing by the Agreement State,

~recent rule changes that allow disposal of certain
involves burial of radioactive waste and relates to the

In response to the recycling question, NRR stated carbon 14 and tritium wastes without regard to radio-
that 10 CFR 20.306 pertains to the disposal of specific activity,
wastes and that these wastes are garbage or trash-
material without value. In the mntett used, the term Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center
' disposal * means the removal of waste from the public wishes to bury scintillation fluids, ani nal carcasses,

_

and dispersing it to the environment through plant tissue, paper, milk, gloves, eggs, and other

|
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materials containing carbon 14 and tritium. De disposing of waste immediately prior to
scintillation fluids and animal carcasses are covered by termination of its hccrne.
10 CIH 20N6, published March 11,1981. The other
materials are not uwered; however, they meet the Applicatiora not meeting all of tiese omditions will
0.05 microcurie per gram limits specificd in 10 CIH be nordinated with the Divhlon of Waste
20.XM. De luucs arc (1) whether burial of the Management. We will, of usurse, condnue to work
r.eintillation fluids and animal carcaucs requires a with your divnic9 on any other waste management
llanse amendment, and (2) wl,cther burial of other issues as they athe. Your aimments em our proposed
raattsials should be perrnitted. We plan to handle plan to handle thh case are wcicome.
this case and similar cases as folkms:

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.N6
1.. All licensecs inquiring about disposal of carbon-

14 and tritium covered by the amendments pub. Subject codes: 9.0,9.4,9.7
lished March 11,1981, will be informed that no
license amendments are necessary to dispose of Applicability: All
these materials, regardless of how their current
lla:nse reads, in other words, acy licenwc can
change his waste disposal methods to take advan- IIPPOSot3 PDR 9111210212
tage of the new amendments without arnending

- his license. 'litic: Dhpm.at of Waste Oil at linmas I:ctry

!- 2. We plan to grant this request and simitir See the memorandum from 11. W. Jones to J. M.
requests to bury carbon 14 and tritium wastes Puckett dated January 3,1981 Appendix 11 of to
other than scintillation fluids and animal carcass- CfB Part 20 can be used for effluents in media other
es,if they meet the following guidelines: than water or air. Material amtained in a drum or

_ _

tank is not ran efiluent, and power reactors cannot
a. De total quantity buried per year does not transfer byproduct material to an exempt party for

execed I curie of carbon.14 and 5 curies of disposal.
tritium. These limits are the same as those in,

10 CfH 20.303 for sewer disposal. Under the The fo* lowing questions relate specifically to the
old 10 CIH 20.N14,1.2 curies of carbon 14 disposal of slightly contaminated waste oil by sale to
and 12 curics of tritium per year muld be an oil rencling facility for processing and release to

,

buried. the general public. Regional Counsel researched this
issue and discussed it with OELD and NMSS to arrive - |

b. The radioacth'ity concentration in the waste is at the following answers,
less than 0.05 microcurie per gram.

1. Can Appendix il be ut!!!r.ed for disposal of
c. The k) cation of burial is away from the water material other than water or air?

- table, and there is no readily availabic
pathway to man. Yes. 10 CfH 20.l(6 references Appendis D in

establishing when a licensec may release * radioactive
d. The burial is on the licensec's property, the materials' to unrestricted areas. The fact that

location is marked, and al least 4 feet of dirt Appendix B is written in terms of air and water is not
awer the waste, inconsistent with a broad interpretation of the term

"radioacthc materials.* Rather, the regulation's
c. A record is kept of the burial, including the reference to Appendix B establishes limits for the

k) cation and quantitles of each radionuclide discharge of any ' radioactive materials * (including
buried, waste oil) into water or air in unrestricted areas,

f. The licensec is an established institution or 2. Can material such as oil (or water) contained in
organization which does not appear to be 55-gallon drums or other tanks be amsidered as

an ef0uent under 20.l(E?

115 NUREO!CR 5569 -
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The answer to this question, while not completely provision allowing such action under Part 30, the ,

cicer, is that such material would no: be an effluent, licensec was in violation of the regulations. 1
* Effluent * is not specifially defined in either the |_

regulations or NRC case law. He dictionary Regulatory reftrcnces: 10 CFR 20.106,10 CFR 30.14,
definition is that an effluent is something which Gows 10 CFR 3018
out. Since tht- oil is not flowing out of the plant into
either att or water, it would no.1 appear that oil (ot Subject codes: 3.5,9.0,9.7
other materials) which are encased in drutns or tanks

|would be ' effluent * within the meaning of 10 CFR Applicability: Reactois
,

_ 20.106. '

;

3. _ Under what cxmditions cari a power reactor l{rPOS.158 PDR-9111220137
licensee utilize Part 30 fr disponi of byproduct
material? 'lltle: 2(L303(d) . Disposal by Release lato Sanitary

Sewerage Systerm
Port 30 requirca the Ikensing of the manufacture,
preduction, transfer, receipt, acquisition, ownctship, See the esectpt frem IE Manual entitled as above and
or possession of byproduct inatcrial unless such action dated February 26,1973. Under 10 CFR 20303(d), a
falls within one of the exemptions in Part 30 or Part _ licensee may release up to one curie per year into any
150 (10 CFR 303). These exemption provisions,- onc sewerage system. If a licensee maintains facilitics
when read in conjunction with the licensing provisions in several cities, each facility could reicase up to one -
of 32.18, make it clear that the regulations do not curic per year provided that separate sewerage systems

,
'

contemplate the tratisfer of byproduct material from a are ir volved.
,

person or group possessing the material to a person
or group exempt for licensing requirements, unless the . A literal interpretation of 10 CFR 20303(d) appears -

,

party with possession obtains a license. Rus, unless to indicate that the maximum quantity of radioactive
the transferor has a license,it would p_pj appear the material that a licensec may release to sanitaiy
regulations allow the transfer of byproduct material, sewetage is one curic per year. While this b
cven in exempt quantitics or concentrations, to essentially true, this also implies that the sum total for
another exempt party, all geographical sites under unc ifcense may not

execcd the above limit, even if a licensee has 10 or
4. Did the licensec violate the requirements for 100 facilities spread throughout the country. OGC

disposal of licensed byproduct materials? advised that the words in the regulation, *. .
radioactive material released into lhg sewerage system

in the subject case, the licensee relied on 10 CFR may not exceed ..' could be construed to mean that '

20.106 and Appendix B to Part 20 in transferring no more than one curie may be released into any one
waste oil containing radioactive material to the sewerage splem by a licensee. ' Sewerage sptems' are
recycling vendor. As discussed above, this does D91 generally local (e.g., city) so that if a licensee
appear to be an appropriate application of the Part 20 maintains facilities in several cities, each facility could
provisions for the disposition of the waste oil. release up to one curie per year, prosided separate

sewerage systems are involved. OGC also advised that
L While the exemption provisions of Part 30 could this interpretation is consistent with the intent of the
apply in order to relieve indMduals from the regulations,i.e., to maintain releases at a minimum to
requirement of obtaining a license to possess the a sewerage system in the interest of precluding any

.

2 - byproduct materials, the provisions dealing with _ significant health problems. By contrast, a much |[cxemptions (including the exemptions in Part 150) are worse situation could be conceived where a thousand ,

clear that the exemptions do not apply to the transfer liccasecs use the same sewcrage system, which is
of byproduct materials to an exempt party, Since the perfectly legal under the present regulations, but
licensec transferred byproduct material (waste oil) to would appear to be of greater significance than the
an exempt indMdual (the recycling company) and the above considerations.
licensec's license for the reactor did not contain a

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20303
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Subject mdes: 9.2.9.7 nuclear power facilitica, are expected to empksy a '

combination of methok Four basic methods that
Applicabuity: All may be used either indMdually or in combination by

'
lkensees include:

'

IIPPOSO93 PDR-9111210191 1. Materials accountability,

*ntle: Final Waste Classification and Waste Ibrm 2. Classification by source,
Technical Pordtion Papers

3. Gross radioactMiy measurements, or
Sec the letter from L. B. liigginbotham to NRC
Licensecs dated May 11,1983. Included with this 4. Direct measurement of individual radionuclides.
letter is the extensive document, hw. level Waste
Licensing Branch Technical Position on Radioactive Regulatory references: 10 CfR 20.311,10 CIR 61.55,
Waste Classification" which must be reviewed in its 10 CFR 61.56
entirety for proper interpretation. These two

,

"

documents discuss waste classification by materials Subject ax!cs: 93,9.4,9.6
accountability, source, gross radioactivity, and direct
measurement of indMdual radionuc!! des. Inferred Applicability: All
radionuclide concentrations should be accurate within
a factor of 10.

IIPPOS-106 PDR-9111210246
- Alllicensecs must carry out a mmpliance program to
assure proper classification of waste. Licensec Title: Use of flydro Nuclear Servim Dry Aethe
programs for determining radionuclide concentrations Waste Disposal

'

and waste classes may range from simple to more
- complex programs, dependent upon the particular See the memorandurn from J. G. Partlow to J. A.
operations at the facility. In general, more Ilind dated June 14,1985, and the enclosed |
sophisticated programs would be required for memorandum from L J. Cunningham to L R. Greger
licensecs generating Class B or Class C wastes; for dated May 17,1985. If the equipment performs per
licensees generating waste for which minor process 11ydro Nuclear's description and is operated according

'

variations may cause a change in classification; or for to their instructions, there appears to be no problem
licensecs generating waste exceeding limiting - with licensee use for sorting of dry active waste. |

concentration limits for near surface disposal.
In response to the Region 111 memorandum dated

Principal considerations for the acceptabilhy of a May 21,1935. OIE needs to point out one
particular program are whether a reasonable effort clarification. That is, the NRC staff has not yet
has been made to ensure a realistic representation of formally evaluated the liydro Nuclear System. Our
the distribution of radionuclides within waste, given understanding is it ut liydro Nuclear will submit a
physical limitations, and a consistent classification of topical report to NRC for review in the near future,
wastes. Example 'phpical limitations * include Upon completion of this review, we will send you a

,

di'alties in obtaining and measuring representathe copy of the staffs review.
samples at reasonable costs and acceptable
occupational exposures. Although accuracy to within in the meantime, our position is that if the equipment
a factor of 10 is a reasonable target for determining performs according to liydro Nuclear's description ;
measured or inferred radionuclide concentrations, it is and is operated according to their instructions, we see
realized that this target may be difficult to achieve, no problem with licensee use, liowever, the licensec

should contact NRR if he plans to dispose of any
A licensec's program should be specific to a particular waste mntaining detectable amount of radioactivity
facility and should consider the different radiological pursuant to 10 CFR 20302.
and other characteristics of the different waste streams
generated by the facility. Some licensees, such as
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!
In other words, we have no objections to the use of a. Hpirogen gas generation must be limited to a
Ibis equipment provided that it is property operated, molar quantity of <5% by volume of the
as intended by Hydro Nuclear, and that all waste secondary container ps void at STP (i.e., ;

identified as containity detectable licensed material is <0.063 g-moles /ft' at 14.7 psia and 70'F), or
disposed of as radioactive waste in accordance with
the provisions of 10 CFR 2030lt thus, meeting the b. The secondary container and cask cavity mmt
intent of IE Circular No. 81.07. be made inert with a diluent that ensures

oxygen is limhed to 5% by volume in those
- Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201 portions of the package that could have hy.

,

drogen gas concentrations greater than 5% by
Subject codes: 93,9.7 volume.

,

!
Applicability: Reactors For any package delivered to a carrier for

transport, the secondary containct must be
prepared for shipment in the sarne manner in

IIPPOS-089 PDR.9111210164 which determination for gas generation is made.
De shipment period begins when the package is

Utic: Clarification of Conditions for Waste prepared (scaled) and must be completed within
Shipments Sub}cc1 to Hydrogen Gas Generatkm twice the expected shipment time.

See IE Information Notice No. F4 72 entitled as 2. For any package containing materials with radio.
obove and dated September 10,1984. His document activity concentrations not exceeding that for low
states that waste resins, binders, sludge, and wet filters specific activity (LSA) material, and shipped
may generate hydrogen gas. Packages containing less within 10 days of preparation, or within 1() days
than LSA and shipped within 10 days of preparation after venting of drums or secondary containcts,
or venting are not subject to further tests and the determination in (1) above need not be
analpes.' made, and the time restriction in (1) above does

not apply.
The potential exists for the generation of combustible
quantitics of hydrogen gas for certain waste forms The generation of combustible gases is dependent on
containing radbactive material. This is pertinent to the waste form, radioactive concentration and hotope,
shipments of resins, binders, waste sludge, and wet free volume, total mass and accumulated dose in the
filters. It is not pertinen* 'o dry compacted or waste. In addition, packaging limitations, such
urmmpacted waste and irradiated hardware. as effective shielding provided, may preclude the

radioactive concentrations, and hence, the generation
in general, applications for waste package of combustibic gases.
certifications of compliance have not addressed the
potential for generations of combustibic gas mixtures. It is believed that in most cases, the combustible gas,

Generic requirements have recently been included in criteria for waste not exceeding LSA ccmcentrations
certain NRC Certificates of Compliance to preclude will be met by ensuring that waste packages are
the possibility of significantly reducing packaging shipped within 10 days of preparation. However,
effectiveness in use. These conditions are typically when this is not possible, licensecs may request a
stated as follows: specific approval for their proposed shipment from

NMSS. The application should address those factors
1. For any package containing water and/or organic that preclude the generation of combustible pses over

material that could radiolytically generate a period at least twice the expected shipment time.
combustible gases,it must be determined by
teeing and measuring a representative package in all other cases, a determination must be made in
whether the following criteria are met over a accordance with the provisions of the certificate that
pedod of time double that of the expected the requirements of (1) ateove are met. Any tests and
shipment time: measurements that are representative of the waste to

be shipped and address the factors affecting gas
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'
generation may be used. He determination should be mllector to prepare a new manifest without attaching

idocumcoted arid retained as part of the shipment the generator mardfests, ptrMded the new manifest
record. contains for each pxkage the information mntained

in Paragraph 20311(b). Licensed wasic processors j

Regulatory refe ences: 10 CFR 71.12, License 5,ho treat or repackage waste are umsidered in '

Conditions Paragraph 20311(f) to be the waste generators. |

Waste processors must prepare a new manifest ,

Subject codes: 93,12.17 refinting thh respornibility.

Applicability: Reactors Contrary to paragraph 20311(c)(2), waste collectors
who prepare new mantiests for shipping prepackaged
hyw. level waste to land disposal facilities have ,

llPPOS220 PDR-9111220luti sometimes failed to either umshtently identify the
original waste generators or conshtently ptovide _i

'litic: 10 CIM 20311, " Transfer for Dispaal and sufficient information to maintain the identity of the
,

Manifcsts' waste generators for each specific waste cimtainer.
He intent of Section 20311 is to ensure that cach

Sec NRC Information Notice No. M-16 cutitled as waste c4mtainer delivered to a land dispaal facility b
above and dated April 22,19M. %c manifest

_

tractable to a specific waste generator. Waste
accompanying low-level waste shipments must provide collector licenws should ensure that disposal facility
enough information to allow traceability to the shipment manifests identify, for cach cuntainct of
original generator. One acceptable approach would prepackaged waste, the name, addica, and telephouc
be to provide, for each containct, a simple generator number of the person generating the waste. Similarly, y

code (c,g., A, D, C), and refer to an attached Ibt for land dhposal operators accepting prepackaged waste
the name, address, and telephone number of the fro:a collectors should ensure that container specific
generator wrrespmding to the code, waste generator information is included.

A new Section 20311 (" Transfer for disposal and One acceptable approach would be to provide for ,

'

manifests *) was added to 10 CFR Part 20 in each amtainer a simp,e generator axle (e.g., A, B, C),
December,1982. Section 20311 states that each and refer to an attached thi for the name, address,
shipment of radioactive waste to a land disposal and telephone number of the generator corresponding ;

facility must be accompanied by a manifest that to the code. Another acceptable approach would be
describes the waste shipment.- Among other to print the names, addresses, and telephone numbers
requirements, this description must include the name, of the generators ditectly on the manifest

- address, and telephone number of the waste continuation sheets, Other approaches are acceptable
generator. He purpose of identifying the waste provided the required waste generator infoi.aation
generator is twofold, it provides a source of corresponds to individual waste c(mtainers.
Information about the waste if questions or problems .

arise, and it enables development of a representative Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20311
data base showing factors such as actual gencrators,

- type of licensee, and state where generated, rather Subject axles: 2.1,3.5,9.6
than data skewed by large volumes from brokers or

'naste collectors. Applicability: All
,

For waste collector licensees who handle only pre.
- packaged waste, Paragraph 20311(c) provides two llPPOS104 PDR-9111210239
options for shipment manifest preparation. The first

_

'

option allows the waste collector to preparc a new 'Iltle: Fact Sheet . 2741 Agreements with States for
manifest to reflect consolidated shipments. The new low. level Waste Transportation Inspaakm
manifest serves as a listing or an indet for the detailed <

generator manifcsts, which must be attached to the See the memorandum from J. O. Partkiw to T. T. ;
new manifest. The second option allows the waste Martin (and others) dated February 4,1986. It >
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discusses Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) per 9. It would appear, therefore, that as of January |
Section 2741 of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA). 1986, os,1y lil;nols has aaomplished a Section
Under MOU, t, State may inspect waste shipments at 274i waste shipment impettion 'r,ubagrcement', .

_ point of origin, including at reactors. but as yet, has not begun performing impcctions.

of shipments at NRC licensed facilities? When
|Numerous questions had arisen in NRC with regard will they begin?

. to the impact of AEA Section 274. Memoranda of
,

Understanding and/or subagreements thereto. Such 10. What actions and by whom will enforcement be t

agreements provide for states to inspect low.lew! taken subsequent to violations noted in the state |
waste shipments at the waste generator's facility (e.g., inspections under a Sedion 274i subarreement? |
at an NRC-licemed facility, typicauy a power reactor). i

Many of these questions involve concerns over the 11. Doca NRC evaluate the states' ability to perform
impact of such agreements on the current NRC these inspectioru?
inspection program at licensed facilitics. Dis
memorandum contains a fact sheet that is intended to 12. Does the NRC reimburse the state for pe 9 rm. 1

clorify those concerns to the extent pmible by ing these inspections?
addressing each of the following questions.

11 Since it is specified in the subagteements that the
1._ ' Must a state be an ' Agreement State' pursuant state will utillic inspecton, who are knowledge. '

to AEA Section-274(b) in order to enter into able in, among other things ' low. level waste i
a 2741 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) packaging * can we auume that the inspedions
or a subagreement with NRC? by the state will include 10 CFR Part 61 aspects

such as the waste form, charactertration, labeling,
2. What are the principal differences betwren an and stability requirements?

overall Section 2741 MOU and a "subagreement' '

thereto? Regulatory references: Atomic Energy Act,
10 CFR $0,10 CFR 61

3. What states have entered into ' umbrella * MOU's *

. with NRC7 Subject codes: 9.6, 12.9, 12.17

4. Which states have entered into LLW shipment Applicability: All ;

inspection subagreements with NRC7

i Conceptually, how do those Washington and llPPOS 081 PDR.9111210220 *

South Carolina agreements on transportation
impcctions differ from the Illinois subagreement? 'lltic: Iml.evel Radioactive Waste Scaling Factors,

10 CIH Part 61
6. Can many more LLW impcction subagreements

be crpected with other states? See IE Information Notice No. 86 20 entitled as
above and dated March 28,'1986. Attachment I to ;

'

' 7. - NRC currently has inspection requirements in its this Information Notice is entitled " Discussion
IE program which address impcction of of Scaling Factor Methodology Problem,' These
transportation actMtics in cach of three major documents alert licensees that scaling factori
program areas. In those cases where a Section derived from generic data and applied to specific
2741 subagreement exists, can we anticipate that plant data have caused radionuclide ccmcentration

. NRC will no longer carry out its impections of underestimates by factors as high as 10,(XX) from

. transportation actMtics? actual facility samples, Geldance is provided on
the appropriate use of scaling factors.

8. Arc any states whkh have entered into a Section
2741 agreement performing such impectioris at NRC inspections have identified a pocr wirelatiori
the current time? between generic radionuclide concentration data, used

to classify waste, and actual radionuclide sainple data-
,
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at some nuclear power plants. Rese insp;cDons mncentrations differing from the incSt ruent actual"

determined that some plants with multiple waste measutem(nt by facton greater than 10 may i

stteams had been using one set of scaling facton to constitute noncompliance with 10 CFR 6L55(a)(H) |<

classify wute from eli thcir waste streams, despite because the reasonable awurance of the correlation '

signlicaat diheaces in radior:uclide concentration. standard can not be met, When these dherepancies i

Sua pa.tices may have led to a significant under. are observed, either the scaling factors need to be j

estimation of certain radionuclides, directly affecting adjusted to agree with the most recent analysh of that :

health and safety, as well *, sapihant over estimates waste stream, or the waste stream needs to bc |

tnat led to limited dhposal capacity and increased tesampled.
costs. '

As histories of sample analysis facility waste streams
Any licensee who transfers radioactive waste to a land are compiled,licemces may determine new waling j

dLposal facility or to a licensed waste collector or factors teed on the most recent sample analpis or
processor is required by 10 CFR 20311(d)(1) to- refine currently used scaling factors by combining the ,

classify the waste according to 10 CFR 61.55. The latest analpis with those previously obtained.
three LLW classes (A, B, and C) defined in 10 CFR Licensecs may aho benefit by identifying individual

61.55(a)(2).(a)(7) describe how the claulfication is - facility waste streams and determining unique scaling
computed, based on concentrations of certain radio- factors for each. Facilities that have more than one
nuclides within the waste. Because some of these operating unit will need separate scaling factors for
radionuclides may be difficult to routinely measure cach waste stream unique to the unit. One set of

,

; using counting equipment normally found at power scaling factort would be appropriate for wastes
reactor facilities,10 CFR 61.55(a)(8) permits use of produced by systems shated by two or more units. ,

'indirect methods such as scaling factors. Indirect
methods can be used to determine concentrations of Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20311,10 CFR 61.55
difficult.to. measure radionuclides provided the ;

measurements currelate with actual measurements. Subject rodes: 9.0,9.4,94 {

On May 11,1983, the NRC's Division of Waste Applicability: Reactors
Management forwa ded a technical pmition (TP)
paper on waste classification to a.ll licensees that ,

described aneptable procedures for determining the llPPOS-127 PDR-98 tl21trEn i

'

presence and enncentration of radionuclides lhted in
10 CFR 61.55. He TP states that scaling factors Utle: Transfer and/or Dispmal of Spent Generators
should be developed on a facility and waste. stream :

specific basis, it aho stated that the NRC staff See IE Information Notice No. 8132 entitled as [

ruummended the estimated radionuclide above and dated October 23,1981. This notice states
_

(uncentration derived from scaling methods and that that spent radiopharmacculical generators may be
actually measured be precise to within a factor of 10. stoted for decay to background and, after surwp,
Scaling factors based on a single set of detailed disposed of in any manner. Spent generaton with

. sample analpls results were acceptable provided residual activity may be transferred only to a person
' - assurances were given that they were representative of licensed to receive the material. A related topic is-

all samples, found in HPPOS445.

De use of generic data (derived from similar waste it was reported to NRC that drivers of transporting i

streams from several other facilities) combined with companies with contracts from suppliers to deliver
actual plant sample data to derive facility scaling new generators and to pick up spent generators from' ,

factors offen a limited number of facility waste stream medical institutions were storing the generatort at

samples, Difficulties athe when scaling factors their residence and/or removing the generator lead

- derived from the mix of generie and facility. specific shiciding for resale, in one incidence, police found
data are under-ctmscrvative and differ from the actual eleven used Mo.99ffcM>m generators from a major

facility samples by factors greater than 10. Use of radiopharmaceutical supplier inside a box labeled
'

scaling factors that produce estimates of radionuclide radioactive materials in the drheway of a driver. The
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i

average exposure rates measured from these and to ask for the supplier's cooperation in reporting
generators were approximately 25 mR/hr at contact any instances of improper actions.

,

and 2 mithr at 3 fect; sutYlcient to del _lver a dose of
25 mrem to the hands during dhmantling. De genciator supplict may have provided instructions

in package itnerts regaiJing proper, safe and legal 4

NRC licenses wntain specific procedurce for the pacLaging and transport of generators. If licensees do
disposal of spent generators (e.g., return to supplier, not have these iratructions or ate unfamiliar with i

etc.). In a letter dated June 4,1981, the NRC them, they are urged to contact the supplier.
Material Liccasing 13 ranch stated the conditions for
authorMng decay in-storage of certain radioactive Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201,10 CI'R
materials, including generators. (A copy is enclosed 20.207,10 CFR 30.41

cith thh document.) ncac conditior/ would be
automatically added to new licenses or to existing Subject codes: 3.4,3.5,9.7 *

licenses upon request. De proper way to store spent
generators for decay and subsequent disposal is to Applicability: Ilyproduct Material
segregate the generator culumns and monitor them
separately prior to dbposal. There are no special

. ;

requirements on dbposal except for apprppriate llPPOSet5 PDR-9111210201 |
surwys to verify total decay, records of the surwys,
and defacing or removal of labels on the dcMces. Any 'litic: Dcay in4torage and Dbpmal of Radk>actiw '

surveys should include the lead shleiding. The Waste as Ordinary Trash ,

generators may be dhposed in non-radioactive trash
when the activity has decayed to background levch. See the letter from T. F. Dorian to W.11. Miller
When spent generators are stored for decay, the (Consultant, Nuclear Medicine Associates, Inc.) dated
requirements of 10 CFR 20.105,10 CFR 20.207, and September 14, 1982.- It is an OELD opinion that an
10 CFR 20,203 must be complied with. acceptable disposal method for radimetive wastes is to

hold for decay. survey to determine residual activity is
Until surveys indicate that no radioactivity remains, not greater than background, and dhpose into
the Eencrators mus. be treated as licensed material, ordinary trash. This method of dispmal, however,
None of the exempticas of part 30 apply. Any person requires NRC approval. (In addition, sec liPPOS 127
posscaing these items (e.g., for Icad recovery or waste and ilPPOS.169.)
disposal) is required to have an NRC license. He
only exception would be the delivery of properly An OELD opinion on the relattomhip between
packaged and labeled items to a common or contract residual 1125 in radioimmunoauay vials and ' licensed

; carrier for transport to an authorized recipient. material * as used in 10 CFR 20301 was sought,
.

j Section 20301 prescribes the general requirements for
10 CFR 30.41(b)(5) requires that licensed material be the way licenseca must dbpose of licensed material. _ lt

|. transferred only to a person who is lleensed by NRC lists transfer, disposal approved pursuant to Section
or one of the Agreement States. %crcfore, when 20302, and disposal as provided for in Sections 20,106
trcnsferring spent generators back to the supplier, the (effluents), 203(O (scwcrs), and 20306 (113 and C 14
common or contract carrier transporting the biomedical waste alternative), The specific question
generators shovN " Made fv); mvare that any was how rnuch 1125 (an remain in a radioimmuno. <

l Hperations ; vA of the oaterial, other than the . assay vial before it is no longer licensed material for
act e atur c * age, is not authorized, disposal purposes.
FollowinK die generatort, to the carrict,"

,

licensecs att u@ a provide specific instructions on Licensecs have considerabic Ocxibility in the way they
the shipping papets indicating that the generators are manage 1125 radioimmunoassay wastes. Soluble or
to be delivered to the consignec without any dispersable activity in liquid wastes poured from the

- unnecessary delay or unauthorited storage, and that vials or resulting from decontamination treatment to
the generators are not to be disassembled, it would be remove residual activity rnay be disposed of to sanitary
judicious to establish a routh point of contact with _ sewers in accordance with 10 CFR 20303. Specific
the supplict to infone h a carriers being used, approval for disposals under Section 20303 is not
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required. If the re'.idua! acthity in the vials h not licensee's tellance on that prevhion to justify dbposal
dhtingubhable from background, as determined by of small amounts of radioactive waster. !>

using a survey or away instrument capable of
detecting low energy 1125 gamma emiulon, the viah The inue in thh office was piccipitated by a

,

may be reused or dhearded s <rdinary trash. -memorandum from the Region 11 for a legal reading
of the regulation in question. Material submitted with

Methats that require specific NRC approval under 10 your memorandum of January 7, abo demoruttates -
CFR 20302 are abo available. The most comrnon the confusion surrounding the citation of 10 CFR
method is to hold the vlah, contents, or both for the 30.18 and the need to clarify the appikation of the
decay of the (O. day half life of 1125. Iloiding for regulation lo disynal of exempt quantities of t

decay, survey, and dispsal in ordinary trash h based materials. You agree with the need for clarification
on the principle that there h no residual actMty but proyse in e.uence that the agency pr weed with
distingubhable from background. Once again,it must enforcernent prior to such clarification on the view
be noted that these methmis require specific NRC that 10 CFR 30.18 does not authorbe dbpsal or
approval. 'Itc ' hold for decay * methods and . transfet for dbynal of the exempt quantities.
information required when requesting license
amendments for disposal of radioactive wa te by There is no objection to adhering to that view. A
* decay in-storage' are dhcuued in two enclosed letters case can be made for it based upm a long term
to all muikal licensecs dated June 25,1980, and agency understanding that 10 CIH 30.18 does not
June 4,1981. authorite disposal of transfer for dhpnal (sec, for

example, the note to from Eric Jakel to Leo Wade
- Regulatory references: 10 CIR 20301,10 CFR dated June 10,1975). Because there is some

20303 confusion in the record, however,it b not risk free.
Therefore,we continue to urge prompt initiation of a

Subject codes: 9.0,9.7 clarifying rule.

Applicability: Ilyp oduct Material Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20301,10 CFR 30.14,
10 CFR 30.18,10 CFR 40.13

llPPOS 190 PDR.9111210'l(X) Subject cm!cs: 3.5, 9.7, 12.10 ,

Utic: Disymal of Exempt Quantitks of flypraluct Applicability: All
Material

See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to 2.13 CHEMISTRY '

*

M. M. Shanbaky (and others) dated February 12,
1987, and the memorandum from R. L Fonner to
J. C. Partlow dated January 30,1987, Sections 20301, itPlW62 PDR-91112 tit 248
30.14,30.18, and 40.13(a) of CFR Title 10 do not -
authorize waste disposal by transfer of exempt 'Ihle: Chemhtry Technician Training and
quantities of byproduct and/or source materiah to Qualifkations

'

; permns who do not hold a specific NRC license
authorizing them to receive it* See the memorandum from B. Murray to W. Fisher

dated January 31,1984, and the incoming request
in your memorandum of January 7,1987, you ask if from W. Fisher dated January 31,1984. h discusses
OOC had any legal objection to OIE continuing to chemhtry technicians in responsible positions. New
view 10 CFR 30.1? as not authorizing disposal of hires cannot fill r"ocmsible pultions unless they have
exempt quantities of byproduct materials. Your tw years experiet,.e. Experience may be g;ained in
question was prompted by an internal OELD either a radk> chemical or se(undary laboratory, and
memorandum that noted an ambiguity in 10 CFR experience taay abo be gained preoperationally.
30.18 that should be currected in order to present a
rock solid basis on which to take bsue with a
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I- During inspections of a licensee's chemhtly prograna, those whose dedslons and actions during normal and
the interpretation of ANSI NIK11971 in regard to abnormal conditions may affect the safety of the plant :
chemistry technician (or Chere Tech) quali0 cations (see N18.1 Section 4.1). Unicss the licerace makes an {
was questioned The Region IV position had been acceptable case to the contrary, all Chem Techs who |
that all Chem Tnh5 must meet the ANSI N18.1 1971 perform radiochemhtry or coolant themhtry and who

!
cducation and qualifications before issuance of an are not in on.the job training should be comidcred to
operating license at preoperational facilities, and at hold 'respomible pmitions.' i
liwnsed facilitics, all newly hired Chem Techs must j
meet the ANSI qualifications. Region IV had aho New hires at operating facilities alai should be treated
taken the position that if a technician was assigned as above. That is unless they have 2 years of - i
respom!bilities in a radiochemical laboratory, the experience, they may not fill ' responsible positiom.' !

technician must have 2 years experience in a radio.
chemical laboratory and the equhalent requirements ANSI N18.1 1971 clearly requirm that technician

,

. applied to technicians aulgned respomibilitics in a experience be gained [!1 gg gr.na.ljy (e.g., chemhtry). .

- accondary laboratory. This issue has generic Whether experience was gained in one kind of a
, . fmplications at many plants and in other departments laboratory or another is irrelevant. %c important

.

'

besides chemistry, thetefore, guidance was sought of comideration is the applicability of the experience. ;
NRR so as to have consistent enforccment throughout The lleensec must determine the applicability. ,

the industry. (See liPPOS-096 of this data base.) It-

-

should be noted that impection Procedure 83523 ANSI N1&1 1971 does not dhcriminate against pre.
requires preoperational inspection in two areas that operational experience. As above, the important
relate ckisely to ANSI NIR11971. consideration is the applicability of the experience. If

the preoperational experience helped prepare the ,

inspection Procedure 83523 02.0lb relates closely to person to work in a ' responsible position, * it should
Nta.1 Section 5. -ne inspector should detumine be munted. Again, the licensec must detennine that

~;

whether the licensca has or will have a training applicability.
- program in accordance with Section 5.1 and 5.3 and

'

whether that training program ensures Chem Techs Regulatory references: ANSI!ANS 3.1, ANSI ;

are trained in one or more of the three wap described N18.11971, Technical Spedfications !
in Section 5.3.4. *

Subject codes: 1.1, 1.2, 10.1 i
inspec6 s Pu>cedure 83523 02.02a relates closely to '

- N18.1 sections 4.1 and 4.5.2. De inspector should Applicability: Reactors -

determine whether the sampled Chem Techs have '

received or will have received experience and
education in accordance with Section 4.5.2, so that the llPPOSEX. PDR-9111210202
objectives of Section 4.1 may be reached. Section
4.5.2 requires two years of ' working experience in 'lltic: ANO . Units I & 2. Radiochemhtry
their specialty.' IMth years of experience could be at - Permanel Qualifications
the plant before OL_(Section 12.4). One of the two

- years could be on.the-job training (Sections 2.2.7 and See the letter from J. T. Enos (Arkansu Power &
4.1). Besides the required experience, Section 4.5.2 Light Company) to E.11. Johnson dated September 6, i

recommends one year of related technical training, 1985. Attachment 2 of the letter is a final interpreta-
which muld be obtained at the plant or elsewhere tion provided by the ANS-3 Committec. Techniciam

e
- (Section 2.2.6), in responsible positions are capable of performing all

tasks in the discipline. Less qualified technicians can
if technical specifications v.P.1 require compliance with perform specifically defined tasks (e.g., sample taking.
ANSI N18.1 1971, the licensee is expected to comply preparation, or analysh).- Academic training h not a

. by OL issuance. Chem Techs in respomible positions substitute for experience.
- must have 2 years of experience, both of which could
have been obtained at the plant as discuued above. AP&L's initial correspondence with the ANS-3
' Chemistry technicians in responsible positions * tt Committee dated May 23,1984, stating the company'se
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and NRC Region IV's pultions in thu matter, and functions requhe a 'sespwlbic' (and therefore fully
the finalInterpretation of the ANS43 Committec qualified) techtildan. '

dated October 30,1984, are included as attachraents

to this letter. ne ANS-3 Committee h ressmsible An agrcement was reached which appears to bc .

for ANSI NIK1 and ANS 3.1 standards on peo,onnel acceptable to both AP&L and NRC. One indMdual
qualifications fot nuclear power plants. Although the quidified either under provislum of paragraphs 4.4.3
ANS-3 Comndstec did not support AP&L's paition or 4.5.2 of ANSI NIRl.1971 will be on each shih for
that academic training (specifkally four year science the radiochemistry and chemistry dhelplines, ne
degrees) should not be all9wabk substitute for much ANSI qualification can, therefore, be met by either a

,

of the experience requirement for radiochemntry professional. technical background (minimum 4 year of ,

technicians specified by ANSI 1971, the Standards relatc4 technical or academic training and one year of
'

Commhtee did emphastic that the current revision of related exprience) or a technician badground
ANS!/ANS 3.1 1981, addresses the qualification (minimum two years working experience in the
requirements for technicians more specifically and specialty). AP&L was in mmpliance with ANSI
that not all technicians rnust rncet the experience N1&l.1971 when applied in the above dhmed

. requirements for the 'respomibic* technician. manner. Dete was some uncertainty in tbc ability to
maintain compliance over the next few months.

'
Two excerpts from the October 30,1984 ANS 3 However, due to addhional personnel bemming
interpretation claborating on these provisions are qualified in December 1985, AP&L was able to
repeated be!aw: commit to maintaining compli:' ice beginning January ;

1,19% Fusther, as a comperts& tory action, APAL ;

1. *Other lesser qualified technicians within the was committed to provide an ANSI quali0cd |
group can perfort - er specifically defined individual on-call in the event of an unavoidable
tasks such as sample taking, preparation, and temporary interruption in full qualified shift mverage
analpis, due to future personnel turnover problems.

2. 'Indhiduals in training or apprentice poltions Regulatory referencea: ANSI NIRl.1971, ANSI /ANS
are et considered technicians or maintenance 3/J. Technical Specifications
pewnnel for purposes of defining qualifications
in Section 4, Qualifications, but are perehted to Subject codes: 1.1, 1.2, 10.1
perform work in the job classification for whkh
qualification has been demonstrated. Applicability: Reactors

i

Dese indMduals may perform work without the
- direction and observation of qualified individuals if IIPPOS.213 PDR-9111220010
they have previously demonstrated their ability to
perform these specific tacks.' Title: Applicability of 10 Clit 50 Appendia B to

Chemicah and Reagents
AP&L considers this to be representative of the duties

.

of on-shift radiochemists and chemists at ANO, and Sec interptefative Guide from the IE Manual entitled
that lesser qualified individuals, performing with direct as above and dated April 1,1977. His document
supervision and observation, are acceptable, provided states that Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 applies to
that they hase demonstrated their ability to chemicals and reagents used in primary and semndary
accomplish the required tasks. It is noted that the spierns water chemistry control and analpis,

~

second statement above is a direct quotation frorn Appropriate controls include testing prior to initial
ANSI /ANS 3.1 1981. Adoption of this position was in use, and labeling and dating to assure proper shelf. life

'

effect the recommendation of the ANS-3 Committee control.
'

since they felt that the 1981 standard had already
addressed the specific problem raised herein. He purpose of this document was to identify specific -
Although the committee did not agree with the criteria that should be used by Impection and
position relaths to the qualification of a 'respmsible' Enforcement personnel for the revkw and evaluation
technician, they did proside clarification of which job of Ilconsee management control sptems for chemicals
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and reagen;s used in primsty and scaindary splem 2 14 LICENSING
water chemistry control and analysis.10 CFR
5034(b)(6) rec,uires licensecs to describe in the Final
Safety Analph Report f FSAR) Information relatir g pppog.g,65 PDR 9111210361
to managerial and administrathe controls to be used
to assure r,afe operation. Ilde; 10 CIF 40.14 h Not to be that for tvuing

le mmplying with these requirements, trat licemccs
document an FSAR mmmitment to the requirements Sec the letter from O.11 Cunningham to R. N. Fleckof ANSI N18.7, Section 53.7 of ANSI 18.71972 and

(Aufstant Couns(1, Union Oil Cornpany of
Section $3.8 of ANS118.71976 provide general California) dated June 18,1981. The letter expreues
guidance concerning chemical and radiothemical the OELD opinion that as a inatter of policy, the
control aethitics. NRC will not me 10 CFR 40.14 to authorim

exemptions from requirements to obtain a license.10
The criteria of 10 CFR $0 Appendix 11 delineate the CFR 40.14 has mver been used to exempt hom
need for appropriate controls of certain materiah. (Iminca00n as source material rare carth mixtures in
'itese materiah include chcrnicals and reagents used ex(cu of 0.25% by weight thorium,
in primary and seafndary splem water chemistry
control and analysis. These matrols may be in the The NRC us asked liow the limit med as the basis
form of administrathe prcadures whkh include for the exernption 'O.25 percent by weight thorium.

>ovlslons for storage nnd use of laboratory a,nd bulk uranium, or any combinatian of these, . * was
.emicah ired in primary and secondary water obmned. The exemption in the regulations was based

chemistry control and analysh. Examples of the type on the statutory exemption for unimportant quantities.
of controts deemed appropriate include: of source material wotained in Section 62 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C,
1. Testing of purchar,ed and lab ptcpared chemkala 2W2) which reads in part as follows: "Unless

and reagents prior to initial use to eraure that authorized by a general or specine ikcnse luurd by
phpkal and chemical properties are mnsistent the Commission, whkh the Commission h hereby
with purchase specifications or other technical authorited to issue, no person tuay transfer or tecche
requirements, in interstate commerce, transfer, delher, recche

pmsculon of or title to, or irnport into or export
2, Labeling and dating to assute proper shelf life from the United States any soune material after

control plus any special environmental removal from its place of deposit in nature, except
considerations thu must be maintained during that licenses shall not be requirtd for quantities of
storage, source material which, in the opinion of the

comtriulon, are unimportant.' In ca>rying out its
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50, Regulatory regu'atory responsibilities, the NRC, lite its
Guide 133 predecessor the AEC, has consistently followed the

practice of implemenung the licensing requirements
Subject codes: 10.2, 10.4 imposed by the Atomic Energy Act, including any

statutory exemptions from those requirements, by
Applicability: Reactors promulgating regulations. The statutory exemption

for unimportant quantities of source materials was
impicmented in 10 CFR 40.13 of the Commission's
regulations.

The exemption for certain rare canh metals and
compounds, mixtures, and products was originally
established by the AEC on March 31,1947, when the
Commluion's regulations on the ' Control of Source
Material * became effective. At that tirne, the basis for
the exemption was that the quantity of source
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.

material present in the exetapte4 raaterhls was not of tunsumer product, such e cigarette plates, comtitutes
$lgnificance to the commoa defeme and security. In promsing, and therefore, the product does not qualify <

response to a petition tiy American Potuh and for any exemption in 10 CFR 40.13. Only specific or
Chemical Corporation, the AEC retumidered the generallicensees may pown this type of product.
cxemption in March,1%1. At that time, the AEC
was aware that rare carth Ouorides and rare carth An opinion was sought on whether a (unsumer

,
oxidea containing approximately 02% thorium were prtduct called ' Nicotine Alkaloid Control Plate'

| used in the manufacture of arc caniono he AEC qualified for any exemption under 10 CFR 40.13. %c
was also aware that the rare carth material appearing prmluct, to be imported from Japan, consisted of a
in consumet products was on the order of 0.19% light metal plate on whkh was glued a layer of Onely |

thorium by weight. On the buis of this and other ground thorium containing monazite sand and covcied
information, the AEC concluded that the rare carth by thin thaue paper. It was estimated that the plate ,

exemption, with the value of 0.25% by weight was composed of $0% monarjte sand wntaining 4% i

thorium, uranium, or any combination of the two, thorium. On being placed with the sand side next to
invobtd unimportant qus.otitics of source material a package of cigarettes, the alpha particlea emitted by
within the meaning of Section 62 of the Atomic the thorium were to denature and reduce nicotine, tar,
Energy Act and should be re-estnbihhed in the and harrnful gases.
regulations.'

_ _

ne NRC opinion was that incorporation of source
The NRC was aho asked whether the Commission rnaterial into a mnsumer prmluct umstitutes <

had ever exercised its dheretion under 10 CFR 40.14 processing, and therefore, the prmiuct did not qualify
. to exernpt from classification as source materials any for any exemptian from 10 CFR 40,13. As a result,
rare carth mixtures that contained somewhat in excess only specinc or general licensecs may posses the
of 0.25% by weight thorium. Both the Commission pnxiuct. No apparent legal purpose for possession in
and its predecessor, the AEC, have taken the position the U.S. crists because of the ! . iducts sole peoonal

,

that, a a matter of policy,10 CFR 40.14 prmrdures use by cigarette smokers, ,

will not be used to authorize exemptions from the
basic requirement to obtain a license. Under the Regulatory references: 10 CPr. .13

.

Commission's present regulations, a source materbl
license is required whenever a rare carth meta!, Subject codes: 11.1, 11.6
compound, mhture, or pnxluct contains 0 25% or
more by weight thorium, uranium of any combination Applicability: Source Material
of these. Here have been no instances in which 10
CIR 40.14 has been used to specifically exempt from
classification as source material any rare canh mixturc !!PPOS.2th PDR.9t t l210356
containing thorium in excess of 0.25% by wight.

liti.c Ikting Corupany Ibquest Concerning
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.13,10 CFR 40.14 Depleted Uranium Counterweig. hts i

Subject codes'. 3.3, 11.1, 12.19 See the letter from G.11. Cunningham to W. E.
Morgan dated April 14,1983, and the incoming

Applicabilhy: Source Material requests from W. E. Morgan (Ibeing Company) dated
March 18,1983 and January 6,19M, ne ikicingt

Company's proposal to apply a corrosive preventive
IIPPOS-201 PDR-9111210MI compound to depicled uranium (DU) munte weights

was not considered ' .. chemical, phpical, or ,

'Dtle: Import of Ogarette Plata Ctmtaining Sourm metallurgical treatment or process . .' and was,

Material appropriate for exemption under 10 CFR 4013(c)(5).

See the mem3randum from V. L Miller to J, D. The 747 airplane prograin utilitcd DU weights for
LaFleur dated October 20,1982. His merno states mass bahnce of outboard elevator and upper rudder '

that the incorporation of source material into a assemblics on the first 550 uircraft built. His equates
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to approximately 12,000 cast parts and a total mass of preventative cumpound MlbC-16171 to DU weights
DU in excess of 200 tons. Depen 11ng upon the in service, nis procedure would be acmmpthhat
model, each aircraft had either 21 or 31 weights. At during operators scheduled maintenance programs, it
each major aircraft overnaul (about 4 to 5 years),it would be required that the weights be mrrosion free
was anticipated that over 20% of these weights wuld and finished per drawing (nickti and cadmium plus
be corroded to where they required reprocessing primer) prior to brush application of Mll C-16173.
His condition was mnsidered to present an Both Mll C 16173 and weights would be at ambient
unnecessary inainter.ano., burden on the 747 temperatures during application. Attachment holes
operstors. Aside from the high corrosion rate, the would be filled with grease (Mll 0 23827) to
weights were erttemely difficult to transport with only climinate water traps and cautionary markings on the
one tecognimd reprutssing source in the world. weights would be kept legibic. No chemical

interactions would occur between the mrrosive
in a letter dated January 6,1983, the llocing preveritative compound (Mll C 16173) or the grease
Company proposed originally to apply an additional (Mil 0 23827) and the plating or paint because theoc
protective coating of Cosmoline (Mll-C Il7%) over compounds do not contain solvents or other agents
the protuthe mating of undamaged DU weights. which might soften paint. He ik>cing Company
They intended to require that the weights be (1) believed that this process, while not as effective in

'

corrosion free, (2) properly nickel and cadmium preventing corrosion a their previous proposal, would
plated and painted,(3) heated to 150160*F, (4) be a signincant improsement and did not violate the
dipped in Mil C 11796 at the same temperature, and intentions of 10 CFR Part 40 of the NRC rules and
(5) moled to ambient temperature. De weights in regulations.
question were exempt items manufactured by NL
Industrics of Albany, New York When the weights It was NRC staff view that the second proposal was
were reinstalled on the airplane, they !ntended to fill not nonsidered as * (-hemical, physical, or
the attachment holes with Mil 0 23827 crease, metallurgical treatment or process .* and was
Cautionary marking on the weights would be kept free appropriate for exemption under 10 CFR 40.1".(c)($).
of corrosion preventative mmpounds. Dey asked if
these additional procmes in any wry violated the Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.13
conditions of 10 CFR 40 of the NRC rules and
regulations. Subject codes: 11.1, 11.6

It was NRC staf!'s view that the above processing falls Applicability: Source Material
within the prohibition of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(5)(iv).
That pluvision states cicarly tH the exemption from
licensing in 10 CFR 40.13(c)(3, for DU weights does IIPPOS-191 PDR.91 t l210302 |
act authorire any treatment or proccasing of the
munterweights except for repair or restoration of any 'Illic: IJoensing of Depicted Uranium Shiciding for
existing plating or covering. His has been the Usc in Possessing of Mo 99/TcNhn Generator
regulatory position for over 20 years [see 25 l'R
M27). De above propcxsal involved the proccasing of See the letter from V. L Miller to All Medical
the DU weights to add a new coating of a different Licensees and Commercial Nuclear Fharmacies dated
material. If the work was performed at the January 9,1986. This letter states that depleted

- Washington plant, Boeing would need (1) a license uranium usociated with Mo-99/Tc-99m generators is
from the State of Washington authorizing the exempt from licensing requirements under 10 CFR
procedure for coating the DU weights in its - 40.13 only when it is used as a shipplug containct. A
Jtassession, and (2) a license from the NRC to _ specific lleense_ from NRC is needed to possess and
distribute the weights to exempt persons (i.e., the use the depleted utarium as a shield.
operators of the aircraft) after being coated [see 10
CFR 40.13(c)(5)(i) and 150.15(a)(6)]. Many of the addressces of this letier were authoriteti

to possess and use Mo.99/Tc.99m generators ranging
in a second letter dated March 18,1983, the Ikuing in actkity from 200 millicuries la 16 curies of mom.
Company proposed Jhe application of corrosion Although most generators are surrounded by ! cad
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shiciding, some with Mo 99 aethity greater than 4 IIPPOS-202 PDR.911121643
curies are surrounded by depleted uranium first used
as a shipping container and then, upon receipt, as Utic: Uccasing Status of Btanium 11 caring Orcs
shielding. and Waste Products From Utanium Dknide

Manufacturing
The NRC regulations cawering depicted uranium are
found in 10 CFR Part 40 and include revised See the letter from R. L Fonner to G. V. Johnson
prossions that became effective December 24,1981, (E.1. du Pont de Nemours & Ca) dated November 2,
ne view of NRC is that depleted uranium associated 1984.10 CFR Part 40.13(c) does not authorize
with Mo-99fPc-99m generators is exempted from manufacturing of any of the products listed in
licensing requirements [10 CFR 4R13(c)(6)[only . ParagraA (c), reinforcing the historical view of the
when it is used as a shipping container (e.g., when the limited application of the exemption to products only,
generator is hi 'ransit Lom the manafacturer). A and not to raw rnateriah and waste, such as waste

_

specific liceu ot autharization from NRC is needed products frorn titanium dicxide. (Sec HPPOS-029.)
to possess and use the depleted uranium as a shield
(e.g., during the time the Mo-99/Tc-99m generators NRC examined 11 question of exemption and
are stored or used by medical licensees or commercial licensing statur for titanium bearing ores and waste
nuclear pharmacies). Many licensee facilitics using prodacts resulting from titanium dioxide
high activity Mo.99ffe-99m generators do not have manufacturing at a plant in Tenticssee. Some ores
specific authorization from NRC to possess and use (monazite and xenotime-rate carth ores) and some
the depleted uranium as a shield. v.aste products (barium salts in scale in piping, and

some process wastewater) contain thorium and
The following ikense conunion must be mntained in uranium in excess of OR5% by weight, but less than
or added to the license: 0.25% by weight, it was suggested that these

materials were covered by 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi) and
? Pursuant to Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of should, therefore, be exempt from licensing.
Federal Regulations, Part 40, ' Domestic
Licensing of Source Material,' the licensec 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi) provides an exemptmn for
is authorized to possess, use, transfer, and licensing for thorium contained in rare earth metals
import up to 999 kilograms of depleted uranium and compounds, mixtures, and products containin;.
contained as shielding material in the not more than 0.25% by weight of thorium, uranium,
molybdenum 99/ technetium Wm genera' ors or any combination of thorium and uranium. This
authorized by this license.' exemption was promulgated in 1%! up(m the petition

of American Potash and Chemical Company to
The absence of this condition on the licensecs current restore a.rratus quo ante, American Potash was then
license is not a heslth and safety prob 1r * W = vill not processing rare carth ores for thorium and rare carths
be considered an item of noncomplim m TP 1cxt at its facility in West Chicago, Illinois. He
time the license is amended, NRC will Dw.y ad ! exemption of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi) can be traced to
this mndition a licenses authorizing poacssion cad Schedule I of 10 CFR 40.60
use of 4 curies or more of Mo-99ffe-99m generaters.
Amendments to increase generator possession limits Schedule I was first promulgated in 1947 (12 FR 1855,
to 4 curies or trore will also include this license March 20,1947) in conjunction with a provtsion
condition. requiring unlicensed persons in possession of 10

pounds of source material ore, or i pound of refined
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.13 source material, to register with the Atomic Energy

Commission. However, products listed in Schedule i
Subject codes: 11.1, 11.6 were exempted. This history indicates that the

exemption applics only to products, not to raw
Applicability: Source Material materials or process wastes. Further, the petitioner,

American Potash and Chemical Company, always
proceeded under license with respect to cres
exceeding 0.05% by weight thorium.
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NRC emphasizes the fact that only products are token, a separate facility can be a general licensee and
involved in the several exemptions la paragiaph be covered by the exemption in 40.22(b), even if the

- 40.13(c).- Under the regulatory system of 10 CFR Part same mmpany holds a specific Part 40 license at
- 40, unrefined and unprocessed ores are exempt another facility.
without limit on quantity and quality pursuant to '

- pzragraph 40.13(b). If source material ore has been 2. Does Section 40.22 allow manufacturing of
refined or processed (see 10 CFR 40.4(k)) it is svi, ject products containing source material?
to licensing.10 CFR 40.13(c)(9) states that paragraph
40.13(c) does not authorize menufacturing of any of Section 40.22 does not appear to have originally
the riroducts listed in paragraph (c), reinforcing the intended to authortic manufacturing. Ilowever, the
historical view of the llMsul application of the regulation is so broad, allowing " commercial or
exemption to products only, and not to raw materials operational * use, that NRC has interpreted it to allow ,

and waste, manufacturing.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.13 3. Do persons who receive products from a general
licensee isave to be licensed?

Subject ctxtes: 11.1, 11.6
'

It depends on the product. A customer can receive an
Applicability: Source Material exempt product (such as a gas mantel or a lamp)

without a license, or may qualify for the general
license to possess a non.cxempt product.

HPPOS-200 PDR.9Ii1210337
L 4. Do general licensees distributing exempt prod-
' 'Iltle: Authorhatiom Under 10 CFR 40.22, General ucts have to have an exempt distribution ('E')

Ucense license?

SL .he mer > fron, J. Hickey to files dated No. Section 40.13 allows transfer of exempt products. 4

September N, CFR 40.22 aibws each facility and does not prohibit commercial distribution (as
of the satu vu a posses' e id!or nanufacture opposed to 30.18(c), which prohibits unlicensed
up to 15 po 4. 4 nrce mattil under a gs.oeral commercial distribution of exempt quantities of'

license. A ,cr wt A ',sce does not need an exemp byproduct material). Although 40.13 does not appear
~ distribution (i.e ' & se 10 distribute exempt to hav: bem intended to alk)w exempt commercial
products. Reen . .of products from a general distritmtion, its unding allows it. Section 40.13 does,.

|: licensee may or may not be licensed. pec,hibit manufacturing, which must be covered by a
j, geaeral (40.22) license or specific license.

On August 26,1986, discussions were held with the -

Office of General Counsel concerning the provisiorr, Regulaory references: 10 CFR 40.22
of 10 CFR Section 40.22, 'Small quantities -t.or.rce; .

|- - material *, and how it would apply to a manufuurer Subject codes: 11.2. I1.6
L operating multiple facilities. Section 40.22 allows

|- organizations (but not individuals) to p%sess up to Apptbbility: Source Material
| 15 pounds of source material (thorir.n o natural -

|| uranium) under general license, noject to :estrictions.-
'

A sur. mary of the issues disemsed is provided below: IIPPOS.12L PDR-9111210277

If a company operates several facilities in several Tide.: Ucensing of Reactor Fa<ilitics Prior to'
.

locations, can each facility possess up to 15 1ssuana of Operating Ucense
pounds of source material under general license?

_ _

See the memorandum from G H. Cunningham lli to
Yes. NRC has normally considered separate faculties D. A. Nussbaumer dated April 18,1980. For reactors
to be separate general licensees, even if both fa:ilities in Agreement States,it is an OELD opinion that
are in different parts of the same city. By the same NRC retains jurisdiction to license use of radioactive
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materials that are directly connected with reactor contaminated equipment at reactor sites for the
operations and are needed during the construction purpose of turning the radioactive material over to a
and preoperational phases of a reactor, carrier for shipment. NRC general policy is that the

generators of radioactive contamination and waste
Guidance was sought concerning the licensing of should be responsible for all onsite processing and any
utilities located in Agreement States to possess and shipments offsite. NRC believes that it b not in the
use radioacthc materials at reactor facilities prior to interest of public health and safety to divide this
the issuance of operating licenses. De particular responsibility between generators and senice
questior ralyxl was whether NRC or the Agreetnent companies because the consequences of any accidents
State was authorized to issue iicenses for radioactive or problems associated with contamination and waste
materials possessed and used at such facilities when could be aggravated by questions of responsibility.
the materials were directly connected with reactor Detefore, NRC has not normauy licensed s(nice
operations and were needed during the construction companies to possess radioactive contamination or
and preoperational phases of a reactor, waste at power reactor sites. Rather, any onsite

senice mmpanies operate under the reactor license,
It is the OELD opinion that NRC retains exclusive and the reactor licensee is responsible for all onsite
jurisdiction to license such materials when the service acthities and offsite shiptr.ents.
materials cre possessed and used by the utility for the
purposes described, his conclusion flows from Regulatory refeiences: 10 CFR 30
Section 274e of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, which provides in pertinent part that *No Subject codes: 9.0,11.3
agreement entered into (with a state]....shall provide
for discontinuance of any authority and the Applicability: All
Commission shall retain authority and operation of
any production or utilization facility;...? De attached
informal 'egal memo, prepared in 1969, sets forth the llPPOS-196 PDR-9111210326
rationale for this conclusion.

Title: Expkisive Detectors for Use at Airports
Regulatory references: Atomic Energy Act,10 CFR
150.15 See the memorandum from S. A. Trchy to R. E.

Cunningham dated April 17,1987, and the
Subject codes: 11.3, 12.2, 12 9 memorandum from R. E. Cunningham to S. A. Treby

dated March 19,1987. NRC has no direct authority
Applicability: Byproduct and Special Nuclear to regulate neutron activated materials from
Materials byproduct sources such as californium-252. However,

under 10 CFR 20.105(a), NRC can require the
licensee to consider radiation safety from all sources

llPPOS-194 PDR-9111210320 to unrestricted areas. Also see 10 CFR 51.20(a),

'Iltic: Doensec's Responsibility for Shipment of Considerations by NMSS raised questions concerning
Waste arx1 Radioactive Matetials the - mposed use of neutron sources to detect

explo3ives in baggage prior to loading onto aircraft.
See the letter from V. L Miller to J. Mangusi The desice contains a Cf.252 source which meets the
(Transnuclear, Inc.) dated August 1,1986. NRC's definition of byproduct material in 10 CFR 30.3(d).
general policy is that the generator of radioactive ne Cf-252 is used as a source of neutrons to excite
contamination and waste should be responsible for all nitrogen which is commonly found in explosives. The
onsite processing and any shipments offsite. excited nitrogen.15 undergoes radioactive decay by
Therefore, NMSS has not normally licensed senice emission of 10&MeV gamma rays. The gamma rays
companies to possess waste at power reactors. are detected and configured by an array of scintillation

detectors on three sides of the baggage. A micro-
In a letter dated June 26,19S6, it was asked whether computer warns a user of the dmice that the baggage
Transnuclear could obtain a license to possess is likely to contain explosives. During this process,
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some activation of materials both in the baggage and 4. Agreement States, having been given authority
the baggage itself occurs. over licensing the use of byproduct material,

would have the authority to license the propwed
The response of OOC to vaious questions are use.
provided seriatim below:

5. The proposed licensinE action does not appear to
1. We find no direct statutory authority for NRC to fall within the categorical exclusion contained in

exercise regulatory jurisdiction over mate;ial 10 CIM 51.22; not on its face does it appear to
made radioactive though neutron actNation meet the criteria requiring an environmental
where byproduct material is the peutron source. impact statement as set out in St.20(b).
Such radion9clides would nni $c byproduct mate- Therefore, an environmental assessment must be
rial as defined in AEA Secuon lle. Apparently, made pursuant to 51.21 unless the Commluion,
setivation using byproduct material was not in the exercise of its discretion, determinc4 that
contemplated by Congress when it defined the licensing action shousd be covered by an
byproduct material. NRC does have cleai environmental irrpact statement [sec
authorliy under AEA Section 81 to license and 51.20(a)(2)]. The emironmental assessment
regulate the use of Cf.252 to protect the public would be made and further processed in
health and safety from any radiological hazard axordance with 51.25, 51.30, etc.
p:esent and associated with that use; and it
remains the fact that the induced radiation Regulatory references: 10 CI'R 20.105,10 CFR 51.20,
created through the use of Cf-252 in the 10 CFR 51.22
described manner creates a potential exposure of
the public to radiation. NRC regulations require Subject codes: 11.3, 11.5, 12.9
the licensee to consider radiation from all
sources in radiation safety .n unrestricted areas Applicability: Byproduct Maierial
[see 10 CFR 20.105(a)]. Because of this, it is our
opinion that NRC has the authority to take into
account all the potential radiation effects liPPOS-181 PDR.91112102M
associated with the described use of licensed ma-
terial. Title: Citations of Noncompliance Concerning 10

CIM 20.105(bk 10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CIM 211.301
2. It is our understanding from talking with a staff (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63)

y
member in NMSS, that the anticipated exposure
levels will be far less than the thresholds of See the memorandum from L Dubinski to R. W,
exposure addressed in 10 CFR Part 20. Since Kirkman (and others) dated July 19,1963. The memo
the anticipated material is not " byproduct * states that approval pursuant to 10 CFR 20.105(b),10
material, no regulatory action would be needed CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CFR 20.301 is denoted by
for i s " possession' by travelers. This would not special conditions of the license. However,if thet

pra stude placing rgropriate licensing conditions licensee application has addressed the issue in
on the use of Cf.252 so as to insure no harm to question, the licensee should not be cited. Portions of
the public health and safety. tbk document are outdated but are still applicele.

3. Whether the public should be informed that Under the provisions of 10 CFR 20.105(a),10 CFR
materMs within their baggage may be subject to ?.0.106(a), and 10 CFR 20.302, a licensee may apply 6

activation because of exposure to the Cf 252 for Commission approval of: (1) quantities of
source appears to be more a public relations radiation in unrestricted areas in excess of the limits
policy decision rather than a legal questior.. The specified in 10 CFR 20.105(b); (2) concentrations of
desirability of fully informing the public may be radioactive materials in efiluents to unrestricted areas
offset by the possible unreasonable fear of in excess of the limits specified in 10 CFR 20.106(b);
" radiation expcsure.' Having said this, in our and (3) was'e 1isposal procedures not specifically
opinion open candor would be the preferred authorized io 10 CFR 20.301.
policy.

|
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ne question exists from Compliance and As a general rule, approval pursuant to 10 CFR |
Enforcement standpoints as to whether an alternative 20.105(a),10 CFR 20106(a), and 10 CFR 20302 is.

procedure incidentally described in an application for denoted by special conditions on the license. It_ is
a license or license amendment, is in fact approved try suggested that adequate reviews of backup material -
the Commission as provided in 10 CFR 20.105(a),10 as received should reveal such license discrepanews as
CFR 20.106(a) and 10 CFR 20302, even though a discussed above before the license or amendment is
specific statement.to that effect is not included in the added to the Regional files. Also, preinspection >

license or license amendment which is I:. sued reviews of files would serve as a further check.
'

following review of the apolication. As examples: Apparen! discrepancies should be promptly brough, to
the attention of the appropriate Ucensing Branch for

1. If an applicant for a teletherapy license described resolution. These reviews can be expected to
in his application radiation levels in unrestricted minimize appreciably the number of questionable
areas in excess of the limiu specified in 10 CFR cases arising at the time of inspection. .

20.105(b), does the issuance of the license carry
,

with it authority, pursuant to 10 CFR 20.105(a) Regulatary references: 10 CFR 20.105,10 CFR
for higher levels of radiation in unrestricted areas 20.106,10 CFR 20301,10 CFR 20."502
when no specific authority for higher radiation

- levels is included as a special con ('ition on the Subject codes: 7.1, 9.0, 11.5, 12.7
licer'se?

Applicabihty: Byproduct Material
2. If an applicant for a license to possess, and use

phosphorus-32 states in his application that -

warte materials containing phosphorub32 will be liPPOS.209 PDR.9111210367
disposed of through normal channels, does the
issuance of a license carry with it Commission 'litle: Part 51 Review of Amendment Request From
approval pursuant to 10 CFR 20302 of this Ikxston University
disposal procedure if the licemee is not told that
he can not dispose of wastes in that manner? See the memorandum from V. L Miller to J. E.

Glenn dated January 27,198(i This memo states that
The purpose of this memorandum was to confirm that the proposed amendment request from Boston,

Commission approval, as contemplated in 10 CFR University to conduct a limited fic(J study invoMng
20.105(a),10 CFR 20.106(a) and 10 CFR 20302, 15 microcuries of Zn45, Sr-85, or Se-75 for each of
was in fact given with the issuance of tne license or. 30 prairie dogs would not nee . an environmentald

license mendmetit, unless the applicant was told that assessment since the study fell within the categorical
certain parts of the application were not approved. exclusica 6f 10 CFR 51.22(c)(14)(v).

'

Accordingly, a licensee should not be cited for
noncompliance with 10 CFR 20.103(b)- 10 CFR The proposed action was a limited field study *

,20.106(b), and 10 CFR 20301 in circumstances where invoMng about 15 microcuries of zinc.65,
the licensee was found to be operating in accordance strontium.85, and selenium.75 for each of 30 prairie .

with the conditions and procedures described P. his dogs. An environmental assessment for the proposal
license applications relative to these matters. If a was not needed bec:pse the half-lives of the
situation was found where the Commission has issued radioactive material were short and 10 microcuries is
such an authorization without a specific statement to an exempt quantity. The proposed study would have
that effect in the license, the matter would be brought negligibic radiological impact and falls within th_c
to the attention of the Ucensing Branch concerned. categorical exclusLm of 10 CFR 51.22(c)(14)(v).
The merits of the application would then be rectm.
sidered and, if appropriate, the license would be Regulatory references: 10 CFR 51.22
specifically amended to reflect the authorization
without notice to the licensee. If the application was Subject cMes: '11.5, 11.8, 12.8
deficient in any respect, the matter would be further
pursued with the lic nsee. - Applicability: All
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IIPPOS-218 PDR-9111220023 reacmt, must be covered by the reactor license
while the material is within the facility.

*ntle: Regulatory Res}xmsibilitka for Byproduct
Materiah in Non-Powr Reacion 4. The facility boundaries for a non. power reactor '

are normally defined by the Safety Analysis
- See the memorandum from D. M. Crutchfield to F. J. Report or Technical Specifications. In itse
' Congel (and others) dated March 8,1988. Byproduct absence of identifiable facility boundaries, the
tretcrials within non. power reactors is covered under Regions should establish a facility boundary with

.

the reactor license. NMSS does not normally issue the license for compliance purposes, and the
separate licenses which authorize possession of loundary should be specified in the TS or FSAR.
licensed material within an operating reactor facility.
All byproduct material inserted into or removed from i As indicated in Manual Cuapter 2882,
the reactor, is coverc<1 by ihe reactor liceme while the Appendit 2 there are exceptions to the above
noterial is within the facility. The facility boundaries guidelines, and specific cases can be complex.
for non. power reactors are normally defined in the Questionable cases should be referred to 11Q for
FSAR or 'IS, and exceptions should be referred resolution along with a proposed course of

. Immediately to 110 action.

In a memorandum dated June 8,1987, Region IV Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50, Technical
requested guid>mce for determining cases where Specifications

. licensed material in a non-power reactor facility may
be covered by an NRC license or an Agreement State Subject codes: 3.3, 11.5, 12.9

,

liceme, rather than the reactor license. This issue
becomes knportant in determining compliance and Applicabihty: Non. Power Reactors
issuing notices of violation involving licensed material
in a reactor facilityc All Regions were asked to
comment on this bsue, and after consideration of IIPPOS-195 PDR-9111210322
th"e comments, NRR provided the ic,llowing
gcance. The guidance was nordinated with NMi,S, T10c: Transport Uanse Coralitkm - Radiography
GPA, and OGC. Uceme

Ic ' Generic guidance reinted to this issue is See the tr,emorandum from J. Liberrnan to O.11.
contained in Inspection Manual Chapter 2882, Bidinge< dated August 24,1978. This tnemo states

. Appendices 1 and 2. Normally, material within a that ucense conditions give the licensee notice of
non-power reactor facility will generally be as- required compliance with DOT regulations under 10
sumed to be possessed by the reactor licensee, CFR Part 71.5. but in no sense is the licensee excused
unless there is prior documentation approved by from compliance with other provisions of 10 CFR

, NRC or some other clear demonstration that the Part 71 and other applicable regulationsc
I

licensed material is covered under another
license. Guidance was sought as to the intent of the following

standard !icense condition: "The licensec may

| 2. Comistent with (1) above, NMSS does net transport licensed material or deliver licensed material
|. normally issue separate licenses which authorire to a carrier for transport, in accordance with the

possession of licensed material within an provisions of Section 71.5, Title 10, Code of Federal
operating reactor facility, if a reactor facility Regulations, Part 71, ' Packaging of Radioactive
license is silent with regard to possession of Material for Transport *.*
byproduct material, it should be amended. NRC
normally exercises exclusive federal jurisdiction The intent of this license condition is to emphasize to
within operating reactor facilities. the licensee that transport of licensed materials is

subject to applicable DOT regulations pertaining to
L 1 All byproduct material which is to be inserted packaging, labelling. marking, and like matters. The

into a reactor, or which is removed from the crmdition should not be read to exempt licen.,ees from
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,

compliance with other regulations under Part 71 or 10 CFR 71.5 requires compliance with regulations of
other NRC regulati?ns. DOT 49 CFR Parts 170-189, 14 CFR Part 103,46 -

CFR Part 146, and of the U.S. Postal Sersice in 39 '
10 CFR Part 71, including paragraph 71.5, was- CFR Parts 1415. liowever, regulations in 14 CFR
amended in 1972, with the intent of bringing within Part 103 and 39 CFR Parts 14-15 have been with.

~ he scope of DOT regulations, shipments by AEC drawn or removed and consolidated under DOTt
licensecs that were not then subject to DOT regulation in 49 CFR Parts 170-189.

. jurisdiction. DOT's packaging and labelling -
requirements were to be imposed on all future cases, License conditions give the licensee notice of tequired

' either under DOT or AEC authority. Under the 1072 - compliance with DOT regulations under 10 CFR 71.5, !

revisions, DOT regulations apply to all transport of particularly for the benefit of licensees who' them,
licensed materials by carrier outside' the confines of selves intend to transport their own licensed material.
the licensee's plant or place of licensed material use The licensee is not excused, however,' from compliance
(10 CFR 71.2). The requirements of Part 71 are in with other provisions of Part 71 and other applicable
addition to, not in substitution for other requirements regulations,
related to packaging and transport [10 CFR 7Li(b)|,
and the regulations of Part 71 apply to each person Regulatory references; 10 CFR 71, License
authorized by specific license to receive, possess, use Ctmditions
or transfer licensed materials. He required
compliance with DOT regulations imposed on Subject codes: 11.5, 12.17 ,

licensees in 10 CFR 7LS is not exclushc; compliance
with other portions of Part 71 and other applicable Applicability: Byptoduct Material
regulations is required.

10 CFR 7_1.3 requires licensecs who transport or HPPOS4129 PDR-9111210151
deliver licensed materials to a carrier for transport to

. hold a general or specific license issued by NRC, Vtle: Application of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi)
unless exempted from such requirements under 10
CFR 71.6 71.9.- For shipments within the limits set by See the memorandum from P. L Fonner to J. Joyner
10 CFR 71.11, a general license can deliver licensed dated December 14.1982. This memorandum states
material to a carrier for transport without compliance - the OELD opinion that 10 CFR 4013(c)(1)(vi)
with the package standards of Subpart C of Pan 71, applies only to rare carth products containing <0.25%

- Under 10 CFR 71.12, a general license is issued for source material by weight The exemption does not -
: shipments delivered to a carrier in DOT-specification apply to incoming ore or to waste streams.

containers, NMSS approsed packages, or in packages
approved by a foreign government meeting 1AEA In its licensing application, Molybdenum Corporation
requirements. of America was urging a view of 10 CFR

..
40.13(c)(1)(vi) that would permit it to include both

if a licensee can not qualify for an exemption or incoming raw material for rare canh processing and
general license, a specific license is required. The end of processing waste streams under the exemption
nuusary contents of a specific license for transport of for rare carth products that do not exceed 0.2$%

! licensed materials include: (1) - a package description source material by weight,
as_ required in 10 CFR 71.22; (2) a package
evaluation as required in 10 CFR 71.23; (3) a OELD ruled that 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi) applics only
description of proposed procedural controls as to rare earth products containing less than 0.25%-
required in 10 CFR 71.24; and (4) in case of lissi!e source materials by weight. The exemption does not
material, nn identification of the proposed fissile class. apply to incoming are or to waste streams. In
Private carriage is permissible; however, such carriage justifying their decision OELD stated that 10 CFR
is subject to DOT and NRC regulations as described 4R13(c)(1)(vi) has identical wording to that c<mtained
above. in 10 CFR 40 60 Schedule 1, first promulgated by the

Atomic Energy Commission on March 20,1947,
Schedule I stated:

,
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*(f) Rare carth metals and ce' pounds, industry, is part of the milling process, whereas,
mixtures and products containing not more than crushing is not. Derefore, their position wm that the
0.25% by weight thorium, uranium, or any citation was not legally valid, and a legal ruling was
combination of these.' needed as to whether or not the crushed ore wm

unrefined ore or ore that was licensable.
Therefore, items referred to in 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi)
are finished commercial products of the rare carth 10 CFR 40.13(b) exempts for liccasing unrefined and
refining process. An exemption for raw material (e.g., unprocessed ore (excepting export).10 CFR 40.4(k)
for ores or concentrates used as raw material) has to defines " unrefined and unprocessed ore * as ore in its
In justified in terms of either 10 CFR 40.13(a) or (b). natural form prior to any processing, such as grinding,
ne disposal of radioactive waste should be tegulated roasting or beneficiating, or refining. * Processing * in
under 10 CFR 20.301 or 10 CFR 61. this definition includes both physical and chemical

procedurca that alter the ore from the condition it
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.301,10 CFR 40.13 was in just after removal from its place of deposit in

nature.
Subject codes: 3.S, 9.0, 11.6

It is accepted interpretation of the AEA of 1954, as
Applicability: Source Material amended, that section S2 does not authorize the

regulation of uranium mining by licensing. Ilowever,
AEA does permit regulation by licensing at any stage

HPPOS-184 PDR-9111210289 after mining.10 CFR 40.13(b), by exempting the
transportation and handling of unprocessed ore,,

Title: Lia:nsing for Crushing of Uranium Ore per implicitly recognizes this authority to regulate.
10 CFR 40.4(k) Further, by drawing the exemption lines at

unprocessed and uutefined ore (i,c., ore whose gross
See the memorandum from O. D. Brown to O. W. appearance and chemical state has not been altered
Roy dated hly 13,1977, and the in ormal note from from the point of mining), there is recognition ofr

,

- R. L Fonner to O. W. Kerr dated March 1,1977, underlying health and safety considerations, he
Crushing of uranium ore is a form of processing assumption is that any processing or refining may
subject to licensing by definition in 10 CFR 40.4(k), alter the radiological environment associated with the

source material enough so that the health and safety
A licensee possessed an NRC license for the milling of workers and others becomes a matter of legitimate
of uranium ore. During an inspection, the licensee regulatory concern,
was cited as follows:

If the handling of the ore (e.g., sorting) exposes
10 CFR 20.207(a) states that license d material workers to an increase in exposure to radioactive
stored in an unrestricted area shal , secured material (i.e., radium, radon, etc.), it may be viewed as
from unauthorized removal from the place of a licensable situation. Crushing of ore is obviously a
storage. form of processing subject to licensing by definition in

10 CFR 40.4(k).
Contrary to the above, crushed ore was observed
by the inspector to be outside the fenced Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40.3,10 CFR 40.4
restricted area and unsecured in two areas the
facility parking lot, and the area adjacent to the Subject codes: 3.8, 11.6, 12.9

_ ore stockpile along Highway 160.
Applicability: Fuel Cycle

The licensee contended that the crushed ore (run
through a crusher at the mill) was not licensed
material pursuant to 10 CFR 40.13(b), " Unimportant
Quantities of Source Material,'since it was unrefined
and unprocessed ore as defined in 10 CFR 40.4. De
licensee contended that grinding,in the milling
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IIPPOS-114 PDR-9111210264 acccptable on the skin,if there is no
removable contamination.

Title: Certain i kme Conditions for Natural ,

Uranium Procusing Mills c. It is the intent of this licensee wndition that
employees who work in atem or with 4

See the Interprethe Guide from the IE Manual equipment which may result in personnel
entitled as abow and dated October 1,1979. contamination (e.g., yellow-cake area or
Employees working in uncontaminated areas need not equipment therein) should be checked
be monitored upon leaving work. Periodic monitoring routinely.
is acceptable for employees working % areas of very.

low level contamination. Radiation safety must be Determinations of the presence or al sence of
evaluated for changes in operations. radioactive contaminatiori on employees who

haw worked in contaminated areas can be
L Due to some maintenance and other operational made by the conventional method of using

actkities at uranium mills that have resulted in survey meters for alpha particles or hand and.
extensht radioactive contamination on employ- foot monitors. In lieu of applying these
ecs, NMSS began using in January 1971, the conventional personnel monitoring
following license condition that requires monitor. techniques, tbc licensce may assume that an
ing of personnel for contamination: "The licens- employee has no radioactive contamination
ec shall determine that employees leaving work on his person % hen an employee has
arc not contaminated with radioactive materials. showered and changed clothing prior to
When an employee has showered and changed leaving work.*
clothing prior to leaving work, he may be
assumed to be free of contamination.'' 2. In order to ensure that proper procedures are

formulated and implemented for adequate health
a. If the licensee determines that any group of and safety controls, NMSS began using in atmut

employees (secretaries, administrative January 1971, the following condition in licenses
personnel, etc.) work only in areas that are for uranium mills: ' Changes in mill circuit or
not contaminated with radioactive materials, equipment, including maintenance activities, shall
this may be construed to be a determination be approved in writing by the Manager or
that such employees are not contaminated. Assistatat Manager. During sucn changes and
The IE Procedure (Attachment I of 838958) activities, radiation safety shall be conducted to
entitled Acceptable Surface Contamination determine employee exposure to radioactive
Limits may be used in defining materials.'
uncontaminated areas. Areas having

_ _

contamination levels at or below these limits it is the intent of this condition of the license to have
may be considered to be clean; and, therefore, health physics requirements and safety considerations
employees who frequent only these areas reviewed by management for pmcess equipment
would not be subject to this license condition. changes and maintenance activities where radioactive
Note that if all areas of the mill are materials may be encountered. Such a review for
maintained at contamination levels below good health physics practices should not be necessary
those specified in the Material Control for uncontaminated systems. Health physics practices
Procedure then no routine monitoring for and procedures should be reviewed and established by
contamination is accessary, management for the initial operation of a repetitive

task; and, even though not routine, " blanket' approval
b. . If no contamination is found on employees may be given for future similar operations where the

who work in areas having very low levels of same procedures are employed. Management should
radioactive contamination (crusher, leach, or perimlically evaluate the controls, and a reevaluation
any other area), periodic monitoring of these should be made when conditions or techniques are
employees should suffice and routine changed. Responsibility for the review of procedures
monitoring would not be necessary. Direct for equipment changes and maintenance activities may

2readings up to 150 dpm/100 cm alpha is he delegated only to members of management who
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have jurisdiction over all groups involved in such requirement to assure that they are enforceable,
opuations and these may include production, mainte- Therefore, the Regulatory Guides should adopt

,- nroce and health phwim ae g others. standard terms such as 'shall* be accomplished -

(meaning required),'should* be acmmplished
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 40, License (meaning recommended), and 'may" be accomplished
Conditions (permissive). Such 1, censing functions, however, will

likely require legal review, it is requested that specific
Subject codes: 5.0, 7.7, 11.6 matters invohing enforcement problems encountered

during inspections be forwarded to IE Headquarters
Applicability: Source Material so that they can be brought to the attention of

Licensing.

2.15 ENFORCEMENT Regulatory references: Regulatory Guides

Subject mdes: 12.7
HPPOS 113 PDR-91 tl210260

Applicability: Reactors
Title Enforcement of Regulatory Guides

HPPOS4158 PDR-9111210237See the memorandum from D. nompson to J. P.
O'Reilly (and others) dated February 17,1977.
OELD advises that if licensee Regulatory Guides state Me: Pmeessing of Transportation Enforament
that the intent of the Regulatory Guide will be Caxs Bad on Wrd Pany Data Collected by
accomplished or that the licensee will generally follow Agreement State Agencies .

the guide,IE can not enforce against such statements
except in rare cases where conditions of See the memorandum from H. D. Thornburg to B. H.
noncompliance are obvious. Grier (and others) dated December 5,1980, and the

two enclosed memoranda from S. Sobinki to J. H.

Problems with enforcement have been encountered by Snienk dated November 13,1980, and J. H. Snienk

Regions with respect to licensees committing to to J. Lieberman dated November 3,1980. It is

- Regulatory Guides in Safety Analysis Reports or appropriate to process enforcement actions against

security plans in such a manner as to be not legally NRC licensees on the basis of data obtained by a
State,binding. Licensees may state in their plan that they

will accomplish certain functions according to the
' intent' of a Regulatory Guide. He " intent' of the On October 17,1980, NRC representatives met with

Guide, and whether the licensee met the ' intent", may officials of the South Carolina Bureau of Radiological

be subject to interpretation by inspectors and Health to discuss matters of mutual interest regarding
licensees. The Executive Legal Director advises that inspection of incoming waste shipments to a waste

- if a licensee states in their plan that the ' intent' of the disposal site. Among the items discussed was the

guide will be accomplished, ur !.bal they wiu question of whether or not NRC was planning to use

' generally * follow the guica, enforcement against such data and evidence collected by the State inspectors to

loosely worded statements an not be made except process enforcernent actions on violations by NRC

whcn conditions of noncom',liance are clearly obvious. licensechhippers in those cases when an NRC
~

Enforcement can be made against tnose sections of inspector was not physically present at the slte when

the Regulatory Guides referenced in the Regulations the shipment was inspected. This question had arisen

as 'shall*, but enforcement can not be made against on a number of occasions and its answer became all

those sections which are recommended 'should* or the more important since NRC coverage at the site
allowed as optional 'may'. was about 3 to 5 days per month.

The position of IE and the Legal Staff is that it is an OELD opinion that should any transportation
Licensing should assure that those functions which the enforcement action result in a hearing, the results of

licensee must perform he stated clearly in the inspections performed by state inspectors which form
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the bases for NRC action would be admissible llPPOS-123 PDR.91112102X5
provided the state inspectors are available to testify.
OELD had spoken to the Assistant Attorney General litle: Ellis Fischel State Cancer thspital - Violation
for the Dhision of Health and Emironmental of 10 CFR 19.lf(c)
Control, and were informed that the state inspectors
were anxious to cooperate in any way they can in the See the memorandum from D. Thompson to J. G.
event of a bearing. In onjer to effectively foster that Keppict dated February 27,1981. De authority of
cooperation, however, two items were discussed that the Department of labor (DOL) in employee
are believed to be helpful. protection does not abridge NRC authority to

investigate alleged discrimination and take
First, both NRC headquarters and the Region li staff enforcement action. The preservation of the flow of
must recognize that, to the extent of reli; ace upon safety information to NRC must ental; enforcement
state insputc,rs in South Carolina, they ,hould be actions of both DOL and NRC. Although 10 CFR
kept informed with regard to every step of NRC 19.16(c) is no longer in the regulations, the material is
proposed enforcement actions. This .ncludes still applicable,
providing the Dhision of Health a .d Emironrnental
Control with drafts of all propoNd enforcement it is a matter of NRC policy that the authority of the
documents so that they are aw.re of the action and DOL in employee protection matters does not in any
can assure our enforcement accument does not way abridge the NRC's preexisting authority under
mischaracterize any actions taken by state inspectors. Section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act to in,:stigate

an alleged act of discrimmation and to take
Semnd, from time to time NRC lssues BuPetins that appropriate enforcement action. The NRC's goal in
interpret th enforcement criteria or standards. To the such matters is to protect the flow of health and
extent that any of these Bulletins or other interpretive safety information needed to further regulatory
documents relate to activitics conducted by state responsibilities. The actions of DOL focus primarily
inspectors, the Dhision of Health and Emironmental on the protection of the indhidual employee, it is the r

Control should receive copics. NRC belief that the preservation of this flow of safety
information to the NRC must entail the enforcement

The discussions with South Carolina were somewhat actions of both DOL and NRC, the former to insulate
further advanced than with other states. Accordingly, employees from adverse actions resulting from their
Region 11 was asked to finalize auy necessary details cooperation with the NRC, and the latter to
with South Carolina and proceed to process a ' test communicate clearly to the industry that the NRC will
case * when the appropriate opportunity presents itself. not tolerate acts of discrimination against employees
Region V was asked to explore the idea with state as a result of such coope;ation.
licensing authorities in Nevada and Washington, with
the view of obtaining their agreement to cooperate on Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.16, Atomic Energy
such cases. If they appeared agreeable, all that would Act
remain would be to coordinate the protocols and <

proceed on some test enses. Subject codes: 12.7, 12.13, 12.19

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 2,10 CFR 71 Applicability: All

Subject codes: 12.7, 12.17
IIPPOS-109 PDR-9111210257

Applicability All
Title: Requirements in ANSI Standards vs. Facility
Technical Specifications

See the memorandum from T. M. Novak to S. E.
Bryan dated April 21,1981. When there are conflicts
in similar requirements in Technical Specifications
and ANSI Standards, the requirements contained in
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the Technical Specifications override those in the standard enforcement package with rc<ummendations
ANSI Standards. But, requirements in ANSI for appropriate enforcement (civil penalties, etc.).
Standards should be complied with when they in situations where the violation is 'similar' to
supplement and are not in conflict with similar - a previous violation committed by the licensce,
requirements in Technical Specifications. enforcement action beyond the issuance of a Regional

or licadquarters NOV will normally be taken, even
Regulatory references: ANSI Standards, Technical when the State itself has taken enforcement action.
Specifications in order to determine 'similar* violations, presious

corrective actions undertaken by the licensee will be
Subject codes: 12.7, 12.13 examined. If previous corrective actions could have

prevented the violation from occurring, the violation
Applicability: Reactors will be considered 'similar* and further enforcement

action is appropriate.

HPPOS-151 PDR-9111220098 For those cases where appropriate enforcement action
to be taken beyond the level of a NOV invokes a civil

"Iltic: Tiransportation Enforcement Guidance penalty (e.g., where the Staic has not taken any
enforcement action or where 'similar* violations have

See the memorandum from D. nompson to R. occurred), the amount of base civil penalty is
Carlson (and others) dated May 4,1981 His memo calculated as follows. For first tim, '.iolations,
provides enforcement guidance for transportation penalties are assessed at 25% of the values described
violations (with and without State acticas) involymg in Table 1 of the Interim Enforcement Policy (45 Fed.
transport of low specific activity (LSA) radwaste to a Reg. 66756). If the violation is "similar' to one that
commercial disposal alte. References to Interim previously occurred, penalties should be assessed at
Enforcement Policy are outdated. 50% of the values described in Table 1 of the Interim

Er'forcement Policy. For violations that have
The Region should first determine whether the occurred more than twice, the appropriate level of ,

appropriate State has taken any enforcement action civil penalty or other enforcement action will be
- (e.g., imposition of a civil penalty or suspension or determined on a case-by-case basis.
revocation of the licensee's burial permit) against the

~ licensee as a result of the violation. If the State has Regulatory references: 10 CFR 2 -
taken action, the only further NRC enforcement

action is the issuance of a Notice of Violation (NOV). Subject codes: 12.7, 12.9, 12.17
If the Severity Level of the violation, as determined by

- the Region, is_IV, V, or VI, the NOV is issued by the Applicability:- All
Region. If the Severity Level of the dotation
determined by the Region is I, II, or Ill, the
enforcement package should be forwarded to IE_ HPPOS-112 PDR-9111210258
Headquarters for issuance of a Headquarter NOV. In

. .

cither case, the NOV and accompanying documents ' litle: Degree of Proof Nemssary in a Regulatory
j will require the licensee to submit a description of the Enforcement Actkm

corrective action the licensee proposes to take or has
taken in order to insure against future violations of a See the memorandum from M. O. Maisch to
similar nature. The corrective action will be reviewed Chairman Palladino (and others) dated November 9,
by the Region and if deemed unsatisfactory, further 1981. Presiding Board or judge must reach the result
enforcement action to ensure compliance with NRC dictated by a prepc nderance of evidence in the record.

- regulations will be considered. This is less stringent than the criminal standard of
proof beyond a reasonable dout t.

Violations categorized 'at Severity levels I, II, or 111
and discow red by the NRC at the licensee's At a Commission briefing of proposed enforcement

- facility or where the State has not taken action will matters on October 27,1981, a statement was
be forwarded by the Region to Headquarters in the requested on the degree of proof nece.ssary in a
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regulatory enforcement action as opposed to a the petitiouer did not argue for the criminal standard,
criminal case. Assuming that the question refers to but urged that a Nicar and mnvincing' evidence
the legal standard for proof in an adjudicatory hearing standard should be applied. ' Clear, coi.vincing and '

. on an enforcement action, the answer is that the unequivocal' was the standard at issue in Vance.
presiding board or administrathc law judge taust
reach the result dictated by a preponderance of - Although it need not do so, the Commission muld
evidence in the record, nls is true because the probably require a greater burden of persuasion
agency has made its rules for adjudications applicable depending on the gravity of the matters in question or
to enforcement matters [see 10 CFR 2,700 and 2.2N the gravity of the snticipated effect in terms of
(e)) and the preponderance standard has been held to imposition on individuals of severe penalties or
be the mrrect one under those rules [Tennessec permanent stigma. Sec Virginia Electric .ajLd Powrr
Valley Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Plant, Units IA, Compajly [(North Anna Power Station, Units 1,2,3
2A, IB and 2B), ALAB-463,7 NRC 341,360 (1878), and 4),1 NRC 10,17 n.18), and Steadman v. SjiG at
citing inter alla Charlton v. FTC,543 F.2d 903,907 80 (Justices Powell and Stewart dissenting)[ As the
(D. C. Cir,1976); Consolidated Edison Co. of New Supreme Court has frequently stated, agencies are free
York (Indian Point Station, Unit No. 2), ALAB.188, to grant the public greater protection than the APA

'
7 AEC 323,356-357 (1974)]. Morcowr, in license requires. See, for example, Vermont Yankee Nuclear
suspension and revocation proceedings the APA Power Co. v. NRDC [435 U. S. $19,545 (1978)[ The
opplies as provided by sections 181 and 189a of the Commission could consider such action in its review
Atomic Energy Act, and under the APA the of enforcement policy. A different but telated
preponderance of the evidence is the proper standard. question refers to the standard that should underlie

_

his is a less stringent standard than the criminal the agency's decision to proceed with an enforcement
standard which, as the Commission is aware, requires action. Such a decision is in the nature of a

_ proof beyond a reasonable doubt. prosecutorial decision and must in large measure be
guided by the Commission's policy on how aggressive

De Supreme Court upheld the preponderance an enforcement stance it wishes to maintain. De
standard in a challenge to an SEC disciplinary decision must, of course, recognize that in the event
proceeding that resulted in debarring a petitioner the party against whom the enforcement action is
from practicing his profession. He Coun found that brought requests a hearing, the agency must meet its
where Congress has not specifically required a burden of proof. At that time, however, the full
different standard and the proceeding is an panoply of trial procedures are available to assist in
adjudication subject to the APA, the preponderance meeting that burden,
standard and the proceeding is an adjudication subject
to the APA, the preponderance standard is the correct Regulatory references: 10 CFR 2
one [Steadman v. SEC, _ U.S. ,67 led.2d 69,

- rehearing den. 68 led.2d 318 (1981)]. For a more Subject codes: 12.7, 12.19
complete discussion of this case see the March 2,1981

memorandum from Bickwith |SECY-81-129[ Applicability: All
Ctmgress has not provided specifically for a standard
of proof in civil penalty hearings and, while such
hearings may not technically be subject to the APA, llPPOS-059 PDR-9111210240
by agency rule they apply the same standard the
agency applies to adjudications governed by the APA. Title: Enforcement of IJcrnse Conditions in Material
Thus it is safe to say that the preponderance standard IJcenses
would be upheld even in an NRC enforcement action -
that had serious personal consequences for a named See the memorandum from J. A. Axelrad to H. E.

- offender, his assumes a challenge in the Court of Book dated June 30,1983. Regions should folkyw the
Appeals. An aggrieve 4 party has the alternative of a policy that licensees be cited for not meeting their
trial de nom in the district court. See also Vance v. license conditions even if the conditions are more
Terrazas [444 U, S. 252 (1980) (finding no restrictive than the minimally acceptable practices
constitutional infirmity in deprivation of citirenship specified in regulatory guides.
based on preponderance of evidence)[ In Steadman.
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In a memorandum dated December 23,1982, Region (TS LCO) for licensees without following the
V staff were informed that licensees should not be procedures for granting license amendments, and in
cited for commitments in their license applications some cases, without obtaining NRR mncurrence. In
that are more restrictive than the minimally- some incidences, licensees would have been required
acceptable guidance in regulatory guides, provided the to shut down or to delay start up; however in each
licensee is complying with that guidance, nis policy case, the licensees were permitted to continue
wes questioned by NMSS in a March 14,198a operation or start up under the guise of * enforcement
memorandum that stated licensees t ould be cited for discretion',h

,

- not rnecting the commitments made in applications
even if they are more restrictive than the minimally Emergency relief from technical specifications may be
acceptable practices specified in regulatory guides. given only in rare circumstances for the short period
Further, licensees who desire relief from commitments of time that it takes to process an emergency licen.w

. made in their applications should apply for license amendment. When a limiting mndition for operation
amendments in a technical specification will be exceeded within a

few hours and if, as a consequence, the licensee will
in their mernorandum dated June 30,1983, IE stated have to shut down the plant or to deiay start-up, a
that they ag+eed with NMSS and commitments made licensee may seck a temporary waiver of compliance;
by licensees in applications and incorporated as however, sufficient time for processing an emergency '

license conditions should be enforced, provided that - technical specification amendment is required. De
meeting the mmmitments would not lead to "nsafe appropriate Assistant Director of the NRR DNision
conditions. Regulatory guides can not and sh uld not of Licensing, with the concurrence of the responsible
alter commitments made in license applications that Regional Division Director, may grant a temporary
are subsequently incorporated into the license. If a waiver of compliance prior to'TS LCO expiration,
licensee wants relief from a license commitment, an provided the licensee submits assurances in w11 ting
amendment to the license should be requested. that the plant can safely operate without compliance

with the technical specifications during the time it
Regulatory references: License Conditions takes to process the amendment request. Such relief

may be mnsidered only if the licensce's last minute
Subject codes: 12.7 request for immediate action was due to circumstances

beyond the licensee's control and the licensee could
Applicability: All not have reasonably foreseen the need for relief in

time for normal processing of the arcendment request.
The waiver should be documented by the Division of

IIPPOS-105 PDR-9111210242 Licensing and should be for a fixed period of time,
. _ not to exceed two workirig days. Enforcement action
! 'ntle: Relief from Tecludcal S# cation limiting will not be taken for the period during which the

Conditions for Operation waher is in effect.

See the memorandum from H. R. Denton and J. M. If it is determined during the processing of the
Taylor to T. E. Muriey (and others) dated July 15, amendment that significant hazards may exist, the
1985. The memo states that regions should not amendment should not be granted without an
unilaterally grant relief from a technical specification opportunity for a hearing, in addition,if during the
limiting conditions for operation. De appropriate processing of the amendment such findings are made,
Assistant Director of the NRR Division of Licensing, any temporary waiver is to be immediately suspended
with the concurrence of the responsible Regional and the compliance with the action statement should
Division Director, may grant emergency relief from be required,
technical specifications. The procedure is not
applicable during emergencies per 10 CFR 50.54(x). Except in rare circumstances,if an LCO in a technical

specification will be exceeded before a license
-It came to NRR attention that some Regions, upon amendment can be granted, the licensee must take the
request, were granting relief from a technical action required by the action statement accompanying
specification limiting conditions for operation the LCO. Of course, a licensee may depart from its
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technical specifications, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54, ne Ninth and T: nth Circuit Courts of Appeals
without prior NRC approval when emergency support this construction of paragraph 210 and have
situations are required to protect public health and rejected the analysis of the Fifth Circuit Court (sce
safety. Mackowiak v. University Nuclear Systems, Inc.,735

F.2d 1159,1162-63 Ninth Circuit 1984; Kansas Gas
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50.54, Technical and Electric Co. v. Brock,780 F2.d 1505,151012,
Specifications Tenth Circuit 1985), ne Commission folk >ws this

view in the application of its own employee protection
Subject codes: 12.7, 12.19 regulations such as 10 CFR 50.7.

Applicability: Reactors Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.20,10 CFR 30.7,
10 CFR 50.7

IIPPOS-141 PDR-9111210379 Subject codes: 12.1, 12.7, 12.13

Utle: Empkiyce Protection from Empkjycts for Applicability: All
Remaling Safety Violations

See the letter from J. M. Taylor to W. H. Owen llPPOS-244 PDR-911122fXM
(Duke Power Company) dated June 30,1986. The
letter was written concerning a Notice of Violation Etie: Enforcement Discretion by NRC Concerning
(NOV) for alleged discrimination against an empk)yee Violations that are Self Identifying
for engaging in protected actNitics, ne Evaluation
and Conclusion Appendix enclosed with the letter See the letter from M. R. Knapp to C. D. Frinje
states that protected activities include the reporting of (President, Maine Atomic Power Company) dated
QA discrepancies and nuclear safety problems by an October 24,1990. De exercise of enforcement
employee to his employer. Employees are protected discretion by NRC requires that the problems be both
from retaliation and discrimination for internal safety licensee. identified and corrected in a timely manner.
activities that involve no contact with NRC. If timely action is not taken, the exercise of

enforcement discretk 't is not appropriate.
A licensee had disputed the NRC's view that
" protected activities' under 10 CFR 50.7, as well as On July 13,1990, I sent you a letter and Notice of

- under paragraph 210 of the Energy Reorganintion Violation for violations of NRC requirements
Act, include the reporting of quality assurance associated with an event at the Maine Yankee facility
discrepancies and nuclear safety problems by an invoking a lack of adequate radiological control of
employee to his employer. The licensee argued that work activities at your facility. The siolations and the
an employee must contact the NRC 'or some other associated event, which included elevated dose rates
competent organization of government.' The licensee and unplanned rtdiation exposure, had been discussed
based his view on the decision of the U.S. Court of during an enforcement conference on June 27,1990.
Appeals for. the Fifth Circuit in Brown & Root, Inc.,
v. Donovan, 747 F.2d 1029 (5th Cir.1984), in which At the enforcement conference, you contended that
that court held that ' employee conduct which does the NRC should exercise enforcement discretion and
not involve the employee's contact or involvement not issue a Notice of Violation because, in part, the
with a competent organization of government is not violations were licensee. identified. In my July 13,
protected" u.. der paragraph 210 of the Energy 1990 letter transmitting the notice, I stated that the
Reorganization Act. exercise of enforcement discretion in this case was not

appropriate since "the violations were clearly self-
ne NRC believes that the better view of " protected identifying in that the workers, who had received the
activities' under paragraph 210 is that employees are unplanned, unmonitored radiation exposures,
protected from retaliation and discrimination under personally informed radiological controls personnel
the statute for purely internal safety activities that that they were receiving radiation exposure that was
involve no contact with representatives of the NRC. not being properly moni;ored by their dosimetry.'
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While the NRC continues to maintain that the llPPOS-232 PL)R-9111210339
exercise of enforcement discretion was not
appropriate in this case, the explanation provided in 'Utle: Enforcement Guidance Concerning " Substantial
my July 13,1990 letter was incorrect. Contrary to this Potential *
letter, the NRC does consider the problems to be
licensee identified. The NRC wishes to encourage See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to J.
licensee identification and correction of problems to Uberman dated May 15,1991. An event presents a
the maximum extent possible, whether through formal substantial potential when it was fortuitous that the
at,dit and owrsight programs or other forms of resulting exposure or release did not exceed the limits
identification. including identification of problems of 10 CFR Part 20. If it is possible to (nnstruct a
which may be considered *self-identifying *, reasonable scenario in which a minor alteration

of circumstances would have resulted in a violation of
in this case, the problems were identified by Maine Part 20 limits, enforcement action should be-
Yankee througn your representatives who were considered due to the substantial potential for
contractor personnel. Since they notified radiological overexposure.
controls personnel of their concerns about higher that
expected radiation doses in their work area, the Enclosure 1 provides the final draft of enforcement

= violations were licenwidentified. guidance on what constitutes a " substantial potential *
for overexposure, as used in C4 of Supplement IV to

With regard to the use of enforcement discretion by 10 CFR 2, Appendix C This input to the
- the NRC, the exercise of such discretion requires that Enforcement Manual was provided following several
the problems be both licensee-identified ad corrected enforcement actions where Regions applied a narrow
in a timely way, in this case, timely action was not interpretation of ' substantial potential.* The Severity
taken by the radiological controls personnel, and it Level 111 examples of Section C4 of Supplement IV
was not until later that the elevated dose rates and involve situations that present a " substantial potential
unplanned radiation exposures were discovered, for an exposure or release in excess of 10 CFR 20
Therefore, on this basis, the exercise of enforcement whether or not such an exposure or release occurs.
discretion is not appropriate. . We do note that you
later took prompt and vigorous corrective actions (as An event presents a substantial potential when it was
recognized in my July 13,1990 letter) following your fortuitous that the resulting exposure or release did
confirmation of the unplanned, unmonitored radiation not exceed the limits of 10 CFR 20. The concern is
exposures of the workers. not the significance of the resulting, or potential,

exposure (Example Cl of Supplement IV addresses
I trust that the above discussion clearly describes the exposures in excess of Part 20 limits), but whether the
NRC position on licensee-identified violations and licensee prosided adequate controls over the situation,
our reasons for not exercising enforcement discretion as required, to prevent exceeding the Part 20 limits.

- in this case. . I regret any difficulties which my July 13, No credit is given for luck. When taking escalated
-1990 letter may have caused Maine Yankee Atomic enforcement action for this example consider if it is
Power Company, possible to construct a reasonable scenario in which a

minor alteration of circumstances would have resulted
Regulatory references: None in a violation of the Part 20 limits. The following

i circumstances should be considered:
Subject codes: 123

1. Timing - Could the exposure period have
Applicability: All reasonably been longer?

|

An individual in the proximity of an unknown source

| of radiation receives an unplanned excessive exposure.

|. Because of the duration of the exposure, no limits
were exceeded; however, the individual could
reasonably stayed in the proximity to the source long
enough to be overexposed.
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2. Source Strength Could the radiation source HPPOS-236 PDR-9111210155
have reasonably been stronger?

'ntic: %e Meaning of " May llaw: Caused or
'An inadvertent release results from a worker venting Breatens to Cause ' in 10 CIR 20.403
thc wrong waste gas decay tank. Although the release
did not exceed Part 20 limits, the same mistake could See the memorandum from L J. Cunningham to J. H.
have resulted in venting a decay tank with enough Joyner (and others) dated June 20,1991. He words
actisity to exceed the limits. 'may have caused' in 10 CFR 20.403 apply to a

retrospective view of the event at the time prompt
3. Di"ance . Could the person have reasonably reporting is being considered, and the words

been closer to the source? * threatens to cause" apply to a prospective siew at
that time, in consideration of the ordinary meanings

In exampic (1) above, the individual could have been of ' threaten *, NRC understands ' threaten to cause" in

overexposed by standing closer to the source of the 10 CFR 20.403 to mean "probably is about to cause*
radiation. or, in other words, "likely will cause soon.'

4. Shieldine . Could some unintended shielding A comment on the proposed revision of 10 CFR
have been reasonably removed?_ 20.403 (55FR 19890,5/14S0) and the applicability of

10 CFR 20.403 to one circumstance of an
A radioactive source was accidently left in an office enforcement case (Hatch, inspection Report No. 50-
area. Shielding afforded by a desk prevented the 321St.05) has resulted in a clarification of the
overexposure of an individual worker in the office. meaning, with respect to exposure and releases, of the

. However, nothing prevented the source fro.n being condition, * . any event involving licensed material
left in an area of the office, that would not have been that may have caused or threatens to cause .' in 10
shielded by the desk, where the individual would likely CFR 20.403(a) and (b). De words "may have caused *
have been overexposed. in 10 CFR 20.403 apply to a retrtsspective view of the

event at the time prompt reporting is being
Regions were solicited for comments and they were considered. De words ' threatens to cause" apply to a
incorporated in this final draft, with the exception of prospective view at that time.
two comments in Enclosure 2 to this memorandum.
De responses to these two comments were as folkm. He words * may have caused . [an] exposure . . or

, telease" in 10 CFR 20.403 are used in the context

1. Supplement IV clearly refers to the exposure and of the rapid assessment of the significance of an event
release limits in 10 CFR 20, not the 24-hour with respect to determining whether or not the event
reporting requirements of 20.403(b). must be reported "immediately" or *within 24 hours.'

Somewhat similar words, " substantial potential for an
2. A Severity Level lil violation does not have to exposure or release . * are used in supplement IV.C4

present the risk of a serious violation of Part 20; of the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part 2,
there is no reference to serious violations in Appendix C) in the context of determining the
example C1 of Supplement IV. An event meets significance of an event with respect to determining
the " substantial potential" test if the licensee's the Severity level of a violation after 18 has been
controls were not effective in preventing a determined that the violation has occurred. However,

violation of Part 20 and the consequences of the the words 'may have caused . * in 10 CFR 20.403 do
event wre a matter of chance. not have exactly the same meaning as the words

' substantial potential . * in the Enforcement Policy.
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 2 The words "may have caused * do not refer to an

exposure or release that (at the time the need for
.

.

12.7 prompt reporting is being considered) is known not toSubject codes:
have occurred even though there was a ' substantial

Applicability: All potential" for the exposure or release.
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' For an example of the difference between 'may Subject codes: 2.2, 12.7
have caused * and ' substantial potential." consider a
hypothetical event (based on the event at Hatch) In Applicability: All
which there was a ' substantial potential" for someone

|

entering a particular room and recening a whole-body
exposure of 5 rems or more while in the room. When 2.16 JURISDICTION
considering the need for prompt reporting of an
event,ifit is known that someone entered the roorn
and that the person received, or rnay have received, IIPPOS-054 PD R.9111210229and exposure of 5 rems or more, then that event is
reportable under 10 CFR 20.403. However, ifit is 'Iltle: Applicability of State Regulatk>ns on NRCknown that no one entered the room, the event is not gpg .

reportable under 10 CFR 20.403 tven though a
substantial potential may have exiated for someone to

See the memorandum from J. Licherman to E. L
enter the room and receive the exposure. Jordan dated October 3,1978. States have no

authority to impose additional qualifications or
With respect to the requirements of 10 CFR 2h403, restrictions on the performance of government
the preceding discussion has considered situations in

business by federal officers or agents. NRC inspectors
which an exposure or release that exceeded the

are not subject to state regulations that are more
specified values is known not to have occurred. If the

restrictive than NRC regulations.
conditions for a reportable release or overexposure
are known to haw been present (l.c., because of the '

A request was made for OELD guidance on the
known circumstances, there is at least a possibility b nding effect on NRC inspectors of regulations found
that such an event did occur), and the licensee is

in Industrial Bulletin No. 5 of the Commonwealth of
unable to establish definitively that the suspected Massachusetts, Department of Labor and Industries,
event actually did not occur, then the licensee must

Division of Industrial Safety. Specifically, OELD wasmake a report. He report is not an tdmission on the
requested to evaluate: (1) whether NRC inspectors

part of the licensee that the ewnt did occur; it merely are subject to state regulations that are more
allows NRC the opportunity to participate in restrictive than NRC regulations, and (2) how to
evaluating whether or not the event did occur while

convey the NRC position on this matter to licensees
the facts and circumstances are still fresh in the minds and to states. %ese questions arose as a result of a
of the cognizant individuals.

licensee's refusal to allow an NRC inspector to enter

Although not reported 'to the NRC, information on a contairiment area because the inspector did not have
an annual physical examination as required under

significant radiological exposures and releases at Section 12.1 of the state regulations. A confrontation
nuclear power reactors that fall below the reporting with the licensee did not occur as the inspector chose
thresholds of 10 CFR 20.403 (including events that not to insist on entry.
have a " substantial potential for an exposure or

| release ..') usually is available to inspectors in the It is a fundamental principle of our federal system
! files of licensee radiological event tracking sptems or

that the states have no power to impede, burden, or
as feedback from resident inspectors. Rese eventst

control the manner in which the federal government
could result in violations. In consideration of the; implements the lawful enactments of Congress

y ordinary meanings (dictionary definitions) of [MuCulloch v. Maryland,17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316,436
|, ' threaten," NRC understands ' threatens to cause' in

(1819)]. Under this concept of federal supremacy,
| - 10 CFR 20.403 to mean "probably is about to cause'

states have no authority to impose additional
or, in other words, *likely will cause soon." The

qualifications or restrictions on the performance ofclarifications given !n this NRR memorandum have
government business by federal officers or agentsbeen coordinated with OE, NMSS, AEOD and RES.
[ Johnson v. Marytar,d,254 U.S. 51 (1920)]. The

OGC has no legal objections.
federal government and its agents are not liable for
criminal or civil penalties imposed by state statutes orRegulatory references: 10 CFR 20.403
regulations for lawful actions pursuant to federal law
[ Massachusetts v. Hills,437 F. Supp. 351 (D. Mass.
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1977)]. As the inspector here was clearly authorized IIPPOS-197 PDR-9111210327

to conduct a lawfulinspection under the Atomic
Energy Aci of 1954, as amended, the licensec had no "Iltle: Authority of Agtmment States Conot;ning
basis for refusing the inspector's entry to the %cir Lkensocs Workfog at IX)H Facilitics
containment, either on the theory that the inspector
did not comply with state regulations or that the See the memorandum from R. L Fonner to G. L
licensee itself would suffer liab Uy if it permitted the Sjoblom dated March 20,1987. Agreement States
inspector to enter. Nc. :: 11. O.C, its inspector, have continuing authority over their licensees working
nor the licensee could be ;iable to the state in this at DOE facilities, such as the case of the radiography
situation because of the supremacy of federal law overexposure incident at Idaho National Engineering
[Leslie Miller, Inc v. Arkansat. 352 U.S.187 (1956)]. Laboratory, This is not true for the rare situation of

exclusive federal jurisdiction.
Moreover, Section 1.2 states that the regulations are
" intended to be in harmony with federal regulations as Numerous documents are enclosed that describe an
they apply." Given this stated purgwe,it doa not incident at the DOE's Idaho National Engineering
appear that Massachusetts intended its regulations to Laboratory (INEL) where a source disconnect
interfere with NRC's inspection activities under the occurred while radiography operations were being -

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and other conducted on December 8,1976. Film badges worn
federal statutes. He Massachusetts regulations apply by the two radiographers involved showed total body
to " places of employment * where operations involve doses of 3.2 rems and 4.8 rems.
the use or emission of ionizing radiation. De
requirement for medical examinations applies to Guidance was sought because DOE's Chief Counsel at
employers who may assign employees, agents or the Idaho Operations Office stated that, although
contractors to operations at the site. As the NRC is INEL was not an arca of exclusive federal jurisdiction
not an employer subject to the jurisdiction of a state but rather one of proprietary jurisdiction, DOE
and since the licensec does not ' assign" inspectors to considered the site as exclusive for licensing purposes
this plant, the regulations are not applicable to the and that DOE does not recognize any State
NRC. resymsibility at INEL Re State of Idaho, however,

questioned this opinion in regards to the State's role
Unless similar situations present increasing problems, in licensing and investigative responsibility.
OELD sees no need to raise this supremacy issue with

. the licensees._ OELD would prefer to bndle similar De Office of General Council, NRC, stated that the

problems, if any, on a case-by-case bass. The enforcement |urisdiction th this case was vested in the
inspectors should be informed that supposedly State of Ida' His would also be the situation
conflicting state regulations do not provide the under the re(iprocity provisions of State law if the
licensee an acceptable basis for refusing an NRC radiography company had been licetued by NRC but
inspection. In the individual case, inspectors should engaged in activities in an Agreement State. (See the
follow normal procedures and notify headqua.ters if a parallel reciprocity provisions contained in 10 CFR
licensee refuses inspection of its facilities. If 150.20.)
discusions between IE:HQ and licensee management,
including discussion between their respective counsels, As to jurisdiction, the NRC does not exercisc
cannot remedy the situation, consideration might be regulatory or enforcement authority over
given to issuing an order to permit the inspection. radiographers at INEL in Agreement States the

NRC would license and regulate private parties, such
- Regulatory references: None as the radiographers, who are normally subject to

State jurisdiction only in areas of exclusive federal
Subject codes: 12.9, 12.18 jurisdiction. Exclusive federal jurisdiction is based

upon Article I, Section 8, Clause 17 of the
Applicability: All Constitution and applies only to land acquired

according to its terms; primarily that the State
Legislature has o:ded exclusive jurisdiction over the
land to the federal government and Congress bs
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accepted the land on that basis. Relatively few areas llPPOS4N2 PDR.9111210185
such as described exist.

'ntle: Commercial Storage at hwer Plant Slas of
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 30.12,10 CFR 150.20 Radwaste Not Ocacrated by the Utility

Subject codes: 12.2, 12.9 See the letter from W. J. Dircks to All Licensecs
dated August 1,1985. NRC is opposed to any activity

Applicabillry: Byproduct Material at a reactor site that is not supportive of authorized
activities. Interim storage of low level radioactive
waste (LLW) within the exclusion area of a reactor

HPPOS-207 PDR-9111210359 site is subject to NRC jurisdiction. In an Agreement
State, for storage outside exclusion area, the State has

Title: Licensing of ladustrial Radiographers at NRC authority.
IJccahed Operating Reactors and Reactor
Construction Sites he 1.nw Level Radioactive Waste Act of 1980

assigned states the responsibility for disposal of
See the letter from D. A. Nussbaumer to All commercial LLW generated within each state, and a
Agreement States dated August 29,1983. This letter few states have expressed some interest in the use of
states that Agreement States radiography licensees existing nuclear power sites. As a matter of policy,
working at NRC licensed operating reactors and at NRC is opposed to any aethily at a nuclear reactor

.

recctor construction sites are subject to the site which may divert attention of 'icensee
Agreement State's jurisdiction, unless other factots management from its primary task of s.afe operation
apply. Factors that may apply include exclusive or construction of a the power teactor, Accordingly,
federal jurisdiction over the land where the reactor is interim storage of LLW within the exclusion area of a
located or the reactor is being built or operated by a reactor site, as delined in 10 CFR 100.3(a), will be
federal agency (see HPPOS-197). subject to NRC jurisdiction regardless of whether or

not the reactor is located in an Agrectnent State,
The NRC received inquiries concerning the licensing pursuant to the regulatoty policy expressed in 10 CFR
of industrial radiography operations not only at 150.15(a)(1). Within Agreement States, for locations
reactor coratruction sites, but also at NRC licensed outside the exclusion areas, the licensing authority is
operating teactors. In some cases, the radiography in the Agreement State.
was performed by contracted radiographers and in
other cases by the utility. He specific question asked in order for NRC to consider any proposal for

. was whether such radiography operations were commercial LLW storage at a reactor site, the NRC
considered to be 'directly connected with operations * must he convinced that no significant environmental
cnd subject to exclusive NRC jurisdiction. impact will result and that the commercial storage

activities will be consistent with and not compromise
ne OELD reviewed the question and advised that the safe operation of the licensee's acti ities, including
such radiography is subject to Agreement State diverting reactor management attention from the
jurisdiction when occurring in Agreement States continued safety of reactor operations. The Office of
(unless other factors apply such as exclusive federal Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) will conduct an
jurisdiction over the land where the_ reactor is sited or - environmental review and review the application to
the reactor is bein.g built or operated by a federal determine if the LLW commercial storage aethities
agency). on a reactor site impact the safe operation of the

reactor. Following NRR review, the licensing
Regniatory references: 10 CFR 34,10 CFR 150.20 authority for commercial storage under NRC

jurisdiction is the Office of Nuclear Material Safety
Subject codes: 11.5, 12.2, 12.9 and Safeguards (NMSS). A Part 30 license is required

for the LLW storage and a Part 50 license amendment
Applicability: All may also be required. The application must address

the following issues.
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BY TiiE UTILITY: A determination by the utility Applicability: Reactors
licensee that the LLW commercial storage aethitics

' do not involve a safety or environmental questien, and
that safe operation of the reactor will not he aficcted. IIPPOSE17 PDR.91112102(M
In making this determination, the licemce shall
consider: Title: Jurisdiction Over low Levt) Waste

Management at Reactor Sims in Agreement States
1. Direct impacts of commercial storage activities

on reactor operations during normal and acci. See the rnemorandum fro.n O. H. Cunningham to
dent conditions. H. R. Denton dated September 13,1985. This memo

2. Diversion of utility management arid personnel provides the following OELD opinion. The NRC has
attention from safe reactor operation, jurisdiction over the handling and storage of low le't!

3, Combined effects of onsite and offsite do:,e dur- wastes within the reactor exclusion area. In
ing normal and accident wnditions. Agreement States, the states have control over land

4. Influence on effectiveness of both reactor burial of low level wastes, even in the exclusion area,
emergency plans and reactor security plans. De opinion also extends to reactor decommissioning.

5. Financial liability provisions, including impact on
indemnity coverage. In Agreement States, the NRC licenses and regulates

6. Environmental impact of the storage facility, the handling and storage of low level waste in the
'including potential interaction with the generat- exclusion area. When wastes are derived from offsite

ing station, waste generators, NRC jurisdiction is based on 10
CFR 100.3(a), which requires the rer. tor heenne to

BY.THE APPLICANT: The utility or another person have an exclusion area in which the liansee maintains
shall consider; and has fall control mer all acthitics in order to

protect public health and safety from the re! case of
1. Safety of the commercial storage operation. possible fission products from hypothetical major
2. Environmental impact of the storage operation accidents. Under Generic Letter 85-14, any program

in sufficient detail for NRC to establish the need spornored by a state to fulfill its low level waste
for an Environmental Impact Statement. obligations in accordance with the low Level

3. Financial assurance to provide for commercial Radioactive Waste Policy Act (Public law 96-573,42
storage operation and decommissioning including U.S.C. 2021b-2021d) by storage of waste within the
any necessary repackaging, transportation and exclusion area of a nuclear power reactor is subject to
disposal of the waste. the liceming and regulatory jurisdiction of the NRC .

4. Written agreement from the jurisdiction pursuant to 10 CFR 150.15(c)(1).
responsible for ultimate disposal, the State, that

- provisions are sufficient to assure ultimate The disposal of low level radioactive waste generated
disposal of the stored waste. by the operation of a nuclear reactor was omitted in

10 CFR 150.15 as a function reserved to the federal
As part of tbc procedures, the NRC will provide government. This implies that it was relinquished to
notice in the Federal Register of receipt and the Agreement States. Therefore, because of the
availability of any apphcation received for commercial hazards or potential hazards of high level atomic
storage activitics. The public notice will also indicate energy wastes from the chemical processing of
the NRC staff's intent regarding preparation of an inadiated fuel elements, its disposal is governed by
emironmental assessment and its circulation for license pursuant to CFR 150.15(a)(4). However, the

_ public review and comment. The environmental states have control over land burial of low level wastes
: assessment will most likely require the preparation of (27 FR 1351, February 14,1%2).
an Emironmental Impact Statement in accordance
with the provisions of 10 CFR 51.20,51.21 and 51.25. In regards to the decommissioning of nuclear reactors,

after removal of all special nuclear material from the
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 100.3,10 CFR 150.15 site and fixing the reactor so that it can never again

_ .
be used in the production or utilization of special

Subject codes: 9.6, 12.2, 12.9 nuclear material, Agreement States may regulate the
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remaining byproduct radioacthity provided the NRC responsible far assuring that all activities are
takes the position that leaving the radioactive conducted in a manner that would provide adequate -
structures on site in a safe configuration is the protection from the standpoint of radiological health
method of choice for disposal. But, assuming a and safety.
continued legal viability for 10 CFR 150.15(a)(1), a
storage option preserves NRC jurisdiction. In answer to specific questions raised in the letter

. dated November 21,1978:
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 100.3,10 CFR 150.15,
10 CFR 20.302 1. The responsibility for control of reactor radwaste

on the reactor site is governed by the reactor
Subject codes: 9.6, 12.2, 12.9 operating license, it is the reactor licensee's

responsibility to assure that these activities are
Applicability: Reactors carried out in accordance with the requirements

of the reactor operating license and the
regulations of the NRC. The reactor licensee

HPPOSM18 PDR 9111210199 may have the aethities carried out by employea
or contractors. However, the responsibilities for

'Iltle: Jurisdiction of Mobile Radwaste Units radiological safety and the common defense and
Operating at Nuctsr Pomer Plants security imposed on the licensee by the reactor

license and by the Commlulon's regu! dons -
See the letter from V. Stello, Jr., to J. S. Grant remain with the reactor licemee.
(Toledo Edison Company) dated February 23,1979,
aad the enclosed letter from R. E. Cunningham to 2. By 10 CFR 50.11(c), common or contract carricts
J S. Stewart (Chem-Nucicar Sptems, Inc.) dated are exempt from liwnsing requirements. Private
September 14,1978. The functions performed by carriers require an NRC or Agreement State

. mobile radwas'.e units at power plants fall within license to possess the material in carriaEe. In
operation of the facility u ider 10 CFR Part 50. any case, the carrier possesses the licensed radio.
During transportation, the carrier possesses the active material in transit.
licensed materialin transit. I

3. The reactor licensee is responsible for assuriag
in a letter dated NovtF. 21,1978, the Toledo compliance with all NRC regulations applicable
Edison Company * oed several questions concerning to radioactive material generated in the opera.
possess 3rs of radioactive waste material at nuclear tion of the reactor. These include a'l applicable
power reactor sites and during shipment of these requirements relating to the transfer of
materials to Chem-Nuclear's waste burial grounds. radioactive materials contained in 10 CFR Parts

20,30,70,71, and 73. The reactor licensee,
The functions performed. by mobile radwaste units at depending on circumstances, may also have

- nuclear power reactor sites fall within the scope of obligations under transportation regulations,
aethities that may be carried out as part of reactor such as 49 CFR Parts 170 through 189,
operations under a facility operating license issued
pursuant to 10 CD. Part 50. Control of radioactive Regulatory references: 10 CFR 50
waste generated at a reactor site is the responsibility,

of the reactor facility licensee under his license. A Subject codes: 9.0, 12.9
letter dated September 14,1978, to Chem Nuclear
Systems, Inc., provides some information about the Applicability: Reactors
regulatory requirements on the use of contractor
mobile radwaste sptems. - In any case, regardless of
the method of processing radwaste, the reactor facility
licensee is responsible for assuring that all aethities
on his site are carried out in a manner consistent with -|
the facility operating license and the Commission's '

,

i- regulations, and the reactor facility licensee is also
|
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HPPOS.ll t . PDR-9111210255 Subject codes: 12.9, 12.13

Vue: Respmme to Iquiry Regarding Deletion of Applicability Reactors
NRC Water Quality Requirements from Maine
Yankee

!IPPOS-115 PDR-9111210267
See the memorandum from H. K. Shapar and H. R.
Denton to Commissioner Bradford dated Much 21, 'litle: EPA inspecti(ma for Compliance with NPDES
1980. This memo concerns the NRC role in auessing Permits issued to NRC IJcensecs
water quality. Based on Appeal Board rulings, NRC
does not have the authority to impose conditions of See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to
operation, including monitoring requirements, in the G. D. Brown dated April 14,1976. The EPA has
water quality area. Regulation of water goality lies in authority to make inspections related to a National
the NPDES system under EPA or the States (see Pollutant Discharge Elimination Spicm (NPDES)
HPPOS Il5). permit. %c EPA can grant States the authority to

issue NPDES permits; giving the States similar
De Appeal Board, after analpis of the legislative authority to make inspections.
nistory of the Feceral Water Pollution Control Act
Amudmnts of 1972, concluded that by virtue of The EPA, under tbc Federal Water Pollution Control
Section Sil(c)(2) of the Act, EPA, or those statc4 to Act (Public Law 92-500), is acting within their
whom permitting authority has been delegated, had jurisdictkyn to c<mduct periodic inspections to
exclusive responsibility for water quality protection determine the degree of compliance by licensecs with
and that the regulation of water quality lies in the NPDES permits. Representatives of the EPA can
NPDES permit sptem. He NRC's role in water observe process operations, inspect monitoring and
quality is limited to assessing aquatic impacts as part laboratory equipment and methods, collect samples,
of its NEPA cost-benefit balance in its bcensing examine appropriate records, and be concerned with
decision. The NRC role does not include any right other related matters. The NPDES permit sptem was
for ' undertaking its own analpis and reaching its own implemented by the EPA under Titic 10 * Protection
ccmclusions on water quality issues already decided by of the Emironment," Code of Federal Regulations,
EPA * (8 NRC at 715), or including any limiting Chapter 1. Section 309 (Fedc.at Enforcement) gives
conditions of operation or monitoring requirements of the EPA the authority to levy civil monetary penalties
its own in the license for the protection of the aquatic for noncompliance.

emironment (8 NRC at 713-714). The NRC will
continue to require aquatic monitoring programs and The EPA can also grant the States the authority to
NRC notification if the NPDES permit limits are issue NPDES permits. This gives those States the
exceeded, or if the limits are revised. Under review authority, having issued an NPDES permit to an NRC
is the issue of whether NRC has jurisdicuon under licensee, to inspect and assure compliance with the
NEPA to impose conditions protecting the aquatic permits.

- environment where EPA or a permitting state has not
issued an NPDES or the NPDES permit is not Regulatory references: Nonc
effectrve because of appeal proceedings.

Subject codes: 12.9, 12.13
The deletion of ccmditions relating to water quality

' from technical specifications are considered license Applicability: Reactors
amendments. Hey are twticed in the Federal
Register after they have been effected. These changes
are considered ministerial actions required as a matter
of law and therefore oc environmental impact
assessment need be prepared as a condition precedent
to taking the action.

Regulatory references: Technical Specifications
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HPPOS-199 PDR-9111210334 are located. Consequently, the rights and responsl.
bilities of both the U.S. and the host country are

'13tle: NRCs Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed Fortca Bana spelled out in treaties and other documents. To avoid
Abroad any cunniet with other countries or with the armed

forces, NRCs policy has been that it will net exercise
See the memora.idum from T. F. Dorian to V, Miller its jurbdiction, personal or territorial, as long as the
dated July 16,1985. De NRC has both territorial armed forces use their own internal permit splems.
and personal jurisdiction at U.S. armed forces bases in
foreign countries. At these bases, NRC personal Reguistory refcrences Atomic Energy Act, License
jurisdiction applies but may conflict with the Conditions
regulations of the host country and is not normally
exercised. Subject codes: 11.3, 12.7, 12.9

The NRC has both territorial and personal Applicability: Bypnxluct Material
jerisdiction at U.S. armed forces bases abroad.
Normally, the NRCs territorial jurisdiction is limited
to the licensing and regulation of special, source, and ilPPOS-198 PDR-9111210330

byproduct nuclear material within the geographical
limits of the U.S. and its trust territories and 'Utle: IJcensing of Nuclear Materials for Use on the

_ possessions. "Dils type of jurisdiction ceases when a liigh Seas and in Antarctica
person exports nuclear material outside U.S.
territorial limits (i.e., the person sends or takes the See the memorandum from J. R. Wolf to N. Bassin
material past U.S. customs). The NRCs personal dated September 18,1979. NRCs authority under the
jurisd;ction is not limited in this manner. Personal Atomic Energy Act is not restricted to the territory of
jurisdiction travels with a U.S. person, whether as an the United States. The Commission has the authority
individual licensee or the entire U.S. Army as a to regulate licensed material, of U.S. ships on the
licen!ce, wherever that person may be using nuclear high seas and U.S. bases in Antarctica.
materials - in the U.S., neutral territories, on the high
seas, abroad. or in space. As a legal master, NRC has Your proposed letter to Commander Vogt makes an
no problem regulating U.S. persons when they use assumption, which we regard as erroneous, that NRC
nuclear materials in the U.S. or in such areas as authority under the Atomic Ecergy Act is restricted to
Antarctica, Puerto Rico, on the high seas, or in space. the territory of the United States. While our
it does run into a problem, though, when it attempts authority arguably may not attach unless there is some
to regulate U.S. persons using nuclear materials terntorial cont.xtion at the outset, our interest and
within the geographical jurisdiction of another juttsdiction once acquired can reasorably be invoked
country. to regulate the use and possession of typroduct and

_

special nuclear material until it has been terminated
_ The problem arises because NRCs jurisdiction over a by drtue of licensed transfer, disposal, or export.
U.S. person using naclear materials in another

'
country may conflict with that country's jurisdiction. This approach to junsdiction is manifest in those
The NRC has solved this possible conniet of laws in provisions which distinguish between dome tic
the same manner for private persons and for public distribution (*. . to any person within the Uni:ed
persons such as the armed forces. For individuals, the States .') and foreign distribution (*... for a use which

1 NRC policy has been to exert its juriadiction only is not under the jurisdiction of the United States *)
until they reach the geographical jurisdiction or the (AEA Section 57c; see, also, AEA Sections 103d and
customs area of another country. For the armed 104d). Note that the latter clause refers to the United

' forces using nuclear materials at U.S. bases around States in a juridical rather than a geographic sense.
the world without having exported these materials, it AEA Section 82 does differentiate between
has had to temper this policy. U.S. armed forces distributions of byproduct material between persons
bases abroad are considered part of the U.S. for the 'outside the United States' on the one hand and
purpose of carrying out U.S. laws; however, they also 'within the United States' on the other, lioweser.
are part of the territory of the country in which they even here, Qere is no bar to exercising regulatory
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jurisdiction outside territorial limits where the initial mncerning Agreement State.lleensed radiographers
distribution is under AEA Section 81. who perform work on board U.S. Navy ships while in

port for maintenance, it bas been determined that
in construing the provhions of the Atomic Energy persons working eith Agreement State licensed

. Act, it has long been our view that the Commission is materials on board U.S. Nasy ships are subject to
authorized to license actMties beyond continental NRC jurisdiction. The subject radiogtaphers will
limits so long as the actMties are subject to United need a specific NRC license if they do not qualify for
States jurisdiction. This jurisdiction may extend to eciprocity pursuant to 10 CFR 150.20. -

United States citizens upon the high seas or even in
_

.

foreign countries when the rights of other nations or Regulatory references: 10 CFR 150.20
their nationals are not infringed. On this basis,
according to our legal memorands files, the AEC Subject codes: 12.2,12h
fouad no limitation upon the Cotuminion's power to
exercise authority over _the N. S. Savannah upon the Applicability: Byproduct Material
high seas. Our prior licensing of the Navy to possess
radioisotope thermal generators reDects a similar
construction of the Atomic Energy Act. Moreover, 2.17 TRANSPORTATION AND
the exercise of regulatory authority to protect the SIIIPPINGhealth and safety of the public (AEA Section 2e) is
no less necessary outside territorial limits, particularly
if the materials subject to regulation continue to

IIPPOS-153 PDIb911120120present potential harards to United States citizens.

11tle: lost or St ten Radioactive Sources lavolved inFor these reasons, we advise that you process
the applications in the same manner as you would Transportation

process applications for activities that are restricted to
the territory of the United States. We note, however, See the Interpretive Guide from the IE Manual

that under the Antarctic Treaty,12 U.S.T. 794, entitled as above and dated April 1,1980. The guide

TIAS 4780, procedures have been established for the states that a licensee should not be cited against 16

formulation of measures regardsg questions relating CFR 20.402 tot failure to report that licensed material

to the exercise of jurisdiction in Antarctica, has been delivered to a common carrier for transport

Article IX 1.(e). We should perhaps inquire of the and then has been lost, stolen, misplaced, misrouted
r otherwise unaccounted for.Department of State legstding any measures as may

have been adopted under Article IX,in order to
.

assure that the' exercise of NRC jurisdiction there is Section 10 CFR 20.402 of the Commission's .

appropriate. regulations requires that a licensee make a report to
the Commission immediately after the occurrence of
certain losses and thefts of licensed n'aterial becomesRegulatory references: Atomic Energy Act
known to the licensee, his regulation couhl be

Subject codes: 11.3, 12.9 interpreted as requiring the licensee-shipper to make
the report upon notice of the loss or theft. The

Applicability Byproduct Material _ report would not be required of the licensee. shipper if
,

the transfer to the licensee-receiver had occurred at
place of shipment (FOB 4hipment) but would be

IIPPOS-119 . PDR-9111210276 required if the transler to the Ecensec. receiver had"

occurred at place of receipt (FOB. receipt). On the

'Htle: Interpretatin Letter No. 764Y2, " Radiography, other hand, this requirement could be interpreted to

Agreement State Uansed Materials Aboard U.S. mean that the licensee must only make the required

Ships * report if the material was in the actual possession of
the licensee when lost or stolen.

See the letter from G. W. Kert to All Agreement
States dated October 20,1976. NRC was questioned
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he matter is further clouded by the Memorandum of IIPPOS4)l3 PDR-9t t l21010R
Understanding between the DOT and NRC dated
June .22,1979. Under the agreement, NRC will Titic: Averaging of Radiation Imis Omr the
require its licensees to make reports if the reportable Detector Probe Area
event ' occurs prior to delivery to a carrier for
transport or after delivery to a receives" (Section See the letter from L V. Gossick to J. J. Munro
V.B.). The DOT will requlic carriers subject to its (Tech / Ops, Radiation Products Division) concerning
jurisdiction to make reports to DOT if the reportable PRM-20w9 and dated March 23, 1979. The letter
event * occurs in transit"(Section V.A.). The term states that averaging of radiation leve!s over the cross.
' reportable event' is clarified in DOT regulations, sectional area of a probe of resonable she is

- Section 49 CFR 171.15 and 171.16. nese events acceptable for demonstrating cximpliance with the
include ' fire, breakage, spillage, or suspected - _ requirements of 10 CFR 20.205(c)(2).
radioactive contamination' but do not indude lost,
stolen, mislaid or waylaid shipments. Accordingly, in PRM 20 9 was a petition submitted to NRR
view of the amoiguity in 10 CFR 20.402 and the requesting amendment of 10 CFR Part 20.20' c)(2)
meaning of "eportable event within DOT regulations, regarding surface radiation level limits of p . ages for
a licenece should not be cited for violating 10 CFR - transport. It was requested that 10 CFR Part
20.402 in c!rcumstances where licensed material has 20.205(c)(2) be amended so that radiation levels
been delivered to a carrier and then is lost, stolen, found five centimeters from the external surface of the
misplaced, mistouted, or otherwise unaccounted for. package in excess of 100 milliretn/ hour or three feet

from the package in excess of 10 millirem / hour would
Since carriers are exempt from NRC regulations, require the immediate notification of the Director of
there is no obligation for regional manpower to be the appropriate NRC Regional Office and the final
used to assist in h>cating waylaid shipments, whether delivering carrier. In determining the radiation levels, <

hut or stolen, or to put pressure on carriers to locate the measurements were to be averaged over a crou.
such shipments. However,if it is known that a sectionai area of ten square centimeters with no linear
serious health and safety problem does exist, one or dimension being greater than five centimeters.
all of representatives from either IE, DOT, States, or
licensee-shippers should become involved in the As written,10 CFR 20.205(c)(2) requires a licensee
interest of public health and safety. De eventa of who receives a package of radioactive materialin
interest would be those set forth in 49 CFR 171.15 excess of Type A quantity to monitor the external
and 171.16 as well as high radiation levels. In radiation levels both at the surface and at three feet
addition, while extremely rare, stolen sources should from the surface of the package. If the radiation
be followed up in the interest of public health and levels exceed 200 millirt .ts per hour at the surface or
safety, 10 millirems per hout three feet from the surface, the

1

licensee is to immediately report to the Director of
If a report is received of " hist * radioactive material in the appropriate NRC Regional Office and to the final
transh ty mmmon carrier, licensees should be delivering carrier,
encouraged to place a tracer on the shipment; IE need
not become further involved. In denying the petition, the NRC stated that the

proposed changes to 10 CFR Part 20.205(c)(2) would
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 2n402 result in increased costs to the licensee without a

correspmding benefit in improved public health cr
Subject codes: 2.2, 3.7, 12.17 safety. In fact, the proposed changes would result in,

higher collective hand doses Neing delivered to
Applicabday: All package handlers

In its ruling, the NRC stated that radiation leveis
~

averaged over a cross-sectional area of a probe of
reasonable size is acceptable for demonstrating
compliar.ce with the requirements specified in 10 CFR
20.205(c)(2). 'A probe of reasonable size * was
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defined ast (1) the sensitive volume of the probe identif es specific DOT rules that apply to NRC
being small compared to the volume of the package licensees.
being measured, and (2) the largest linear dimension
of the sensitive volume of the probe being no greatt. One area which has not been addreswd is
than the sinallest dimension of the package. Ociger. transportation of Agreement State Ileensed material
Mueller tubes may be used for both small and large by a p^ernment entity. Subsection 274b of the
packages but iontration chambers should be used only Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, authorias
for large packages. Averaging is not acceptable for the NRC to enter into agreements with the individual
demonstrating cracks, pinholes, uncontrolled voids, or States providing for the discontinuance of the
other defects prior to the first use of any packaging regulatory authority of the NRC under chapters 6,7, ,

for the shipment of licensed materials as required by and 8, and section 161 the Act with respect to3

10 CFR 71.53. byproduct, source, and special nuclear material in
quantities not sufficient to from a critical man.

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 20.201,10 CFR
20.205,10 CI'R 71.53 Ir. cor.clusion, since federal, state, and other govern.

mental entities transporting NRC licensed material. s

Subject codes: 7.1, 12.17 are not regulated by DOT, they are subject to 10 CFR
71.5(b). He pronsions of 71.5(b) require thue

Applicability: All governmental entitles to " conform to the standards
and requirements of the DOT' referenced in 71.5(a).
Where NRC-licensed material is involved, IE has the.

HPPOMD8 PDR.9111210177 authority pursuant to 10 CFR 71.5 to require that
governmental entities comply with the provisions of

Etle: Rcxiuest for laterpretath of Applicability of 71.5(a). Where the licensed material involved is
DOT Regulations to NRC-Uccased State or Federal Agreement State. licensed material, the regulatory
Entities authority appears to be vested in the various states.

See the memorandum from W.1 Omistead to L 1. Regulatory references: 10 CFR 71
Cobb dated April 11,1985, and the memo from
L 1. Cobb to J. H, Joyner (and others) dated April 16, Subject codes: 12.2, 12.9, 12.17
1985. It is an OELD opinion that federal, state, and

*

other governmental entitles transporting NRC- Applicability: All
licensed material are not regulated by DOT but they
an subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 71.5(b).
For Agreement State-licensed material, regulatory IIPPOS-208 PDR-91112ttD63
authority appears to be vested in the various states.

Utle: Applicability of Federal Regulations to NRC
The University cf Missouri raised the question with Ucensees Transfer of Radiative Materials to DOE for
Region !!! as to whether it was exempt from NRC Shipment .

requirements for transportation of radicactive
inaterial. NRC requirements in 10 CFR 71 See the memorandum from L B. Higginbotham to

- incorporates DOT regulations for transportation of O H. Smith dated October 1,1979. An NRC licasee
radioactive material by reference to certain specific may transfer licensed material to DOE and DOE then
sections of 49 CFR Parts 171,172,173,174, and 176. becornes the shipper. In this situation, the licensee

does not have to meet the requirements of Part 71.
On a number of occasions DOT has stated that its However, the licensee-to-DOE material transfer must

- regulations did not apply to purely governmental, occur before shipment is made.
non-business activities. However, OELD has stated,
among other things, that federal, state, and other Questions were raised about the applicability of 10
governmental entities transporting NRC-licensed CFR 71 to licensees who process licensed material for
material are subject to 10 CFR 71.5(b). His section DOE. As explained below,it is an OELD opinion

that 10 CFR 30.41,40.51 and 70.42 provide adequate
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cuthority,if the requiremenu, of these Sections alc the radioact!ve material or the contaminated (nility
met, to permit the transfer to DOE of byproduct, component from an NRC licensee. As a I.ia-:tical
source, or spedal nuclear material or of a radioactive- mattu, this could be accomplished by naving an
contaminated fadlity component without the need to authorbed employee or ry reuntative of DOE - I
amend any specific license, present at tbc licensee's site to auume responibility '

arwi control of tne shipment from the site.
NRC regulations prohibit the tramfer of byproduct,
source, and spedal nuclear material except as If ousite tramfer to DOE is cump)eted, the NRC
authorind in a spedfic or general UAnse hsved by heerac will no longer be in the position of delivering
the Commission pursuant to thr5e regulations. NRC *licermt material to zhe carrier for transport' under

. regulations also provide that licenses issued under 10 tbe generallictrAe prosions of 10 CFR 71.11 and
CFR Parts 34 40 and 70 are subject to all valid rules, 71.12 and tha conditiom precedent (e.g., an NRC- )

regulations and orders of the Comtaluion, approved QA program for -hipping packaga) to the-

licens<c's use of such a get_ral license would no
'

10 CFR 30.41,40.51 and 70.42 spedfy, respecively, longer be applicable. For the same remon as.atxwe,
the kinds of transfers that licensees homing byproduct 10 CFR 73.37 would not apply to NRC licensees who
material licenses, sourre materia! licenses and special tramfer spent fuel to DOE prior to shipment by
nuclear material licenses are authorized to make. DOE.
Licensecs who are able to satisfy the requirements of

,

these sections may rely on this authority to make - An NRC licensee may transfer byproduct, source, or
transfers even though the work " transfer * does not - special nuclear material or radiaactive-contaminated
appear in their licenses because the Commission facility components to DOE (or one of jts duly
regulations expressly provide that the terms and authorhed representatives) pursuant to the provisions
conditions of a license include the condition that the of 10 CFR 30,41,4051 and/or 70.42 provided that -
license t's issued subject of Commission regulations. such a transfer is consistent with the comtraints
A licensee, under- 10 CFR Parts 30, 40 and 70 of the described here. NRC regulations contained in 10

' Commission's regulations, is subject to all the CFR 71.11,11.12 ano 73 37 would then be
provisions of the regulations, including 10 CFR 30.41, inapplicable to subsequent of the transferred material

'

40.51, and 70.42. Accordingly,it may rely on these by DOE.
provisions for the authority necessary to make
transfers as long as the requirements of these Regulatory referencest 10 CFR Part 71

- provisions are met. Thus, no NRC spec!fic license -
need be amended to accomplish the desired transfer Subject codes: 12.9, 12.17
to DOE.

Applicability: M)
Paragraphs (a) and (b)(1) of to CFR 70.42 provide as
follows:

IIPPOS4E3 PDR.9111210228
(a) ~ No licensee shall transfer special nuclear material

eAcept as authorized pursuant to this section. Title: Transportation of Radiogra$v Devices
.

(b)- Except as otherwise provided in this license and Sec IE Information Notico No. 81-02 entitled as-

subject to the provisions _of paragraphs (c) and above and dated January 23,1981. His notice
(d) of this section, any licensee may transfer provides pertinent transportation requirements for
special nuclear materiah radiograpby devices when used as transport

' packages." The explanations contained in the
- (1) To the [ Energy Research and Development) document are extensive and help clarify the

/ jministration; . application of operational licensing requirements
versus transportation requircraents applicable to

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 30.41,40.51 and shippers and carriers for enhancing regulatory
70.42, DOE (formerly, the Energy Research and compliance. Herefore, the original document must
Development Administration) rnay take possession of be reviewed in its entirety. The reference numbers for
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DOT regulations cited hase been thanged si de this CFR 173.394(a)(1) nd 17M 350) or Spec. 55 (49 CIR
document's publication. 173.394(a)(2) and 78.250).

SOURCE DESION: Radiography sources ntaincd PACKAGE 1.AllELINO: Emh radiopaphy dnice
within a device are always encapsulated an.1 meet the (part qc) must be properly labelhd with the
phpical integrity requirements of 'special form' as appropriate category of RADIOACTIVE label in
defined in 49 CFR 173.389(g) and 173.396(> ), acmrdance with 49 CIM 172.403(a<1) ac dose rates
llowever, radiography transporters must maintain a are limited to 2fD intem'hr at contact with any point
file of supporting safcry analpis or documentation of on the external surface of the package and 10
tests performed on each source design in his inventory mrem /hr at 3 fcel from any point on the susfac |49
to demonstrate that it meets special form CFR 173393(l)]. Packages exceeding these limits may
requirements. This does not mean that each shipper be transyntcd in an esclusive.use vehkle prmided
must actually perform the tests, only that the the following limits are not execeded: 10 0 mrent'hr
documentation be aajulted and retained, at 3 feet from the external surface of inc padace,2m

/micnthr at any point on the external surface of the
PACKAGE DESION: Special form radiography vehicle, and 10 mrenttr sh feet from the vchkle |49
sources comtitute a lype B quatih and requite Type CIM 173 393())).
B packaging for transportation when in excess of 20
Cl. An exception to Type B packaging is contained in SillPPING PAPERS: A shipping paper h required
DOT Specification $5 (Spec 55) v nkh authorites for each transfer of radioactive material whether
limited Type B quantitis (up to M Cl) of special transported by the licensee or a carrict. The shipping
form radioactive materials constructed prior to paper must include the information required by 49
March 31,1975. In kmntk Ltdpmenja p& [49 CFR CFR 172.203(d).
173.393(b)(1)). An NRC Certificate of Compliance
(COC) must be issued for radiography dnices SECURING CARGO WITillN VElllCLE-
exceeding 20 Ci aethily and not covered by Spec 55 Radiography licensees who transput dnicca in tSeir
|49 CFR 173.393(a) and 173394(b)(3)). Approved own schicles must provide adequate locking, bracing,
designs may be used by other than the original CDC or tic-down of the package to prevent its shifting or
applicant prmided the user registers wita the NRC movement during normal transport.
Office of Nuclear Materfah Safety and Safeguards, has
a mpy of the applicable COC, and complies with its Regulatory references: 10 CIH 34,10 Cl3 71,
terms and conditions. (A listing of radiography 49 CIH 173
devices is included with Information Notiet No. 81-
02.) ne fact that a radiography device has been Subject codes: 41, 7.1, 12.17
approv(d by NRC under specific license conditions
punuant + ) 10 CFR Part 34 as an operaticaal dnice Applicability: Radiography
does not mean that it has been approved as a Type B
transport package pursuant to 10 CFR Pan 71.

IIPPOS400 PDR 9111210175
SPECIFICATION OVERPACKS: Pursuant to 49
CFR 173.394(b)(5) and (6) and 173.394 (c)(4), Spec W ic: Clarification o~ Ocveral Aspects Relating to
55 packages may be used to transport quantities of Use of NRC-Certifica Transport Packages
aethity exceeding 300 Ci (domestic) or 20 Ci
(international), pronde a Spec 20 WC (49 CFR Sec IE Information Notice No. 8310 dated March 11,
178.194) or Sec 21 WC (49 CFR 178.195) protective 1983. Ternporary shielding attached to packages must
overpack is used. His authorization is restricted to be approved by NRC before use Each hcensee. user
Spec $5 packages cons:ructed prior to March 31, should maintain its own QA program and records
1975. For casks with r heat screen, contamination surveys

must be done on the package within the heat screen.
TYPE A PACKAGPS: For radiography devicas not
excceding 20 Ci acth1ty as special torm, the applicable TEMPORARY SillELDING: Pursuant to 10 CFR
transport spect'icatiot; is either DOT Spec. 7A (49 71.22, an applicam for an NRC Certification of
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Complianw for h Radioactive Materials Package must requirement in cases where there are multiple uurt,
include a 'dcuription of the propowd package in as in the case of leawd casks. Rc4ugnirJng the
sufficient detail to identify the package acrutately and inherent difficultics in maintaining QA remrda in
to provide sufficient bash for evaluation of the cases of multi user packages, it is important to bear in
package? For some packagca,it may be desirable to mind that the indMdual literacouwt h itspornible
add temporary gamma ray shielding as an autillary for maintaining as complete a file as pw.stble of the
component of the package. In these cases, the OA remrds pertaining to package me, and further, to
additional inclusion of such shielding to the package estabibh snechanisms for exchange of gettinent QA
must be addressed in the package application, and records with the package owner. 'ihe licenwouwt b
thereby. authorized in the Certificate of Compliance. also encouraged to obtain from the package owner
in oddossing such t. mporary thleiding, the applicant (npies of those quality-related documents which may

'

must demonstrate that the shielding remairn effective be useful and relevant to the licensee-user's own OA
during applicable normal and/or accident traraport propam. It remains the resp (msibility of each
conditions. 'the above requirements would not, of licenwouser that its traruportation activities meet
coune, apply to temporary shieldin{,91ch h not requirements of 10 CFR 71. In fulfilling thh
attached to the package and whose me use h to resp <msibility, the Ikensec uwt has the prerogative to
reduce external radiation dose rates beh>w regulatory accept written certifications from pachte owners that
requirements (e.g., additional shiciding attached to ecrtain OA actMtics, not under the 11xasec user's
ddes of the trsiler), immediate control, were conducted in Occordance with

an NRC. approved OA program.
PPFPARATION AND ASSEMilLY: Pursuant to 10
CITs 71.54, a shipp. . ansec must determine that a CONTAMINATION SURVEYS: A question
package sathfles the applicable package standards, and sometimes arises cuncuning the performance of
in addillom determine that among other thinp, for contamination surveys pursuant to 49 CIM |

coch shipment: (1) the packaging has not been 173393(h),173393(n)(9),173,397, and to CFR
significantly damaged; (2) the closure of the package 20.205(h)in those cases where a package, such as a
and any scaling gaskets are present and free from cask,is provided with an external heat barrier or
defects; and (3) the package has been loaded and screen to achieve compliance with the heat limits of
closed in accordance with written procedures. In 49 CFR 173393(c). It is NMSS position that the
making these determinations, several cautiom should (tmtamination limits of 49 CFR 173397 must be
be observed: (1) the packaging should be considered applied at the p_ag. bgg surface (including surfaces
significantly damaged if such damage would be likely between the package and any removable impact
to preclude the package from meeting the applicable limiter) even though the heat limit of 49 CFR
standards of 10 CFR 71; (2) closures which involve 173393(c) is applied at the barrier surfact
attempts at scaling gaskets having visible or obvious

I imperfections, such as cracked or missing pieces, field Regulatory references; 10 CFR 20.?01,10 Cim 71,
splices, or caulking and rusty or dirty scaling surfaces 49 CFR 173
would not be considered free from defects; and (3) the
loading and closing of packages in accordance with Subject codes: 53, 7.6,12.15, 12.17
written procedures should include a determination
that the package is authorized for the specific Applicability: Reactors, Fuel Cytle
intended ctmtents, and that any lid /chisure to main
body is properly aligned, with its bolts properly
tc,rqued to the specified values in the prescribed IIPPOS-100 PDR-9111210221

pattern.
'IMe: Gasket Dcfotta

- QUALITY ASSURANCE: For all shipments under
the general license provisions of 10 CFR 71.12, it is Sec the mernorandum from C. F. MacDonald to
required that the shipper have a QA program which A. N. Fasano dated February l' 1982, This memo

has been approved by NRC as satisfying the discusses requirements of 10 CM 71.54(c) which is
provisions of 10 CFR 71.51. Frequently questiora now recodified as 71.87(c). A gasket containing abvi-

.

have arisen concerning the fulfillment of this ous imperfections is not ' free from def ts.' Pact ges
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.

scaled with such a gasket do not meet the require- Purt,uant to 10 CIH 71.12(b),71.14(h), at d
mtnts of 10 CIM 71.87(c). 71.lf>(c)(2),licentecs who trasport (criain tramport

packages or delhor them to a (arrkt for transport are
A lic::nsee contended that a gasket with a required to have an NRC-approved QA program.
citamferential crack and a mining piece on the outer Such a program met have been approsed as sathlying
circumferena was not defecthe. The Ikensee did not the applicable provisiom of 10 CIR 71, Subpart 11
corulder the gasket defective because the 3 to 4 imb. |formerly Appendis Ej An applicant'r, request for
long etack in the gulet and the miuing !!4 by 1/4 by such a program approval must be in mtedance with
I inch pieu: from the outer exige of the same gasket 10 CIM 71.101(c). Aho, pursuant to ld CTH
did not go through the full gasket radially. In 71.101(b) [formerly 10 CIH 71.51], each liternec met
addition, the Heensec stated that criteria for defining a estabinh, maintain, and execute a QA program that
' defect' h not specificd in 10 CFR Part 71 or the sathfles ca6h of the applicable critesia of Subpart 11.
Certificate of Compliance. Aho, the licensec Under the provislom of to CI'R 71.101(f), however, a
referenced a definition of a defect found in 10 CIM licensec may utili/c a QA program which has already
Part 21. been approved pursuant to 10 CIH $0, Appendit II,

'piovided that the QA program is establkhed,
Part 71 and tbc Certificate of Compliance do not maintained, and executed with regard to transport
provide an explicit definiilon of 'defnt.' The packages.' Therefore, an Appendit B program h
definition of ' defect' in 10 CIM 21.3 applies only to acceptable in lieu of one approved specifically under
Part 21. The requirement in 10 CIV 71.54(c) on SubpartII.
routine dektminations (prior to each me of the
package) states: "Ihe cknure of the i ukage and any Past impections of trataport activities and awwiated
scaling gasitets are present and are IHS IIntll dehl3' QA programs of nuclear utilities have sornethnes
(emphasis pimided). The word ' defect * it defined at rescaled a generic inadequacy regarding
' imperfection * in the dictionary. It h NRC opinion irnplementation by liternecs of NRC-approved,10
thet when impcthtiora are obvious to the naked eye, CIM $0, Appendit 11, QA programs for 'traroport
a gasket b mt free of defects (see, also, llPPOS&O). packages.' Specifically, this inadequaq usually b

esidenced by nonexistent or dcficiently written QA
ilegulatory referenecs: 10 CIM 71.87 audits for * transport packages.' Apparently some

licensees have erroncomly mucluded that the
Subject codes: 12.15,12.17 previous NRC approval of the 10 CIV 50, Appendix

11, program implies fulfillment of the implementing .

Applicability: All QA requirements for transport packages, without
reservation,

llPPOS&O POR 9111210243 Several of the criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, or
10 CIR 71, Subpart 11, are propammatic (e.g.,

11Lic: Oarification of Smpe of Quality Assuraum (ontrol of measuring and test equipment; &>cument
(QA) Programs for Traroport Packaget Pursuant to control). For these criteria, the awociated
30 CIR 50, Appendix 11 implementing pnicedures may sometimes be mmmon

for both transport puking and non-transport
See IE Icformation Notice No. 84 50 catitled as aethities. Certain other aspects, however, are
atmvc at dated Jur " W84. Certain aspects of di tinctly packaging related (e.g., procedures
OA prgrams requta 10 C1'R 71, Subpart li are controlling procurement of packaging; preparation of
dhlinctly packaging rea.ed. Utility QA propara packaging for me, loading, and unloading the
must address all applicable elements for transport packaging; maintenance of the packaging, QA remrds,
packages. The purpose of IE450 h to eliminate audits, checklists). Consequently, the utility QA
any confusion as to the applicability of the QA program must include and address all of the
provisiom of 10 CFR $0, Appendix 11, to certain applicable elements for transport pa Aages to meet
transport packages for which a QA program is the intent of 10 CIR 71101(f). Licenseca should
required by the provisions of 10 CIR 71, Subpart 11. 'not* automatically assume that such implementing

proccdures developed for Appendit 11 are adequate
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for traraport packages unless such promiurcs do,in or greater efficieng may be used,'sho includes other
f:ct, address transport packages. wipe sampling methods wherein the ef0ciency has

actually been $milkWhl to be greater than 10%1

Regulatory referenec4: 10 CFR 50,10 CFR 71,101 1herefore, in efint, the wipe sample limits stated in
173.443(a) and (b) and Table 10 therein, are limits 'by

Subject axlcs: 12.15, 12.17 default,' which do not take advantage of utilii.ing an
efficiency greater than 10% in evaluations of

Applicability: Reactors licenseca' package surveys, NRC plans to aurpt
assessments based on cfuciencies which have been
appropriately demorattated to have a highen that

ilPPOm>4 PDR-9111210250 10% efficieng.1hc higher efficiency of the wipe
sampling method must be documented and in no case

litle: Clarification of Several Aspects of Removable may the removable levels exceed 10 times the values
Radkwthe Surface Contamination umits for in Table 10 of 49 CFR 173.443.
Transport Packagcs

WRAPPING OF PACKAGES (CASKS): ' Weeping'
Sec IE Information Notice No,85-46 entitled as of amtamination may oaur on casks that have been
above and dated June 10,1985. Clarification and immersed in spent fuct storage pools. The inue of
guidance are provided on (1) averaging of wipe whether esterior " wrapping * of cssks can be used to
umples, (2) use of higher efficiency (>10%) wipe achieve compliance with removable umtamination
sempling methods, (3) wrapping of packages (casks), limits has been raised on a number of occastora. 'the
and (4) exclusive.use vehicle surveys for surface reply from DOT on this matter read as follows: 'For
mntamination. both NRr-certified and non.NRC-certified packages,

any wrapping must be addressed in the package dmign
'

AVERA0lNO OF WIPE SAMPLES: The DOT evaluation * (e.g., heat retention sinse the u>ntents are
regulations currently state in 49 i VR 173.40(a) that a heat source). 'For NRC certified packages this
... the amount of radioactivity mn vred on any single would include specific mention in the certificate of'

wiping material when averaged over the surface wiped compliance. For DOT Spxification 7A,'l)pe A,
... shall not exceed the limits of 49 CFR 173.443, packages, the shipper's package safety evaluation'

Table 10. Prior to the regulatory amendments by would have to document the ability of the wapping to
DOT in 1983 (Docket HM 169,48 FR 10238, March suaessfully pass the Type A tests' (e.g., the wrapping
10, 1983), formerly applicable 173.397(a) p ovided would maintain its closure integrity during normal
that wipe samples could be '... averaged over any area conditions of transpmt).

2of 300 cm of any part of the package surface.' We
understand that it was 'not' DOT's intention to EXCLUSIVE-USE VElllCLE SU%'"S FOR
disallow such avertiging and further that DOT wi'i SURFACE CONTAMINATION: For packages
consider processing a future rule c.hange to restone shipped as exclusive.use by rail or highway, the
such a provision to 173.443. In the interim, until the provision of 173.443(b) provide that the removable
text has been formally modified, we will mntinue to (nonfixed) radioactive surface amtamination at any
amsider that averaging of multiple wipe samples over time 'during transport' may not exceed '10 times' the

2any 300 cm area of a package surface is an acceptable limits of 49 CFR 173.443 Table 10. At the
prhctice. "beginning' of transport, however, the levels may not

exceed those stated above. Further, pursuant to
USE OF HIONER EFFICIENCY WIPE SAMPLES: 173.443(c), any transport vehicle in whkh packages
49 CFR 173.433(a) states: 'Other methmis of assess- are transported within the ' factor of 10' higher values
ment of equal or greater efficiency may be used. (e.g., above the Table 10 limits), must be surveyed

| When other methods are used, the detection efficiency with appropriate radiation detection instruments after
of the melhort used shall be taken into account and in cach use and shall not be returned to service until the| '
ro case shall IV nonfited contemination on the radiation dose rate is below 0.5 mrem /hr and the

'

external surfacc of the package exceed ten times the removable contamination is below the limits r>tated
limits listed in Table 10.' DOT considers the above (49 CFR 173.443, Table 10). An exception to
statement that 'other methods of assessment of equal this vehicle survey requirement is provided by
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173.443(d) for closed transport vehicks (highway) NRC hent a letter to DOT mncerning the aime
which are dedicated solely to the transport of situation on February 23,1983. Specifically, NRC
radioactive material packages and ate appropriately asked whether a licensee was allowed to recategorin
marked on the exterior of the vthicle. A%,in such LSA rnaterial, even though there cristed a pervasive
cases the removahic surface contamination on weight of evidence that it had orleinally been
packages within such vehicles may be at the ' factor of considered to be and was described in the shipping
10' limits at the ' start * of transport. papers as 'packagcd', rather than 'unpackaged' bull

DOT responded on September 29,1983, and stated
Regulatory references: 10 Cl*R 71,49 CIV 173 that it is inappropriate for a shipper to declarc 3.(ttg

thg pet of shipment that alternative packaging or
Subject codes: 7.6, 12.4, 12.17 shipping requirements could have applied in lieu of ,

those actually applied. While Ibc shipper may
Applicability; Reactors ' package' a bulk shipment for ctmvenience, this

,

opton does not allow the shipper to impropetly
prepare a packaged shipment and declare it as bulk <

IIPPOS&3 PDR-9111210249 after shiprnent improprictics have been discovered. >

Specific actions must be taken prior to making a bulk
Iltic: DOT Reply to NRC Rcquor.1 for Clarificatkm shiprnent '.o cHure 'no Icalage of radioactive material
on Er nur Facro Dcdaretkna by Shippers of from tb; vehicic' [49 CIM 173 42$(c)(6)]. A '

Radioacthe Materials shipment of packages that leak or release its contents
onto a rypical wooden trailer floor could not bc

See the memorandum from J. O. Partlow to T. T. construed as meeting requirements unless actions had
Martin (and others) dated January 11,19&4. His been taken to ensure the leak-tightness of the floor,
memo provides DOT clarification on er postform if such action had not been taken, then the 'packagcs'
declarations by shippers of radioactive materials. It is themselves must remain leak tight in order to mcct 49 ,

inappropriate for a shipper to declare, after the act of CIH 173.425(c).
shipment, that alternathe packaging or shipping
requirements could have been applied in lieu of those Regulatory references: 10 CIH 71,49 CFR 173
actually applied.

Subject codes: 12.13,12.17
A licensec had shipped ' exclusive use packaged' low
specific activity (ISA) wastes in sted drums under the Applicability: All
provisions of 49 CFR 173.392(b) and (c). During an
inspection or the incoming drums at a commercial
burial riite,menty-one were found to be punctured. IIPPOS4E0 PDR 9111210216
His was considered to be a violation of 173.392(c)(1),
and the licensee was subsequently cited. In respanse 'lltic: Packing Urcater 'Ihan Type A Quantitics of
to the citation, the licensee stated that the shipment LSA Radkiacthe Material for Transport
could have been transported unpackand because the
content of the shipment was a LSA radioactive Sec IE Circular No. 78.03 entitled as atmvc and dated

- material, was transported in a closed sole-use May 12,1978. His circular describcs a situation at
transport vehkic, and otherwise met the criteria nuclear power facilities that could occur wherever
stipulated in 173.392(d)(1)(lii). (His paragraph greater than Type A quantitles of low specific actidly
provides that materials of kiw radioactive (LSA) radioactive inaterials are packaged for

- concentration may be transported unpackaged.) ne transport. Shipment of greater than Type A
licensee asked DOT for an interpretation of the- quantitics of LSA material may be done only in
provision; of 49 CFR 173.392(d) as they applied to packages certified by NRC under 10 CFR Part 71.
their; yment. DOT replied that any packaging of Department of Transp(ntation (DOT) regulations
choice may be used provided there is compliance with require * strong, tight packages' for i SA mater:al and
all requirements of 173.392(d). On the basis of make no mention of total aethity that may be
DOTS interpretation, NRC withdrew the violation shipped.
against the licensee. '
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! Same licensees subject to the requirements of 10 CFR issued by DOT. lAEA Certificates of Competent '

P u '.'l have shipped packages containing greater than Autho$v hsued by DOT are adequate to meet 49
Type A quantities of LSA materialin pakages which CIM 173J98(a)(1). Securely scaled metal cans meet
cre not authorlicd by NRC. These unauthorired the metallic sheath requirements of 49 CIH -

shipments have resulted from an inadequate 173391(c)(4).
*

understanding of Part 71 regarding LSA material.
Differences between Part 71 and DOT requirements he first interpretation was concerne I with the
in 49 CFR Parts 170 to 189 have apparently necessary certification of special form radioactive
contributed to these misunderstandings. materials. DOT stated that international Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) Certificates of Competent |

Specifically,49 CFR 173392 authorites the shipment Authority hsued by DOT for special form materials
of LSA material in 'sirong, tight packages * when are adequate certification to meet the requirements of

.

*

transported in vehicles assigned for the sole use of the 49 CFR 173398(a)(1). The:cfore, a shipper inay use
consignor. DOT regulations make no mention of the a currently vahd certificate issued by DOT in lieu of a
total activity that may be shipped in this manher. On ' complete certification and supporting safety analysis.'
the other hand, NRC regulations (10 CFR 713) NOT bued certificates used in this manner must be
require that no licensec shall (a) deliver any licensed - 30 Md. Since the certificates expire and are i1

materials to a carrier for transport or (h) transport AM rb 'y, the shipper must have a current
licensed matellal except as authorized in a general or d r; i n

specific license issued by the NRC, or as exempted in
part 71. %e Eeneral license of 10 CFR 71.12 has %c ecmud DOT interpretation ocalt with metallic
requirements for the type of mutainer when moic shn th scquiremeats of 49 CFR 173391(c)(4). De *

than a Type A quantity or radioactive materialis to :ntt it of this regulation is to prevent the spreading or ,

be transported. LSA material in excess of a Type A lou of the oxide surface layer that forms on uranium
quantity is not exempt from the general license metal. De use of secusely scaled metal cans satisfy
requirements. Several Licensecs have failed to this requirement.
recognix the difference in the DOT and NRC
requirements and have packaged greater than Type A Regulatory references: 49 CFR 173
quantitles of LSA material for tra% sport in containers
other than those authortred by the general license of Subject codes: 12.17
10 CFR 71.12.

_ _ . _

Applicability: All
Compliance with Part 71 is the responsibility of the
NRC licensee who delivers licensed material to a
carrier for transport or who transports such materials !!PPOS-152 PDR 9111220ll6 |

outside the confines of his plant or other place of use.
Utle: Request for Oukianx Cona.rning Ur.e of NRC

Regulatory references: 10 CFR 71.2,49 CFR 173 Certificd Casks

Subject codes: 12.17 See the memorandum from L B. liigginbotham to
L R. Gerger dated October 19,1982, and the

- Applicability: All incoming request from L R. Gerger dated October rs
1982. It is acceptable for a licensec to use an NRC-
certilled cask as an outer enclosure. In this case, it is

IIPPOS-165 PDR-9111221)l78 appropriate to obliterate or cover the certificate
identification on the cask exterior and refrain from

Utle: Two Recent DOT Interprmticas on 49 CIM referencing the certificate on shipping papers.

Sections 173398(a)(1) and 173391(c)(4)
Frequently, licensecs ship 55. gallon drums containing

See the memorandum frorn A. W. Orella to LSA material inside shicided casks. When this is
O. H. Smith (and others) dated January 29,1981, done, the licensee may consider the drums to be
his memo provides two updated interpretations packages and the cask as a shield to meet the
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transport vehkle dose rate limits (10 rnrshr at 2 During 1983, major inisions to nuclear transportation
meters and 2 mr/hr in the cab). IE Information Note regulations became effe<ctive in the U.S. Iloth of the
No. H242, Rntion 1, acknowledges thh practice and major federal agencies involved. NRC and DOT.
fimts it aacptable under the specified circumstances. published final amendments in the Fcdcrat Register
llowever, a telephone corwersation with NM5S whkh are inten.ied to bring the nuclear tramportation
prompted this request for clarification wnarning the regulations in this muntry into substantial mnformity
acceptability of such action when the cask is an NRC with the international standards in lAEA's 1973,
certified package. ' Regulations for the Safe Tran port of Radioactive

Material, Safety Series No. 6,' as revhed. Thesc DOT
Specifically, is it acceptable for a llansee to use an and HRC firial amendments are based on the Notkes
NRC certified cask in the same manner as an of Propmc4 Rulemaking published by each aFency in
uncertified cask, as describcd above, without regard to 1979.

the certificate of compliance requirements? If such
_

use is acceptabic, must anything be done to clarify the The Statements of Con ideration to the callier
intendeel use of the cask, such as obliterating the cask notices, as well as the final amendments, contain
identification? Obliteration of the cask identification extensive discuulon a.id batiground on the specific
wr.3 suggested by NMSS. amendments, llecause of the scope and compicxity of

many of the changes, however, NRC felt that it would
IE has no objection to the use of an NRC certified be useful and helpful to advise its licensees further on
cask as an outer enclosure for inalde packages, the more significant amendments. Thh notice, whkh
effectively simulating a 't kised trareport vehicle, as h generally in outline form, highlights the most
illustrated in Apperidix 11 (Left side scuario), IE protninent changes of 49 CIM and 10 Cim 71. Also
Infortnation Notice 80-32, Rension 1 (see HPPOS- included b a short discuulon and reference to the
064). In such a case it would be appropriate to recent U.S. Postal Service revision to its rules on
obliterate or mver oser the NRC certification allowable rnallable radioactive matter. This revision
identification marking on the cask exterior, and as intended to confotm the U.S. Postal Service
refrain from any reference to the certificate on requirements to the latest international standards.
shipping orders. The various scetions to the report and the topks of

discussion are as folkm:
Regula:ory references: 10 CFR 71,49 CTH 173

1. DOT Rnisions (49 Cim 170-178).
.

Subject codes: 7.1, 12.17
1. Setting of Package Limits (A /A Splem)i

Applicability: All 2. Regulatory Format
3. Revised Radiation Level Limits
4. Contamination Control

llPPOS4182 PDR-9111210225 5. Iow specific Acthity (LSA) Materiah
6. DOT Specification 74

"ITtic: liighlights of Reant Transportatkm 7. Use of DOT Specification 55 Packages
Regulatory Reviskms by DOT and NRC 8. Empty Radioactive Materials Packages

9 Proper Shipping Name (PSN) Revisions
Sec IE Information Notice No. K414 dated March 2, 10. Oxiditing Radioacthe Materials and
1984. It discunes major resisions to transportation Pyrophoric Radioactive Materials
regulations: methods of setting of package limits 11. liighway Route Controlled Quantity
(A /A sptem), radiation level limits, contamination 12. Limited Quantitles, Instruments and Articlesi 3
control, LSA materials, DOT Specification $$ 13. Special Form Radioactive Materiah
packaEes, empty packages, etc. It aho provides a 14. Additional Design Requirements for Type A
crou reference table ghing comparisons of varicus Packages
shipping regulations in 49 CfR 170-178,10 CFR 71, 15. Thermal Limits
and 1AEA Safety Series No. 6.
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11. NRC Revisions (10 CFR 71) Revhion 1 to this IE information notice ;

(IIPPOS-083).
1. Setting of Package Limits (A/A System)
2. Change of Format in mid 1979, NRC initiated an enhanced program for
3. 'I)pe 11 Package Approvals inspection of shipments of radiation materlats. This
4. Quantitative Leak Rate Standards augmented inspection / enforcement progtam prompted
5. Iow Temperature Emironmental Standard a number of questions on the proper application of
6. Air Transport of plutoniurn certain regulatory requisements. These questiom
7. Advanced Notification to State Governors of involved the problems and deficiencies awiciated with

Certain Shipments exclusive.use h;ghway shipments of km-level
8. Type B Acrident Tests radioactive wastes. The purpose of thh Notice is to
9. References to DOT Requirements dheuss the following fourteen questions to clarify the
10. References to Tramport Groups in 10 CFR application of cettain tequirements, particularly the

20.205 application of the limits of radiation levels of e

exclusive-use shipments as prescribed in 49 CFR
111. U.S. Postal Service Revisions 173.3930).

IV. Regulatory References 1. What limits would apply to packages being
transported on an open, exclusive-use transport

V. - 10 CRF 71 Cross index vehicle?

Interested readers are urged to obtain and familiarize 2. What constitutes a ck> sed transport vehicle? .

themselves directly with the revisions in the form of
the Federal Register references listed in Section V of 3. In the situation dewribed above, is such a
this information notice. This notice was not intended " personnel barrier * considered to be the ' package'
to be cumplete in itself and in no case should it be or a component of the package?
considered as a substitute for the actual regulations.

4. In the above situation, what are the limits for
- A supplement to this NRC notice is the DOT radiation levels on the packages within such a
publication,fA Review of the DOT Regulations for personnel barrict?
Transp(ntation of Radioactive Ma.terials,' which was +

revised to take account of the subject amendments. 5. If ' packages * such as drums are enclosed within an
Copics are cvantable from the Materials Transport outer cask ' shield' (as opposed to a perwnnel
Bureau of the Departrnent of Transportation. barrier or closed vehicle) wherein the other shield

is necessary to achieve compliance with the limit
Regulatory references: 10 CFR 71,49 CFR 173 of either 173.393(i) or 1733930), may the inner

drum (s) be considered to be the ' package'7
Subject codes: 12.17

; 6. In the situation descriled above, would the levels
Applicability: All .of radiation on the inner drums be limited to the

levels of 173.3930)(1) (e.g.,1000 mrem.'br at 3 ft)?
I
'

HPPOS4E4 PDR 9111210232 7. In monitoring the radiation levels at the external
surface of the transport vehicle, as prescribed in

| . Utic: Clarification of Certala Rtxtuirements for 173.3930)(2), do the limits _ apply at the bottom i

Endushe-Use Shipmcats of Radioactive Materials and top of the vehicle, as well as at the sides?
'

See IE Information Notice No. 80-32 dated August 8. In the ateve situation, does this mean that in
29,1980. This notice clarifies requirements regarding applying the limit of 1733930)(3) (e.g. 10
open and closed transport vchicles, perstmnel barriers, mrem /hr at 6 ft from the sides of the vehicle) the
packages enclosed within an outer cask shield, limit also applies at the top and " bottom * of the
exclusive.use shipments, and radiation limits. Sec vehicle?

|
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9 In 173.393(j)(3) the radiation level limit is llPPOS4E5 PDR 9111210234
prescribed at 10 mienttr at 2 m (6 ft) from the
outer lateral surfaces of an exclushe use schkle. 'ntic: Revision 1 - Garifkation of Catain
Since 2 m is 6.6 ft, which limit would apply (6 ft or Requirements for Fximive-Use Shipments
6.6 ft)?

Sec IE Information Notice No. 80 32, Rev.1, entitled
10. What is an 'excimivecc' shipment? as atec and dated February 12,19M2.1his document

(larifics guidance on radiation limits for open
11. Frequently shipments of radioactive waste are exclusive use vehicles and use of packages within an

made as ' exclusive use' shipments under outer shicid. In some cases, the inner container plus
arrangements whereby the original generator of shield is the ' package * while in others, the outer
the waste utilius the setvica of a waste collector shield may cumtitute a closed transport vehkle.
(Lc.,' broker) who in turn usually engages a

~

cumtaon or (untract carrier to transport the The radiation linJts that apply to shipments being
shipment or transport the material in his own tramported by an open exclusive use transport vehkic
vehicle as a private carrict. On occasion this mmt follow the comtraints of 49 CIM 173.393(J)(3)
* broker * may also be the consignec (e.g., a waste and (4); c.g.,10 rnrem/hr at 2 meters from the open
burial site operator). Because of this complex planes projected by the outer lateral edges of the
arrangement, confusion often arises as to whkh vehicle and 2 mrem /hr in any normally o(cupied arca
party is responsible for performing the regulatory of the vehicic (or cab). NRC has been informed by
requirements of the ' shipper * or ' consignor." Can DOT that the existing language of 49 CFR 173.393(j)
you clarify this? does not cicarly reflect the original intent of the

regulation; i.e., to limit the radiation level at the
12 In the above situation, assume that a ' broker' accessible exterior surface of a package on an tun

picks up or arranges for pkkup radk> active waste excimive-use vchkic to 200 mrenthr (such as the
from more than one generator's facility for same limit applied to the surface of a closed tramport
ttansport as a single shipment by a mmmon vehkle) and is taking steps to revisc 49 CFR
carrier or by hirnscif as a private carrier. Is it not 173.393(j). In the interim, NRC licensecs are
required that an exclusive use shipment be from a cautioned to adhere to a surface radiation level limit
* single consignor *? of 200 mienttr on a package transported by an open

exclusive-use transport vehkic.
13. In an exclusive-use shipment of ISA materials,

,

the shipper is required by 173.392(c)(9) to provide A definition of what constitutes a * package' is
_

specific instructions to the carrier for maintenance illustrated in the enclosures to IE Information Notice
of exclusive-use shipment controls. What should No. 80 32 Rev.1. Generally speaking, the criteria
such specific instructions include? considered include the following: whether any single

inner containct has a radiation level of Icas than i
14. 49 CFR 173.393(j)(4) requires that the radiation rem;hr at 3 fcci (49 CFR 173.393(j)(1); and whether

level in any * , normally occupicd position in the any single inner mntainct, if bearing LSA material,
car or vehicle .. ' be limited to 2 mrentrhr. Where has a quantity of radioactivity exceeding Type A |10
should this limit be applied in a tractor with a CFR 71.7(b),71.ll(b)(1),71.12(b), and 71.35[
sleeper cab?

With the above considerations and the DOT
Regulatory references: 10 CIM 71,49 CFR 173 definitions of " closed transport schicle' [49 CFR

173.389(q)] and ' packaging * (49 CFR 171.8), each
Subject codes: 7.1, 12 ' inner drum within an outer shield integrally attached

to the vehicle may be considered a ' package' provided
Applicability: All that each inner drum cumplies with 10 CIM

173.393(j)(1) (I rcrittr at 3 fcct), and also provided
tha; the content within any single inner dium does
not exceed a Type A quantity of LSA material. In
this configuration, the outer enclosure may be
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umsidered as the chised transport schicle and may radiation levels between the projected sides or ends of
incorporate integral shielding to meet the vehicle limit vehicles and the ground (i.e., in more acccuible arcas;

of 173.39)(J)(2) (2(O mienthr). He inner druim are cured DOT limits, appropriate Severity Irvels are to
marked as packages and the outer enclosure placarded be auigned in accordance with the IEP and EGM
as e vehicle. 8114). He same general polig of applying judgment

to the relati e real haurd involved should be applied
The combination of inner container plus the outer to the determination of severity Icwh to be auigned
shield are considered the ' package' if any single inner to the results of suncys over the tops of vehicles.
container has a quantity of radioactivity as LSA
execeding Type A or if any single inner container Regulatory references: 10 CIR 20.201,10 CFR 71
mmt be certified as Type A by the NRC Office of
Nucicar Materiah Safety and Standards. Subject codca: 12.7, 12.17

Regulatory references: 10 CIR 71,49 CFR 173 Applicability: All

Subject codes: 7.1, 12.17
IIPPOS 161 PDR-91 tl220147

Applicability: All
11 tic: Considerathm of NRC Indepealent
Measurement Samples as 'Rescarch' Pursuant to 49

IIPPOS.lM5 PDR-911121(r291 CIM 175.700(c) and 172.2N(c)(4)

'Iltle: Enformancat Actium Arising from Radiatkm Sec the mernorandum from A. W. Gella to J.
Surveys of Transport Vehicks Iluchanan dated September 4,1986. The memo,

presented in its entircty, cupresses a DOT informal
See the memorandum from D. Thompson to II. It opinion that independent measurement samples
Grier (and others) dated May 5,1981. When collectul by NRC inspectors may be amsidered as
radiation levels under vehicles are found to be materials used in research per 49 CIR 172.2N(c)(4)
nominally in excess of DOT limits, the violation and 10 C1'R 175.700(c). Therefore, these samples
should be Level V, When the radiation levels may be shipped on passenger.carrHng aircraft.
between projected tides or ends of vehicles and the
ground exceed limits, the appropriate enforcement As agreed to in our convenation on August 27,1986,
criteria for these more accessible areas should be on that date I contacted Mr. Walt Greiner, the
applied. llaardous Materiah Specialist of FAA ileadquarters.

My question to him was whether or not the
There have beca a few recent cases involving elevated independent measurement r,amples collected by NRC
enforcement actions proposed for radiation levels inspectors could legitimately be considered as
execeding DOT limits at kications that are, for all *research' pursuant to the subject regulation, and
practical purposes, inaccessible (e.g., in a 6-inch therefore, allowable as freight to be offered for
spam between two I beanu on the undenide of a transport aboard passenger-carrying aircraft. After
trailer). The DOT regulations do not address the describing the sampling program and type of samples,
question of accessibility, but it is not reasonable to materials involved, etc., as well as the purpose of the
exercise severe enforcement sanctions without samples, he gave his opinion that the samples could
applying judgaent, such as, when the related hatard is be con idered as *research.' I therefore recommend
insignificant (i.e., unlikely to result in actual exposures that this be the case and that such a position continue
under any realblic conditions). lience, the following to be taken with regard to Section 05.N(d) of MC
criteria for determining the severity level to be 1232, currently under revision and the subject DOT
applied in such cases, regulation.

When radiation leveb under vehicles are found to be Regulatory references: 49 CFR 172.2N,49 CFR
only nominally in excess of DOT limits, the violation 175.700
should be assessed as Severity level V. When
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Subject mdes: 12.13. 12.17, 12.18 encpt ilmikd quantities, instruments, and
manufactured articles from regulatory requirements in

Applicability: All a manner similar to 49 CFR 173 421.l(b).

Regulatory refercntes: 49 CIR 171,49 Cim 173,
llPPOS-241 PDR 9111221m5 49 Cl'R 175

Titic: Traraportation of Umited Quantitics of Stbject codes: 12.8, 12.17
Radkmtive Matedals on Passcoger Carrying Airuait

Applicability: All
See the letter from V. L Miller to All Agrectnent
States dated August M,1991, and the enclosed letter
from P. T. McD(mncil to C. Kammerer dated M8 O TIIlill T ol m ,

~

March 19,1991. These two letters state that DOT
regulations allow the practice of carrying small check
or calibration sources or other small quantities of

IIPPOM5 IQ R 9111210231radioactive materials onto passenger carrying aircraft.

'lltic: IE Pmition . Unduly Restrkted Amss ofWith the exception of incident reporting require.
ments, radioactive materials prepared for shiprnent Fenude NRC Impectors to Rad.ation Areas

under the provisions of 49 CIH 173.421 or 49 CIR
See the memorandum from J. H. Snicick tu 11.11.173.422 are not subject to the requirements of the

Hazardous Materlats Regulations (HMR: 49 CFR Grict (and others) dated Octobt t 2,1980. It is an IE

Parts 100199) when transported by air. Limited P^nion that states cach female NRC inspector has to

quantitics of radioactive materials (49 CIR 173.421) read and be familiar with Regulatory Guide (RO)
8.13. Therefore, licensees shall not restrict acccu ofor exempted instruments or articles (49 CFR 173.422)

may be transported in carry-on or checked baggage on an NRC impector because of tequirements umsidered

a passenger aircraft. A pausenger carrying the radio. to be imposed by 10 CFR 19.12 regarding imtructions

active material may hand-carry the documentation to wotkers on prenatal expsure.

required by 10 CFR 49.421.l(a).
During NRC onsite inspections, sescral licensecs

Radioactive materials prepared in accordance with impned additional restrictions on the access of

49 CFR 173.421 or 49 CIM 173.422, may be carried female NRC inspectors to radiation ares. These
-

on a passenger aircraft regardicss of the end use of restrictions appeared to be honest a'lempts on the

the material. The provision in 49 CFR 175.700(c) part of the licensecs to comply with the requirements

that limits the carriage of radioactive materiaiit. of 10 CFR 19.12 and the guidance of RG M.13,

carry-(m luggage to materiais intendul for use in, or ' Instructions Concerning Prenatal Radiation

incider t to, research, medical diagnosis or treatment, thynure.' It is not believed that the licensees were

would not apply, attempting to impede or hinder the insp<ction effort
but rather were being overly cautious in their

it must be noted that under the provisions of 49 CFR interprctation of the requirements.

171.ll(a), shippers are given the option of preparing
shipments of hazardous materials in accordance with RO M.13 sets forth information to be presented by

the International Civil Aviation Organi7ation (ICAO) NRC licensecs to female employees and to their

Technical Instructions for The Safe Transport of wpemors and coworkers. This information is part

Dangerous Goods by Air. 49 CIV 175.30(a) permits of the instruction that should be provided pursuant to

air carricts to accept shipments offered in compliance 10 CFR 19.12. The intent of RO M.13 is not only to

with the ICAO Technical Instructions. assure that employees are aware of the risk associated
with radiation exposure of an embryo or fetus but also

The requirements for excepted packages of radioactise to permit women to make an informed decision when

materials are found in Part 2;7.9 of the ICAO amsidering employment in situations involving their

Technical Instructions. The provisions of Part 2;7,9 potential exposure to radiation. The dose limits in 10
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CFR 20 do not differentiate between females and ' Wisconsin Electric intends to meet the requirements >

males. Licensees should not interpret the of the regulation by prosiding access to authorind,

requirements of 10 CFR 19.12 and the guidance of trapectors to all areas of the plant where plant or
RO R111 as imposing any additional radiation dose inspector safety are not compromhed :.o to allow
limits or restrictions on females. irupector acuss to any plam employees for

discuulom related to carrying out the impector's
Each female NRC inspector has to read and be duties. %e new regulation differs frorn the propowd
familiar with RO 8.13. Therefore,licensecs shall not regulation in that it demands ' unfettered * acccu and
teatrict the access of an NRC inspector to any part of deletes the sentence which provided for establishing
a f cility because of requirements that are mmidered the purpose and scope of the inspection tio that
to be impmed by 10 CFR 19.12 as related to planning can be done to facilitate an efficient

;

instructions of workers on the risks of prenatal inspection. No public comment was requested with
'

r:diation exposure, respect to this matter We are, of course, determined
to cooperate with your inspection program consistent

- Regulatory references: 10 CFR 19.12, Regulatory with auuring plant safety and the safety of all visitor
.

|
Guide 8.13 to the plant, including NRC tragators. Anordingly,

we plan to implement this regulation by furnishing an
Subject cales: R11,12.9,12.18 escort for your inspectors following an critrance

meeting.'
- Applicability: All

*We believe that the NRC does not indemnify the
utility or the public against any damage which might

ilPPOS-164 PDR-9111220176 involve the actions of the inspector; therefore, we
believe it necessary to provide an escort unica the

'ntic: Inspcotor Access to Padlitics inspector is 50 familiar with the plant, and the plant
personnel with the inspector, that we determine such

See the memorandum from Dudley Thompson to esmrt requirements can be wahed, if unannounced -

C M. Upright and C. E. Norellus dated May 13,1980. inspections take place outside normal working hours,
it is an OELD opinion that nonresident inspectors it may be necessary to call in an cacort if the inspector
could be required to have an escort for access to vital, desires access to plant areas outside the normal work
rediation, and contamination areas. In other areas, stations of on-duty personnel. We do not believe that
inspectors must be given immediate unesmrted access, the minor delay which might be invoh'ed under such
10 CFR 14 covers claims for damages by any NRC circumstances is in conflict with the regulations in
employee while acting with the scope of his office or view of the safety and security considerations already
employment, discussed. If the inspection is announced in advance,

we would plan to have an escort available without
In an enclosed letter from Wisconsin Electric Power delay.'
Company dated October 22,1979, it is stated:
'Recently a Region Ill inspector questioned the Point Because of concerns by NRC Region til and other

| Beach Nuclear Plant procedures related to the regional offices, OELD has provided guidance on 10
requirements of 10 CFR 50.70(b)(3). His section CFR 50,70, specifically those sections dealing with

| specifics: 'immediate unfettered access' and ' liability for
damages.* 10 CFR 50.70(h)(3) requires a licensee or

(3) The licensee or construction permit holder construction permit holder to afford an NRC
shall alford any NRC resident inspector assigned inspector 'immediate unfettered access, squivalent to
to that site, or other NRC inspectors identified by access provided recular plan.,1 gmployees' (emphasis_

the Regional Director as likely to inspect the supplied). If the licensee requires a training program
facility, immediate unfettered nacss, equivalent to of reasonable duration, or the presence of an escort
access provided regular plant employees, following during a reasonable site familiarintion phase for
proper identification and compliance with regular plant employees, the inspector would be
applicable access control measures for security, required by the current regulation to have such
radiological protection, and personal safety." training and escort. It seems clear that once an
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inspector 15 familiar with a site, upon properly about the requirement for verification by someone
identifying hirmelf at the gSte, he should be alkmed clw of his obsenation. In pretedent rai.es, it has
immediate unescorted acccu to the facility. liowever, been twtablished that when it mmes down to an

it is also clear that a nontesident insNwtor could be inspector's word against the word of the litenxe or its
required to have an esmrt to gain aacss to vital (mployec, the inspector's word will be aucpted, all
areas, radiation arcas, or wntaminated area. But other things being equal.
assuming an impector does not intend to enter the
prohibited arce without an exort, any delay caused Tbc second IE polig statement auerts that ins]nton
by the licensec at the gatc,in excess of that borne by are expected to communicate promptly to their super.
regular employees,is a violation of Commission vision all concerm involving public safety and national
regulatiom. security. %ls polig is complementary to the fint and

senes as a backup line of dcleme to minimite the
As far as inspectos liability 13 concerned, Part 14 of chance of cither under reacting or overreacting to _

the Comminion's regulations providea detalled safety inues. Failure of impecton to notify manage-
pnxcdures for filing a claim for any damages ' caused ment is contrary to the above policies and severcly
by the negligent or wrongful act or ominion of any hampers NRC's ability to respord to safety issues and
employee of the NRC while acting within the scope of public concerns.
his office or employment"(10 CFR 14.1)-

Regulatory references: None
Regulatory refercoces: 10 Cm 141,10 CFR 50.70

Subject codes: 12.18,12.19
Subject codes: 1.2, 12.18

Applicability: All
Applicability: All

llPPOS-luK PDR 91tl210256
'

IIPPOS-125 PDR-9111210295
'litic: Prutocol for Am>mpaniment on NRC ,

'ntle: Safety Signifianoc and Dic.cuni<m About Impsthms
important Matters

See the memorandum from R. K. Iloofling to F.
See the memorandum from V Stello, Jr. to all IE Brenneman dated November 2,1982 It provides a -

Technical Penannel dated October 1,1960. His list of approved terms and conditions under which
memo defines IE policy in two important matten. individuals are allowed to auumpany NRC inspecton
Fint, the comideration of safety significance always as observers on inspections of nuclear power plants,
precedes noncompliance in evaluating any c<mccrn,
and second, inspectors are expected to communicate he State of Penmylvania expressed an interest in
promptly to their superusors all concerns involving having personnel of their Department of
pubt!c safety and national security. Environmental Resources accompany NRC regional.

based or resident impe(tors as observen on
De fin t IE policy statement asserts that the inspections of nuclear plants located within that state.
ctmsideration of safety significance always precedes
noncompliance in evaluating any concern. Duiing an A protocol was developed for signature for the
inspection, an NRC inspcctor apparently became Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that allowed persons
diverted from the ufety significance of control room employed by the Department of Environmental
operators sleeping while on duty by his belief that Resources to acwmpany NRC staff on inspections,
noncompliance could not be substantiated using his under the following conditione
word against that of the operators. De inspector
should have concluded that a sleeping crmtrol room 1, Specific approval for each accompaniment will
operator is a matter of safety significance and then be obtained from NRC Region i Office prior to
promptly and firmly followed this through up to the accompanying an NRC inspection,
plant superintendent. De inspector was mistaken
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2. Accompaniment is limited to no more than two impectors. Arrangements to gain acteas to the
indhiduals on any single inspection. licensee's facilities are the responsibilits ithe i

'

aca>mpanying individual, subject to not *.xiosing t

3. Indhiduals accompanying NRC inspectors shall the date of the inspection. I

not, in any manner, interfere wi h the orderly
conduct of the impection. NRC impecton are Regulato y references: None i

authorlied to refuse to permit tontinued
'
,

accompaniment by an indhidual whose cunduct Subject axles: 12.18. 12.19
interferes with a fair and orderly impection or
whose conduct does not follow the terms and Applicability: Reacton i

amditions included within this Protocol. He
'

reports of information obtained by State
participants under this Protocol should be subject ilPPOS-110 PDR-9111210247 -

to supervisory review as are all findings of NRC
Impectors. *Iltle: SECY41 19 on Enwrgency Rcsponse Pacilities

4. NRC inspecton will not normally object to the See the memorandum from M. O. Malsch to !
presence of individuals accompanying them during Chairman Ahearne (and othen) dated January 30,
impection or discussions with the licensee 1981. It is inappropriate to use NUREO documents -

regarding impection matten covered by the _ to issue quasi. requirements. It provides a dhcuulon ;

accompaniment. De NRC reserves the right to of the various types of quasi. requirements that are .

exclude such indMduals on a case-by-case basis used within NRC. !
from any portion of an inspection or a discussion t

if the presence of such indMduals has the General Counsel is having difficulty with the subject
potential for impeding the impector's ability to paper which we would like to call to the
carry out his inspection. Commission's attention, in law school, law students '

learn from studying the Administrative Procedure Act
5. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this that all of an agency's binding rules are published in

Protocol, indMduals accompanying NRC the Federal Register (FR) and codified in the Cale of 4

impectors will not normally be provided aness to Federal Regulations (CFR). After an indMdual has ,

proprietary information or information c mccrning dealt with an agency for a few years, they learn that
the pl.ysical security plan for a facility, f,ources other than the FR and CFR must be
Exwptions to this provision will be umsidered on consulted. His was already a fairly complicated
a case-by-case basis and may require execution of matter with regard to NRC requirements prior to
appropriate non.disck>sure agreements. TMl, what with the extensive 'glose placed on NRC's

regulations by various adjudicatory decisions, ,

-6. IndMduals accompanying NRC inspectors regulatory guides, branch technical pmitions, standard '

pursuant to this Protocol do so at their own risk. review plans, and policy statements. After Dil came
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will accept a new breed of quasi. requirements in the form of the
no respmsibility for injuries and exposures to TMI * Action Plan' and related ilsts of near term
harmful substances which may occur to such operating license and (to be issued in the future) ;

indMduals during the impcction and will essume near term construction permit requirements. ;
no liability for any incidents associated with the
accompaniment. _ individuals accompanying NRC Now comes the subject paper with the Staff s proposal
inspectors agree to waive all claims of liability that a NUREO be published on the subject of-- !

against the Commission. emergency resp (mse facilities. While the January 26,
1981 correction notice clearly improves things, the

7. The NRC will riot make arrangements for the NUREO still has the tone of a formal document
persons accompanying the NRC impector to gain which imposes binding legal requirements. Indeed, it
access to the licensee's facility, but will inform the is indicated at the outset in the ' Abstract' that the

_

'

licensee that the NRC has no objection to the report describes facilities and sptems 'to be used by
specific indMduals arpanying the NRC nucicar power plant licensecs' and that licemecs

^
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'should follow' the report. We are fearful that set forth in orders. NUREO guidar cc and aweptance
Commhslon approval of thh latest Staff proposal will criteria docurnents should not be viewed as |
be taken a Commission approval to launch a new requirements.

i

series of NUREO quasi-requirements that will need
I to be added to the current burgeoning tht of NRC in several letters to liceraces and NUREO guidance

i

tules, adjudicatory decisions, regulatory guides, branch and a ceptance criteria documents reslewed by
technical positions, standdrd review plans, and policy OELD, the actions requested of licenwes or the
otatements. Use of NUREO's to usue quasi- guidance and criteria matained in staff documents
requirements will be especially confusing because even were set forth as ' requirements.' Staff positiorn
the most careful reader will be hard pressed to communicated to licensees are not binding
distinguish such a NUREO for other NUREO requirements unless formally issued as regulations, set
documents that are merely informational. forth in orders, or are decisions of an appropriate

'
commission adjudicatory body. Less formal methods

We can't say that this latest NUREO is the proverbial of communicating staff positions often produce
,

straw that breaks the camel's back, but there will be voluntary licensee action leading to the desired result.
,

some point in the future when the expanding '

categories of NRC requirements and quast- Licensecs and the putlic must be accurately informed
requirements reach the point when even the most as to when sornething is a requirement and when the

' crperienced NRC practitioners (scientists, engineers, NRC is merely settig foMh guidance, establishing
and lawyers) will be totally ccmfused as to what is, in criteria, or asking licensecs voluntarily to do some-
fact, legally required. His process should be stopped thing. To avoid mnfusion, guidance, ctheria and
before that point is reached. We suggest that the requests should not contain language that states or
NUREO be reviewed and that those features of the implies these staff documents are requirements.
NUREO that implement entrent regulations he issued
in regulatory guide form, and that those features that Regulatory references: Regulatory Guides, NUREO
do not implement any Commission regulation be Documents
considered for rulemaking. If adoption of this
suggestion is not feasible, then the Commission could Subject codes: 12.7, 12.19
at least indicate that in the future NUREO's should
not be used to issue new requirements or quasi. Applicability: All
requirements.

Regulatory references: NUREO Documents llPPOS-139 PDR-9111210375

Subject codes: 12.7, 12.19 Vtle: Use of 'Open items ust' by inspectors
,

Applicability: All See the memorandum from J. II. Snierek to E. L
Jordan dated July 12,1985. The memo statt s open
items declara! on an inspection report, wher based on

IIPPOS 057 PDR 9111210236 new staff interptctations of existing positions, are
plant specific backfits in accordance with the oolky

Utic: Amidance of blhcharacterization of Effect of established by NRC Manuel Chapter 0514.1 se
: Certain Comreunications to Ucensees memo is presented in its entirety.

See the memorandum from li. K. Shapar to 11. R. The referenced memorandum (R. L Baer to Brand
Denton (and others) dated February 5,1981. Chiefs in Regions and NRR, June 12,1985, Subject:
Included with this document is a second and sirnilar " Proposed Guidelines for Inspecting Radiok> dine
memorandum written by W. J. Dircks to Chairman Sampi" g capability per NUREO-0737, item II.F.1.2")
llendric and Commissioners Gillnsky, Bradford, and encloses a draft mernorandum to Region Division
Ahearne daied March 9,1981.- Dese two memos Directors advising that deviations by licensecs from
emphasize that staff positions are not binding the technical guidance contained (in the draft
requirements unless formally issued as regulations or memorandum) shall be * . held as open items on the
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inspection report and referred to NRR for evaluation Guidance to licensees and applicant >, as well as to
on a case specific basis.' You should note that open offsite organtiations, en methods acceptable to the
items declared on an inspection report, when bawd on NRC staff for mmplying with the Commission's
new staff interpretations of existing positiom, are emergency planning regulations for nuclear p>wer
plant specific backfits in accordance with the policy reactors is prouded in NURE04b54/ FEMA. REP 1,
established by NRC Manual Chapter 0514. ' Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of

Radiological Emergency ResporuLe Plans and
Further,in this case, the new interim guidelines for Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants,'
sampling system acceptance are obviously to be Revision 1. His docurnent was published ini

applied generically prior to imposition on licemecs. November 1980 to prtwide speci6e acceptance criteria
for complying with the standards set forth in Section

Regulatoly references: 10 CFR 2,10 CFR 50.109 $0.47 of 10 CFR. De criteria in NUREO.0654/
FEMA. REP.I have been endorsed in Regulatory

Subject codes: 12.7, 12.19 Oulde 1.101,' Emergency Planning and Preparedness
for Nuclear Power Reactors,' Revision 2, dated

Applicability: All October 1981.

He criteria in NURE04b54/ FEMA. REP 1, as well
IIPPOS-074 PDR-91tl210181 ns the criieria in any NUREO document, were hsued

to establish criteria that the NRC staff intends to use
'IMc: Criteria in NUREO Are Not Sutstitutca for in esaluating if an applicant /licensec meets the
RcLalatk as applicable regulatory requirements. De criteria in a

NUREO document are not a substitute for the
See the letter from R. C. DcYc'ung to Ira Myers, regulations, and mmpliance is not a requirement.
M.D dated August 10,1983, and the incoming flowever, the use of methods or criteria different from
request from Dr. Ira Myers (State IIcalth Officer, those set forth in NUREO documents will be
Alabama Department of Public licalth) dated June 9, acceptable only if such methods or criteria clearly
1983. NURE04E54 cor,tains criteria that the NRC provide a proper basis for determining that the
will use in evaluating if a licensee meets regulatory regulatory requirements have been met.
requirements. He criteria in a NUREO are not
substitutes for the regulations and compliance is not a Regulatory references: Regulatory Guide 1.101,
requirement. NUREG-0654

he State of Alabama requested a formal binding Subject codes: 12.6, 12.19
interpretation of 10 CFR 50.47(b) by the General
Counsel. Specifically, the State wanted to know Applicability: Reactors
whether the provisions of NURE04M54 were binding
regulation or advisory guidance. Olven the lack of

,

dispute about the 'guidancc* nature of the document, IIPPOS-126 PDR-9111210297
'

an officialinterpretation was not needed in order to
confirm the NRC's view on this subject. In order for "ntic: Ex Parte Communication
a nuclear power plant to continue operations or to
receive an operating license, the regulations require See the memorandum from J. P. Murray to J. O.
the NRC find ernergency preparedness provides Keppler dated February 3,1981. Ex parte provisions
reasonable assurance that adequate protective prohibit discussion written or oral - by one party to
measures can and will be taken in the event of a a proceeding with a ' judge.' Judges include licensing
radiological emergency. Section 50.47 of 10 CFR boards, appeal boards, administrative law judges, the

,

establishes standards that must be met by the onsite Commissioners, and staffs of all the above.

,

and offsite emergency response plans in order for the
NRC staff to make a peitiw tw,vaabic assurance An explam: tion of the term h patte* in a sisting lE'

finding. personnelin the recognition of potential ex parte
,
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contacts was sought. liere is an attempt to briefly So, the prohibition is against discuulon written
summarire the situation in simplified terms. or oral . between one of the parties and a judge

mncerning a matter at tssue in a pending proceeding.
The latin phrase 'es parte * means 'from c,ne side Put another way,idl parties to a proceeding are
only.' It has application only in the context of a legal entitled to t< in on any discussions whkh occur
' proceeding". What is a ' proceeding *7 It is the between the judge and any of the other parties.
agency's process for issuing, amending, suspending or
revoking a license or issuing a civil penalty. When is One final observation is as follows. Although the
it ' going on'? It begins when a hearing has bcen sutnequent resclation on the record of a prior ex
noticed or when a request for a hearing is made, it parte contact serves, at least in most cases, to largely
ends with the final decision by the agen. climinate the pernicious effect which might otherwise

occv*, such a 'curathe" action does not climinate the
The basic idea behind the es parte prohibition, original illegality of the contact.

~

codilled in 10 CFR 2.780,is the prevention of the
unfairness which could occur if one of two (or more) In summary, IE personnel should be sensitive to any
parties to a promding were to have secret discussions contact they may have with the ' judges' or their
with the decisional authority on a matter at luue in staffers and, nost discuss a matter currently pending
the proceeding. One party ought not be allowed to before one of the ' Judges,' cxcept on the formal
discuss secretly with the judge matters at issue before record.
the judge. This could be unfair to the party or parties
left in the dark as to what was said. RcFulatory references: 10 CFR 2.780

in NRCs practice, the ' Judges' are: the licensing Subject etxtes: 12.19
boards, the administrative law judge, the appeal board
and, of course, the Commissioners themselves when Applicability: All
there is a case pending before them. (This includes
all members of the staffs of thesc * judges') Also, in
NRCs practice the ' parties' to proceedings are: the
NRC staff, the applicant or licensec, and any
intervenors.

_
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APPENDIX A
f

NUMERICAL LIST OF IIPPOS liPPOS 01: PDR-9til:10103
Clarification of the 11 Criteria of NUREG-0737 on

SUMMARIES Postaccident Samphng System (PASS) Capability, '

'

page 58
.

IIPPOS-012 PDR-9111210107 -
IfPPOS 001 PDR 911121fX)74
Proposed Guidance for Calibration and Surveillance Survey at End of Radiography Operation, page 6x

Requirements to Meet item II.F.1 of NUREO 0737,
IIPPOS4)13 PDR-9111210108

page 62 Averaging of Radiation levels Over the Detector

liPPOS4(12 PDR 9111210075 Pnd>e Area, page 154
'

Overexposure of Diver During Work in Fuel Storage
}{PPOS-014 PDR 91112101 to

p,mi, ;gge 37 ~ css Control to liigh Radiation Areas Turkey

liPPOS4X)3 PDR-9111210078 Point, page 43

Exposure of Individuals to Concentrations of
}{PPOS 015 PDR-9111210ll4Radioactive Noble Oases in Restricted Areas, page 95 '

Safety Evaluation of the Proposed Yankee Atomic

ilPPOS-ON PDR 9111210080 Power Company's Modification of their Technical

Definition of Waste Oas Storage Tank Radioactivity Specifications Relating to liigh Radiation Areas, page
44

Limits, page 74

itPPOS 016 PDR 9111210il6
liPPOS4X)5 PDR 9111210084
Applicab!'ity of Footnote (1) of 10 CFR 20.103(a)(1) Applicability of Access Controls for Spent Fuel Pools,

to 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), page 97 page 46

IIPPOS4)l? PDR 911121011.4
ilPPOS4XM PDR 911121(X191
Particulate Sampling Line Bend Radii, page 6g Temporary Job Sites for Radiographic Operations,

page 50

llPPOS4107 PDR 9111210092
FIPPOS4)18 PDR 9111a10120

Monitoring of Radioactive Release Via Storm Drains, Qualification of Radiation Protection Manager -
page 77

Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 1, page 3

liPPOS-008 PDR 911121(Xrx3
IIPPOS4)19 PDR 9111210125

Response to Questions Concerning Enforcement of 40
Qualification (Experience) of Comractor IIcalthCFR 190, EPA Uranium Fuct Cycle Standard, page
Physics Technicians, page 6

75.

liPPOS-009 PDR 9111210097 ilPPOS-020 PDR 9111210132
'

Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.8 on Qualification
,

Request for NRR Follow Up on Emironmental
of Radiation Protection Manager, page 3

Samples with Levels Greater han FES Estimates,
page 78

liPPOS-021 PDR 9111210121
~

HPPOS4)l0 PDR 9111210101 Enforceability of NRR Letter Regarding Individuals
Qualified in Radiation Protection Procedures, page 5

10 CFR 20.201(b), Surveys, Final Rule - Effective
November 20,1981, page 69
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IIPPOS4)22 PDR 9111210126 llPPOS 0% PDR-9111210167 ;

Qualification of Reactor llP Technician, page 6 Posting of Entrances to a 1.arge Room or Building as

HPPOS4)23 PDR 9111Il0130
Significant Finding. Big Rock Point Health Physks liPPOS4137 PDR 91 tl210173
Appraisal, page 7 Farley I & 2 10 CFR Part 20 Exemption Request,

MSA OMR 1 Canister (Part No. 466220) Rad!okxtine
llPPOS-024 PDR 9111210135 Protection Factor, page 102
Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working flours, paEc 11

liPPOS-038 PDR 9111210177

HPPOS4125 PDR 9111210141 Request for Interpretation of Applicability of DOT
IJcense Condition,'... Used by or Under the Regulations to NRC Lkensed State or Federal
Supervision of ...', page 13 Entitics, page 155

HPPOS-026 PDR 9111210144 HPPOS-039 PDR-9111210178
Enforcement Pertaining to Unauthorized Users and Generic Ouldan(c on Preplanned Alternative Method
Unauthorlied Materials, page 16 for liigh Range Noble Oas Monitoring. page 72

llPPOS 027 PDR 9111210147 HPPOS4140 PDR 9111210182

10 CFR 20 203(r) Enforcement Guidance for Efflucut Radiation Monitor Calibtations, page 63
Containct latbels, page $6

ilPPOS4Mt PDR 9111210186
ilPPOS4)28 PDR 9111210150 Errors in Dose A.ucssment Computer Codes and'

Furt'ict Guidance gn Labellrig Requirements, page 56 Reporting Requirements Under 10 CFR Part 21, page
27

IIPPOS 0 " PDR 9111210151
Application of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi), page 135 llPPOS 042 PDR 9111210190

Contaminated Soil at Big Rock Point, page til
HPPOS-030 PDR 9111210152
Burial of Patients With Permanent implarts, page 112 IIPPOS443 PDR 9111210193

Disposal of Exempt Quantities of Radioactive
HPPOS4131 PDR 9111210155 Material, page 108
Exemption of 113 or C 14 Contaminateel Sc!ntillation
Media or Animal Tissues Under 10 CFR 20.306, page HPPOS444 PDR 9111210197
114 Ouldelines for Decontamination of Facilities and

Equipment puty 1982 Revision), page 59
HPPOS-032 PDR 9111210159
Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluble, insoluble, and HPPOS 4M5 PDR 911121021)1

immersion Forms, page 72 Decay in-storage and Disposal of Radioactive Wastei

i. as Ordinary Trash, page 122
|- 11PPOS-033 PDR 9111210153
i Supplement 1: Clarification of Placement of HPPOS-046 PDR 9111210203
; Personnel Monitoring Devices for External Radiation. Reporting Requirement Under 10 CFR 20.408 for

page 86 Employees Changing Assignment Under the Same
License, page 21

HPPOS4)34 PDR 9111210157 ,

Applicability of 10 CFR 20.303(d) to Disposable HPPOS 047 PDR 9111210207
Diapers Contaminated with Tc 99m page IW Personnel Monitoring Requirements for a

NRC/ Agreement State Licensed C4mtractor Working '

liPPOS-035 - PDR 91 tl210162 at a Part 50-Licensed Facility, page 24
Scope of Exemption in 10 CFR 20.303(d) for Disposal .

' of Patient Excreta in Sanitary Sewers, page 110
l
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HPPOS4M8 PDR 9111210212 IIPPOS4m PD R vill 210243
Disposal of Waste Oil at Browns Ferry, page 115 Clarification of Scope of Quality Assurance (QA) ;

Programs for Transport Packages Purruant to 10 CFR
HPPOS 049 PDR 91tl210214 50, Appendix D, page 159 i

10 CFR 20.102 Determination of Prior Radiation,

Dose, page 25 llPPOS461 PDR-9111210245
Guidance Regarding Phpiciara' Determination for

HPPOS-050 PDR 9111210219 Physical Qualification of Respiratory Equipment ,

'
Ouldance . Use of NRC Form 4 Listing of Exposure Users, page 98 r

'

Periods, page 19
HPPOS-062 PDR 91tl210248

riPPOS-051 PD R 91tl210222 Chemistry Technician Training and Qualifications,'

7'

Ouldance on Reporting Requirements of 10 CFR page 123
20.403. Nott0 cations of Incidents, page 25

llPPOS463 PDR 9111210249 :

liPPOS-052 PDR-9111210224 DOT Reply to NRC Request for Clarification on Es |
Ernuent Repotting Requirement Per 10 CFR Post Facto Declarations by Shippers of Radioactive

i20.405(a), Repotts of Overexposure and Execssive Materials, page 161
Levels and Concentrations, page 26 i

HPPOS464 PDR.9111210250 ,

'

HPPOS-053 PDR 9111210226 Clarification of Several Aspects of Removable
Assessment of Intakes of Radioactive Material by Radioactive Surface Contamination Limits for
Workers, page 96 Transport Packages, page 160

llPPOS-054 PDR 9111210229 liPPOS465 PDR 9111210251
Applicability of State Regulations on NRC Inspectors, inspection Ouldance on 10 CFR 50,72, immediate
page 146 Notification Requirement for Operating Power

'

Reactors, page 30
HPPOS4155 PDR.9111210231
IE Position Unduly Restricted Access of Female llPPOS466 PDR.9111210252
NRC Inspectors to Radiation Areas, page 167 Ouldance for Posting Radiation Areas, page 53

1IPPOS-056 PDR 9111210233 llPPOS467 PDR 9111210253
Violations of 10 CFR 20.207 (a) or (b), Storage and Chemistry and Radiation Protection Technician
Control of Licensed Materials in Unrestricted Areas, Training and Qualifications, page 8
page 33

}{PPOS-0M PDR-9111210154
HPPOS 057 PDR-9111210236 Response to Region 11 Intetpretation for Control of

- Avoidance of Mischaracteri:tauon of Effect of Certain High Radiation Areas, page 47
Communications to Licensces, page 171

,

L llPPOS469 PDR 91 tl210156
'

HPPOS-058 PDR-9111210237 Ouidance on Test conditions for Activated Charcoal
- Processing of Transportation Enforcement Cases Using Methyl lodide, page 62
- Based on Third Party Data Collected by Agreement
State Agencies, page 138 !!PPOS-070 PDR 9111210160

Clarification of 10 CFR 20, Appendix A, Note (i)
HPPOS-059 - PDR 9111210240 Requirement on Protection Factors of Respirators,
Enforcement of IJecnse Conditions in Material page 102.

Licenses, page 141
IIPPOS-071 PDR 9111210163
Control of Radioactively Contarninateo Material, page
78

^
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IIPPOS4172 PDR 9111210170 llPPOS4m3 PDR-91 t l21034
Oulde on llow Hard You llave to look as part of Revision 1 Clarification of Certain Requirements for
Radioac&e Contamination Control Program, p, ~ 79 Erlusive-Use Shipments, page 165

HPPOS 073 PDR 91112h,176 HPPOS4E6 PDR-911121038
Surwys of Wastes Before Disposal from Nuclear 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for Changes to
Reactor Facilities, page 80 Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems, page 60

HPPOS4174 PDR 9111210181 HPPOS4E7 PDR.9111210241
Criteria in NUREO Are Not Substitutes for Control of Radiation 12:vels in Unrestricted Areas
Regulations, page 172 Adjacent to Brachytherapy Patients, page 50;

llPPOS4175 PDR 9111210lM HPPOS4E8 PDR 9111210244 -

Overrtposures When Does the Whole Body Limit Corrections for Sample Conditions for Air and Oas '

- Apply, page 87_ Monitoring, page N

HPPOS 076 PDR.9111210188 HPPOS4E9 PDR-91112101M
Emergency Woriter Doses, page 95 Clarification of Conditions for Waste Shipmsms,

Subject to Hydrogen Oas Generation, page 118
IIPPOS-077 PDR 911i210194
Dose Assignment for Workers in Non Uniform HPPOS4No PDR 91tl210175
Radiation Fields, page M Clarification of Several Aspects Relating to Use of

NRC Certified Transport Packages, page 157
HPPOS 078 PDR 9111210199
Jurisdicilon of Mobile Radwaste Units Operating :,1 HPPOS4NI PDR.9111210180
Nuclear Power Plants, page 150 lead Shielding Attached to Safety Related Systems

Without 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluatians, page 61
HPPOS4179 - PDR oll1210213
Contamination of Nonradioactive system aad HPPOS4N2 PDR 9111210185
Resulting Potential for Unmonitored, Uncontroned Commercial Storage at Power Plant Sites of Radwaste
Release of RadioactMty to the Environment, page 60 Not Generated by the Utility, page 148

HPPOS4180 PDR 9111210216 HPPOS-093 PDR 9111210191
Packing Oreater Than Type A Quantities of LSA Final Waste Classification and Waste Form Techmcal
Radioactive Mate 4tal for Transport,' page 161 Position Papers, page 117

HPPOS4181 PDR 9111210220 HPPOS4N4 PDR-9111210195
tow Lewt Radioactive Waste Scaling Factors,10 Guidance Concerning 10 CFR 20.103 and Use of
CFR Part 61, page 120 Pressure Demand SCBds, page 103

ilPPOS4E2 PDR 9111210225 HPPOS405 PDR-9111210196
Highlights of Reecnt Transportation Rcgulatory Distribution of Products Irt.:diatcJ in Research

i Revisions by DOT and NRC, page 163 Reactors, page 39
,

.

HPPOS4M3 PDR-9111210228 HPPOS496 PDR 91 tl210202
Transportation of Radiography Devices, page 156 ANO Units 1 & 2 Radiochemistry Personnel

'

Qualifications, page 124
HPPOS41M PDR-9111210232 i

Clarification of Certain Requirements for llPPOS4N7 PDR 9111210206 ;

' Exclusive.Use Shipments of Radioactive Meterials, Jurisdiction Over Lew Level Waste Management at
,

pageIM Reactor Sites in Agreement States, page 149
>

h
'

'
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IIPPOSa98 PDR-91112102 t l llPPOS Ill PDR 91 tl210255
Implementation of Transient Worker Rule Change, Respmse to Inquiry Regarding Deletion of NRC
page 20 Water Quality Requirements from hiaine Yankte,

page 151
11PPOS499 PDR-911121021M
Attention to Liquid Dilution Volumes in Semiannual llPPOS il2 PDR 9111210258
Radioactive Elliuent Release Reports, page 27 Degree of Proof Necessary in a Regulatory

Enfor cment Action, page 140
liPPOS-100 PL)R 9111210221
Oasket Defects, page 158 ilPPOS-113 PDR 91112102nl

Enforcement of Regulatory Guides, page 138
llPPOS 101 PDR-9111210227
Clarification of 10 CI-R 50.72 to hiaine Yankee, page llPPOSIl4 PDR 9111210264 ,
29 Certain License Conditions for Natural Uranium

Processing hiills, page 137
liPPOS 102 PDR-9111210230
Meaning of the Expression Dose Eqt,Nient Xc 133 IIPPOSIl5 PDR 9111210267
in the Tethnical Specifications, page 74 EPA Inspections for Compliance with NPDES

Permits luued to NRC Licensecs, page 115
llPPOS 103 PDR 9111210235
Request for Clarification of Guidance Regarding IIPPOS Il6 PDR-9111210272
Phpicians Determination for Physical Qualification of OSliA Interpretation: Beards and Tight Fitting
Respiratory Equipment Users, page 99 Rapirators, page 99

lIPPOS lfu PDR-9111210239 11PPOS.ll7 PDR 911121027
Fact Sheet . ,2741 Agreements with States for hiedical Suncillance for Respirator Users, page 98
low-1.cvel Waste Transportation inspection, page 119

llPPOSIIM PDR-9111210275
liPPOS 105 PDR 9111210242 Airflow Measurement and Control for Supplied-Air
Relief from Technical Specification Limiting Respiraton, page IN
Conditions fer Operation, page 142

IIPPOSIl9 PDR 9111210276
,

liPPOS-106 PD R 911121024a Interpretative Letter No. 7642, Radiography,
Use of 11ydro Nuclear Sen-ice Dry Active Waste Agreement State Licensed hiaterials Aboard U.S.
Disposal, page 117 Ships, page 153

IIPPOS-107 PDR-9111210154 liPPOS-120 PDR 9111210277
Air Intrusion into BWR Primary Splems, page 59 Licensing of Reactor Facilities Prior to issuance of

Operating License, page 130
llPPOS 108 PDR-9111210256
Protocol for Accompaniment on NRC Inspectiom, llPPOS-121 PDR 9111210279
page 169 Ihcessive Skin thposures Due to Contamination With

liot Particles, page 93 <

llPPOS 109 PDet-9111210257
lhquirements in ANS: Standards vs. Facility llPPos 122 PDR-91 t l210281
'lechnical Specifications, page 139 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.21, Section C.10,

Sensitivity, page 76
1IPPOS-110 PDR-9111210247
SEC%M1-19 na Emerguncy Resp (mse Facilities, page llPPOS 123 PDR 91112102M5
170 Ellis Fischel State Cancer llospital. Violation of 10

CFR 19.16(c), page 139
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Appendis A-
,

IIPPOS 124 PDR 9111210287 liripqs.137 PDR.9111210369
Regarding Transfer of Control of a Corporation 10 CFR 31J(c)(9): Aircraft at Particular location,
lloiding NRC Licensees, page 42 page 41

1IPPOS 125 PDR 9111210295 11PPOS-138 PDR 9111210373
Safety Significance and Discussion Atout important Interpretation of 10 CFR 20.201(b). Survey

'

Metters, page 169 itequirement, page 70

HPPOS 126 PDR 9111210297 HPPOS 139 PDR 911121037$ I

Ex Parte Communication, page 172 Use of Open items List by inspettors, page 171 L

HPPOS-127 PDR 9111210299 HPPOS-140 PDR 9111210378
Transfer and/or Disposal of Spent Ocnerators, page Guidance on Reporting Doses to Members of the
121 Public frorn Normal Operations, page 2x

HPPOS 128 PDR 9111210336 ilPPOS-141 PDR-9111210379
_

Interpretation RO l 33, Meaning of Procedute Employee Protection from Employds for Revealing
implementation ..... STS Section 6A1, page 11 Safety Violations, page 143 |

_

HPPOS-1_29 PDR 91tl210340 HPPOS-142 PDR-9111210381
Humboldt Bay Rad'ation Protection Procedurcs, page Licensing of Dial Painting Activities by Jewelers and ;

12- Watch Repairers, page 36 ,

,

llPPOS 130 PDR-9111210344 IIPPOS-143 PDR 9111210383 ;

Request for Retraction of Violation ty Dairyland Requirement of Form NRC-4, page 19
Power Cooperative, page 113

HPPOS-144 PDR 9111210384 ,

llPPOS-131
_ .

PDR 9111210347 Perumnel Monitoring Requirements Ior Unlicensed ,

No License is Required for a Perum to Receive Contractors Working at Licensed Facilities, page 23
' Exempt Quantity Byproduct Material, page 40L

HPPOS 145 PDR 9111210386 -

' HPPOS 132 PDR-9111210350 Autt.orked Users' Supervisiot. of Medical Programs,
License Requirement for Facilities Repairing pag: 14
Contaminated Equipment, page 35

HPPOS 146 PDR-9111210387
HPPOS-133

.
PDR 9111210357 Updated Guidance on Fit Testing of Biopak 60-P

Exemption of Thorium-Containing Scrap Under 10 Respirator Users, page 105
' CFR 40.13(c)(4), page 32 -

HPPOS 147 PDR 9111220069
L HPPOS-134 PDR-9111210360 Respirator Uses's Notice tUse of Unapproved
| Explanation of to CFR 40.22(a) on Srrpli Quantitics Subassemblics, page 101

of Source Material, paFe 32
liPPOS.148 PDR-9111220078

HPPOS-135 - PDR-9111210361 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), Control of Exposure to
'

.

10 CFR 40.14 is not to be Used for issuing - Concentrations of Radioactive Materials in Restricted -
E. Licenses, page 126 Arcas, page 91 *

HPPOS-136 PDR 9111210365 HPPOS 149 PDR 9111220081 ,

Letter Dated February 6,1978 Regarding Allowable Contamination Limit for Thorium-nat,
Redistribution of Baeklighted Dials, page 37 page 81

NUREG/CR 5569 - 180
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llPPOS 150 PDR 9111220(D4 IIPPOS 163 PDR 9111220150
Dispmal Requirements for Specific and Exempt Request for Review of Regulatory Guide 8 20 for
Liccmed Smoke Detectors. page R9 Compatibility with 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), page 92

,

IiPPOS 151 PDR 911122tmx 1IPPOS-164 PDR-9111220176
Tramportation Enforcement Guidance, page 140 Impector Access to Facihties, page 16M

4

HPPOS 152 PDR 9111220ll6 11PPOS-165 PDR 9111"t20178
Request for Guidance Conectning Use of NRC Two Recent DOT Inicrpretations on 49 CFR Sections
Certified Casks, page 162 173.398(a)(1) and 173.391(c)(4), page 162

HPPOS 153 PDR 911120120 llPPOS 166 PDR 91 t l220180
lest or Stolen Radioactive Sources involved in Questions and Answers Concerning Uptakes of _

Tramportation, page 153 Americium 241 Oride - Information, page 97

HPPOS 154 PDR-9111220124 11PPOS 167 PDR-9111220182 *

Selection of Appropriale Er.forcement Action for Reports of Permnnel Exposure Upon Termination of
Gamma Diagnostic laboratories, Inc., parc 34 Employ nent or Work, page 22

IIPPOS-155 PDR 91tl220123 IIPPOS 168 PDR 9111220185
Transfer by ar NRC Licemcc of Radioactive Material Enforcernent of 10 CFR 20 401, Records of Surwys,
or of Radioactive-contaminated Facility Components Radiation Monitoring, and Dispmal, page 18
to the Department of Energy, page 36

ilPPOS-169 PDR-9111220186
llPPOS 156 PDR 9111220130 Disposal of Dyproduct Material Used foi Certain in
Resurrection llospital, Chicago, Illinois . Apparent Vitto Chnical or 12botatory Testing, page 111
Unauthoriicd Use of Hyproduct Material, page 42

IIPPOS 170 PDR 9111220l&8
IIPPOS 157 PDR 9111220134 Sampling Drywell Atmosphere Before a Peleme, page
Posting of Notices to Worker 3 10 CFR 19.11, page 73
31 .

liPPOS 171 PDR 9111220193 .

IIPPOS-15M PDR-911122G137 Lower Technical Specification Limit of Detection for
20 303(d) . Disposal by Relcase into Sanitary Liquid E!!!uents, page 67
ScMtage Systems, page 116

IIPPOSlh PDR 91 t l210259
HPPOS 159 PDR 9111220141 Qualification Requirements of Line Health Physics
NMSS Guidance to Manufacturers r(egarding Supervisors, page 4
labeling of Gas and Aemol Dctectors, page 57

HPPOS 173 PD R 9111210261
HPPOS-160 PDR-9111220143 Applicability of Generic Letter 82-12 to Radiation
Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, page 114 Protection Staff, page 10

HPPOS 161 PDR 9:ll2201 IIPPOS 174 PDR-9111210265
Consideration of NRC Independent Memurement 10 CFR 50.72, Applicability of Notification
Samples as Research Pursuant to 49 CFR 175.700(c) Requirement to Non Power Reactors, page 30
and 172 204(c)(1), page 161

HPPOS 175 PDR 9111210266
HPPOS-162 PDR-9111220148 Acceptability of New Technology Respirator Fil
Use of Contact Lenses with Respirators, page RIO Testing Devices, page 1(6

181 NUREG/CR-5569 I
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ilPPOS 176 PDR-9111210268 IIPPOS.188 PDR-9111210296 - ;

Authority to Penalla Willful False Exposure of Calculating Dose from a 1101 Partkie im the Skin.
Pers.onnel Monitoring Devne and Other liones, page page 93
42

llPPOS 189 PDR.91 t l210298
HPPOS-177 PDR 9111210269 Transfer of Exempt Quantitics of Ily product Malesial .

Correction of Misundmtanding Omcerning from a Nuclear Power Plant, page 3M
'

Ocmpational Dose Limits for Extremities, page 85
HPPOS 190 PDR 9111210MU

HPPOS-178 PDR 9111210270 Disposal of Exempt Quantitics of Byproduct Material,.

'

Limitation of 10 CFR 19.13(c) to Radiation Dose page 123
From External Sources, page 23

HPPOS.191 PDR.9111210302
llPPOS 179 PDR 9111210271 Licensing of Depleted Uranlurn Shiciding for Uw in,

NRC Responsibilities Concerning Old Omtaminated Possesshg of Mo 99/Tc.99m Ocnerator, page 128
'

Sites, page 81
'

HPPOS 192 PDR4111210304
11PPOS 180 PDR-9111210282 Request for Guidance Regarding 10 CIM 20.204(d), '

,

Applicability of 10 CPR 20.203(c) to Plants With Caution Signs, Labcis, Signals, and Omtrols: -

Standard Technical Specifications 6.12, page 48 Exemptions, page $$ .

HPPOS 181 PDR 91tl2102M llPPOS 193 PDR 9111210306
'

Citations of Noncompliance Concerning 10 CFR Marine liiological Laboratory 6 Incidental Dbcharge
,

20.105(b).10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CFR 20301 of Licensed Material to the Sea, page 112
(Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), pag: 132

11PPOS 194 PDR 9111210320
HPPOS 182 PDR 911i210286 Licensce's Responsibillay for Shipment of Waste and '

,

License Requirements Which Silpulate Specific Radioactive Materials, page 131-

IndMduals, page 15
HPPOS 195 PDR 91112103

HPPOS-183 PDR 9111210288 Trnnsport License Condition . Radiography Liccnw,
Decontarr,ination Limits for Americium 241, page 81 page 134

,

HPPOS 184 PDR-9111210289 HPPOS 196 1 DR-9111210326
Licensing for Crushing of Uranium Orc per 10 CIM Explosive Detectors for Use at Airports, page 131
40,4(k), page 136

- HPPOS-197 PDR 9111210327
IIPPOS-185 PDR-9111210291 Authority 7f Agreement States Concerning Their
Enforcement Actions Arising fram Radiation Surveys Licensees Working at DOE i acilitics. page 147
of Transport Vehicles, page 166

ilPPOS 198 .PDR 9111210330 .

iHPPOS 186 - PD R 9111210292 Licensing of Nuclear Materials for Use on the High
Determination of Radiation Exposure from Seas and in Antarctica, page 152
Dosimeters, page 82 -'

HPPOS 199 PDR 9111210334
HPPOS 187 PDR 9111210293 NRC's Junsdiction at U.S. Armed Forces 13ases
10 CIE 34.2(b) and (c) Dennitions . Radiographer Abrmd, pge 152
and Radiographer's Assistant, page 12

!. HPPOS.*00 PDR 9111210337
Authossilvre l'nder i i CFR 40.22, Ocneral License,
page 130 t

-
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ilPPOS 201 PDR 91112103 IIPPOS 213 PDR 9111220010
Import of Cigarette Plaies Containirig Source Applicability of 10 CI'R 50 Appendis 11 to Cncmkah
Material, page 127 and lleagents, page 125

llPPOS 202 PDR-9111210tl3 IIPPOS 214 PDIO911122(O)1
| Licendng Status of Titanium 11 caring Orcs and Waste inscrpretation of liioassay Meawrements, Assessment

products Fium Titanium Dioxide Manufacturing, page of Intake, page t ''
:

{ 129

3 1iPPOS 215 PDR 911122(012
| llPPOS-203 PDR 9111210346 Noti 0 cations and Reports to Indniduah, page 22

Transfer of Reactor Acthated Materiah to Personsi

Etempt, page 40 llPPOS 216 PDR 911122t013
Fitness For Duty Rule, page 9 2

IIPPOS-204 PDR 9111210348
Request for laterpretation Regarding Licensec ilPPOS 217 PDR 9111220020
Recordkeepir,,, page 17 Qvah0 cation of Radiation Protection Manag s - '

Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2, page 4
ilPPOS.205 PDR 9111210351
Record Retention at Ex Licensec After a License has IIPPOS 218 PDR-9111220023
been Terminated, page 17 Regulatory Respom;bilities for Ilyproduct Materials

in Non Power Reactors, page 134
liPPOS-206 PDR 9111210356
Boeing Company Request Concerning Depleted llPPOL219 PDR 911122(025
Uranium Counterweights, page 127 Intenah 11ctv.ua Physical F.xaminations for

Respirator Users, page 99
'

llPPOS.207 PDR 9111210359
Licensing of intustrial Radiographers at NRC llPPOS 220 PD R 9111220108
Licensed Operating Reactors and Reactor 10 CFR 20 311, Transfer for Disposal and Manifests,
Construction Sites, page 148 page 119

IIPPOS-208 PDR 9111210363 IIPPOS 221 PDR 9111220ll2
Applicability of Federal Regulations to NHC lewer Limit of Detection (LLD) for Potentially -

Licensecs Transfer of Radiative Materiah to DOE for Contaminated Oil, page 67
Shipment, page 155

llPPOS 222 PDR-9111220ll7
IIPr'OS 209 PDR 9111210367 Reportability of Operating Event, page 29
Part $1 Review of Amendment Request From lloston
University, page 133 llPPOS-223 PDR 9111220129

Consideration of Measurement Uncertainty When
llPPOS-210 PDR 9111210371 Measuring Rs.diation Levels Approaching Regulatory
llot Spot interpietation, page 54 Limits, page 65

HPPOS-211 PDR-911122fM06 IIPPOS-224 PDR-9111220133
Guidance on 10 CFR 20.203 - Caution Signs, Labels, Blind Spiking of Personnel Dosirneters and the
Signal, and Controls, page 54 Inspection Program, page 83

llPPOS-212 PDR 911122(XM7 IIPPOS 225 PDR-9111220136
.. Dissolved Noble Gases in Liquid Effluents and Footnote (g) of Appendix A to 10 CFR 20
Compliance With Technical Specifications 3.11.1, page Concerr.ing Protection Factor for Respirator, page
76 107

183 NUREO/CR 5569
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IIPPOS.226 PDR 9111220140 11PPOS 237 PDR-9111210358 i'

intent of the QA Testing of Respirator HEPA Filters, Request for Comments on Resporu.cs to Literm !

os Dhcuurd in NUREO.aM1, page 107 Questions on liigh Radiation Area Controls, page 45

HPPOS-227 - PDR 91 tl220144 HPPOS 238 PDR 9111210%2
Determining Compliance with the Occupational Dose llealth Phples Position t'n Task Qualification of IIP
Limits in 10 CFR 20.101, page 86 Techniciatu, page 8

IIPPOS 228 PDR 9111220082 ilPPOS 239 PDR 91112103m
Clarification on 10 CFR 19.lla, Posting of Notices to Clarification of Generk lxtrer 81-38, Storage of low
Workers, page 31 1.cvel Radioactive Wastes at Power Reactor Sites,

HPPOS 229 PDR 9111210328 f

'

Relaxation of Definition of Source Check in HPPOS 240 has t.cen dekted because of duplication. ,

Reference to Effluent Radiation Monitors, page M See HPPOS 180 -

HPPOS.230 PDR 9111210331 IIPPOS 241 PDR 911122(KM5 i
Applicatdlity of 10 CIG Part 20 to Occupational Transpmtation of Limlied Quantities of Radioactive j
Radiation Exposures Resulting from Radou and Materials on Passenger Carrying Alteraft, page 167
Radon Progeny at Nuclear Power Plants, page 71

IIPPOS 242 PDR 911122(Km7
IIPPOS 231 PDR 9111210333 licalth Physia Position on Posting of High Radiation
intakes That Aopcar to Result from Ingestion, page Arcas, page $1
m)

HPPOS 243 PDR 911122f Km9
'

HPPOS-232 PDR-9111210339 licalth Phpin Pmition on the Use of NRC Form 4
Enforcement Guidance Qincerning Substantial page 20
Potential, page 144

ilPPOS 244 PDR-911122(UM
llPPOS-233 PDR 9111210342 Enforcement Discretion by NRC Cunectning
Applicability of Regulatory Position 1.3 of Regulatory Violatiom that are Self-identifying, page 143 ,

Guide 8.32 to Nuclear Reactor Facilities, page 88
HPPOS.245 PDR.911122(U12

IIPPOS-234 PDR-9111210345 Access Gmtrols for Spent Fuel Storage Pools, page .

Access Omtrol to High Radiation Areas at Nuclear 46
Power Plants, page 48

HPPOS-246 PDR 91112200Wi
HPPOS 235

_ PDR 9111210349 Enforcement Policy For llot Particle Exposure -
Health Phpla Position on the Controlling of Beam Answers to Three Questions, page 94
Ports, Thermal Columns, and flux Traps as liigh
Radiation Arcas, page 49 lIPPOS 247 PDR 9111220100

Required Continuing Training Program for HP
HPPOS-236 PDR 9111210355 Professionals, page 9
*The Meaning of. May Have Caused of Threatens to
Cau!.c... In 10 CFR 20.403, page 145

|

|

|

_
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Al'PIINDIX 11

LIST OF SUllJEC1' CODES 5.5 venuiaoon
5.6 Prol(clive Clothing and Equipment
5.7 Calibration l'acility

MANAGEMENT
INYlRUMiiRTATION

1.1 Perwnnel Qualifications
6.1 Portable Radiation Instruments

1.2 Tr aining
6.2 Fixed Radiation Instruments

-

13 Authorired User
63 Laboratory Instruments

1.4 Organitation and Managernent
6.4 Calibration of instruments

1.5 Staffing
6.5 Maintenante of instruments

1.6 Audits and Reviews
66 Testing of Imtrutnents

1.7 Liecmec Procedures
6.7 Counting Statistin
6.8 inwer Limit of Dete< tionRECORDS AND RITOR'15
6.9 Air Samplers

2.1 Records
MONTIURING AND SURVEYS2.2 Reports

23 Notifications
7.1 Etternal Radiation
7.2 Airborne RadituctivityPOSSIISSION AND 'IKANSFER
73 Effluents
7.4 Environmental Monitoring

3.1 Import
7.5 Meteorology

3.2 Export
7.6 Contamination - Area and Materials33 Possession and Inventory
7.7 Contamination Personnel

3.4 Storage
7.8 i eak Tests3.5 Transfer

36 Release Limits
OCCUPNrlONAL EXPOSURE AND DOSE3.7 Loss or Theft

3.M Uses of Material
8.1 Perumnel Monitoring - External
8.2 Personnel Monitoring - InternalACCESS CORIROL
83 External Dose
8.4 Internal Dose4.1 liigh Radiation Area
8.5 ALARA4.2 Radiation Area
M.6 Exposure of Minors43 Restricted Area
8.7 Transient Workers4.4 Unrestricted Area
8.8 overexposure4.5 Temporary Job Site
8.9 Collective Dose4.6 Posting and Labeling
8.10 Respiratory Protection
8.11 Fetal ExposurcFACllJTIES AND EQUIPMENT

RAD 10ACrlVE WAS'IE5.0 Facilities and Equipment Ocneral
5.1 Counting Room

9.0 Radioactive Waste - General5.2 Laboratories
9.1 Gaseous Radwaste$3 Shielding
9.2 Liquid Radwaste5.4 Air Cleaning

185 NUREG/CR 5569
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: Appendix B

_ 9,3 , Solid Radwt.ste _ MISCELLANEOUS
9.4 Burial of Radwaste

- 9.5 High ine! Waste - 12.1 Allegations
,

9.6 Inw lael Waste 12.2 Agreement States
9.7 - Very lew level Waste 12.3 Criticality

12.4 Decontamination - Materials
CilEMISIRY 12.5 Dec6ntamination - Personnel

17. " Emergency Preparedness
- 10.1 Radiochemhtry 12.7 Enforcement
-10.2 Water Chemistry 12.8 Exposure of the Public

'

10.3 Confirmatory Measurements 12.9 Jurisdiction
10.4 Chemistry Quality Control 12.10 Material Control and Accounting

12.11 Medical Misadministration
LICEt4 SING 12.12 Offsite Dose Calculations

12.13 Other Federal Agencies and Industrial
11.1 Exempt Groeps

; 11.2- General 12.14 Plant Security
11.3 Specific 12.15 Quality Assurance and Quality Ccmtrol
11.4 T tmination 12.16 TMI Action Plan
11.5 Byproduct 12.17 Transportation and Shipping
11.6 D urce 12.18 NRC Inspector Requirements
11.7 < Special Nuclear Material . 12.19 Policy - NRC
11.8 Environmental'

i

!

|

L.
!
i
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APPFNDIX C

HPPOS NUMERICAL LIST BY HPPOS-238 Ile a Physics Posliir wk-

SUBJECT CODE U "* "#* """ "' # 7*'""'''* "*' F " '

l.2 Training

1.1 Personnel Qualificatk ns }{ppes,022 Qualification of Reactor HP Technician,

llPPOS-018 Qualification of Radhilon Protection
Manager Regulatory Ouide L8, Revision 1, page 3 HPPOS42 Chemistry Technician Training and

'

HPPOS-019 Qualification (Experience) of Contractor
IIcalth Physics Technicians, page 6 HPPOS47 Chemistry and Radiation Protection

HPPOS-02t> Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.8 on
Qualificatian of Radiation Protection Manager, page llPPOS4D6 ANO Units 1 & 2 - Radiochemistry
3 Personnel Qualifications, page 124

HPPOS-021 Enforceability of NRR Letter Regarding HPPOS-164 Inspector Access to Facilitics, page 168
Individuals Qualified in Radiation Protection
Proccoures, page 5 HPPOS-217 Qualification of Radiation Protectien

~
'

HPPOS-022 Qualification of Reactor . .P Technician,
page 6 HPPOS-238 Health Physics Position on Task

*

- HPPOS-023 Significant Finding, Big Rock Point
Health Physics Appraisal, page 7 HPPOS-242 Health Physics Position on Posting of

" '

HPPOS&2 ' Chemistry Technician Trabing and
Qualifications, page 123 HPPOS 247 Required Contmuing Training Program

*
IIPPOS&7 Chemistry and Radiation Protectiori

. Technician Training and Qualifications, page 8 1.3 Authorized User

HPPOSM ANO . Units 1 & 2 - Radiochemistry HPPOS-025 License Condition. *-. Used by or Under
Personnel Qualifications, page !?4 the Supervision of.1, page 13

HPPOS-172 Qualification Requirements of Line HPPOS4)26 Enforcement Pertaining to Unauthorized
Health Physics Supervisors, page 4 Users and Unauthorized Materials, page 16

HPPOS-216 Fitness For Duty Rule, page 9 HPPOS 145 Authorized Users' Supervision of
Fa Page M.

HPPOS-217 Qualification of Radiation Protection
Manager Regulatory Ouide 1.8, Revision 2, page 4 HPPOS 182 License Requirements Which Stipulate

" ' I E#
HPPOS-219 Intervals Between Physical Examinations
for Respirator Users, page 99

187 NUREO/CR-5569
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Appendix C

13 Authorizcxl User (continued) HPPOS 123 Interpretatian - RO 1.33, Meaning of
Procedure implementation . ... STS Section 6.8.1, page

HPPOS-187 10 CFR 34.2(b) and (c) - Definitions - 11

Rediographer and Radiographer's Assistant, page 12
HPPOS 129 H, mboldt Bay Radiation Protection

HPPOS-219 Intervals Between Physical Examinations Procedures, page 12
for Respirator Users, page 99

2.1 Rcmrds
1.4 Organizatk>n & Management

llPPOS-012 Surwy at End of Radiography
HPPOS-023 Significant Finding, Big Rock Point Operation, page 68
Health Physics Appraisal, page 7

HPPOS-035 Scope of Exer..ption in 10 CFR
HPPOS-024 Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working 20303(d) for Disposal of Patient Excreta in Sanitary
Hours, page 11 Sewers, page 110

HPPOS-172 Qualification Requirements of Line HPPOS-047 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for .

Health Physics Supervisors, page 4 a NRC/Agrecment State Licensed Contractor
Working at a Part 50-Licensed Facility, page 24

HPPOS-173 Applicability of Generic Letter 82-12 to
Radiation Protection Staff, page 10 HPPOS-N9 10 CFR 20.102 - Determination of Prior

Radiation Dose, page 25
1.S Staffrag

HPPOS-050 Guidance - Use of NRC Forrn 4 -
HPPOS-023 Significant Finding, Big Rock Point Listing of Exposure Periods, page 19
Health Physics Appraisal, page 7

HPPOS 098 Implementation of Transient Worker
HPPOS-024 Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working Rule Change, page 20
Hours, page 11

HPPOS-143 Requirement of Form NRC-4, page 19
HPPOS-172 Qualification Requirements of Line t

Health Physics Supervisors, page 4 HPPOS-167 Reports of Personnel Exposure Upon
Termination of Employment or Work, page 22

HPPOS-173 Applicability of Generic Letter 8212 to
Radiation Protection Staff, page 10 HPPOS-Ira Enforcemeu of 10 CFR 20.401, Records

of Surseys, Radiation Monitoring, and Disposal, page
1.7 Licenscc Procedures 18

HPPOS-015 Safety Evaluation of the Proposed HPPOS-2N Request for Interpretation Regarding
Yankee Atomic Power Company's Modincation of Licensee Recordkeeping, page 17
their Technical Specitications Relating to High
Radiation Areas, page 44 HPPOS-205 Record Retention at Ex Licensee After

a License has been Terminated, page 17
HPPOS-024 Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working
Hours, page 11 HPPOS-220 10 CFR 20.311, Transfer for Disposal

and Manifests, page 119
HPPOS-070 Clarification e CFR 20, Appendix A,
Note (i) Requirement on Protection Factors of HPPOS 243 Health Physics Position on the Use of
Respirators, page 102 NRC Form 4, page 20

HPPOS-246 Enforcement Policy For Hot Particle
Exposure - Answers to Three Questions, page 94
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Appendit Ci

.

2.2 Reports llPPOS4165 Inspection Guidance on 10 CIM 50,72,
immediate Notification Requirement for Operating

HPPOS441 Errors in Dose Assessment Coc puter Power Reactors, page 30
Codes and Reporting Requirements Under 10 CIV
Part 21, page 27 IIPPOS 101 Clarification of 10 CFR 50.72 to Maine

Yankec, page 29
HPPOS-St6 Reporting Requirement Under 10 CI'R
20 408 for Employees Changing Assignment Under HPPOS 157 Posting of Notices to Workers - 10 CFR
the Same License, page 21 19.11, page 31

HPPOS 051 Guidance an Reporting Requirements of HPPOS 174 10 CFR 50.72, Applicability of
10 CFR 20.403 - Notifications of Incidents,25 Notification Requirement to Non Power Reactors,

page 30
llPPOS-052 Eftluent Reporting Requirement Pcr 10

-

CFR 20.405(a), Reports of Overexposure and HPPOS-228 Clarification on 10 CFR 19.11a, Posting
Excessive Levels and Concentrations, page 26 of Notices to Workers, page 31

IIPPOS 099 Attention to Liquid Dilution Vok ..cs in 3.2 Export
Scmiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports,
page 17 IIPPOS-159 NMSS Ouidance to Manufacturers

Regarding Labeling of Gas and Aerosol Detectors,
HPPOS 140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to page 57
Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page
28 3.3 Possession and inventory

HPPOS-144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for llPPOS 133 Exemption of Thorium Containing Scrap
Unlicensed Contractors Working at Licensed Under 10 CIR 40.13(c)(4), page 32
Facilities, page 23

HPPOS 134 Explanation of 10 CFR 40.22(a) on
llPPOS-153 Lost or Stolen Radioactive Sources Small Quantities of Source Material, page 32
Involved in Transportation, page 153

HPPOS-135 10 CFR 40.14 is not to be Used for
~

llPPOS-167 Reports of Personnel Exposure Up m issuing E-Licenses, page 126
Termination of Employment at Work, page 22

HPPOS 150 Dispaal Requirements for Specific and
llPPOS-178 Limitation of 10 CFR 19.13(c) to Exempt Licensed Smoke Detectors, page 109
Radiation Dose From External Source, page 23

HPPOS 218 Regulatory Responsibilitics for
ilPPOS-215 Notifications and Reports to Individuals, Byproduct Materials in Non-Power Reactors, page 134
page 22

3.4 Storage
llPPOS-222 Reportability of Operating Event, page
29 HPPOS-012 Survey at End of Radiography

Operation, page 68
HPPOS-236 The Meanlag of * . May Have Causeil or
Threatens to Cause.. " in 10 CFR 20.403, page 145 HPPOS-056 Violations of 10 CFR 20.207 (a) or (b),

Storage and Control of Licensed Materials in
2.3 Notificatkms Unrestricted Areas, page 33

liPPOS 051 Guidance on Reporting Requirements of IIPPOS 127 Transfer and/or Disposal of Spent
10 CFR 20.403 - Notifications of Incidents, page 25 Generators, page 121
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Appendix C

3.4 Storage (continued) HPPOS.189 Transfer of Exempt Quantities of
By product Material from a Nuclear Power Plant,

HPPOS-154 Selection of Appropriate Enforcement page 38
Action for Gamma Diagnc:, tic Laboratories, Inc., page
34 HPPOS-190 Disposal of Exempt Quantitles of

Byproduct Material, page 123
HPPOS4.39 Clarification of Generic Letter 81-38,
Storage of Low Level Radioactive Wastes at Power HPPOS-203 Transfer of Reactor Activated Materials
Reactor Sites, page 33 to Persons Exempt, page 40

3.5 Transfer - HPPOS-220 10 CFR 20.311 Transfer for Disposal
and Manifests, page 119

HPPOS4M8 Disposal of Waste Oil at Browns Ferry,
page 115 3.6 Release Limits

HPPOS-095 Distribution of Products Irradiated in HPPOS4M4 Guidelines for Decontamination of
? escatch Reacton, page 39 Pacilities ano Equipment (tuly 1982 f<cvision), page

59
HPPOS-127 Transfer and/or Disposal of Spent
Generators, page 121 HPPOS-136 Letter Dated February 6,1978

...Regarding Redistribution of Backlighted Dials",*

HPPOS-130 Request for Retraction of Violation by page 37
Dairyland Power Cooperative, page 113

HPPOS.149 Allowable Contamination Limit for
HPPOS-131 No License is Required for a Person to Thorium nat, page 81
Receive Exempt Quantity Byproduct Material, page
40 HPPOS 183 Decontamination Limits for

Americium-241, page M1
HPPCS.13? License Requirement for Facilities
Repairing Contaminated Equipment, page 35 HPPOS-221 Lower Limit of Detection (LLD) for

Potentially Contaminated Oil, page 67
HPPOS-136 Letter Dated February 6,1978
"...Regarding Redistribution of Backlighted Dials", 3.7 Loss or ' Theft
page 37

HPPOS 153 Lost or Stolen Radioactive Sources
HPPOS-137 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9): Aircraft at involved in Transportation, page 153
Particular Imcation, page 41

HPPOS-154 Sclection of Appropriate Enforcement
HPPOS-142 Licensing of Dial Painting Activities by Action for Gamma Diagnostic Lalmratories, Inc., page
Jewelers and Watch Repairers, page 36 34

HPPOS-155 Transfer by an NRC Licensee of 3.8 Uscs of Material
Radioactive Material or of Radioactive-Contaminated
Facility Components to the Department of Energy, HPPOS-026 Enforcement Pertaining to Unauthorized
page 36 Users and Unauthorized Materials, page 16

HPPOS-159 NMSS Guidance to Manufacturers HPPOS-029 Application of to CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi),
Regarding Labeling of Gas and Aerosol Detectors, page 135
page 57

HPPOS4N5 Distribution of Products Irradiated in
Research Reactors, page 39
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3.8 Uscs of Material (continued) IIPPOS-235 licalth Physis Position on the
Controlling of Beam Ports, Thermal Columns, and

HPPOS 124 Regarding Transfer of Controi of a Flux Traps as High Radiation Areas, page 49
Corporation Holding NRC Licenwes, page 42

IIPPOS-237 Request for Comments on Responses to
HPPOS-131 No License is Required for a Person to Licensee Questions on High Radiation Area Controls,
Realve Exempt Quantity Byproduct Material, pqe page 45

.40
HPPOS-242 Health Phpla Position on Posting of

HPPOS-133 Exemption of Thorium-Containing Scrap High Radiation Areas, page 51
Under 10 CFR 40.13(c)(4), page 32

HPPOS 245 Access Controh for Spent Fuel Storage

HPPOS 137 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9): Aircraft at Pools, page 46
Particular location, page 41

4 2 Radiation Area
HPPOS 156 Resurrection Hospital, Chicago, Illinois -
Appare6.i Unauthorized (Jse of Byproouct Matenai, lilPOS4)36 Posting of Entrautes to a 12tp Roara
page 42 or Building as a Radiation Arca, page 5'

ilPPOS-176 Auth9rity to Penalia Willfai False llPPOS 066 Guidance foi Posting Radiation Areas,
Exposure of Personnel Monitoring Device and Other page 53
Hoaxes, page 42

HPPOS-210 llot Spot interpretation, page 54
HPPOS-184 Licensing for Crushing of Uranium Orc
per 10 CFR 40.4(k), page 136 4.4 Unrestricted Area

4.1 High Radiation Area HPPOS4M5 Inspection Guidance on 10 CFR 50.72,
immediate Notification Requirement for Operating

- HPPOS-014 Access Control to High Radiation Areas Pcwcr Reactors, page 30
- Turkey Point, page 43

HPPOS-087 Control of Radiation Levels in
HPPOS-015 Safety Evaluation of the Proposed . Unrestricted Areas Adjacent to Brachytherapy
Yankee Atomic Power Company's Modification of Patients, page 50
their Technical Specifications Relating to High
Radiation Areas, page 44 IIPPOS-154 Selection of Appropriate Enforcement

Action for Gamma Diagnostic 12boratories, Inc., page
HPPOS-016 Applicability of Access Controls for 34

Spent Fuel Pools, page 46
4.5 Temporary Job Site

HPPOS-068 Response to Region 11 Interpretation for
Control of High Radiation Areas, page 47 HPPOS-017 Temporary Joh Sites for Radiographic

Operations, page 50
HPPOS-180 Applicability of to CFR 20.203(c) to

. Plants With Standard Technical Specifications 6.12, 4.6 Posting & Labeling
page 48

HPPOS-014 Access Control to High Radiation Areas
HPPOS 211 O*.adance on 10 CFR 20.203 Caution - Turkey Point, page 43
Signs, labels, Signals, and Controls, page 54

HPPOS4)27 10 CFR 20.203(f) Enforcement
HPPOS-234 Access Control to High Radiation Areas Guidance for Contamer Labels, page 56
at Nuclear Power Plants, page 48
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- Appendix C

-4.6 Posting & bbeling (continued) liPPOS-079. Contamination of Nonradioactive Sy tem
and Resulting Potential for Unmonitored,

-

HPPOS-028 Further Guidance on Labeling Uncontrolled Release of Radioacthity to the
Requirements, page 56 ~ Environment, page 60

HPPOS-036 Posting of Entrances to a Large Room HPPOS36 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for
or Building as a Radiation Area, page 52 Changes to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems,

page 60
' HPPOS466 Guidance for Posting Radiation Areas,
page 53 HPPOS-107 Air Intrusion into BWR Primary

Systems, page 59
HPPOS4V13 Transportation of Radiography Devices,
page 156 HPPOS-114 Certain License Conditions for Natural

Uranium Processing Mills, page 137
HPPOS 157 Posting of Notices to Workers .10 CFR-
19.11, page 31 HPPOS-149 Allowable Contamination Limit for

Tnonum nat, page isi
HPPO5-159 NMSS Ouidance to Manufacturers
Regarding Labeling of Oas and Acrosol Detectors, 5.3 Shiciding
page 57

HPPOS4M) Clarification of Several Aspects Relating
HPPOS-192 Request for Guidance Regarding 10 to Use of NRC-Certified Transport Pakag s, page
CFR 20.204(d), Caution Signs, bbels, Signals, and 157

_

Controls: Exemptions, page 55
HPPOS4W1 Lead Shielding Attached to Safety

HPPOS-210 Hot Spot interpretation, page 54 Related Systems Without 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations,
page 61

HPPOS-211 Guidance on 10 CFR 20.203 - Caution
Signs, bbels, Signals, and Controls, page 54 HPPOS 237 Request for Comments on Responses to

Licensee Questions on High Radiation Area Controls,
; HPPOS-228 Clarification on 10 CFR 19.11a, Posting page 45
of Notices to Workers, page 31

5.4 Air Cleaning
HPPOS-234 Access Control to High Radiation Areas
at Nuclear Power Plants, page 48 HPPOS4M9 Ouidance on Test Conditions for

Activated Charcoal Using Methyl lodide, page 62
HPPOS-235 Health Physus Position on the
Controlling of Beam Ports, Thermal Columns, and 5.6 Protective Clothing and Equipment
Flux Traps as High Radiation Areas, page 49

HPPOS-162 Use of Contact Lenses with Respirators,
HPPOS-242 Health Physics Position on Posting of page 20
High Radiation Areas, page 51

IIPPOS-166 Questions and Answers Concerning-
5.0 Fadlities and Equipment - Ocncral Uptakes of Americium-241 Oxide - Information, page

97
HPPOS-Oll Clarification of the 11 Criteria of *

NUREO-0737 on Postaccident Sampling System - HPPOS-175 Acceptability of New Technology
(PASS) Capability, page 58 Respirator Fit Testing Devices, page 106

HPPOS-044 Ouldelines for De~~ "--d~ ef
Facilities and Equipment (July 1982 Revision), page
59
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i

6.2 1' axed RadWion lastruments liPPOS4X13 Ex}msure of Indisiduah to
Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Gases in

llPPOS 107 Air '.;trusbn into BWR Primary Restricted Areas, page 95
Systems, page 59

lIPPOS-010 10 CFR 20.201(b), Surveys, Final Rule -
6.A Calibration of Instruments Effective November 20,1981, page 69

HPPOS 001 Proposed Guidance for Calibration and llPPOS4)12 Surwy at End of Radiography
Surveidar,cc Requirements to Meet item II.F.1 of Operation, page 68
NUkEG 0737, page 62

HPPOS-013 Averaging of Radiation levels Over the
HPPOS-040 Effluent Radiation Monitor Calibrations, Detector Probe Area, page 154
page 63 _

HPPOS4)l5 Safety Evaluation of the Proposed
HPPOS4188 Corrections for Sample Conditions for Yankee Atomic Power Company's Modification of
Air and Gas Monitoring, page 64 their Technical Specifications Relating to High

Radiation Areas, page 44 -

6.5 Maintenance of Instruments
HPPOS4173 Surveys of Wastes Before Disposal from

HPPOS4X)2 Overexposure of Diver During Work in Nuclear Reactor Facilities, page 80
Fuel Storage Pool, page 87

HPPOS4183 Transportation of Radiography Devices,
6.6 Testing of Instruments page 156

HPPOS-223 Consideration of Measurement HPPOS.084 Clarification of Certain Requirements
Uncertainty When Measuring Radiation inch for Exclusive-Use Shipments of Radioactive Materiah,
Approaciiing Regulatory Limit , page 65 page 164

HPPOS-229 Relaxation of Definition of Source HPPOS-085 Revision 1 Clarification of Certain
Check in Reference to Effluent Radiation Monitors, Requirements for Exclusive Use Shipments, page 165
page 66 _

HPPOS4)S7 Control of Radiation incts in -

6.8 Imer Iblit of Detection Unrestricted Areas . Adjacent to Brachytherapy
Patients, page 50

HPPOS-171 Lower Technical Specification Limit of
Detection for Liquid Effluents, page 67 HPPOS-107 Air Intrusion into BWR Primary

Systems, page 59

HPPOS-221 Lower Limit of Detection (LLD) for
Potentially Contaminated Oil, page 67 HPPOS-138 Interpretation of 10 CFR 20.201(b),

Survey Requirement, page 70
6.9 Air Samplers

HPPOS-152 Request for Guidance Concerning Use
HPPOS4m Particulate Samp!ing Line Bend Radii, of NRC Certified Casks, page 162
page 68

HPPOS-181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning
HPPOS-088 Corrections for Sample Conditions for 10 CFR 20.105(b),10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CFR
Air and Gas Monitoring, page 64 20.301 (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), page

132

7.1 External Radiadon
HPPOS-192 Request for Guidance Regarding 10

HPPOS4102 Overexposure of Diver During Work in CFR 20.204(d), Caution Signs, labels, Signals, and
Fuel Storage Pool, page 87 Controh: Exemptions, page 55
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Appendix C

7,1 External Radiation (continued) HPPOS-004 Definition of Waste Oas Storage Tank
Radioacti ity Limits, page 74

HPPOS-223 Consideration of Measurement -
Uncertainty When Measuring Radiation Levels HPPOS406 Particulate Sampling Line Bend Radii,
Approaching Regulatory Limits, page 65 page 68

7.2 Airborne Radioactivity HPPOS-007 Monitoring of Radioactive Release Via
Storm Drains, page 77

HPPOS-003 Exposure of Individuals to
Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Oases in HPPOS408 Response to Questions Concerning

- Restricted Areas, page 95 Enforcement of 40 CFR 190, EPA Uranium Fuel
Cycle Standard, page 75

HPPOS-005 Applicability of Footnote (1) of 10 CFR _

20.103(a)(1) to 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), page 97 HPPOS-032 Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluble,
Insoluble, and immersion Forms, page 72

HPPOS-010 10 CFR 20.201(b), Surveys, Final Rule -
FEcctive tbycuter 20,1981, paZe 69 HPPOS039 Occetic G'ddance en Preplmped

Alternative Method for High Range Noble Gas
HPPOS-032 Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluble, Monitoring, page 72
Insoluble, and immersion Forms, page 72

HPPOS4MO Effluent Radiation Monitor Calibrations,
HPPOS4)70 Clarification of 10 CFR 20, Appendix A, page 63

- Note (1) Requirement on Protection Factors of
Respirators, page 102 HPPOS4M1 Errors in Dose Assessment Computer

Codes and Reporting Requirements Under 10 CFR
HPPOS-088 Corrections for Sample Conditions for Part 21, page 27
Air and Oas Monitoring, page 64

HPPOS-052 Ef0uent Reporting Requirement Per 10
IJPPOS-138 Interpretation of 10 CFR 20.201(b), CFR 20,405(a), Reports of Overexposure and
Survey Requirraut, page 70 Excessive levels and Concentrations, page 26

HPPOS.146 : Updated Guidance on Fit Testing of HPPOS-079 Contamination of Nonradioactive System
Biopak fil-P Respirator Users, page 105 and Resulting Potential for Unmonitored.

.
Uncontrolled Release of Radioritivity to the

HPPOS @ 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), Control of Environment, page 60
Exposuie to Concerdrations of Radioactive tdaterials
in Restricted Areas, page 91 HPPOS-088 Corrections for Sample Conditions for

Air and Gas Monitoring, page 64
HPPOS-163 Request for Review of Regulatory Guide
8.20 for Compatibility with 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), page HPPOS-099 Attention to Liquid Dilution Volumes in
92 Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports,

page 27
HPPOS-230 . Applicability of 10 CFR Part 20 to
Occupational Radiation Exposures Resulting from HPPOS-102 Meaning of the Expression Dose
Radon and Radon Progeny at Nuclear Power Plants, Equivalent Xc 133 in the Technical Specifications,
page 71 page 74

7.3 EHluents HPPOS-122 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.21,
Section C.10, Sensitivity, page 76

- HPPOS4101 Proposed Guidance for Calibration and
Surveillance Requirements to Meet item II.F.1 of
NUREG-0737, page 62
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Appendix C

7.3 Efiluents (cxmtinued) llPPOS4)?2 Guide on llow liard You llave to Look
us part of Radioactive contamination omtrol

HPPOS 140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to Program, page 79
Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page
28 IIPPOS4)73 Surveys of Wastes Before Dispisal from

Nuclear Reactor Facilities, page 80
llPPOS 170 Sampling Dr)well Atmosphere Before a
Release, page 73 l{PPOS4WO Clarification of Several Aspects Relating

to Use of NRC Certified Transport Packages, page
HPPOS-171 Lower Technical Specification Limit of 157

Detection for Liquid Effluents, page page 67
llPPOS,138 Interpretation of 10 CFR 20.201(b),

HPPOS 212 '. . Dissolved Noble Gases in Liquid Surwy Requitement, page 70
Efiluents and Compliance With Technical

-

Specifications 3.11.1", page 76 HPPOS-149 Allowable Omtamination Limit for
Thorium nat, page 81

IIPPOS-229 Relaxation of Definition of Source
c peerning OldCheck in Referewe to Effluent Radiation Moailm., !!PPOS -179 MP.C R:sporsiYlWes o ,,

page 66 Contaminated Sites, page 81

7A Environmental Monitoring HPPOS-183 Decontamination Limits for
Americium 241, page 81

liPPOS4107 Monitoring of Radioactive Release Via
Storm Drains, page 77 HPPOS 221 Lower Limit of Detection (LLD) for

Potentially Contaminated Oil, page 67
ilPPOS41tB Request for NRR 1;ollow Up on
Environmental Samples with levels Greater Than 7.7 Gmtamination - Peramnet
FES Estimates, page 78

IIPPOS-Il4 Certain License Conditions for Natural
7.5 Meteorology Uranium Processing Mills, page 137

IIPPOS-065 Inspection Guidance on 10 CFR 50.72, HPPOS-121 Excessive Skin Exposures Due to
"

immediate Notification Requirement for Operating Contamination With liot Particles, page 93
Power Reactors, page 30

81 Personnel Monitoring - External
7.6 Contamination - Area and Materials

llPPOS4K12 Overexposure of Diver During Work in
llPPOS-010 10 CFR 20.201(b), Surveys, Final Rule - Fuel Storage Pool, page 87
Effective November 20,1981, page 69

IIPPOS 033 Supplement 1: Clarification of
HPPOS4111 Clarification of the 11 Criteria of Placement of Personnel Monitoring Devices for
NUREG41737 on Postaccident Sampling System External Radiation, page 86
(PASS) Capability, page 58

itPPOS4M7 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for
HPPOS4)64 Clarification of Several Aspects of a NRC/ Agreement State Licensed Contractor
Removable Radioactive Surface Contamination Limits Working at a Part 50-Licensed Facility, page 24
for Transport Packages, page 160

HPPOS4M9 10 CFR 20.102 - Determination of Prior
HPPOS-071 Control of Radioactively Contaminated Radiation Dose, page 25
Material, page 78

HPPOS-050 Guidance - Use of NRC Form 4 -
Listing of Exposure Periods, page 19
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Appendix C -

. 8.1 Penoanci Monitoring - External (continued) HPPOS-075 Overexposures When Does the
Whole< Body Lim;t Apply, page 87

- HPPOS-075 Overexposures When Does the
Whole Body Limit Apply, page 87 HPPOS-076 Emergency Worker Doses, page 95

HPPOS-077 Dose Assignment for Workers in HPPOS-077 Dose Assignment for Workers in
Non-Uniform Radiation Ficids, page 84 Non-Uniform Radiation Fields, page 84

HPPOS.167 Reports of Personnel Exposure Upon HPPOS 121 Excessive Skin Exposures Due to
Termination of Employment or Work, page 22 Contamination With Hot Particles, page 93

- HPPOS-168 Enforcement of 10 CFR 20.401, Records HPPOS-143 Requirement of Form NRC-4, page 19
of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and Disposal, page
18 HPPOS-144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for

_.
Unlicensed Contractors Working at Licensed

HPPOS-177 Correction of Misunderstanding Facilitics, page 23
Concerning Occupational Dose Limits for Extremities,
page 85 HPPOS-168 Enforcement of 10 CFR 20.401, Records,:

of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and Disposal, page
- HPPOS-186 Determination of Radiation Exposure 18

from Dosimeters, page 82
HPPOS-177 Correction of Misunderstanding

- HPPOS-205 Record Retention at Ex Licensec After Concerning Occupational Dose Limits for Extremitics,
a License has been Terminated, page 17 page 85

HPPOS-224 Bilnd Spiking of Persorinel Dosimeters HPPOS-186 Determination of Radiation Exposure
and the Inspection Program, page 83 from Dosimeters, page 82

HPPOS 227 Determining Compliance with the HPPOS-188 Calculating Dose from a Hot Particle on
Occupational Dose Limits in 10 CFR 20.101, page 86 the Skin, page 93

HPPOS-242 Health Physics Position on the Use of HPPOS-227 Determining Compliance with the
NRC Form 4, page 20 Occupational Dose Limits in 10 CFR 20.101, page 86

8.3 External Do"e HPPOS-246 Enforcement Policy For Hot Particle
Exposure - Answers to Three Questions, page 94

,

HPPOS-003 Exposure of ladividuals to
Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Gases in &4 Internal Dose
Restricted Areas, page 95

HPPOS-005 Applicability of Footnote (1) of 10 CFR
HPPOS-Oll Clarification of the 11 Criteria of 20.103(a)(1) to 10 CFR 20.103(h)(2), page 97
NUREG-0737 on Postaccident Sampling System

- (PASS) Capability, page 58 HPPOS-037 Farley 1 & 2 - 10 CFR Part 20
Exemption Request, MSA GMR-I Canister (Part No.

; HPPOS-033 Supplement 1: Clarification of 466220) Radiciodine Protection Factor, page 102
Placement of Personnel Monitoring Devices for
External Radiation, page 86 HPPOS-051 Guidance on Reporting Requirements of

10 CFR 20.403 - Notifications of incidents, page 25
HPPOS-046 ' Reporting Requirement Under 10 CFR

. 20.408 for Employees Changing Assignment Under
the same License, page 21
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Appendix C

8.4 1strtaal Dose (crintinued) HPPOS 144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for
Unlicerud Contractors Wotking at Licensed

HPPOS4153 Assessment of Intakes of Radioactive Facilitics, page 23
Material by Workers, page %

&8 Overexpmure
llPPOS-094 Guidance Concerning 10 CFR 20.103
and Use of Pressure Demand SCBA's, page 103 HPPOS-075 Overexposures - When Does Ibc

Whole-Body Limit Apply, page 87
HPPOS-163 Request for Review of Regulatory Guide
8.20 for Compatibility with 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2). page &9 Collective Dose
92

HPPOS4176 Emergency Worker Doses, page 95
HPPOS 166 Questions and Answers Concerning
Uptakes of Americium-241 Oxide - Information, page RIO Rcspiratory Protectkin
97

HPPOS-037 Farley 1 & 2 10 CFR Part 20
HPPOS-178 Limitation of 10 CFR 19.13(c) to Exemption Request, MSA GMR ! Canister (Part No.
Radiation Dose From External Sources, page 23 466220) Radiciodine Protection Factor, page 102

HPPOS-183 Decontamination Limits for HPPOS-061 Guidance Regarding Physicians'
Americium 241, page 81 Determinauon for Physical Qualification of

Respiratory Equipment Users, page 98
HPPOS-215 Notifications and Reports to Individuals,
page 22 HPPOS-070 Clarification of 10 CFR 20, Appendix A,

Note (i) Requirement on Protection Factors of
HPPOSJ231 Intakes That Appear to Result from Respirators, page 102
Ingestion, page 90

HPPOS-094 Guidance Concerning 10 CFR 20.103
8.5 ALARA and Use of Pressure Demand SCBA's, page 103

HPPOS468 Response to Region 11 Interpretation for HPPOS 103 Request for Clarification of Guidance
Control of High Radiation Areas, page 47 Regarding Physicians Determination for Physical

Qualification of Respiratory Equipment Users, page
HPPOS-091 Lead Siticiding Attached to Safety 99
Related Systems Without 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations,
page 61 HPPOS-116 OSHA Interpretation: Beards and

Tight-Fitting Respirators, page 99
' &7 Transient Workers

HPPOS-117 Medical Surveillance for Respirator
HPPOS4M6 Reporting Requirement Under 10 CFR Users, page 98
20.408 for Employees Changing Assignment Under
the Same License, page 21 HPPOS-118 Airflow Measurement and Control for

Supplied; Air Respirators, page 104
HPPOS4M9 10 CFR 20.102 - Determination of Prior
Radiation Dose, page 25 HPPOS 146 Updated Guidance on Fit Testing of -

Biopak 60-P Respirator Users, page 1(15
HPPOS-050 Guidance Use of NRC Form 4 -
Listing of Exposure Periods, page 19 HPPOS-147 Respirator User's Notice Use of

Unapproved Subassemblies, page 101
HPPOS-098 Implementation of Transient Worker
Rule Change, page 20 HPPOS-162 Use of Contact Lenses with Respirators,

page 100
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8.10 Respiratory Protection (continued) HPPOS-GIS Decay In storage and Disposal of
Radioactive Waste as Ordinary Trash, page 122

HPPOS-175 Acceptability of New Technology
Respirator Fit Testing Devices, page 106 HPPOS-048 Disposal of Waste Oil at Browns Ferry,

page 115
HPPOS 219 Intervals Between Physical Euminations
for Respirator Ur<rs, page 99 HPPOS-078 Jurisdiction of Mobile Radwaste Units

Operating at Nuclear Power, Plants, page 150
HPPOS-225 Footnote (g) of Appendix A to 10 CFR
20 Concerning Protection Factor for Respirator, page HPPOS-081 Low Level Radioactive Waste Scaling
107 Factors,10 CFR Part 61, page 120

HPPOS-226 Intent of the QA Testing of Respirator HPPOS-086 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for
- HEPA Filters, as Discussed in NUREO-0041, page Changes to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems.

107 page 60

8.11_ Fetal Exposure llPPOS-101 Clarification of 10 CFR 50.72 to Maine
Yankee, page 29

HPPOS-055 IE Position Unduly Restricted Access
of Female NRC Inspectors to Radiation Areas, page HPPOS-150 Disposal Requirements for Specific and
167 Exempt Licensed Smoke Detectors, page 109

9.0 Radioacine Waste - General HPPOS-159 NMSS Guidana to Manufacturers
Regarding Labeling of Gas and Acrosol D:tectors,

HPPOS-008 Resporwe to Questions Concerning page 57
Enforcement of 40 CFR 190, EPA Uranium Fuel
Cycle Standard, page 75 HPPOS 160 Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, page

i14
HPPOS-029 Application of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi),
page 135 HPPOS-169 Disposal of Byproduct Material Used for

Certain in Vitro Clinical or 1.aboratory Testing, page
HPPOS-030 Burial of Patients With Permanent 111

Implants, page 112
HPPOS-181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning

HPPOS-031 Exemption of H 3 or C-14 10 CFR 20.105(b),10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CFR
Contaminated Scintillation Media or Animal Tissuca 20.301 (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), page
Under 10 CFR 20.M page 114 132

HPPOS-034 Applicability of 10 CFR 20.303(d) to HPPOS-194 Licensee's Responsibility for Shipment
Disposable Diapers Contaminated with Tc-99tn, page of Waste and Radioactive Materials, page 131

-109
HPPOS-239 Clarification of Generic Letter 81-38,

HPPOS-035 Scope of Exemption in 10 CFR Storage of Low level Radioactive Wastes at Power
20.303(d) for Disposal of Patient Excreta in Sanitary Reactor Sites, page 33
Sewers, page 110 -

HPPOS-042 Contaminated So!! at Big Rock Point,
page 111

HPPOS-043 Disposal of Exempt Quantities of
Radioactive Material, page 108
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9.1 Gaseous Radwaste HPPOS-093 Final Waste Classification and Waste
Form Technical Position Papers, page 117

HPPOS-004 Definition of Waste Oas Sterage Tank
Radioacthity Limits, page 74 HPPOS-106 Use of Hydro Nuclear Service Dry

Active Waste Disposal, page 117
HPPOS-006 Particulate Sampling Line Bend Radil,
page 68 HPPOS-239 Clarification of Generic Letter 81-38,

Storage of laiw Level Radioactive Wastes at Power
HPPOS-032 Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluble, Reactor Sites, page 33
Insoluble, and immersion Forms, page 72

9.4 Ilurial of Radwaste
HPPOS-039 Generic Guidance on Preplanned
Alternative Method for High Range Noble Oas HPPOS-030 Burial of Patients With Permanent
Monitoring, page 72 Implants, page 112

HPPOS-102 Meaning of the Expression Dose HPPOS-OSI Low level Radioactive Waste Scaling
Equivalent Xe 133 in the Technicsi Specifications, Factors,10 CFR Part 61, page 120
page N

HPPOS-093 Final Waste Classification and Waste
9.2 liquid Radwaste Form Technical Position Papers, page 117

HPPOS-007 Monitoring of Radioactive nelease Via HPPOS-130 Request for Retraction of Violation by
Storm Drains, page 77 Dalryland Power Cooperative, page 113

HPPOS-079 Contamination of Nonradioactive System HPPOS 160 Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, page
and Resulting Potential for Unmonitored, 114

Uncontrolled Release of Radioacthity to the
Environment, page 60 9.6 12iw level Waste

HPPOS-158 20.303(d) - Disposal by Release into HPPOS-081 I;)w-Level Radioactive Waste Scaling
Sanitary Sewerage Systems, page 116 Factors,10 CFR Part 61, page 120

HPPOS-193 Marine Biological Laboratory's HPPOS-092 Commercial Storage at Power Plant
Incidental Discharge of Licensed Material to the Sea, Sites of Radwaste Not Generated by the Utility, page
page 112 148

HPPOS-212 * . Dissolved Noble Oases in Liquid HPPOS.093 Final Waste Classification and Waste
Effluents and Compliance With Technical Form Technical Position Papers, page 117
Specifications 3.11.1", page 76

HPPOS 097 Jurisdiction Over 12)w Level Waste
9.3 Solid Radwaste Management at Reactor Sites in Agreement States,

page 149
HPPOS-034 Applicability of 10 CFR 20.303(d) to
Disposable Diapers Contaminated with Tc-99m, page. HPPOS-104 Fact Sheet . 274i Agreements with

.109 States for Low-Level Waste Transportation
Inspection, page 119 -

HPPOS-042 Contaminated Soil at Big Rock Point,
page 111 HPPOS-220 10 CFR 20.311, Transfer for Disposal

and Manifests, page 119
HPPOS-089 Clarification of Conditions for Waste
Shipments Subject to Hydrogen Oas Generation, page
118
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96 low Lewi Waste (matinued) HPPOS-160 Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, page
114

HPPOS-239 Clarification of Generic Letter 8138,
Storage of Low level Radioactive Wastes at Power HPPOS-169 Disposal of Byproduct Material Used for
Reactor Sites, page 33 Certain in Vitto Clinical or laboratory Testing, page

ill

9.7 Very low Lcwl Waste
HPPOS-190 Disposal of Exempt Quantities of

HPPOS-031 Exemption of H-3 or C-14 Byproduct Material, page 123
Contaminated Scintillation Media or Animal Tissues
Under 10 CFR 20.306, page 114 10.1 Radiochemistry

HPPOS-034 Applicability of 10 CFR 20.303(d) to HPPOS-011 Garification of the 11 Criteria of
Disposable Diapers Contaminated with Tc-99m page NUREG-0737 on Postaccident Sampling System
109 (PASS) CapabJity, page 58

HPPOS-035 Scope of Exemption in 10 CFR HPPOS 062 Chemistry Technician Training and
20.303(d) for Disposal of Patient Excreta in Sanitary Qualifications, page 123
Sewers, page 110 .

HPPOS-096 ANO - Units 1 & 7 Ra<"d.smistry
HPPOS4M2 Contaminated Soil at Big Rock Point, Personnel Qualifications, page 124
page 111

HPPOS-122 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.21,
HPPOS-043 Disposal of Exempt Quantities of Section C.10, Sensitivity, page 76
Radioactive Material, page 108

10.2 Water Chemistry
HPPOS-045 Decay in-stcrage and Disposal of

| Radioactive Waste as Ordinary Trash, page 122 HPPOS-107 Air Intrusion into BWR Primary
'

Systems, page 59
| HPPOS-(MS Disposal of Waste Oil at Browns Ferry,
y page 115 HPPOS-213 Applicability o! 10 CFR 50 Appendix B
'

to Chemicals and Reagents, page 125
| HPPOS-071 Control of Radioactively Contaminated
! Matetial, page 78 10.4 Chemistry Quality Control

HPPOS 072 Guide on How Hard You Have to look HPPOS-213 Applicability of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B
as part of Radioactive Contamination Control to Chemicals and Reagents, page 125
Program, page 79

11.1 Exerupt
HPPOS-073 Surveys of Wastes Before Disposal from
Nuc! car Reactor Facilities, page 80 HPPOS-135 10 CFR 40.14 is not to be Used for

Issuing E Licenses, page 126
HPPOS-106 Use of Hydro Nuclear Service Dry
Active Waste Disposal, page 117 . HPPOS-18" Transfer of Exempt Quantities of

By-product r,iaterial from a Nuclear Power Plant,
HPPOS-127 Transfer and/or Disposal of Spent page 38
Generators, page 121

HPPOS-191 Licensing of Depleted Uranium
HPPOS-158 20.303(d) - Disposal by Release into Shielding for Use in Possessing of Mo 99tTc-99m

'

Sanitary Sewerage Systems, page 116 Generator, page 128
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Appendix C

' 11.1 Exempt '(continuo 1) 11.5 Byproduct

HPPOS-201 Import of Cigarette Plates Containing HPPOS-181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning
' Source Material, page 127 10 CFR 20.105(b),10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CFR

20.301 (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), page
HPPOS-202 Licensing Status of Titanium Bearing 132

Orcs and Waste Products From Titanium Dioxide
Manufacturing, page 129 ilPPOS 195 Transport License Condition -

Radiography License, page 134
- HPPOS 203 Transfer of Reactor Activated Materials
to Persons Exempt, page 40 HPPOS-196 Explosive Detectors for Use at Airports,

page 131
HPPOS.206 Boeing Company Request Concerning
Depleted Uranium Counterweights, page 127 HPPOS-207 Licensing of Industrial Radiographers at

NRC Licensed Operating Reactors and Reactor
11.2 - General Construction Sites, page 148

HPPOS40 Disposal of Exempt Quantitles of HPPOS-209 Part 51 Review of Amendment Request
Radioactive Material, page 108 From Boston University, page 133

HPPOS-200 Authorizations Under 10 CFR 40.22, HPPOS-218 Regulatory Responsibilities for
- General License, page 130 Byproduct Materials in Non Power Reactors, page 134

11.3 Specific 11.6 Souroc

RPOS-120 Licensing of Reactor Facilities Prior to HPPOS-029 Application of 10 CFR 40.13(c)(1)(vi),
Issuance of Operating License, page 130 page 135

HPPOS-194 Licensec's Responsibility for Shipment HPPOS-Il4 Certain License Conditions for Natural
of Wete and Radioactive Materials, page 131 Uranium Processing Mills, page 137

HPPOSi1% Explosive Detectors for Use at Airports. HPPOS-184 Licensing for Crushing of Uranium Ore
page 131 per 10 CFR 40.4(k), page 136

- HPPOS-198 Licensing of Nuclear Materials for Use . HPPOS 191 Licensing of Depleted Uranium
.

on the High Seas and in Antarctica, page 152 Shielding for Use in Possessing of Mo-99/Tc-99m

HPPOS 199 NRC's Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed
Forces Bases Abroad, page 152 - HPPOS-200 Authorizations Under 10 CFR 40.22,

General License, page 130
HPPOS-203 Transfer of Reactor Activated Materials

- to Persons Exempt, page 40 HPPOS-201 Impon of cigarette Plates Containing
Source Material, page L,

11.4 - Termination

..

IIPPOS-202 Licensing Status of Titanium Bearing
. HPPOS-205 Record Retention at Ex-Licensee After Orcs and Waste Products From Titanium Dioxide
a License has been Terminated, page 17 Manufacturing, page 129

HPPOS-206 Boeing Company Request Concerning
Depleted Uranium Counterweights, page 127
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Appendix C I
|

1

11.8 Envim uwital HPPOS-142 Licensing of Dial Painting ActMties by

'HPPOS-193 Marine Biolof cal Laboratory'si

incidental Discharge of Licensed Material to the Sea, HPPOS 197 Authority of Agreement States-
page 112 Concerning Their Licensees Working at DOE

Facilities, page 147
HPPOS.209 Part 51 Review of Amendment Request |From Boston University, page 133 HPPOS-207 Licensing of Industrial Radiographers at i

NRC Licensed Operating Reactors and Reactor
12.1 Allegations Construction Sites, page 148

HPPOS-141 Employee Protection from Employers 12.4 Decontamination - Materials
for Revealing Safety Violations, page 143

HPPOS-G44 Guidelines for Decontamination of
HPPOS-174 10 CFR 50.72, Applicability of Facilities and Equipment (July 1982 Revision), page
Notification Requirement to Non Power Reactors, 59
page 30 -

HPPOSF34 Clarification of Several Aspects of
12.2 Agreemcat Stata Removable Radioactive Surface Contamination Limits

for Transport Packages, page 160
: HPPOS4B8 Request for Interpretation of
Applicability of DOT Regulations to NRC-Licensed HPPOS 149 Allowable Gmtamination Limit for
State or Federal Entities, page 155 Thorium nat, page 81

HPPOS447 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for HPPOS-183 Decontamination Limits for
a NRC/ Agreement State Licensed Contractor Americium-241, page 81
Working at a Part 50 Licensed Facility, page 24

12.6 Emergency Preparedness
HPPOS492 Commercial Storage at Power Plant
Sites of Radwaste Not Oenerated by the Utility, page HPPOS 074 Criteria in NUREO Are Not Substitutes
148 for Regulations, page 172

HPPOS-095 Distribution of Products Irradiated in 12.7 Enformment
Research Reactors, page 39-

HPPOS-021 Enforceability of NRR Letter Regarding
HPPOS-097 Jurisdiction Over low Level Waste Individuals Qualified in Radiation Protection r

Management at Reactor Sites in Agreement States, Procedures, page 5
page 149

HPPOS-022 Qualification of Reactor HP Technician,
- HPPOS-119 interpretative Letter No. 76-02, page 6
' Radiography, Agreement State Licensed Materials

_

Aboard U.S Ships, page 153 HPPOS-026 Enforcement Pertaining to Unauthorized
Users and Unauthorized Materials, page 16

HPPOS 120 Licensing of Reactor Facilities Prior to
Issuance of Op(rating License, page 130 HPPOS-027 10 CFR 20.203(f) Enforcement

Guidance for Container Labels, page 56
HPPOS 132 License Requirement for Facilities ~

Repairing Omtaminated Equipment, page 35 HPPOS443 Disposal of Exempt Quantities of
Radioactive Material, page 108

HPPOS 136 Letter Dated February 6,1978
" .Regarding Redistribution of Backlighted Dials',-

I page 37
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Appendix C

12.7 Enforcement (continued) HPPOS-151 Transportation Enforcement Guidance,
page 140

HPPOS-056 Violations of 10 CFR 20.207 (a) or (b),
Storage and Control of Licensed Materials in HPPOS-163 Request for Review cf Regulatory Guide
Unrestricted Areas, page 33 8.20 for Compatibility with 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), page

92
HPPOS-057 Avoidance of Mischaracterization of
Effect of Certain Communications to Licensecs, page HPPOS-181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning
171 10 CFR 20.105(b),10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CFR

20.301 (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), page
HPPOS-058 Processing of Transportation 132

Enforcement Cases Based on Third Party Data
Collected by Agreement State Agencies, page 138 HPPOS-182 License Requirements Which Stipulate

Specific Individuals, page 15
HPPOS-059 Enforcement of License Conditions in -
Material Licenses, page 141 HPPOS-185 Enforcement Actions Arising from

Radiation Surveys of Transport Vehicles, page 166
HPPOS-098 Implementation of Transient Worker
Rule Change, page 20 HPPOS-199 NRC's Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed

Forces Bases Abroad, page 152
HPPOS-105 Relief from Technical Specification
Limiting Conditions for Operation, page 142 HPPOS-223 Consideration of Measurement

Uncertainty When Measuring Radiation Levels
HPPOS-109 Requirements in ANSI Standards n. Approaching Regulatory Limits, page 65
Facility Technical Specifications, page 139

HPPOS-224 Blind Spiking of Personnel Dosimeters
HPPOS-110 SECY-81-19 on Emergency Response and the Inspection Program, page 83
Facilities, page 170

HPPOS 228 Clarification on 10 CFR 19.lla, Posting
HPPOS-112 Degree of Proof Necessary in a of Notices to Workers, page 31
Regulatory Enforcement Action, page 140

HPPOS-232 Enforcement Guidance Concerning-

HPPOS-113 Enforcement of Regulatory Guides, page Substantial Potential, page 144
138

HPPOS.236 The Meaning of " May Have Caused or
HPPOS-123 Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital- nreatens to Cause._' in 10 CFR 20.403, page 145
Violation of 10 CFR 19.16(c), page 139

HPPOS-244 Enforcement Discretion by NRC
HPPOS-130 Request for Retraction of Violation by Concerning Violations that are Self-identifying, page
.Dairyland Power Cooperative, page 113 143

.

HPPOS-139 Use of Open Items List by Inspectors, HPPOS-246 Enforcement Pollev For Hot Particle
- page 171 ~ Exposure - Answers to Three Questions, page 94

HPPOS-141 Employee Protection from Ernployers 12.8 Exposure of the Public
- ' for Revealing Safety Violations, page 143

HPPOS-030 Burial of Patients With Permanent
HPPOS-148 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), Control of implants, page 112
Exposure to Concentrations of Radioactive Materials
in Restricted Areas, page 91 HPPOS-140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to

Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page
28
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!

12.8 Esposure of the Public (continued) IIPPOS-119 interpretative Letter No. E02,
Radiography, Agreement State Licensed Materials

HPPOS.209 Part 51 Review of Amendment Request Aboard U.S. Ships, page 153
From Boston University, page 133

HPPOS-120 Licensing of Reactor Facilitics Prior to
HPPOS-221 lower Limit of Detection (LLD) for issuance of Operating License, page 130
Potentially Contaminated Oil, page 67

HPPOS-132 License Requirement for Facilities
HPPOS-241 Transportation of L:mited Quantities of Repairing Contaminated Equipment, paFe 35
Radioactive Materials on Passenger Carrying Aircraft,
page 167 HPPOS 136 letter Dated February 6,1978

* Regarding Redistribution of Backlighted Dials *,.

12.9 Jurisdiction page 37

HPPOS-031 ExemptMn of H 3 or C-14 HPPOS 142 Licensing of L;al Painting Activities by
Contaminated Scintillation Media or Animal Tissues Jewelers and Watch Repairers, page 36
Under 10 CFR 20306, page 114

HPPOS-151 Transportation Enforcement Guidance,
HPPOS 033 Request for Interpretation of page 140
Applicability of DOT Regulations to NRC-Licensed
State or Federal Entities, page 155 HPPOS-179 NRC Responsibilities Concerning Old

Contaminated Sites, page 81
. HPPOS 04 Applicability of State Regulations on
T :In pectors, page 146 HPPOS-184 Licensing for Crushing of Uranium Ore ,

per 10 CFR 40.4(k), page 136
HPPOS-055 IE Position.. Unduly Restricted Access
of Female NRC Inspectors to Radiation Areas, page HPPOS 196 Explosive Detectors for Use at Airports,
167 page 131

HPPOS 078 Jurisdiction of Mobile Radwaste Units HPPOS 197 Authority of Agreement States
Operating at Nudear Power Plants, page 150 Concerning Their Licensees Working at DOE

Facilities, page 147
HPPOS412 Commercia! Storage at Power Plant
Sites of Radwaste Not Generated by the Utility, phge HPPOS-198 Licensing of Nuclear Materials for Use
148 on the High Seas and in Antarctica,152

HPPOS-097 Jurisdiction Over Low Level Waste HPPOS-199 NRC's Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed
Management at Reactor Sites in Agreement States, Forces Bases Abroad, page 152
page 149

HPPOS-207 Licensing of Industrial Radiographers at
HPPOS-104 Fact Sheet .. 2741 Agreements with NRC Licensed Operating Reactors and Reactor
States for Low-Level Waste Transportation Construction Sites, page 148

- Inspection, page 119

HPPOS-208 Applicability of Federal Regulations to
~

HPPOS-Ill Response to inquiry Regarding Deletion NRC Licensees Transfer of Radiative Materials to
of NRC Water Quality Requirements from Maine DOE for Shipment, page 155
Yankee, page 151

HPPOS 218 Regulatory Responsibilities for
~

. HPPOS-115 EPA Inspections for Compliance with Byproduct Materials in Non-Power Reactors, page 134
NPDES Permits Issued to NRC Licensees, page 115

t
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12.10 Material C4mtrol and Acumnting Facility Components to the Department of Energy,
pa, 36

HPPOS-189 Transfer of Exempt Quantities of
By product Material from a Nuclear Power Plant, HPPOS-161 Consideration of NRC Independent
page 38 Measurement Samples as Research Punuant to 49

CFR 175.700(c) and 172.204(c)(4), page 161
HPPOS-190 Disposal of Exempt Quantities of
Byproduct Material. ptge 123 12.14 Plant Security

12.12 Offsite Dose Calculations HPPOS-216 Fitness For Duty Rule, page 9

HPPOS-008 Response to Quese ns Concerning 12.15 Quality Assurance and Quality Control
Enforcement of 40 CFR 190. EPA Uranium Fuel
Cycle Standard, page 75 HPPOS-060 Clarification of Scope of Quality

Assurance (QA) Programs for Transport Packages
HPPOS-041 Errors in Dose Assessment Computer Punuant to 10 CFR 50, Appendix D, page 159
Codes and Reporting Requirements Under 10 CFR
Part 21, page 27 HPPOS-090 Clarification of Several Aspects Relating

to Use of NRC-Ccrtified Transport Packages, page
HPPOS-229 Relaxation of Definition of Source 157
Check in Reference to Effluent Radiation Monitor.,,
page 66 HPPOS-100 Gasket Defects, page 158

12.13 Other Federal Agencies and Industrial Groups HPPOS-224 Blind Spiking of Persmnel Dosimeters
and the Inspection Program, page 83

HPPOS-063 DOT Reply to NRC Request for
Clarification on Ex Post Facto Declarations by 12.16 TMI Action Plan
Shippers of Radioactive Materials, page 161

HPPOS-001 Proposed Guidance for Calibration and
'HPPOS-076 Eniergency Worker Doses, page 95 Surveillance Requirements to Meet item II.F.1 of

NUREG-0737, page 62
HPPOS-109 Requirements in ANSI Standards w.
Facility Technical Specifications, page 139 HPPOS-Ot t Clarification of the 11 Criteria of

NUREG-0737 on Postaccident Sampling System
' HPPOS-111 Response to Inquiry Regarding Deletion (PASS) Capability, page 58
of NRC Water Quality Requirements from Maine
. Yankee, page 151 HPPOS-039 Generic Guidance on Preplanned

. Alternative Method for High Range Noble Oas
HPPOS-115 EPA Inspections for Compliance with Monitoring, page 72
NPDES Permits issued to NRC Licensees, page 115

12.17 Transportation and Shipping
HPPOS-116 OSHA Interpretation: Beards and
Tight-Fitting Respirators, page 99 HPPOS-013 Averaging of Radiation leveh Over the

Detector Probe Area, page 154
HPPOS-123 Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital.

. Violation of 10 CFR 19.16(c), page 139 HPPOS-038 Request far Interpretation of
Applicability of DOT Regulations to NRC-Licensed

HPPOS-141 Employee Protection from Employers State or Federal Entities, page 155
for Revealing Safety Violations, page 143

HPPOS-155 Transfer by an NRC Licensee of
Radioactive Material or of Radioactive. contaminated
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1187 Tramportation and fhipping (motinual) HPPOS 152 Request for Guidar.cc Concerning Use
of NRC Certified Casks, page 162

: HPPO3-058 Processing of Tramportation
Enforcement Caa4 Based on Third Party Data llPPOS.153 Lost of Stolen Radioactive Sources

*

Collected by Agreement State Agencies, page 138 involved in Transportation, page 153

~ HPPOS40 Clarification of Smpe of Quality HPPOS-154 Selection of Appropriate Enforcement
' Assurance (QA) Programs for Tramport Packages Action for Gamma Diagnostic Laboratories, Inc, page
Pursuant to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, page 159 34

HPPOSW3 DOT Reply to NRC Request for HPPO3-155 Transfer by an NRC Licensee of
Clarification on Ex Post Facto Declarations by Redkuctive Material or of Radioactin-contaminated
Shippets of Radioactive Materials, page 161 Facility Components to the Department of Energy,

page 36
HPPOS-064. Clarification of Several Aspects of
Removable Radioactive Surface Contamination Limits IIPPOS 161 Consideration of NRC Independent

- for Transport Packages, page 160 Measurement Samples as Research Pursuant to 49
CWR 175.7CO(c) and 172.204(c)(4.), page 161 _

HPPOS&O Packing Greater Than Type A
Quantitles of I.SA Radioactive Material for HPPOS-165 Two Recent DOT Interprctations on 49
Transport, page 161 CFR Sections 171398(a)(1) and 173391(c)(4), page

167

' HPPOS32 Highlights of Recent Transportation
Regulatory Revisions by DOT and NRC, page 163 HPPOS-185 Enforcement Actions Arising from

*

HPPOS4k'O Transportation of Radiography Desices,
page 156 HPPOS-19'2 Request for Guidance Regarding 10.

CFR 20.204(d), Caution Signs, Labels, Signak, and
HPPOS&4 Clarification of Certain Requirements Controls: Exemptions, page 55
for Exclusive-Use Shipments of Radioactive Materials,
page 164 HPPOS-195 Transport License Condition -

Radiography License, page 134
HPPOS-085 Revision 1 Clarit'ication of Certain

. Requirements for Exclusive-Use Shipments, page 165 HPPOS-208 Applicability of Federal Regulations to

|- NRC Licensees Transfer of Radiative Materials to
HPPOS4189 Clarification of Conditions for Waste DOE for Shipment, page Li5

-: Shipments Subject to Hydrogen Oas Generatirr., page
Ji13

'
-

HPPOS-241 Transportation of Limited Quantities of
Radioactive Materials on Passenger Carrying Aircraft,

HPPOS-090 Clarification of Several Asper.t Relating page 167
to Use of NRC-Certified Transport Packages, pge
157: 12.18 NRC Inspector Requirements

HPPOS-100 Oasket_ Defects, page 158 HPPOS-054 Applicability of State Regulations oni-

! NRC Inspectors, page 146
HPPOS-104 Fact Sheet 274i Agreements with
States for Low-l.evel Waste Transportation HPPOS-055 IE Position Unduly Restricted Access
inspection, page 119 of Female NRC Inspectors to Radiation Arcu, page

167

HPPOS-151 Transportation Enforcement Guidance,
page 140 HPPOS-108 Protocci for Accompaniment on NRC

Inspec* ions, page 169
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12.18 NRC laspector Requiremcats (cxmtinued) HrPCI.112 Degree of Proof Necessary in a
Reo:lNory Enforcement Action, page 140

HPPOS-125 Safety Significance and Discussion
About important Matters, page 169 HPPOS-123 Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital-

Violation of 10 CFR 19.16(c), page 139
'

HPPOS 161 - Consideration of NRC Independent
Mease ment Sarnples as Research Pursuant to 49 HPPOS-m agums T;ansfer of Control of a
CFR - .700(c) and 172.2N(c)(4), page 161 Corporation Holding NRC Licensecs, page 42

HPPOS 164 Inspector Access to Facilitics, page 168 HPPOS-123 Safety Significance and Discussion
About Important Matters, page 169

12.19 Polky - NRC
HPPOS 126 Ex Parte Communimtion, page 172

HPPOS 053 Assessment of intakes of Radioactive
Material by Workers, page % HPPOS 135 10 CFR 40.14 is not to be Used for

issuing E-Licenses, page 126
HPPC' 057 Avoidance of Mischaracterization of
Effect of Certain Communications to Licrasces, page HPPOS-139 Use of Op? Items List by inspectors,
171 page 171

HPPOS 074 Criteria in NUREO A Not Substitutes HPPOS 162 Use of Contact Lenses with Respirators,
for Regulations, page 172 page 100

HPPOS 105 Relief from Techr. cal Specification HPPOS 173 Applicability of Generic Letter 32-12 to
Limiting Conditions for Operation, page 142 Radiation Protection Staff, page 10

'

HPPOS 108 Protocol for Accompaniment on NRC HPPOS 179 NRC Responsibilities Concerning Old
Inspectioas, page 169 Contaminated Sites, page 81

HPPOS-110 SECY-81-19 on Emergency Response HPPOS-247 Required Continuing Training Program
Facilities, page 170 for HP Professionals, page 9
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APPENDIX D

REGULATORY REFERENCES 10 CFR 23.241 Same: Exceptions

CITED IN TEXT 10 CFR 20.205 Procedures for Picking up, Receiving,
and Opening Packages

10 CFR 2 Rules of Practice for Domestic Licensing 10 CFR 20.207 Storage and Control of Licensed
Materials in Unrestricted AreasProceedings

10 CFR 2.780 Ex Parte Communications 10 CFR 20.301 General Requirements

10 CFR 14.1 Scope of Regulations 10 CFR 20302 Method for Obtaining Approval of
Proposed Disposal Procedures

10 CFR 19.11 Posting of Notices to Workers
10 CFR 20303 Disposal by Release into Sanitary ,

10 CFR 19.12 Instructions to Workers Sewerage Systems

10 CFR 19.13 Notifications and Reports to 10 CFR 20306 Disposal of Specific Wastes

Individuals
10 CFR 20311 Transfer for Disposal and Manifests

10 CFR 19.16 Requests by Workers for inspections
10 CFR 20.401 Records of Surveys, Radiation

10 CFR 19.20 Employee Protection Monitoring, and Disposal

10 CFR 20.1 Purpose 10 CFR 20.402 Reports of Theft or loss of Licensed
Material

[10 CFR 20.101 Radiation Dose Standards for
Individuals in Restricted Areas 10 CFR 20.403 Notifications of incidents

10 CFR 20.102 Determination of Prior Dose 10 CFR 20.405 Reports of Overexposures and
Excessive Levels and Concentrations

10 CFR 20.103 Exposure of ladividuals to
Concentrations of Radioactive Materials in Air in 10 CFR 20.408 Reports of Personnel Monitoring on

Restricted Areas Termination of Employment or Work

10 CFR 20.105 Permissible levels of Radiation in 10 CFR 20.409 Notifications and Reports to

. Unrestricted Areas Individuals

10 CFR 20.106 Radioactivity in Efiluents to 10 CFR 21 Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance

Unresiticted Areas
10 CFR 26.24 Chemical Testing

10 CFR 20.201 Surveys
10 CFR 30 Rules of General Applicability to

10 CFR 20.202 Personnel Monitoring Domestic Licensing of Byproduct Material

10 CFR 20 203 Caution Signs, Labels, Signals and 10 CFR 303 Activities Requiring License

Controls

209 NUREG/CR-5569
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Appendix D -

20 CFR 30.7| Employee Protectio t la CFR 34.31 Training

10 CFR 30.12 Persons Using Dyproduct Material 10 CFR 34.43 Radiation Surveys
. Under Certain DOE and NRC Contracts

. . 10 CFR 35 Iluman Uses of Byproduct Material
10 CFR 30.14 Exempt Conditions

10 CFR 40 Domestic Ucensing of Source Material
- 10 CFR 30.18 Exempt Quantitles

10 CFR 10.3 Ucense Requirements
.10 CFR 30.;9 Self. luminous Products Containing
Tritium, Krypton-85, or Promethium 147 10 CFR 40.4 Definitions

10 CFR 30.20 Gas and Aerosol Detectors Containing 10 CFR 40.13 Unimportant Quantitles of Source
Byproduct Material Material

10 CFR M.34 Terms and Conditions of Licenses 10 CFR 40.14 Specific Exemption

20 CFR 30.39 Commission Action on Applications to 10 CFR 4(122 Small Quantities of Source Material
Renew or Amend

10 CFR 40.46 Inatienability of Ucenses
10 CFR 30.41 Transfer of Byproduct Material

10 CFR 50 Domestic Ucensing of Production and
10 CFR 30.71 Schedule B Utilliation Facilities

10 CFR 31.5 Certain Measures Gauging or 10 CFR 50.7 Employee Protection
Controlling Devices

10 CFR 50.21 Class 104 Ucenses; for Medical
10 CFR 31.11 General License for Use of Byproduct Therapy and Research and Development Facilities
Material for Certain in Vitro Clinical or laboratory
Testing 10 CFR 50.54 Conditions of Licenses

l0' CFR 32.11 introduction of Byproduct Materialin 10 CFR 50.59 Changes, Testi. and Experimen's
Exempt Conc. into Products or Materials

10 CFR 50.70 Employee Protection
L10 CFR 32.22 Self-luminous Products Containing H3,
' Ki 05, Pm 147: Requirements for Ucense 10 CFR 50.72 Immediate Notification Requirements
Requirements for License to Mrfifacture, Process, for Operating Nuclear Power Reactors
k stucc. of Initially Transfer

10 CFR 50.109 Backfitting
10 CFR 32.26 Gas and Aerosol Detectors Contining
Byproduct Material: Requirements for License 10 CFR 51.20 Criteria For and Identification of

. Requirements for License to Manufacture, Process, Licensing and Regulatory Actions Requiring
Produce, of Initially Transfer Environmental Impact Statements

.10 CFR 32.29 Conditions of Licenses issued Under 10 CFR 51.22 Criterion For and Identification of
32.26: Quality Control, labeling, and Reports of Licensing and Regulatory Act;ons Eligible for
Transfer Categorical Exclusion

10 CFR 34 Licenses for Radiography and Radiation 10 CFR 61 Licensing Requirements for Land
Safety. Requirements for Radiographic Operations Disposal of Radioactive Waste

10 CFR 34.2 Definitions 10 CFR 61.55 Waste Classincation
1.
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Appendix D

10 CFR 61.56 Waste Characteristics ANSI N13.101974

'10 CFR 703 License Requiremer..s ANSI N18.1 1971

10 CFR 70.36 Inalienability of Ucenses ANSI N19.1 1971

10 CFR 71 Packaging an.d Transportation of ANSI N5091980
- Radioactive Material -

ANSI Standards
10 CFR 71.1 Communications

ANSI /ANS 3.1
10 CFR 71.2 Interpretations

ANSI /ANS 3.1-1987 >

10 CFR 71.11 License Conditbns -
Numic Energy Act

10 CrR 71.12 General License: NRC Approved
Pack p EGM-82 05

10 CFR 71.53 Fissile Material Exempticas Final Environmental Statement

-- 10 CFR 71.87 Routine Determinations Final Safety Analysis Report
i

10 CFR 7L101 Quality Assurance Requirements' Generic Letter 81-38

10 CFR 100.11 Determination of Exclusion Area, License Conditions
- 1.ow Population Zone, and Population Center

l' NBS Handbook 69

|| 10 CFR 1003 Definitionr,

l-
_

NCRP Report No. 37
j. 10 CFR 150.15 Persons Not Exempt
1- NUREO Documents

--1') CFR 150.20. Recognition of Agreement State
Ucenses NUREG-0041

'

| 40 CFR 190 Environmental Radiation Protection NUREG-0133
L Standards for Nuclear Power Operations
, NUREG-0654
| 49 CFR 171 General Information, Regulations, and
i Definitions - .NUREG-0737

: 49 CFR 172.204 Shipper's Certification NUREG/CR-3403

.. -19 CFR 173 - Shipocrs's - General Requirements for NUREG/CR-4884
Shipments and Packaging

Regulatory Guide 1.101
49 CFR 175 Carriage by Aircraft

Regulatory Guide 1.2
49 CFR'175.700 Special Limitations and
Requirements for Class ? (Radioactive) Materials Regulatory Guide 1.21

ANSI N13.141%9 Regulatory Guide 133

211 NUREG/CR-5569
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Appendix D

- Regulatory Guide 1.52 Regulatory Guide R26

Regulatory Guide 1.8 Regulatory Guide &32

Regulatory Guide 4.15 Regulatory Guide &9

Regulatory Oulde 8.13 Regulatory Guides

Regulatory Guide 8.15 Technical Speci0 cations

Regulatory Guide &20

-

h
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APPENDIX E

NUMERICAL LIST BY 10 CIM 19.12 Instructions to Workers

REGUIATORY REFERENCE HPPOS-055 IE Position Unduly Restricted Access
of Female NRC Inspectors to Radiation Arcas, page

10 CFR 2 Rules of Psutke for Domestic Uccasing
Proceeding HPPOS.242 Health Physics Position on Posting of

" * * " #** I'EHPPOS4)26 Enforcement Pertaining to
Unauthorized Users and Unauthorized Materials, 10 CFR 19.13 Notifications and Reports to
page 16 Individuals

HPPOS-058 P:ocessing of Transportation HPPOS4M6 Reporting Requirement Under 10 CFR
Enforcement Cases Based on Third Party Data 20.408 for Employees Changing Assignment Under
Collected by Agreement State Agencies, page 138 the Same License, page 21

HPPOS-Il2 = Degree of Proof Necessary in a HPPOS-144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for
Regulatory Enforcement Action, page 140 Unlicensed Contractors Working at Licensed

Facilities, page 23
HPPOS-139 Use of Open items List by inspectors,
page 171 HPPOS-178 Limitation of 10 CFR 19.13(c) to

HPPOS-151 Transportation Enforcement Guidance,
page 140 HPPOS-215 Notifications and Reports to

'

HPPOS-232 Enforcement Guidance Concerning
Substantial Potential, page 144 10 CFR 19.16 Requests by Workers for laspections

10 CFR 2.780 Ex Parte Communications HPPOS-123 Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital -
E#'

HPPOS-126 Ex Parte Communication, page 172

10 CFR 14.1 Scope of Regulations

HPPOS-141 Employee Protection from Employers
HPPOS-164 Inspector Access to Facilities, page 168 for Revealing Safety Violations, page 143

10 CFR 19.11 Posting of Notices to Workers 10 CFR 20.1 Purpw.c

HPPOS-157 Posting of Notices to Workers - 10 HPPOS-230 Applicability of 10 CFR Part 20 to
CFR 19.11, page 31 Occupational Radiation Exposures Resulting from

Radon and Radon Progeny at Nuclear Power Plants,
HPPOS-228 Clarification on 10 CFR 19.11a, Posting page 71
of Notices to Workers, page 31
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10 CFR 20.101 Radiation Dose Standards for HPPOS-050 Guidance - Use of NRC Form 4 -
Individuah in Reuricted Areas Listing of Exposure Periods, page 19

HPPOS-003 Exposure of Individuals to HPPOS4N8 Implementation of Transient Worker
Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Gases in Rule Change, page 20
Restricted Areas, page 95 g

HPPOS-033 Supplement 1: Clari0 cation of
Plicement of Personnel Monitoring Devices for HPPOS 243 Health Physics Position on the Use of
Externst Radiation, page 86 NRC Form 4, page 20

HPPOS-075 Overexposures - When Does the 10 CFR 20.103 "xposure of Individuals to
Whole-Body Limit Apply, page 87 Concentrations of Radioactive Materials in Air in

Restricted Arcas
_

HPPOS-076 Emergency Worker Doses, page 95
HPPOS4103 Exposure of Individuals to

HPPOS-077 Dose Assignment .or Workers in Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Gases in
Non Uniform Radiation Fields, page 84 Restricted Areas, page 95

HPPOS-121 Excessive Skin Exposures Due to HPPOS-005 Applicability of Footnote (1) of 10
Contamination With Hot Particles, page 93 CFR 20.103(a)(1) to 10 CFR 20,103(b)(2), page 97

'HPPOS-143 Requirement of Form NRC-4, page 19 HPPOS-032 Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluble,
Insoluble, and immersion Forms, page 72

HPPOS-144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for
Unlicensed Contractors Working at Licensed HPPOS-037 Farley 1 & 2 10 CFR Part 20
Facilitics, page 23 Exemption Request, MSA GMR-1 Canister (Part No.

466220) Radiciodine Protection Factor, page 102
HPPOS-168 Emorcement of 10 CFR 20.401,
Records of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and HPPOS-053 Assessment of Intakes of Radioactive
Disposal, page 18 Material by Workers, page %

HPPOS-177 Correction of Misunderstanding HPPOS-061 Guidanw Regarding Physicians'
Concerning Occupational Dose Limits for Extremities, Determination for Physical Qualification of
page 85 Respiratory Equipment Users, page 98

HPPOS-186 Determination of Radiation Exposure HPPOS-070 Clarification of 10 CFR 20, Appendix
' from Dosimeters, page 82 A, Note (i) Requirement on Protection Factors of

Rcspirators, page 102
HPPOS-188 Calculating Dose from a Hot Particle
on the Skin, page 93 HPPOS-088 Corrections for Sample Conditbns for

Air and Gas Monitoring, page 64
HPPOS-227 Determining Compliance with the
Occupational Dose Limits in 10 CFR 20.101, page 86 HPPOS-094 Guidance Concerning 10 CFR 20.103

and Use of Pressure Demand SCBA's, page 103
HPPOS-246 Enforcement Policy For Hot Particle
Exposure - Answers to Three Questiorts, page 94 HPPOS-103 Request for Clarification of Guidance

Regarding Physicians Determination for Physical
10 CFR 20.10r2 Determination of Prior Dme Qualification of Respiratory Equipment Users, page

99
HPPOS-049 10 CFR 20.lf12 - Determination of
Prior Radiation Dose, page 25
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| 10 GR 2010 (motinued) l{PPOS 181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning
i 10 CFR 20.105(b),10 CIM 20.l(b(b) and 10 Cl3
L Hi POS 116 OSilA interpretation: Beards and 20.301 (Inspection Guile Memorandum No. 61), page

Tight Fitting Respirators, page W 132

IIPPOS-Il7 hiedical Sur,tillan(c for Respirator llPPOS 146 [hplosive Detectors for Use at
Users, page 98 Airports, page 131

11PPOS-Il8 Airdow Measurement and Control tot 10 CIM 20.l(n Radhmthity in littluents to
Supplied Alt Respirators, page 104 Unrestrk1txt Area

HPPOS 146 Updated Guidance on Fit Testing of IIPPOS-032 Use of MPCs for Tritium ir Soluble,
Biopak 60.P Respirator Usm, page 105 Im.oluble, and immersion Forms, page 72

14PPOS 147 Respirator User's Notice Use of IIPPOS4M2 Contaminated Soil at liig Rock Point,
Unapproved Subauemblics, page 101 page lit

til POS 148 10 C il 20.103(b)(2), Control of IIPPOS4M8 Dis | mal of Waste oil at Ilrowns Ferry,
ILpmere to Concentrations of Radioactive Materials page 115
in Restricted Areas, page 91

IIPPOS 052 Efflusnt Reporting Requirement Per 10
ifPPOSlh3 Rtquest for Revic,v of Regulatory Cim 20.405(a), Reports of Overexposure and
Guide 8.26 for Compatibility with 10 CFR Exteulve levels and Contentrations, page 26
"O.103(b)(2), page 92

IIPPOS4E8 Corrections for Sample Conditions for
l{P'Obl75 Acaptability of New Technology Air and Oas Monitoring, page 64
Respirator Fit Testing Deviws, page 106

HPPOS 181 Citations of Noncompliance Concetning
HPPOS 219 Interva ' ween Physical 10 CIM 20.105(b),10 ClH 20 lO6(b) and 10 CFR
Exrminations for Res. ir Users, page 99 20.301 (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), page

132

IIPPOS-225 Footnote ud of Appendix A to 10 CFR
20 Concerning Protection Factor for Respirator, page llPPOS 212 . Dissolved Noble cases in Liquid*

107 Elnuents and Compliance With Technical
Specifications 3.11.1", page 76

HPPOS 226 Intent of the QA Testing of Respirator "

11 EPA Filters, as Discuned in NUREG4xM1, page 10 Cim 20.201 Surwys
107

ilPPOS4101 Propmed Guidance for Calibration and
llPPOS 231 Intakes 'That Appear to Result from Surveillance Requirernents io Meet llem II.F.1 of
Ingestion, page 90 NUREG.0737, p,e : 62

10 CFR 2fkl05 Permisskle Irvcts of Radiatkm in llPPOS4X12 Overexposure of Diver During Work in
Unrestrkted Areas Fuel Storage Pool, page 87

llPPOS4M2 Contaminated Soil at Big Rock Point, llPPOS403 thposure of Ir.dhiduals to
page til Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Gases in

Restricted Areas, page 95
llPPOS4M7 Control o! Radiation levels in
Unrestricted Areas Adjacent to Btachytherapy HPPOS4x17 Monitoring of Radioactive Release Via
Patients, page 50 Storm Drains, page 77
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,

'

10 CFR 2ft201 (continued) IIPPOS4M7 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for
a NRC/ Agreement State Licensed Contractor

,

llPPOS 010 10 CTR 20 201(b), Surveys, Firial Rule . Working at a Past 501.icensed Facilliy, page 24
J- Effective November 20,1981, page 69

HPPOS&6 Guidance for Posting Radir"on Arcas,
llPPOS-0D Averaging of Radiation Levels Over the page53

!Desc41or Prcbe Area, page 154
HPPOS.166 Oucations and Arawen Concerning

IIPPOS4)71 Control of Radioactively Contaminated Uptakes of Americium 241 Oxide Information, page
Material, pog178 97

HPPOS 072 Guide on llow flard You Have to llPPOS 167 Reports of Personnel Exposure Upon.
,

_ Look as part of Radioactive Contamination Control Terminaison of Employment or Work, page 22
_ Program, page 79

HPPOS.224 Blind Spiking of Per!.onnel Dosimeters
i

,

HPPOS-07) -Surveys of Wastes Before Disposal from and the frapection Program, page 83
Nuclear Reactor Facilities, page 80

IIPPOS 242 Ilcalth Physia Position on Posting of
HPPOS4E7- Control of Radiation Levels in IUgh Radiation Arcas page 51
Unrestriefed Areas Adjacent to Brachytherapy
Patients,jage 50 10 CIR 2fL203 Caution Signs, l.alcis, Signals and

Controls
: HPPOS 088 Corre:11ons for Sampic Conditions for

Air and Oas Monitoring. page r>4 HPPOS 014 Access Control to High Radiation
Areas Turkey Point, pag. 43

llPPOS4190 Clarification of Several Aspects,
.

'

Relating to Use of NRC. Certified Transport liPPOS015 Safety Evaluation of the Proposed
Parkages, page 157 Yankee Atomic Power C4nnpany's Modification of

their Tethnical Specifications Relating to fligh
HPPOS 106 Use of flydro Nuclear Senice Dry Radiation Areas, page 44
Active Waste Disposal, page 117

'
liPPOS-016 Applicability of Acccas Controls for

HPPOS 127 - Transfer and/or Disposal of Spent Spent Fuct Pools page 46
Generators, page 121

11PPOS-027 10 CFR 20.203(f) Enforcement
HPPOS-138 Interpretation of 10 CFR 20.201(b), Guidance for Container Labels, page 56
Survey Requirement, page 70

IIPPOS-028 Further Guidance on Labeling
HPPOS-185 Enforcement Actions Arising from Requirements, page 56
Radiation Survep of Transport Vehicles, page 166

HPPOS406 Posting of Entrances to a large Room
HPPOS 186 Determination of Radiation Exposure or Building as a Radiation Area, page 52|

from Dosimeters, page 82
l' ilPPOS-066 Ouidance for Posting Radiation Areas,

HPPOS.235 llcalth Physici Position on the- page53
Controlling of Beam Ports, Thermal Columns, and
Flux Traps ns High Radiation Arcas, page 49 HPPOS E8 Response to Region !! Interpretation

for Control of High Radiation Arcas, page 47
10 CFR 20202 Personnel Monitoring

IIPPOS 180 Applicability of 10 CFR 20.203(c) to
HPPOS-036 Posting of Entranets to a large Room Plants With Standard Technical Specifications 6.12,
or Building as a Radiation Area, page 52 paEe 48
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Appendit li

10 CIM %L2fn (continued) llPI'OS-127 Transfer and/or Disposal ef Spent
Ocncrator3, pqe 121

IIPPOS 210 llot Spot Interpretation, page 54
IIPPOS 154 Scintion of Appropriate Enforcement

liPPOS 2'.! Ouidance on 10 CI'R 20203 Caution Action for Gatnma Diagnostic laboratories, Inc., page
Signs, IActs, Signah, and Controu, page 54 34

IIPPOS 230 Applicability of 10 CFR Part 20 to 10 CIR 31.301 General Requirements
Occupational Radiation Expaurcs Resulting from
Radon and Radon Progeny at Nuclear Power Plants, llPPOS-029 Application of 10 CIM 4013(c)(1)(vi),
page 71 page 135

liPPOS-234 Access Control to liigh Radiation llPPOS-043 Disposal of Eu mpt Quantitics of
Areas at Nuclear Power Plants, page 4M Radioat,tive hiaterial, page im

flPPOS 235 llcalth Physict, Position on the 1iPPOSol5 Decay In storage and Disposal of
Controlling of licam Ports, Thermal Columns, and Radioactive Waste as Ordinary Trash, page 122
Ilux Traps as liigh Radiation Arcas, page 49

llPPOS-071 Control of Radioactively Contaminated
llPPOS 237 Request for Comments on Ressmscs 'iaterial, page 7M.

to 1icensee Questions on liigh Radiation Area
Controb, page 45 llPPOS 072 Oulde on llow liard You llave to

look as part of Radioactive Contamination Control
llPPOS 242 llcalth Phpits Position on Posting of Program, page 79
liigh Radiation Arcas, page 51

IIPPOS-073 Surveys of Wastes liefore Dispnal from
flPPOS 245 Aness Controh for Spent Fuel Storage Nuclear Reactor FaciMties, page 80
Pools, page 46

IIPPOS 169 Dispnal of Ilyprtxtuct Material Used
10 CIM 20 34 Same: Exceptkins for Cestain in Vitto Clinical or IAoratory Testing,

page ill
llPPOS 192 Request for Guidance Regarding 10
CPR 20.204(d,, Caution Signs, l.abels, Signah, and IIPPOS 181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning
Controls: Exemptions, page 55 10 CFR 20.105(b),10 CFR 20.106(b) and 10 CIM

20.301 (Inspection Guide hicmorandum No. 63), page
10 CFR 20.205 Proculurts for Pkking up, RacMnt,, 132

and Opening Packagen
llPPOS 190 Disiml of Exempt Quantities of

IIPPOS-013 Averaging of Radiation levels Ner the Dyproduct hiaterial, page 123r

Detector Probe Area, pagr.154
10 CIR 20 302 Method for Obtaining Approval of

10 CFR 2fLAU Storage and Control of LJxnsed Propssal Dispr,al Procedurts
Materiah in Unrestricacd Arcas

llPPOS412 Contaminated Soil at Big Rock Point,
liPPOS-012 Survey at End of Radiography page !!!
Operation, page 68

IIPPOS 072 Guide on llow liard You llave to
llPPOS-056 Violations of 10 CIR 70.207 (a) or (b), look as part of Radioactive Contamination Control
Storage and Control of Licensed Materials in Program, page 79
Unrestricted Arcas, page 33
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10 GR 21LV12 (mntinuod) llPPOS 2N Request for it.terpretation Regarding
Licenwe Rewrdkeping, page 17

IIPPOS4n7 Jurisdiction Over low level Waste
Management at Reactot Sites in Agreement Stato, llPPOS 220 10 CIR 20 311, Transfer for Disposal
page 149 and Manifests, page 119

IIPPOS 181 Citations of Nonce'. 9: Concerning 10 GR 211401 lumids of Surveys, Radiation
10 GH 20.105(b),10 CIR 20,llh(> ; and 10 CFR Monitoring, and Dispr at
20301 (Inslation Oulde Memornadum No 63% page
132 ilPPOS405 Smpe of themption in 10 CFR

20303(d) for Dispr,al of Patient thereta in Sanitary
llPPOS 193 Marine Biological Laboratory 4 Sewers, page 110
Incidental Distharge of Licensed Material to the Sca,
page 112 ilPPOS447 Permnnel Monitoring itequirements for

a NRC/Apecment State Licensed Contractoi
ilPPOS 221 lower Limit of Dettetion (LLD) for Working at a Part 50 Licensed l'acility, page 24
Potentially Contaminated oil, page 67

IlPPOS-166 Questions and Arnwers Concernit.g
10 0 % 2030 Dispul by Release into Sanitary Uptakes of Americium 241 Oxide - Information, page
Sewerage Systenu 97

IIPPOS-034 Applicability of 10 Cim 20303(d) to llPPOS 167 Itep>rts of Personnel thposure Upm
Disposable Diapers Contaminated with Tc Wm, page Termination of Employment or Work, pare 22
ItN

llPPOS 168 Enforcement of 10 CFR 20.431,
III POS-035 Scope of Exemption in 10 CFR Rewrds of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and
20303(d) for Disposal of Patient Excreta in Sanitary Disse,al, page 18
Sewers, page 110

llPPOS.205 Record Retention at Ex Lkensec After
llPPOS4H5 Decay in storage and Dispwal of a License has been Terminated, page 17
Radioactive Waste as Ordinary Trash, page 122

10 GH 211402 Reports of %ct la,s of 1Jecased

llPPOS 158 20303(d) - Disposal by Release into Material
Sanitary Sewerage Systems, page 116

IIPPOS 153 Lnst or Stolen Radioactive Souttes
10 QM 20306 Dispsal of Spedfic War,tts involved in Transportation, page 153

IlPPOS 031 Exemption of 11,3 or C-14 10 GM 20.403 Notifications of Incidents
Contaminated Scintillation Media or Animal Tissues
Under 10 CFR 20306, page 114 IIPPOS 051 Ouidance on Reporting Requirements

of 10 CFR 20.403 Notincations of incidents, page 25
llPPOS-160 Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, page
114 IlPPOS 236 The Meaning of * . May llave Caused

or Threatens to Cause.. ' in 10 CFR 20.403, page 145
10 OR 20311 Transfer for Dispul and Manifer,ts

llPPOS41SI low Level Radioactive Waste Scaling
Factors,10 Cim Part 61, page 120

liPPOS4N3 Final Waste Classification and Waste
Form Technical Position Papers, page 117
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10 GM 2fL405 Repris of Ovcitzpmures and liPPOS 194 Licensee's Responsibility for Shipment
ikuulve LAwh atal Comr4aratkins of Waste and Radioacdve Materiah, pare 131

llPPOS4)$1 Guidance on Reporting Requirements 10 Cim Nt3 Aethitia Requiring iJoeme
of 10 CFR 20.403 Notifications of incidents, page 25

llPPOS-044 Guidclines for Demntamination of
IIPPOS-052 Effluent Reporting Requirement Per 10 Facilities and Equipment (July IW2 Revision), page
CFR 20 40$(a), Reports of Overetposure and $9

_

Excessive Levels and Concentratiora, pai;c 26
liPPOS 132 License Requirement for Facilities

10 GR 20 4M Reports of PenonncJ Monitoring on Repairing Contaminated Equipment, page 35
Terminatkm of Panpbyment or Work

llPG S 149 Allowable Contamination Limit for
HPPOS44(. Reporting Rcquirement Under 10 CFR ' thorium nat, page 81
20.408 for Ernployees Changing Aufgnment Under
the Same License, page 21 llPPOS 176 Authority to Penallic Willful Fahe

Exposure of Personnel Monitoring Device and Other
llPPOS 166 Questions and Answers Concerning floates, page 42
Uptales of Americium 241 Oxide Information, page
97 10 CIR N17 Employee Psutection

llPPOS 167 Reports of Personnel Exposure Upon HPPOS 141 Employee Protection from Employers
Termination of Employment or Work, page 22 for Rescaling Safety Violations, page 143

10 CIR 20.409 Notifications and Reports to 10 GH Ntl2 Pctsons Using Ilypnxluct Material
Individuah Under Certain DOE and NRC C4mtracts

llPPOS4M6 Reporting Requirement Under 10 CFR HPPOS 197 Authority of Agreement States
20,408 for Employees Changing Auignment Under Conectning Their Licernees Working at DOE
the Same License, page 21 Facilities, page 147

llPPOS 144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for 10 CFR Nil 4 Exempt Conditions
Unlicemed Contractors Working at Licensed
Facilities, page 23 ilPPOS442 contaminated soil at Big Rock Point,

page111
10 CFR 21 Reporting of Dckxts and Nomumpliance

HPPOS448 Dispmal of Waste Oil al Browns Ferry,
HPPOS4Mt Errors in Dose Aucssment Computer page 115
Oxfos and Reporting Requirements Under 10 CFR
Part 21, page 27 IIPPOS4N5 Distribution of Products Irradiated in

Research Reactors, page 39
10 CIR 2(t24 Chemical Testing

liPPOS 131 No 1.icense is Required for a Person to
HPPOS 216 Fitness For Duty Rule, page 9 Receive Exempt Quantity B pn> duct Material, pagef

40
10 CFP N) Rula of Ocncral Applicability to
Domestic IJcensing of Dypn> duct Material llPPOS 190 Dispmal of Esempt Quantities of

_

Byproduct Material, page 123
HPPOS-025 License Condition, * , Used by or
Under the Supervision of .', page 13 HPPOS 203 Transfer of Reactor Activated Materials

to Persons Exempt, page 40
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10 GR 3018 therupt Quantiths 10 CIR XI.41 Tramfer of Ilyp.txtuct Material

llPPOS443 Disposal of thernpt Quantities of IlPPOS 127 Teamfer and'or Dhywal of SFmt
Radioacthe Material, page in4 O(ncrators, page 121

llPPOS448 Dhposal of Wasic Oil at Itrowm Ferry, itPPOS-IN) Request for Retraction of Violation by
page 115 Dairyland Power Cooperathe, page 113

ilPPOS-131 No License is Required for a Person to 10 CIR 30.71 !khedule 11
Retcive thempt Quantity Dyproduct Material, page
40 llPPOS443 Disposal of IScmpt Quantities of

Radioactive Material, page ins
llPPOS 189 Transfer of thempt Quantitics of
fly product Material from a Nuclear Power Plant,38 IIPPOS 131 No Lhense is Rcqu3 cd for a Pctson to

Recche thernpt Quantity Hyproduct Material, page
llPPOSlM) Disposal of Exempt Quantities of 40

Byproduct Material, page 123
IIPPOS 189 Transitt of thempt Quantities of

IIPPOS 203 Transfer of Reactor Activated Materiah Dy product Material from a Nuclear Power Plant,
to Pcrt ms lhempt, page 40 page 38

10 GR 3019 Sctf-luminous Products Omtaining 10 CIM 31.$ Certain Mesurm Gauging or
Tritiunt, Krypton 4:5, or Promethiurn-147 Controlling Devica

lxtier Dated li bruary 6,1978 ". liPPOS 137 10 CIM 31.5(c)(9): Aircraf t atliPPOS-136 e

Regarding Redistribution of Backlighted Diah', page Particular Location, page 41
37

10 GR 31.11 General IJanse for Use of Hypnxtuct
10 GR 30.20 Gas atxt Acrosol Detectors Omtaining Material for Certain in Vitto Clinkal or Laboratory
llyprtxtuct Material Testing

liPPOS 150 Disposal Requiiements for Specific and liPPOS-169 Disposal of Hyproduct Material Used
thempt Licensed Smoke Detectors, page 109 for Certain in Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing,

page 111

11PPOS 159 NMSS Guldance to Manufacturers
Regarding l2beling of Gas and Aerosol Detectors, 10 CIR 32.11 Intnducthm of Ilyprtduct Material in
page57 thempt Ome into Products or Materials

10 CIM 30.34 Tenm and Omditsom of IJcenses llPPOS4NS Distribution of Pnxtucts Irradiated in
Research Reactors, page 39

liPPOS-124 Regarding Tran fee of Control of a
Corporation iloiding NRC Licensees, page 42 IIPPOS 203 Transfer of Reauor Activated Materiah

to Persorn thempt, page 40
10 CIR 30.39 Commisskm Adion on Applicatiom to
Renew or Amend 10 CIR 32.22 Scif luminous Paducts Omtaining 113,

Kr-85, Pm-147: Requirements for I Arnse
llPPOS-204 RequcAt for Interpretation Regarding Requirements for IJanse to Manufacture, Pnms,
Licensee Recordkeeping, page 17 Padum, of Initially Transfer

IIPPOS-136 Letter Dated February 6,1978 '
Regarding Redistribution of llacklighted Dials', page
37
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10 GR 32.26 Gas and Acrtmol Deratots Containing 10 CIM 40 lkmestic 1keming of Sounc Material
Dypn=luct Matestal: Requirernents kit litme
Raguirreicats for tirase to Manufadure, Proma, llPPOS Il4 Certain Lhense Conditions for Natural
Pvtxtuce, of Initially Tiarafer Uranium Processing Milk, page 137

llPPOS 150 Dbpoul Requir(ments for Specific and 10 Olt 403 1Arnse itcquirements
thempt Licensed Smoke Descetors, page 109

lIPPOS 149 Allowable Contamination Limit for
llPPOS 159 NMSS Guidance to Manufacturers Thorium nat, page M1
Regarding Labeling of Oas and Aerosol Detecton,
page 57 IIPPOS 184 Liceming for Crushing of Uranium Orc

per 10 CIH 40.4(k), page 136
10 GR 32.29 Conditions of IArnws issued Under
322k Ouality control, Lateling, and Reports of to CIR 40.4 Definitiom
'IYamfes

llPPOS lM4 Licensing for Crushing of Uranium Ole
llPPOS159 NMSS Guidance to Manufactunts per 10 CIR 40.4(k), page 136
Regarding labeling of Gas and Acrosol Detedors,
page 57 to alt 40.13 Unimportant Quantitks of Sount

Material
10 GK 34 1Acases for Radiography and Radiation
Safety. Ru|uiremeats for Radiographic Opc4ations liPPOS-029 Application of 10 CIR 40.13(c)(l)hi),

page 135
llPPOS4183 Transportation of Radiography Destces,
page 156 IIPPOS 133 Ihemption of Wrium.Containing

Scrap Under 10 CIM 40.13(c)(4), page 32
l{PPOS-207 Licensing of Industrial Radiographers at
NRC Licensed Opcrating Reactors and Reactor t & P O 3-135 10 CFR 40.14 is not to be Used for
Construction Sites, page 148 1ssuing E. Licenses, page 126

10 Clit 34.2 DcIlnitlom IIPPOS 190 Disposal of Ihempt Quantities of
flyproduct Material, page 123

IIPPOS-187 10 CFR 34.2(b) 1nd (c) Definitions -
Radiographcr and Radiographer's Aulstant, page 12 IIPPOS-191 Licensing of Depleted Uranium

Shielding for Use in Possessing of MoMTc-99m
10 Olt 34.31 Training Generatos, page 128

11PPOS lH7 10 CIM 34.2(b) and (c) Definitions - IIPPOS 201 Irnport of Cigarette Plates Containing
Radiographer and Radiographer's Assistant, page 12 Sounc Material, page 127

10 GM 34.43 Radiation Surwy HPPOS 202 Licensing Status of Titanium Bearing
Orcs and Waste Products From Titanium Dioxide

llPPOS-012 Survey at End of Radiography Manufacturing. page 129
Operation, page 68

IIP POS-2t6 Boeing Company Request Concerning
10 GM 35 Iluman Uscs of Ilyprtxtuct Material Depleted Uranium Counterweights, page 127

IIPPOS-025 License Condition *, Used by or
Under the Supervision of *, page 13

IIPPOS 145 Authori/cd Users' Supervision of
Medical Programs, page 14
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10 GM 4al4 Sydfic Franption 10 CIM SR7 Emphryce Protectkm

llPPOS 135 10 CIM 40.14 is not to be Used for llPPOS 141 Employee Protection from Employen
luuing E-Licenses, page 126 for Revealing Safety Violations, parc 143 g

<

10 GM 40 22 Snvill Onntitim of Source Mainial 10 GM SR21 Gass 1(H IJartus; for Medical
' therapy and llescarch and ikwckipment Facilitics

llPPOS 133 Exemption of Thotium-Qmtaining
Scrap Under 10 CFR 40.13(c)(4), page 32 IIPPOS 174 10 CFR 3R72, Applicability of

Notification Requirement to Non Power Reactors,
llPPOS 134 Explanation of 10 CFR 40.22(a) on page 30
Small Quantitles of Source Material. page 32

10 GM $0.54 Qinditions of 1 Janus
llPPOS 2(K1 Authorir.ations Under 10 CIM 40.22,
General Licenw page 130 llPPOS 105 Relief from Technical Specification

Limiting Conditions for Operation, page 142
10 GM 40.46 Inalienability of IJoenus

10 CIM 50.59 Otanga, Tests and F;periments
llPPOS 124 Regarding Transfer of Omtrol of a
Corporation llolding NRC Licensces, page 42 I IPPOS-O'79 Contamination of Nonradioactive

System and Resulting Potential for Unmonitored,
10 CIM $0 Domatic IJansing of Prmlucthm and Uncontrolled Release of Radioactivity to the
Utilizatkm Fadlitics Environment, page 60

llPPOS4m Clarification of Su>pe of Quality llPPOS4m 10 CIM $0.59 Sarciy Evaluations for
Assurance (QA) Programs for Transport Packages Changes to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems,
Pursuant to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, page 159 page 60

HPPOS-078 Jurisdiction of Mobile Radwaste Units llPPOS4191 lxad Shielding Attached to Safety
Operating at Nuclear Power P! ants, page 150 Related Systems Without la GM Sa59 Evaluations,

page 61
IIPPOS-Itu Fact Sheet * . 2741 Agreements with
States for low 1.xvel Waste Transportation 10 GM SR70 Ernphiyce Protection
Inspection *, page 119

IIPPOS-164 Inspector Access to Facilities, page tra
llPPOS-140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to
Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page 10 GM 50.72 Immediate Notificatkm Requirements
28 for Operating Nuclear Powtr Reactors

llPPOS 213 Applicability of 10 CIM 50 Appendix B llPPOS-065 Irupection Guidance on 10 CFR 50.72,
to Chemicals and Reagents, page 125 Immediate Notification Requirement for Operating

Power Reactors, page 30
llPPOS 218 Regulatory Responsibilities for
Byproduct Materials in Non Power Reacton, page 134 ilPPOS 101 Clarification of 10 CFR SR72 to Maine

Yankee, page 29
IIPPOS-229 Relaxation of Definition of Source
Check in Reference to Efnuent Radiation Monitors, liPPOS 174 10 CFR 50 72, Applicability of
page 66 Notification Requirement to Non Power Reactors,

page 30

liPPOS 222 Reportability of Operating Event, page
29

"
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10 CIR 50.109 Ikifitting IIPPOS 149 Allowable Contamination Limit for
horium nat, page 81

IIPPOS 139 Ure of Open items lJst by insputors,
page 171 10 CIM 7tL% inalienability of [Jconses

10 QR 51.20 Critesta Fur aul identificatkm of ilPPOS-124 Regarding Transfer of Control of a
IJansing aml Regulatory Actkms Requiring Corporation iloiding NRC IJcemecs, page 42
Environmcatal Impad Statements

10 CIR 71 Packaging and Transpirtatkm of
IIPPOS 196 Explosive Dctcctors for Use at Radioadhe Matesial
Air [ orts, rage 131

IIPPOS-0M Request for Interpretation of
10 0 % 51.22 Criterion For and locatifkation of Applicability of DOT Regulatiom to NRC Licensed
11rning and Regulatory Actkms Eligible for State or Federal Entities, page 155
Categorhal EsrJuskm

11PPOS-058 Processing of Transportation
H/POS 196 Explosive Detectors for Use at Enforcement Cases liased on Third Party Data
Airports, page 131 Collected by Agreement State Agencies, page 138

HPPOS 209 Part 51 Review of Amendment Request ilPPOS 4(>3 DOT Reply to NRC Request for
From ikiston University, page 133 Clarification on Ex Post Facto Declarations by

Shippers of Radioactive Materials, page 161
10 QR 61 LJcoming Rcquirements for land
Dispor,al of Radioactive Waste llPPOS M4 Clarification of Several Aspects of

Removable Radioactive Surface Contamination Limits
llPPOS 104 Fact Sheet * . 2741 Agreements with for Transport Packages, page 1(i)
States foi lew txvel Waste Transportation
Inspection', page 119 llPPOS4N2 Highlights of Recent Transportation

Regulatory Revisions by DOT and NRC, page 163
IIPPOS-239 Clarification of Generic letter 813M,
Storage of low Level Radioactive Wastes at Power llPPOS4E3 Transportation of Radiography Devices,
Reactor Sites, page 33 page 156

10 QM 61.55 Waste Qauification llPPOS-084 Clarification of Certain Requirements
for Exclusive-Use Shipments of Radioactive Materiah,

HPPOS4181 low Lesel Radioactive Waste Scaling page 164
Factors,10 CFR Part 61, page 120

HPPOS-OS5 Revision 1 - Clarification of Certain
HPPOS4r93 Final Waste Classification and Waste Requirements for Exclusise-Use Shipments, page 165
Form Technical Position Papers, page 117

IIPPOS4790 Clarification of Several Aspects
10 CIR 61.56 Waste Characteristics Relating to Use of NRC Certified Transport

Packages, page 157
!!PPOS-093 Final Waste classification and Waste
Form Tu.hnical Position Papers, page 117 IIPPOS-152 Request for Guidance Concerning Use

of NRC Certified Casks, page 162
10 CIR 703 IJoeme Requirements

llPPOS-185 Enforccment Actions Arising from
flPPOS444 Guidelines for Decontamination of Radiation Surveys of Transport Vehicles, page 1th
Facilities and Equipment (July 1982 Revision), page
59 HPPOS 195 Transport License Condition -

Radiography License, page 134
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10 CIR 71 (cuntinual) 10 GR 1(11.11 Determination of I?actusion Area,
low Population 7anc, aral Populatkm Ccater

HPPOS 208 Applicability of Federal Regulations to
NRC Licenseca Tramict of Radiative Materials to llPPOS 076 Emergency Worker Doses, page 95
DOE for Shipment, page 155

10 Clit 10tl3 Definitions
10 GR 71.1 Communkatiore

llPPOS4N2 Commercial Storage at Power Plant
ilPPOS 154 Selection of Appropriate Enforcement Sites of Radwaste Not Generated by the Utility,148
Action for Gamma Diagnostic laboratories, Inc., page
34 IIPPOS4N7 Jurisdiction Over Low lxvel Waste

Managernent at Reactor Sites m Agreement States,
10 Clit 71.2 Inte4pretations page 149

IIPPOS4bo Pacting Orcater Than Type A 10 CHI IMI.15 Pemms Not F.xcmpt
Quantities of l_SA Radioactive Material for
Transport, page 161 llPPos4N2 Comrnercial Storage at Power Plant

Sites of Radute Not Generated by the Utility, page
10 GM 71.11 Lkrme Condithms 14x

flPPOS-155 Transfer by an NRC Licensee of liPPOS4N7 Jutisdiction Over imw Level Waste
Radioactive Material or of Radioactise-contaminated Management at Reactor Sites in Agreement States,
Facility Components to the Department of Energy, page 149
page 36

11PPOS 120 Licensing of Reactor Facilitics Prior to
10 CIM 71.12 Ococial 1)ecase: NRC Appnmd Issuance of Operating License, page 130
Package

llPPOS 136 Letter Dated February 6,1978 *
IIPPOS4189 Clarification of Conditions for Waste Regarding Redistribution of llacklighted Dials', page
Shipments Subjc(t to liydrogen Gas Generation, page 37
118

IIPPOS-142 Licensing of Dial Painting Activities by
llPPOS-155 Transfer by an NRC Licensee of Jewelers and Watch Repairers, page 36
Radioactive Material or of Radioactive 4untaminated
Facility Components to the Department of Energy, 10 CIM 150.20 Rangnitkm of Agreement State
page 36 ljcenses

10 GH 71.53 1%ile Material Facmptkms llPPOS-119 Interpretative Letter No. 76-02,
Radiography, Agreement State Licensed Materials

llPPOS-013 Averaging of Radiation 1.svels Over the Aboard U.S. Ships, page 153
Detector Probe Area, page 154

IIPPOS 132 License Requirement for Facilities
10 CfR 71.87 Routine Determinations Repairing Contaminated Equipment, page 35

liPPOS 100 Gasket Defects, page 158 llPPOS-197 Authority of Agreement States
Concerning Titeit Licensecs Working at DOE

10 CIR 71.101 Quality Assurance Requirements Facilities, page 147

IIPPOS4m Clarification of Scope of Quality
Assurance (QA) Programs for Transport Packages
Pursuant to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, page 159
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10 0R 15(k20 (motinucd) llPPOS-084 Clarification of Certain Requirements
for Excimive.Use Shiprr,ents of Radioactive Materials,

llPPOS 207 Liceming of Industrial Radiographers at paFe 164
NRC Licenvd Opereting Rerctors and Reactor
Construction Sites, page 148 11PPOS465 Revision 1 - Clarification of Certain

Requirements for Exclusive Use Shipments, page 165
40 QM 190 Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards for Nucicat Pown Opciatkw }{PPOS4M) Clarification of Several Aspects

Relating to Use of NRC Certified Tramport
llPPOS4XE Response to Questions Comerning Packages, page 157
Enforcement of 40 Cim 190, EPA Uranium Fuel
Cycle Standard, page 75 IIPPOS-152 Request for Guidance Concerning Use

of NRC Certified Casks, page 162
IIPPOS 140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to
Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page llPPOS-165 Two Recent DOT Interpretations on 49
28 CFR Sections 173.398(a)(1) and 173.391(c)(4), page

162

49 QM 171 Ococtal Informathm, Regulatkms, and
Dctintikms llPPOS-241 Transportation of Limited Quantities of

Radioactive Materials on Pawenger Carrying Aircraft,
llPPOS-241 Transportation of Limited Quantitics of page 167
Radioactive Materials on Passenger Carrying Aircraft,
page 167 49 CIR 175 Carriage try Aircraft

49 CIR 172.204 Shipper's Certificatkm IIPPOS.241 Transportation of Limited Quantities of
Radioactive Materiah on Pauenger Carrying Aircraft,

llPPOS-161 Consideration of NRC Independent page 167
Measurement Samples as Research Pursuant to 49
CFR 175.700(c) and 172.204(c)(4), page 161 49 CIR 175.700 Special 1Jmitathms and

Requirements for Gau 7 (Radk> active) Materiah
49 QR 173 Shippers's - General Requirements for
Shipments and PWging ilPPOS 161 Consideration of NRC Independent

Meeurement Samples as Research Pursuant to 49
HPPOS463 DOT Reply to NRC Request for CFR 175.700(c) and 172.2nt(c)(4), page 161
Clarification on Ex Post Facto Declarations by
Shippers of Radioactive Materials, page 161 ANSI N13.10-1969

llPPOS4M4 Clarification of Several Aspects of IiPPOS4x6 Particulate Sampling Line Bend Radii,
Removable Radioactive Surface Contamination 1 imits page 68
for Transport Packages, page 160

ANSI N13.la-1974
HPPOS-OSO Packing Greater Than Type A
Quantities of LSA Radk> active Material for } {PPOS440 Effluent Radiation Monitor
Transport, page 161 Calibrations, page 63

HPPOS462 Highlights of Recent Transportation ANSI NIK.1-1971
Regulatory Revisions by DOT and NRC, page 163

IIPPOS-021 Enforceability of NRR Letter
1(PPOS-083 Transportation of Radiography Devices, Regarding Individuals Qualified in Radiation
page 156 Protection Procedures, page 5
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ANS! N181 1971 (cxmtinual) Atomic Encary Act

ilPPOS 022 Qualification of R .ctor llP llPPOS 104 Fact Sheet * . 274i Agttements with
Te(hnician, page 6 States for Low Level Waste Tramportation

Impettion', page 119
IIPPOS462 Chemistry Technician Training and
Qualifications, page 123 IIPPOS 120 Licensing of Reactor Facilities Prior to

issuance of Operating License, page IN)
liPPOS4b7 Chemistry and Radiation Protection
Technician Training and Qualifications, page 8 liPPOS-123 Ellis Fischel State Cancer llospital-

Violation of 10 CFR 19.16(c), page 139
IIPPOS496 ANO Units 1 & 2 Radiochemistry
Personnel Qualifications, page 124 IIPPOS 198 Liceming of Nuclear Materials for Use

on the liigh Seas and in Antarctica, page 152
IIPPOS-172 Qualification Requirements of Line
licalth Physics Supervisors, page 4 liPPOS.199 NRrs Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed

Forces llases Abroad, page 152
ANSI N19.1-1971 g

EOM-82415
flPPOS-020 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.8
on Qualification of Radiation Protection Manager, liPPOS-056 Violations of 10 CFR 20.207 (a) or (b),
page 3 Storage and Control of Licen cd Materials in

Unrestricted Areas, page 33
ANSI N509-19SO

Final Havironmental Statement
ilPPOS4b9 Ouldance on Test conditions for
Activated Charcoal Using Methyl lodide, page 62 IIPPOS4xN Request for NRR Follow-Up on

Emironmental Samples with Levels Orcater Than
ANSI Standards FES Estimates, page 78

IIPPOS-109 Requirements in ANSI Standards w. Final Safety Analysis Report
Facility Technical Specificatiom, page 139

IIPPOS4io6 Particulate Sampling Line llend Radil,
ANSI /ANS 3.1 page 68

liPPOS-062 Chemistry Technician Training and liPPOS4Wi 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for
Qualifications, page 123 Changes to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems,

page 60
11PPOS-096 ANO - Units 1 & 2 Radiochemistry
Perwnnel Qualifications, page 124 Ocneric Letter 8138

IIPPOS-217 Qualification of Radiation Protection llPPOS-239 Clarification of Generic letter 8138,
Manager Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2, page 4 Storage of Low Level Radioactive Wastes at Power

Reactor Sites, page 33
ANSI /ANS 3.1 1987

license Conditions
llPPOS 238 licalth Physics Position on Task
Qualification of HP Technicians, page 8 IIPPOS.017 Temporary Job Sites for Radiographic

Operations, page 50

llPPOS-025 License C(mdition. * . Used by or
Under the Supersision of . .', page 13
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IJcense Condithms (amtinual) NUREG4KHI

llPPOS-026 Enforcement Pertaining to llPPOS4Kil Guidance Regarding Physi ians'
Unauthorlied Users and Unauthoriicd Materials, Determination for Physical Qualification or
page 16 Respiratory Equipment Users, page 98

HPPOS-059 Enforcement of IJcense Conditions in llPPOS 103 Requeat for Clarincation of Guidance
Material Licenses, page 141 Regarding Physicians Determination for Physical

Quahfication of Respiratory Equipment Users, page
llPPOS-Os9 Clarification of Condillons for Waste W
Shipments Subject to liydrogen Gas Generation, page
118 IIPPOS-226 Intent of the QA Testing of Respirator

llEPA Filters, as Discussed in NURE04WHI, page
HPPOS-114 Certain Licensc Conditions for Natural 107

Uranium Processing Mi!!s, page 137
NUREG41133

IIPPOS 130 Request for Retraction of Violation by
Dairyland Power Cooperative, page 113 ilPPOS4w5 Inspection Guidance on 10 CFR 50.72,

immediate Notification Requirement for Operating
IlPPOS-145 Authorized Users' Supervision of Power Reactors, page 30
Medical Programs, page 14

NUREG4r64
IIPPOS-156 Resurrection llospital, Chicago, Illinois
- Apparent Unauthorized Use of Dyproduct Material, llPPOS 074 Criteria in NUREG Are Not
page 42 SubsHtutes for Regulations, page 174

HPPOS-182 License Requirements Which Stipulate NUREG-0737
Specific Indhiduals, page 15

llPPOS4K11 Proposed Guidance for Calibration and
llPPOS 195 Transport License Condition - Surveillance Requirements to Meet item ll.F.1 of
Radiography License, page 1M NUREG-0737, page 62

HPPOS-199 NRC's Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed HPPOS-Oll Clarification of the 11 Criteria of
Forces Bases Abroad, page 152 NUREG-0737 on Postaccident Sampling System

(PASS) Capability, page 58
NBS Ilandbook 69

liPPOS-039 Generic Guidance on Preplanned
HPPOS-076 Emergency Worker Doses, page 95 Alternative Method for liigh Range Noble Gas

Monitoring, page 72
NCRP Report No. 37

NUREG/CR-3403
HPPOS4)30 Burial of Patients With Permanent
implants, page 112 HPPOS-037 Farley 1 & 2 10 CFR Part 20

Exemption Request, MSA GMR 1 Canister (Part No.
NUREG Documents 466220) Radiolodine Protection Factor, page 102

HPPOS-057 Avoidance of Mischarcteri7ation of NUREG/CR-tPal
Effect of Certain Communication:, to IJcensecs, page
171 HPPOS-231 Intakes That Appear to Result from

Ingestion, page 90
HPPOS-110 SECY-81-19 on Emergency Response
Facilities, page 170
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i

Regulatory Gale 1.101 IIPPOS4121 Enforceability of NRR 1xiter
Regarding Individuals Qualified in Radiation

!!PPOS4174 Criteria in NUREO Are Not Protection Procedures, page 5
Substitutes for Regulations, page 172

11PPOS 217 Qualification of Radiation Protection
Regulatory Guide 1.2 Manager RcEulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2, page 4

IIPPOS4MO EfDuent Radiation Monitor Regulatory Guide 415
Calibrations, page 63

ilPPOS 229 Relaxation of Definition of Source
llPPOS4E6 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for Check in Reference to Etnuent Radiation Monitors,

Changes to Radioactive Wate Treatment Systems, page 66

page (O
Regulatory Guide R13

IIPPOS4799 Attention to Liquid Dilution Volumes
in Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Relene Reports, llPPOS 055 IE Position - Unduly Restricted Access
page 27 of Female NRC Inspectors to Radiation Areas, page

167

IIPPOS 122 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.21,
Section C.10, Sensitkity, page 76 Regulatory Guide R15

liPPOS 229 Relaxation of Definitloa of Source liPPOS4161 Guidance Regarding Physicians'
Check in Reference to Effluent Radiation Monitors, Determination for Physical Qualification of
page 66 Respiratory Equipment Users, page 98

Regulatory Gukic 1.33 IIPPOS-103 Pequest for Clarification of Guidance
Regarding Physicians Determination for Physical

llPPOS 128 Interpretation RG 1.33,' Meaning of Qualification of Respiratory Equipment Users, page
Procedure implementation .. .', STS Section 6.K1, 99

page 11
IIPPOS ll7 h'edical Surveillance for Respirator

llPPOS-213 Applicability of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Users, page 98
to Chemicals and Reagents, page 125

llPPOS-118 Altuow Measurement and Control for
Regulatoiy Guide 1.52 Supplied-Air Respirators, page 1(M

llPPOS4)69 Guidance on Test conditions for liPPOS 146 Updated Guidance on Fit Testing of
Activated Charcoal Using Methyl lodide, page 62 Biopak 60-P Respirator Users, page 105

Regulatory Guide 1.8 liPPOS-162 Use of Contact lenses with
Respirators, page 100

llPPOS-018 Qualification of Radiation ProtecCon
Manager . Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 1, page 3 Regulatory Guide R20

liPPOS-019 Quellfication (Experience) of IIPPOS-163 Request for Review of Regulatory
Contractor licalth Physics Technicians, page 6 Oulde R20 for Compatibility with 10 CFR

20.103(b)(2), page 92
llPPOS4120 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 1.8
on Qualification of Radiation Protection Manager, Regulatory Guide &?I)
page 3

.uS-053 Assessment of Intakes of Radioactive
Material by Workers, page %
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Regulatory Gukte R32 their Technical Sjuifications Relating to liigh
Radiation Arcas, page 44

IlPPOS-233 Applicability of Regulatory Position 13
of Regulatory Guide 8.32 to Nuclear Reactor llPPOS 016 Applicability of Ac(cas Controls for
Facilitics, page M Spent Fuct fuois, page 46

Regulatory Oukte H.9 ilPPOS4118 Quali0 cation of Radiation Protection
hianager Regulatory Guide 1.8. Revision 1, page 3

liPPOS4153 Ancament of Intakes of Radioactive
Material by Workers, page 96 HPPOS-020 ClariP. cation of Regulatory Guide 1.8

on Qualification of Radiation Protection Manager,

Regulatory Oukics page 3

IIPPOS4)$7 Avoidance of hilscharacterization of IIPPOS-021 Enfor(cability of NRR 1. citer
Effect of Certain Communications to Licensces, page Regarding Individuals Quahfied in Radiation
171 Protection Procedures, page 5

llPPOS-113 Enforcement of Regulatory Guides, llPPOS.022 Quahncation of Reactor llP
page 1.1L8 Tcchnician, page 6

11PPOS.214 Interpretation of 111oanay llPPOS-023 Significant Finding,liig Rock Point
Measurements, Assessment of Intake, page 89 Ilealth Phpics Appraisal, page 7

Technical Spedik:ations llPPOS-024 Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working
Hours, page 11

llPPOS4X)1 Proposed Guidance for Cali . tion and
Surveillance Requirements to hicct licm II.F.1 of IIPPOS-039 Generic Guidance on Preplanned
NUREG4)737, page 62 Alternative Method for liigh Range Noble Gas

Monitoring, page 72
ilPPOS404 Definition of Waste Gas Storage Tank
Radioacthity Limits, page 74 ilPPOS4MO Etnuent Radiation Monitor

Calibrations, page 63
liPPOS-007 Monitoring of Radioactive Release Via
Storm Drains, page 77 !!PPOS4m2 Chemistry Technician Training and

Quali0 cations, page 123
HPPOS4X18 Response to Questions Concerning
Enforcement of 40 CFR 190, EPA Uranium Fuel llPPOS467 Chemistry and Radiation Protection
Cycle Standard, page 75 Technician Training and Qualifications, page 8

HPPOS4KD Request for NRR Follow-Up va llPPOS468 Response to Region 11 Interpretation
Environmental Samples with Levels Greater Than for Control of High Radiation Arcas, page 47
FES Estimates, page 78

IIPPOS4b9 Guidance on Test conditions for
llPPOS-011 Clarification of the 11 Criteria of Activated Charcoal Using Methyl h>dide, page 62
NUREG-0737 on Postaccident Sampling System
(PASS) Capability, page 58 IIPPOS4rxi ANO - Units 1 & 2 - Radiochemistry

Personnel Quahfications, page 124
IIPPOS-014 Access Control to High Radiation
Areas Turkey Point, page 43 HPPOS4th Attention to Liquid Dilution Volumes

in Semiannual Radioactive Efnuent Release Reports,
HPPOS-015 Safety Evaluation of the Proposed page 27
Yankee Atomic Power Company's Modification of
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Appendix E

Technkal Specificatiore (mntinual) IIPPOS 171 1.nwer Te(hnical Specification Limit of
Detecilon for Liquid Effluents, page 67

IIPPOS 102 Meaning of the Expression Dose
Equivalent Xe-133 in the Technical Specifications, llPPOS 172 Quali0 cation Requiicments of Linc

{page 74 licalth Phpics Supervisors, page 4

IIPPOS 105 Belief from Technical Specification llPPOS 173 Applkability of Ocncric letter 8212 to
Limiting Condhions for Operation, page 142 Radiation Protection Staff, page 10

!!PPOS-109 Requirements in ANSI Standards n. IIPPOS 180 Applicability of 10 CIM 20.203(c) to
Facility Tc4hnical Specifications, page 139 Plants With Standard Tc hnical Specifications 6.12,

page 48
ilPPOS-111 Response to inquiry Regarding
Deletion of NRC Water Quality Requiremeuts from IIPPOS 212 . . Dissolved Noble Gases in Liquid*

Maine Yankee, page 151 Efnuents and Compliance With Technical
Specifications 3,11.l*, page 76

IIPPOS 128 Interpretation RG 1.33, ' Meaning of
Procedure implementation . ..', STS Section 6,8.1, llPPOS 218 Regulatory Responsibilities for
page 11 Hyproduct Materiah in Non Power Reactors, page 134

llPPOS 120 llumboldt Bay Radiation Protection llPPOS 234 Access Control to liigh Radiation
Procedures, page 12 Arcas at Nuticar Power Plants, page 48

HPPOS 140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to llPPOS-237 Request for Comments on Responses
Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page to Licensec Questions on liigh Radiation Arca
28 Controls, page 45

llPPOS 170 Sampling Drywctl Atmosphere Before a llPPOS-245 Ac(ess Controls for Spent Fuel Storage
Release, page 73 Pools, page 46

liPPOS 247 Required Continuing Training Program
for llP Professionals, page 9-

i
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APPENDIX F

LIST OF APPLICAI3LE LICENSEES Non Pwer Reactm

Radiography

All
Reactors

Byprmluct Material
Source Material

Fuel Cycle
Special Nuclear Material
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APPENDIX G

NUMEP.lCAL LIST BY liPPOS4n6 Reporting Resulternent Under 10 Cim
APPL!CA131LII,Y 20.408 for Employees Changing Assignment Under

ihe same ueense, page 21

11PPOS4M7 Pctsonnel hionitoring Requirements for
'sti a NRC/ Agreement State Licensed Contractor

Working at a Part 50-Licensed Facility, page 24
11PPOS4iO3 Exposure of Individuals to
Concentrations of Radioactive Noble Oases in liPPOS-049 10 CFR 20.102. Determination of Prior
Restricted Areas, page 95 Radiation Dose, page 25

ilPPOS4i05 Applicability of Footnote (1) of in C1'R llPPOS.050 Guidance . Use of NRC Form 4 -
20.103(a)(1) to 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), page 97 Listing of Exposure Periods, page 19

IIPPOS.010 10 CFR 20.201(b), Survep, Final Rule * IIPPOS4151 Guidance on Reporting Requirements of
Effective November 20,1981, page 69 10 Cim 20.403. Notifications of incidents, page 2$

liPPOS-013 Averaging of Radiation 1.cvels Over the HPPOS-052 Ef0uent Reporting Requirement Per 10
Detector Probe Area, page 154 CFR 20 405(a), Reports of Overexposure and

Excessive 1;vels and concentrations, page 26
HPPOS-027 10 CFR 20.203(f) Enforcement
Guiduce for Container labels, page 56 11PPOS-053 Aucasment of Intakes of Radioactive

*
llPPOS 02E Further Guidance on l_abeling
Requirernents, page 56 HPPOS-054 Applicability of State Regulations on

"'
llPPOS-031 Exemption of H 3 or C.14
Contamiriated Seintillation Media or Animal Tissuca HPPOS-055 IE Position - Unduly Re.stlicted Access
Under 10 CFR 20.305, page 114 of Female NRC Inspectors to Radiation Areas, page

167
IIPPOS-032 Use of MPCs for Tritium in Soluble,
Insoluble, and immersion Forms, page 72 11PPOS-056 Violations of 10 CFR 20.207 (a) or (b),

Storage and Control of Licensed hiaterials in
HPPOS 03.1 Supplement 1: Clarification of Unrestricted Areas, page 33
Placement of Personnel Monitoring Devices for
External Radiation, page 86 11PPOS 057 Avoidance of Mischaracterintion of

Effect of Certain Communications to Licensces, page
HPPOS4136 Posting of Entrances to a 1.arge Room 17g
or Building as a Radiation Area, page $2

11PPOS-058 Processing of Transportation
HPPOS4138 Request for Interpretation of Enforcement Cases Based on Third Party Data
Applicabnity of DOT Regulations to NRC Licensed Collected by Agreement State Agencies, page 138
State or Federal Entities, page 155

liPPOS-059 Enforcement of License Conditions in
11PPOS4M3 Disposal of Exempt Quantitles of Material Licenses, page 141
Radioactive Material, page 108
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Appendix 0

All (tuntinued) IIPPOS 103 Request for Clarification of Guidance
Regarding Phpicians Determination for Phpical

llPPOS461 Guidance Regarding Phpicians' Qualification of Respiratory Equipment Users, page
Determination for Phpical Qualification of 99

Respiratory Equipment Users, page 9x
IIPPOS lN Fact Sheet . 274i Agreements with

flPPOS463 DOT Reply to NRC Reque>t for States for low Level waste Transportation
Clarification on Ex Post Facto Dettarations by inspestion, page 119
Shippers of Rad:oactive Materials, page 161

IIPPOS-110 SECY-Mi 19 on Emergency Response

"PPOS4175 Overexposures When O!cs the Facilities, page 170
'(hole Ilody IJmit Apply, page 87

ilPPOS 112 Degree of Prool Ncusary in a
llPPOS4176 Emergerny Worker Doses, page 95 Regulatory Enforcemtnt Action, page 140

llPPOS-077 Dose Auignment for Workers in llPPOS 116 OSIIA Interpretation: Beards and
Non Uniform Radiation Fields, page M Tight Fitting Respirators, page 99

IIPPOS4180 Packing Orcater han Type A flPPOS 117 Medical Surveillance for Respirator

Quantitles of LSA Radioactive Material for Users, page 98

Transport, page 161
IIPPOS Il8 Alr00w Measurement and Omtrol for

llPPOS4182 liighlights of Reecnt Transportation Supplied Air Respirators, page 1N
Regulatory Revhions by DOT and NRC, page 163

IIPPOS 121 thcessive Skin Exposure:, Due to
llPPOS-0S4 Clarification of Certain Requirements Omtamination With liot Particles, page 93
for Exclusive Use Shipments of Radioactive Materials,
page IM liPPOS 123 Ellis Fischel State Cancer llospital-

Violation of 10 CFR 19,16(c), page 139
lIPPOS4185 Revision 1 Clarification of Certain
Requirements for Thclusive-Use Shipments, page 165 llPPOS 125 Safety Signifie2mec and Discussion

About important Matters, page 169
liPPOS-087 Control of Radiathm locls in
Unrestricted Areas Adjacent to Brachytherapy llPPOS-126 Ex Parte communication, page 172
Patients, page 50

llPPOS-130 Request for Retraction of Violation by
llPPOS4n88 Corrections for Sampic Omditions for Dairyland Power Cooperathe, page 113
Air and Gas Monlloring, page M

llPPOS 131 No License is Required for a Person to
llPPOS4W3 Final Waste Clauirication and Waste Receive thempt Quantity Byproduct Material, page
Form Technical Position Papers, page 117 40

llPPOS494 Ouldance Concerning 10 CFR 20.103 llPPOS 132 License Requirement for Facilities
and Use of Pressure Demand SCBA's, page 103 Repairing Contaminated Equipment, page 35

HPPOS-095 Distribution of Products irradiated in llPPOS-138 Interpretation of 10 CFR 20.201(b),
Research Reactors, page 39 Survey Requirement, page 70

llPPOS498 Implementation of Transient Worker ilPPOS 139 Use of Open items List by inspectors,
Rule Change, page 20 page 171

IIPPOS.100 Gasket Defects, page 158
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Appendiz O

All (cuntinued) llPPOS 162 Use of Contact 1.cnses with Respiraton,
page 100

llPPOS 141 Employee Protection from Employers
for Revealing Safety Viotations, page 143 IIPPOS 163 Request for Review of Regulatory Guide

8.20 for Compatibility with 10 CIV 20.103(b)(2), page
llPPOS 143 Requirement of Form NRC-4, page 19 92

ilPPOS 144 Personnel Monitoring Requirements for liPPOS lM Inspector Access to Facilities, page 168
Unlicensed Contractors Working at Licenwd
Facilities, page 23 11PPOS 165 'Two Recent DOT Interpretations on 49

CFR Sectiom 173.398(a)(i) and 173.391(c)(4), page
llPPOS 146 Updated Guidance on Fit Testing of 162

Biopak 60-P Respirator Users, page 105
llPPOS-166 Questions and Answers Concerning

IIPPOS 147 Respirator User's Notice . Use of Uptakes of Americium 241 Otide - Information, page
Unapproved Subassemblics, page 101 97

IlPPOS 148 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2), Control of ilPPOS 167 Reports of Personnel Etp sure Upon
Exposure to Concentrations of Radioac:ive Materials Termination of Employment or Work, page 22
in Restricted Arcas, page 91

IIPPOS-168 Enforcement of 10 CFR 20.401, Records
llPPOS-151 Transportation Enforcement Guidance, of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and Dis; mal, page
page 140 18

IIPPOS 152 Request for Guidance Concerning Use llPPOS 175 Acceptability of New Technology
of NRC Certified Casks, page 162 Respirator Fit Testing Devices, page 106

11PPOS 153 1.ast or Stolen Radioactive Sources liPPOS-176 Authority 10 Penali/c Willful False
involved in Transportation, page 153 Exposure of Personnel Monitoring Device and Other

iloaxes, page 42
11PPOS 154 Selection of Appropriate Enforecment
Action for Gamma Diagnostic Laboratories, Inc., page llPPOS-177 Correction of Mtsunderstanding
34 Concerning Occupational Dose Limits for Extremities,

page 85
llPPOS-155 Transfer by an NRC IJcensee of
Radioactive Materia! or of Radioactive-contaminated liPPOS 178 IJmitation of to CFR 19.13(c) to
Facility Components to the Department of Energy, Radiation Dose From External Sources, page 23
page 36

IIPPOS 183 Dec<mtamination Limits for
HPPOS-157 Posting of Notices to Wolkers - 10 CFR Americium-241, page 81
19.11, page 31

IIPPOS 185 Enforcement Actions Arising from
11PPOS-158 20.303(d) . Dispmal by Release into Radiation Surseys of Transport Vehicles, page 166
Sanitary Sewerage Systems, page 116

IIPPOS 186 Determination of Radiation Exposure
llPPOS-160 Disposal of Radioactive Wastes, page from Dosimeters, page 82
114

ilPPOS 190 Disp ,al of Exempt Quantities of
IIPPOS-161 Consideration of NRC Independent Byproduct Material, page 123
Measurement Samples as Research Pursuant to 49
CFR 175.7(U(c) and 172 204(c)(4), page 161
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All (continual) IIPPOS-223 Comideration of Measurement
Uncertainty When Measuring Padiation trych

liPPOS 192 Request for Guidance Regarding 10 Approaching Regulatory Limits, page 65
CFR 20.204(d), Caution Signs, labels, S4nals, and
Controls: Exemptions, page 55 llPPOS 225 Footnote (g) of Appendh A to 10 CFR

20 concerning Protection Factor for Respiiator, page
llPPOS 193 Marine Iliological laboratony's 107

incidental Dhcharge of Ucensed Material to the Sea,
page 112 HPPOS.226 Intent of the OA Testing of Respirator

ilEPA Filters, as Dhcuued in NUREG4M1, page
llPPOS-194 Ucenscc's Responsibility for Shipment 107

of Wast; and Radkwcth'e Mr'erials, page 131'

ilPPOS-227 Determining Compliance with the
llPPOS-203 Transfer of Reactor Activated Materials Occupational Dose Umits in 10 Cim 20.101, page 66
to Persons Exempt, page 40

llPPOS 228 Clarification on 10 CIR 19.1la, Posting
flPPOS 2N Request for Interpretation Regarding of Notices to Wolters, page 31
Ucenscc Recordkceping, page 17

IIPPOS 232 Enfonement Guidance Co:ncining
HPPOS 205 llecord Rctention at Ex Licensec After Substantial Potential, page 144
a License has been Terminated, page 17

IIPPOS 236 The Meaning of *.. May llave Caused or
flPPOS-207 Ucensing of Industrial Radiographers at Threatens to cause . ' in 10 CFR 20.403, page 145
NRC Licensed Operating Reactors and Reactor
Construction Sites, page 148 IlPPOS-241 Transportation of Limited Quantitles of

Radioacthc Materiah on Passenger Carrying Aircraft,
llPPOS 208 Applicability of Fedetal Regulations to p; gc ;67
NRC Ucensees Transfer of Radiathe Materiah to
DOE for Shipment, page 155 IIFPOS-243 Ilealth Physics Position on the Use of

NRC Foim 4, page 20
llPPOS-209 Part 51 Review of Amendment Request
From Boston University, page 133 littOS-244 Enforcement Disciction by NRC

Concerning Violations that are Scif Identifying, page
llPPOS 211 Guidance on 10 Cim 20.203 - Caution 143

Signs, Labels, Signals, and Controls, page 54
IlyprWuct Material

liPPOS 214 Interpretation of Bioanay
Measurements, Assessment of Intake, page 89 llPPOS 025 License Condition," . Used by or Undt,

the Supersision of ..', page 13
HPPOS-215 Notifications and Reports to Individuals,
page 22 IIPPOS-026 Enforcement Pertaining to Unauthorized

Users and Unauthorized Materiah, page 16
liPPOS 219 Intervals Between Physical Examinations
for Respirator Users, page 99 IIPPOS 030 Burial of Patients With Permanent

implants, page 112
HPPOS 220 10 CFR 20.311, Transfer for Disposal
and Manifests, page 119 HPPOS-034 Applica:ility of 10 CFR 20.?O3(d) to

Disposable Diapers Contaminated with Tc-99m, page
liPPOS-221 Lower 1.imit of Detection (LLD) for itN
Potentially Contamirated oil, page 67
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Appendix ,

Bypnxiuct Material (continued) IIPPOS 169 Disposal of flypnxluct Material Used for
certain in Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing, page

HPPOS-035 Scope of Exemption in 10 CFR 111

20.303(d) for Disposal of Patient Excreta in Sanitary
Sewers, page 110 llPPOS 179 NRC Respomibilities Cerhrtning Old

Contaminated Sites, page 81
liPPOS444 Guidelines for Duuntamination of
Facilities and Equipment (July 1982 Revtsion), page llPPOS~181 Citations of Noncompliance Concerning
59 10 CIH 20.105(b),10 CFR 2n106(b) and 10 Clm

20.301 (Inspection Guide Memorandum No. 63), page
llPPOSol5 Decay inatorage and Disposal of 132

Radioactive Weste as Ordinary Trash, page 122 -

IIPPOS 182 Liceme Requirements Whkh Stipulate -_

llPPOS Il9 Interpretative 12tter No. 76412, Specific Individuals, page 15
-

Radiography, Agreement State Licensed Materials
Aboard U.S. Ships, page 153 llPPOS 187 10 CIM 34.2(b) and (c) Definitions

Radiographer and Radiographer's Assistant, page 12
IIPPOS-120 Licensing of Reactor Facilities Prio: to
issuance of Operating License, page 130 IIPPOS 195 Transport License Condition -

Radiography License, page 134
IIPPOS 124 Regarding Transfct of Control of a
Corporation iloiding NRC Licensecs, page 42 HPPOS-196 Explosive Detecton, for Use at Airports,

page 131
IIPPOS 127 Transfer and/or Disposal of Spent
Ocnerators, page 121 IIPPOS 197 Authority of Agreement States

Concerning Their Licensecs Working at DOE
IIPPOS 136 letter Dated Fcbruary 6,1978 ' Facilitics, page 147
Regarding Redistribution of 11acklighted Dials', page
37 IIPPOS 198 Licensing of Nuclear Matcrials for Use

on the liigh Seas and in Antarctica, page 152

IIPPOS-137 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9): Aircraft at _

Particular Location, page 41 HPPOS 199 NRC's Jurisdiction at U.S. Armed
Forces Bases Abroad, page 152

IIPPOS-142 Licensing of Dial Painting Activitics by
Jewelers and Watch Repairers, page 36 Pact Cycle

llPPOS 145 Authorized Users' Supervision of ilPPOS4DO Clarification of Several Aspects Relating
Medical Programs, page 14 to Use of NRC-Certified Transport Packages, page

157

llPPOS 150 Disposal Requirements for Specific and
Exempt Licensed Smoke Detectors, page 109 IlPPOS-184 Licensing for Crushing of Uraniun Orc

per 10 CFR 40.4(k), page 136
IIPPOS-156 Resurrection Hospital, Chicago, Illinois .
Apparent Unauthorind Use of Byproduct Material. Non-Power Reactors
page 42

ilPPOS-174 10 CFR 50,72, Applicability of
IIPPOS 159 NMSS Ouldance to Manufacturers Notification Requirement to Non Power Reactors,
Regarding Ladcling of Gas and Aerosol Detectors, page 30

page 57
liPPOS-218 Regula;ory Responsibilities for
Byproduct Materials in Non Power Reactors, page 134
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Appendit O

Radiogaphy llPPOS4)l8 Qualification of Radiation Piotection
Manager Regulatory Guide 1.8 Revision 1, pag.e 3

IIPPOS4112 Sunry at End of Radiography
Operation, page 68 llPPOS4119 Qualification (Esperience) of Contractor

llcalth Physks Technicians, pape 6
ilPPOS4)l7 Temporary Job Sites for Radiographic
Operations, page 50 llPPOS-020 Chrification of Regulatory Guide 1.8 on

Qualification of Radiation Piotection Manager, page
llPPOS-0%3 Transportation of Radiography Devices, 3

page 156
liPPOS 021 Enforceability of NRR 1. citer Regarding

Reactors indhiduals Qualified in Radiation Protection
Procedures, page 5

llPPOS4K)1 Proposed Guidance for Calibration and,

Surveillance Requirements to Meet item II.F.1 of IIPPOS4122 Qualification of Reactor llP Technician,
NUREO 0737, page 62 g. age 6

IIPPOS4k12 Overexp isure of Diver During Work in liPPOS 023 Significant Finding, Big Rock Point
Fuct Storage Pool, page 87 IIcalth Phpin Appraisal, page 7

IIPPOS4h4 Definition of Waste Oas Storage Tank tlPPOS-024 Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working
Radioactivity Limits, page 74 Hours, page 11

llPPOS4XE Particulate Sampling Line Bend Radtl, llPPOS.037 Farley I & 2 - 10 CFR Part 20
page 68 Exemption Request, MSA GMR.I Canister (Part No.

466220) Radioiodine Protection Factor, page 102
IIPPOS4K17 Monitoring of Radioactive Release Via
Storm Drains, page 77 IIPPOS-039 Gencric Guidance on Proplanned

Alternative Mctbod foi liigh Range Noble Oas
HPPOS4108 Response to Questions Concerning Monitoring, page 72
Enforcement of 40 CFR 190, EPA Uranium Fuel
Cycle Standard, page 75 llPPOS4MO Elliuent Radiation Monitor Calibrations,

page 63
IIPPOS4W Request for NRR Follow Up on
Environmental Samples with Laels Orcater Than HPPOS441 Errors in Dose Assessment Computer
FES Estimates, page 78 Codes and Reporting Requirements Under 10 CFR

Part 21, page 27
HPPOS-Ot1 Clarification of the 11 Criteria of
NURE04)737 on Postaccident Sampling Sptem llPPOS4M2 Contaminated Soil at Big Rock Point,
(PASS) Capability, page 58 page til

i

ilPPOS4)l4 Access Control to High Radiation Areas llPPOS4M8 Disposal of Waste Oil at Browns Ferry,
. Turkey Point page 43 page 115

HPPOS-Ol$ Safety Evaluation of the Proposed llPPOS4%0 Clarification of Scope of Quality
Yankee Atomic Power Company's Modification of Assurance (QA) Programs for Transport Packages
their Technical Specifications Relating to High Pursuant to 10 CFR 50, AppenJit 11, page 159
Radiation Areas, page 44

HPPOS4)o2 Chemistry Technician Training and
HPPOS4)l6 Applicability of Access Controls for Qualifications, page !23,

Spent Fuel Pools, page 46
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Appendit 0
i

Reactors (otmtinued) llPPOS4E6 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations for
Changes to Radioacthe Waste Treatment Systems,

liPPOS4Li Clattfication of Sescral Aspects of page 60
Removable Radioacthe Surface contamination Limits
for Tramport Packages, page IN) IIPPOS4M9 Clarification of Conditions for Waste

Shipments Subject to liydrogen Gas Ocneration, page
llPPOS4165 Inspection Guidance on 10 CFR 50.72, 118

Immediate Notification Requirernent for Operating
Power Reactors, page 30 llPPOS4DO Clarification of Several Aspects Relating

to Use of NRC. Certified Tramport Packages, page
liPPOS4166 Guidance for Posting Radiation Arcas, 157

page 53
ilPPOS4N1 Lead Shielding Attached to Safety

llPPOS-067 Chemistry and Radiation Protection Related Systems Without 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluations,
_

Technician Tralr.ing and Qualifications, page 8 page 61

IIPPOS4168 Response to Region 11 Interpretation for IIPPOS4n2 Commercial Storage at Power Plant
Control of liigh Radiation Arcas, page 47 Sites of Radwaste Not Generated by the Utility, page

148

IIPPOS4169 Guidance on Test conditions for
Activated Charcoal Using Methyl lodide, page 62 1IPPOS4fM ANO - Units 1 & 2 - Radiochemistry

Personnel Qualifications, page 124
11PPOS-070 Clarification of 10 CFR 20, Appendit A.
Note (i) Requirement on Protection Factors of IIPPOS4N7 Jurisdiction over imw Inct Waste
Respirators, page 102 Management at Reactor Sites in Agreement States,

page 149
tiPPOS-071 Control of Radioacthcly Contaminated
Material, page 78 llPPOS4fn Attention to Liquid Dilution Volumes in

Semiannual Radioactive Eftluent Release Reports,
llPPOS-072 Guide on liow liard You llave to look page 27
as part of Radioactive Contamination Camtrol
Program, page 79 IIPPOS-101 C1.irification of 10 CI'R 50.72 to Maine ;

Yankee, page 29
liPPOS4173 Surveys of Wastes Before Dbposal from
Nucicar Reactor Facilitics, page 80 llPPOS 102 Mcamng of the F2preulon Dose

Equh21ent Xe 133 in the Technical Specifications,
ilPPOS-074 Criteria in NUREO Are Not Substitutes page 74
for Regulations, page 172

IIPPOS 105 Relief from l'echnimi Specification
liPPOS4n8 Jurisdiction of Mobile Radwaste Units Limiting Conditions for Operation, page 142
Operating .-t Nuclear Power Plants, page 150

llPPOS 106 Use of liydro Nuclear Service Dry
llPPOS-079 Contamination of Nonradioactive Sptem Active Waste Disposal, page 117
and Resulting Potential for Unmonitored,
Uncontrolled Release of Radioactivity to the llPPOS 107 Air Intrusion into BWR Primary
Environment, page 60 Sptems, page 59

llPPOS4181 Low-Level Radioactive Waste Scaling IIPPOS-LGS Protocol for Accompaniment on NRC
Factors,10 CFR Part 61, page 120 Inspections, page 169

liPPOS RN Requirements in An . Standard: w.
Facility Technical Specifications, page 139
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Appendix 0

Reactors (motinual) IIPPOS.212 , . Diuohcd Noble Gates in Liquid
Effluents and Complian(c With Technical

llPPOS Ill Response t<> Inquiry Reptding Dcleilon 5pnifications 3.11.1, page 76
,

of NRC Water Quality itequircments from Maine j
Yankec, page 151 IIPPOS-213 Applicability of 10 Cl R 50 Appervlix 11

to Chemicals and Reagents, ptge 125
llPPOS Il3 Enforcement of Regulatoiy Guites, page
138 IIPPOS 216 Fitne.u For Duty Rule, page 9

IIPPOS 115 EPA Inspections for Compliance with flPPOS 217 Qualirication of Radiation Protntion
NPDES Permits issued to NRC Licensecs, page 115 Mr.ager Regulatory Guide 1.8 Revision 2, page 4

HPPOS 122 Clarification of Regulatory Guide 121, llPPOS 222 Reportability of Operating Event, page
Section C.10, Seraithity, page 76 29

llPPOS 128 Interpretation RO 1.33,' Meaning of liPPOS 224 liknd Spiking of Personnci Dosimetcrs
Procedure Irnplementation . *, STS Section 5.K1, and the inspection Program, page 83
page 11

llPPOS.230 Applicabihty of 10 CFR Part 20 to
}{PPOS 129 Ilumboldt Llay Radiation Protntion Occupational Radiation Exposures Rewiting from
Prmatures, pagc.12 Radon and Radon Progeny at Nuclear Powcr Plants,

page 71
liPPOS 140 Guidance on Reporting Doses to
Members of the Public from Normal Operations, page HPPOS 231 intakes That Appear to Result from
28 Ingestion, page 40

}{PPOS 170 Sampling Drywell Atmosphere ikfore a flPPOS-233 Applicability of Regulatory Position 1.3
Release, page 73 of Regulatory Guide R32 to Nuclear Reactor

Facilitics, page 88
IIPPOS 171 lower Technical Specification Limit of
Detection for Liquid Elfluents, page 67 HPPOS 234 Access Control to liigh Radiation AreaA

at Nuclear Power Plants, page 48
IIPPOS-172 Qualification Requirements of Line
ficalth Phpics Supervisors, page 4 IIPPOS-235 licalth Physics Position on the

Controlling of licam Ports, Thermal Columns, and
flPPOS-173 Applicability of Generic Letter 82-12 to Flux Traps n High Radi ion Arcas, page 49
Rtdiation Protection Staff, page 10

,| liPPOS 237 Request for Comments on Responses to
llPPOS-180 Applicability of 10 CFR 20.203(c) to I icensee Questions on liigh Radiation Area Controls,
Plants With Standard Technical Specifications 6.12, page 45
page 48 e

liPPOS 238 IIcalth Phpics Position on Task
HPPOS-188 Calculating Dose from a Hot Particle on Qualification of }{P Technicians, page 8
the Skin, page 93

IIPPOS 239 Clarification of Generic letter 81-38,
llPPOS 189 Transfer of Exempt Quantities of Storage of low level Radioactive Wastes at Power
Ily prmluct Material from a Nuclear, Power Plant, Reactor Sites, page 33
page 38

IIPPOS-242 Ilealth Physics Position on Posting of
ilPPOS-210 flot Spot Interpretation, page $4 liigh Radiation Areas, page $1
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Appendix 0

|

Rextors (madaued) IIPPOS 191 Licensing of Depleted Uranium
Shiciding for Use in Posi.ce, sing of Mo 99ffc-99m

llPPOS 245 Access Controls for Spent Fuel Storage Ocnerator, page 128
Pools, page 45

llPPOS 200 Authorintions Under 10 CFR 40.22,
ilPPOS 246 Enforcement Policy For 110t Partkle Ocneral License, page 130
Exposure Answers to Threc Questions, page 94

ilPPOS 201 Import of Cigarcite Plates Containing
11PPOSC47 Required Continuing Training Program Source Material, page 127
for llP Professionals, page 9

11PPOS 202 Licensing Status of Titanium ikaling
Sourm Material Orcs and Wa<,te Products From Titanium Dioxide

Manufacturing, page 129
IIPPOS-029 Application of 10 CIR 40.13(c)(1)(vi),
page 135 liPPOS 206 Boeing Company Request Concerning

Depicted Uranium Counterweights, page 127
ilPPOS-Cl4 Ouldelines for Decontamination of
Facilitics and Equipment (July 1982 Revision), page liPPOS 229 Reination of Definition of Source
59 Check in Reference to Effluent Radiation Monitors,

page 66
ilPPOS-114 Certain Licc*tse Conditions for Natural
Uranium Proccuing Mills, page 137 lit'POS 2% Applicability of to CFR Part 20 to

Occupational Radiation Exposures Resulting from
IIPPOS-i33 Exemption of Thorium Containing Scrap Radon and Radon Progeny at Nuclear Power Plants,
Under 10 CFR 40.13(c)(4),[, age 32 page 71

liPPOS.134 Explanation of 10 CFR 40.22(a) on Special Nuclear Material
Small Quantitics of Source Material, page 32

IIPPOS4144 Guidelines for Decontamination of
IIPPOS 135 10 CFR 40.14 is not to be Used for Facilitics and Equipment (July 1982 Revisions, page
issuing E Licenses, page 126 59

HPPOS 149 Allowable Contamination Limit for llPPOS 120 Licensing of Reactor Facilitica Prior to
Thorium nat, page El Issuance of Operating License, page 130

liPPOS 179 NRC Responsibilitics Concerning Old llPPOS 179 NRC Responsibilitics Concerning Old
Contaminated Sites, page 81 Contaminated Sites, page 81
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